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Of contracts; general principles.

EIGHTH TITLE.
Of Contracts.

CHAPTER

1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

A contract is an agreement
§3631. (2714.) What is a contract.
between two or more parties for the doing or not doing of some

$3526.

specified thing.

Agreement must be

Where
Judgment

220.

so certain that parties can have an action on
contract implied 50 Ga. 443 59/413 46/494 44/289.
:

for a tort

is

;

not a contract

:

;

it

:

1

Ga.

;

Ga. 272.

71

Statutory penalty is not an obligation arising ex contractu, and justice court
has no jurisdiction 84 Ga. 408.
:

^K

'

3438,

An

executed contract is one
in which all the parties thereto have performed all the obligations
which they have originally assumed. An executory contract is one
in which something remains to be done by one or more parties.
(2715.) Executed or executory

§8682.

.

Courts will not disturb an executed illegal contract 5 Ga. 404; 3/176; unwhere public policy would be promoted 16 Ga. 416. Money paid on an
Courts will
illegal executed contract cannot be recovered back: 30 Ga. 547.
not lend their aid to disturb illegal executed, or to enforce illegal executory
contracts 35 Ga. 330 41/315 55/262 11/547 57/179 41/316 61/327 3/182
An executory agreement 60 Ga. 428, 430. Consideration
9/158 44/642.
32 Ga. 235. Contracts of record defined
necessary to executory contract
35 Ga. 72. A judgment is a contract of record 54 Ga. 482.
:

less

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

Gratuitous agreement

may be

Where agreed purchaser

modified before execution: 77 Ga.

105.

of land has never taken possession, nor

conveyance
delivered though tendered, suit for purchase-money not maintainable while
title still in seller.
His remedy is either specific performance or damages for
breach of agreement to purchase 94 Ga. 661.
:

Absolute deed
tory contract.
delicto applies

If
:

executed contract, grantee's bond for titles merely execudeed and bond scheme to defraud creditors, maxim in pari

is

82 Ga. 373.

A contract of record is one
§8633. (2716.) Contracts of record.
which has been declared and adjudicated by a court having jurisdiction, or which is entered of record in obedience to, or in carrying
out, the judgments of a court.
71

Ga.

273.

Cited, in holding that
72 Ga. 370.

judgment bears same rate

of interest as the contract
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A specialty is a contract under seal, ^sf'JS
§3634. (2717.) Specialty.
and is considered by the law as entered into with more solemnity,
and consequently of higher dignity, than ordinary simple contracts.
Action on a statute of the State in nature of specialty as regards statute of
10 Ga. 162. Indorsement of a sealed instrument is a contract
under seal: 29 Ga. 700. Bond with ink scroll with seal written in it opposite
party's name signed to it, a sealed instrument: 12 Ga. 459; 13/502; 29/427.
Note under seal payable to bearer, negotiable 15 Ga. 529. Plea of failure of
consideration against a note under seal: 16 Ga. 377 35/320.
limitations

:

:

;

A

seal imports consideration

:

90 Ga. 332.

Recital "witness our hand and seal," without more, does not make a sealed
instrument 72 Ga. 898. See 82 Ga. 883.
:

All other contracts than those
termed simple contracts.
Simple contracts may be either in
§3636. (2719.) Parol contracts.
Parol
writing, or rest only in words as remembered by witnesses.
contracts, under this Code, shall include only the latter.
§3635. (2718.) Simple contracts.

specified above are

Condition in parol contract not shown by conversations between plaintiff
76 Ga. 828.

and third person

:

To constitute a valid con- $$3526,
§3637. (2720.) Essentials of a contract.
tract, there must be parties able to contract, a consideration moving

8681.

to the contract, the assent of the parties to the terms of the contract,

and a subject-matter upon which

it

can operate.

Consideration of a contract defined: 12 Ga. 52. Issue of capacity of party
by the jury 30 Ga. 263 43/85. Consideration of contract open to inquiry between the parties 55 Ga. 78. What not a good consideration for son to give new note for old debt of father 56 Ga. 208. Money
borrowed on usurious contract, good consideration for promise to pay back
with legal interest: 57 Ga. 99. What sufficient consideration for a contract to
release control over a child 59 Ga. 555.
Parties accepting services of attorney for coparty, not bound for fees here:
65 Ga. 719, 720.
Judgment for a tort is not a contract 71 Ga. 272.
Slave's purchase of property and declaration of trust after manumission,
valid: 78 Ga. 181.
Understanding here was not definite enough to amount to a contract: 81
Ga. 775.
to contract passed on

:

;

:

:

:

:

Meeting of minds essential to assent: 88 Ga. 748.
One not bound to pay for policy of insurance, different from kind applied
for, where he offers to return within reasonable time
93 Ga. 604.
:

Contract to convey lands upon performance of certain conditions, binds
second party to perform the conditions 95 Ga. 693.
:

§3638. (2721.) Contracts absolute or conditional.
A contract may $$3541, 3709.
be absolute or conditional. In the former, every covenant is independent, and the breach of one does not relieve the obligation of
another. In the latter, the covenants are dependent the one upon
the other, and the breach of one is a release of the binding force of

::
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dependent covenants. The classification of every contract must
depend upon a rational interpretation of the intention of the parties.
all

Mutual covenants that were independent and not dependent: 30 Ga.

Where the covenants were mutual and dependent

561.

Contracts en-

46 Ga. 278.

:

41 Ga. 337. A contract may be absolute or conditional
absolute right qualified with a condition 53 Ga. 72. Absolute
unconditional contract of sale 54 Ga. 145.

tire or severable

:

An

45 Ga. 628.

:

:

Contract to indemnify attorney about to pay over money, given without inon full payment, is not conditional on payment of whole amount: 71 Ga.

sisting
501.

Covenants independent, where one agreed to build party wall and deed
pay one. half cost of wall 72 Ga. 708.
One joint contractor could call other to account before indemnity bonds
mutually executed as agreed, especially where same had not been demanded
strip of land, the other to

:

75 Ga. 849.

Si

'

3707

§3639.

'

may

(2722.)

Conditions precedent

and subsequent.

Conditions

In the former, the condition must
be performed before the contract becomes absolute and obligatory
upon the other party. In the latter, the breach of the condition
be precedent or subsequent.

rights under the contract, or may give a right
damages to the other party, according to a true construction of

may destroy the party's
to

the intention of the parties.

What must be averred

suing on a contract on condition 1 Ga. 257. Conof money on condition 3 Ga. 94 14/649. Alternative propositions by letter by buyer, vendor may elect to take either: 5 Ga.
What must be alleged and proven, to recover on a contract with condi167.
tion precedent: 13 Ga. 210. As to conditions precedent and mutual dependent
covenants 17 Ga. 340. Conditional contract for rent 28 Ga. 422. Failure to
comply with condition precedent, defeating plaintiff's right: 32 Ga. 493. Indorser "to be liable in second instance" after maker sued to insolvency 35 Ga.
143; 53/381,382. Conditions precedent to recovery on an insurance policy:
36 Ga. 429. Section cited and construed: 44 Ga. 119, 123. Where some act to
be done before performance, must aver and prove that it has been complied
with 39 Ga. 544. When issue of stock certificate not condition precedent to
recovery on stock subscriptions 44 Ga. 597. A conditional bond 29 Ga. 139.
Words of covenant and not of condition 46 Ga. 241. Agreement to pay to the
capital stock of railroad on demand when a condition thereto has been performed 51 Ga. 318. Payment of one note on condition of taking up another
note that was barred by the statute of limitations 51 Ga. 332. A condition
precedent that all liens should be removed before payment: 51 Ga. 371. Plea
that condition upon which payment was to be made, had not accrued: 53 Ga.
Partial compliance with a condition will not do: 54 Ga.
456; 51/550, 551.
47-50.
Legacy on condition, estoppel by acceptance: 40 Ga. 679. A fee in
land by will upon a condition 45 Ga. 481
Recoupment pleaded for failure to
comply with stipulations in the contract 55 Ga. 75. Condition for support for
life: 62 Ga. 546.
Where one agreed to build party wall and deed strip of land, the other to
pay one half cost of wall, deed was not condition precedent: 72 Ga. 708.
tract to pay certain

in

:

amount

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

.

:

Agreement

to give acceptance

precedent to sale

:

76 Ga. 357,

upon receipt of goods construed

as condition

;
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Kailroad authorized, with condition precedent, to use street, cannot until
condition complied with 84 Ga. 376.
Condition precedent, performed after suit, too late to save nonsuit 84
:

:

Ga. 401.

Salesman may discontinue his services, contract allowing him to make
and his employers withdrawing this right: 91

credit sales on commission,

Ga. 404.
Subscriptions to capital of corporation on condition that $50,000 obtained,
not otherwise binding 95 Ga. 574.
Contract void for fraud, recovery had in suit for money loaned, without
showing presentation and dishonor: 76 Ga. 341.
Where breach of alleged cross-obligations did not give defendant right of
:

recoupment in suit for damages for breach 80 Ga, 692.
Where, of thirty cars of corn, three duly paid for proved spoiled, buyer
could recoup for breach of warranty as to latter, and seller could recover for
:

cars unjustifiably rejected

:

83 Ga. 685.

Hired surety on bond given to get possession of goods, entitled to pay if
liability attaches for an instant, though goods shortly afterwards seized under
other process 82 Ga. 346.
Dividend declared after contract of sale of stock complete, was buyer's,
after stock paid for
but order for dividend not condition precedent to
seller's rights to payment; buyer's refusal to pay until such order given, was
rescission 83 Ga. 747.
Grant of land to railroad so long as used "for shops, depots and other
conveniences and fixtures necessary for company," not complied with by
building tracks across it 86 Ga. 585.
As to condition subsequent in deed to pay grantor annuity, and rights of
grantor for breach 93 Ga. 497.
Telegraph company's regulations as to time of presenting claim, immaterial
where default sued for is failure to start message 94 Ga. 436.
:

;

:

:

:

:

§3640. (2723.)

Void conditions.

Impossible, immoral, and illegal

$3138 *

conditions are void, and are binding upon no one.

One simple contract

§3641. (2724.) Novation.

matter, and on no

new

as to

the

same *gg£« 3106

consideration, does not destroy another be-

tween the same parties; but if new parties are introduced by novation, so as to change the person to whom the obligation is due, the
original contract is at an end.
See notes to sections 2971 and 3732.
not a novation under this section 51 Ga. 179, 180 44/129 40/438
38/517, 518. A novation of original debt by which its fiduciary character is
destroyed 45 Ga. 492 51/647. When not 45 Ga. 469.
New consideration
that would amount to a novation 41 Ga. 580 40/193, 423, 487 45/500 45/137
What amounts to a novation in renewal of a liability: 31 Ga. 581:
54/408.
47/100; 56/214; 59/265, 266. Where not such a novation of the debt as to prevent recovery of purchase-money 46 Ga. 204, 580 45/356. Where could not
subject a homestead to judgment on a note in renewal of another not for purchase-money 61 Ga. 203. What such a novation as discharged sureties 64
Ga. 740.
Stated: 69 Ga. 373.
Clerk entering service of partnership formed pending his employment by
one partner, and discharged, cannot maintain action under first contract 75
Ga. 93.

What

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

48

'
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"Where one takes his brother's place in contract of sale and gives his note
amount of indebtedness, he cannot plead prior payments by his brother to
show usury 80 Ga. 815.
Nonsuit awarded, in suit on contract, evidence showing novation: 68 Ga. 814.
Dividing debt into small notes within county court jurisdiction, novation
here, and payee took subject to certain intervening equities: 69 Ga. 373.
Renewal of note at same interest not novation 72 Ga. 807.
Distinction between renewal and novation 74 Ga. 37 citing 53 Ga. 485.
Terms of contract binding here, unless altered by subsequent agreement:
75 Ga. 494.
Mortgage to W. & Co., in renewal of one to W. alone, novation, and judgment obtained between, superior: 84 Ga. 593.
Where mortgage is cancelled and deed taken to secure mortgage debt and
another, there is novation 91 Ga. 799.
A written agreement may be modified after signing, and that it is executed
is a sufficient consideration
86 Ga. 439.
Written general agreement not abrogate previous specific contract not
referred to 93 Ga. 290.
for

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

73Ga.459.

§3642. Mutual temporary disregard of contract.

Where

the course of the execution of a contract, depart from

pay or receive

money

its

parties, in

terms and

under such departure, before either can recover

for failure to pursue the letter of the agreement, reasonable notice

must be given the other
of the agreement.

of intention to rely

on the exact terms

Until such notice, the departure

is

a quasi

new

agreement.

A contract may be
§3643. (2725.) Entire or severable contracts.
In the former, the whole contract stands

1
'

^eeifijtMffi

e ither entire or severable.

(

3726 3793

or falls together.

In the latter, the failure of a distinct part does

not void the remainder. The character of the contract in such case
is determined by the intention of the parties.

An entire contract for sale of real or personal property, if void in part, is
A severable contract: 19 Ga. 416. An entire convoid entirely: 6 Ga. 590.
Where the consideration was severable:
tract: 22 Ga. 184; 28/313; 30/877.
41 Ga. 331 43/305.
Contract here for 600 bales of cotton to be delivered in lots at different
times, entire: 65 Ga. 210.
Upon contract to teach nine months for $45.00, no recovery for teaching eight
and a half months. Where special contract performed on one side and nothing to be performed but payment on other, recovery can be had on general
i adcbitatus assumpsit or quantum meruit: 79 Ga. 444.
Where contract was not apportionable 80 Ga. 568.
Contract for fifteen tons guano, not severable; and one bag not branded,
whole contract illegal and void 84 Ga. 606.
;

:

:

Contract severable, specific performance of part decreed
8

§^644. (2726.) Apportionment.

7,

^256 82B9
og?!'

93 Ga. 587.

In some cases, even an entire con-

apportionable;* as where the price to be paid

is not fixed, or
by the contract itself apportioned according to time, so if the
failure of one party to perform is caused by the act of the other,

ma!' tract

8726,8998.

:

is

[$

the contract

may

still

be apportioned.

:

:;
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Construing this section 53 Ga. 83, 648.
Culpable neglect by ship-master to collect freights from charterer for which
both he and owner had lien on cargo, released owner pro tanto as to master's
:

wages

89 Ga. 661.

:

Where two-year partnership with physician terminated by his
premium paid therefor not recoverable, nor apportionable 94 Ga. 196.

death,

:

§3645. (2727.) Assent

is essential

to

contract.

The consent

of the

parties being essential to a contract, until each has assented to all

the terms the contract

may withdraw

is

incomplete; until assented

to,

each party

his bid or proposition, unless a given time is agreed

on in which the other party

may

assent.

Son-in-law not responsible for physician's services to dying mother-in-law,
because he was present when he attended her and said nothing: 66 Ga. 50.

Judgment

is not a contract: 71 Ga. 272.
are shipped to vendee, he to pay certain

for a tort

Where goods

amount

for freight,

and freight-bill exceeds that amount, he may reject goods and rescind contract

:

71 Ga. 470.

Sender of message bound by rule of telegraph company, printed on forms,
as to time of presenting claim for damage 85 Ga. 425.
Reasonable terms on back of telegram blank, held binding on sender and
sendee of messages 92 Ga. 613.
Policy of insurance different from kind applied for, party not bound to pay
for it if he offers to return within reasonable time 93 Ga. 604.
:

:

:

Contracts by letter.
If the proposition is made by
acceptance by written reply takes effect from the time it
is sent, and not from the time it is received; hence the proposer
cannot withdraw in the meantime. If the latter contains alternative propositions, the party receiving may elect.

§3646. (2728.)

letter, the.

Stated

:

4 Ga.

1.

Vendor may

ter he will take: 5 Ga. 167.

elect

How

which

by letby letter bound the writer:

of alternative propositions

far the contract

Contract complete on delivery of the letter in the post-office 55
Letters declared on in substance in a suit, sufficient: 55 Ga. 164.
Man in Rome wired acceptance of Chattanooga's proposition, adding "send
deeds at once ;" this was not full acceptance 81 Ga. 704.
Contract closed by cablegram cannot be altered by letter written same day
86 Ga. 558.
A limitation or condition inserted in one letter need not be repeated or
referred to in subsequent ones in order to preserve its force 83 Ga. 627.
43 Ga. 298.

:

Ga. 448.

:

:

Correspondence held to constitute contract of employment between business firm and salesman 91 Ga 404.
:

t

General Note.

Notes from Code of 1882
corporation may take a note by authority under its charter to contract
17 Ga. 575 19/486.
Bank charters are interpreted as contracts 19 Ga. 325.
Municipal corporation under its charter could contract for water-works 28
Ga. 50. Where directors of railroad corporation could contract to issue preferred stock: 43 Ga. 13. Injunction against a railroad making a contract not
authorized by its charter: 40 Ga. 582. Must be mutuality of obligation to sustain a contract 23 Ga. 124. When there was no implied contract 29 Ga. 399

A

;

:

:

:

:

48/523.

As

to consideration

and mutuality

of contracts

:

32 Ga. 684

;

36/184.

§
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Not dependent contracts 19 Ga. 416. Ratification by parents of agreement
with minor makes it binding 28 Ga. 43. State not responsible for contracts
made by officers of Federal army during the war 39 Ga. 609. Remedies for
employee where contract for labor broken by employer 21 Ga. 157 53/82.
Mistake and acquiescence in a contract: 40 Ga. 205. Repudiation of aeon:

:

:

;

:

Parent suing for apportionment of contract of service with
minor: 53 Ga. 646. Maker of note bound personally, although word "administratrix" be annexed to her signature 57 Ga. 531. Executive warrant on State
treasury not a contract 56 Ga. 674. Contract for a consideration to leave by
will a money legacy 56 Ga. 300. Contract not to carry on a trade within limits
of a certain town is valid 56 Ga. 504. Where time is of the essence of the contract 58 Ga. 584. As to ratification of an illegal contract 60 Ga. 222.
tract: 47 Ga. 101.

:

:

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
one opened account for groceries to be furnished father, he

Where

notify grocer

Law

when

to stop

:

must

66 Ga. 212.

implies from acceptance of services a promise to pay therefor

:

90 Ga.

581.

Bond made under order
as voluntary

bond

:

of chancellor granted

without authority, binding

67 Ga. 627.

Contract with city, making engineer's decision final as to amount and quanwork and pay, binding, except for fraud on contractors and subcontractors 66 Ga. 250.
Contract to convey lands upon performance of certain conditions, binds
second party to perform the conditions 95 Ga. 693.
Instrument here, executed contemporaneously with note sued on, held part
of contract: 93 Ga. 438.
Correspondence held to constitute contract of employment between business firm and salesman 91 Ga. 404.
Purchaser assuming mortgage on lands as part purchase price, chargeable
with knowledge that principal note secured might mature by default on interest coupon attached 95 Ga. 8.
Where cotton to be delivered in lots, failure to pay as agreed for first lot
gave other party right to rescind 65 Ga. 210.
Terms of contract binding here, unless altered by subsequent agreement:
75 Ga. 494.
Written general agreement not abrogate previous specific contract not referred to 93 Ga. 290.
Party cannot defend on ground that time was of essence and he himself
did not perform within the limit: 95 Ga. 693.
Parties may waive stipulation in written contract of partnership, as to
condition of beginning: 93 Ga. 128.
tity of

:

:

:

:

:

:

CHAPTER

2.

OF THE PARTIES.
$5732.

§3647. (2729.) Persons unable

to

contract.

cannot generally make a valid contract:

The following persons
Infants, insane persons,

and drunkards.
Infancy of maker may be pleaded against bona fide holder of note: 70 Ga. 322.
Disabilities placed upon persons non sui juris for purpose of protecting
their rights, not to invade rights of others 75 Ga. 97 see also 7 Ga. 572.
:

;

:
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Married women, under common law and prior to Code, could not bind
themselves by money contracts, but could their separate estates, and to what
extent: 92 Ga. 237, 242; see also 33 Ga. 316. She could contract and be contracted with as to her separate estate 39 Ga. 41 56/347, 348 62/557. Eule
where no separate estate 8 Ga. 359. She may contract now 70 Ga. 326.
Married woman, without separate estate, may by express contract become
92 Ga. 769. Even before the
liable for board furnished herself and children
Code she could contract where her husband had deserted her: 41 Ga. 143.
She could convey her separate estate by deed 55 Ga. 41. And could bind her
separate estate by note 32 Ga. 605.
Where goods were sold to married woman 11 Ga. 326.
Married woman sued here on her indorsement of a note: 49 Ga. 487.
Married woman, a minor, not bound here on note given for husband's debts
52 Ga. 503.
Married woman's note made in Georgia, renewing note made in another
State to pay her husband's debt, bound her personally 92 Ga. 237, 242.
See notes to sections 2474, 2488, 3187, and 2477.
:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

§3648. (2731.) Infant, when bound. The contracts of an infant Acts 1858,
under twenty-one years of age are void, except for necessaries; and
for necessaries they are not valid unless the party furnishing them
proves that the parent or guardian fails or refuses to supply suffiIf, however, the infant receives
cient necessaries for the infant.

property, or other valuable consideration,

and

after arrival at age

retains possession of such property, or enjoys the proceeds of such

valuable consideration, such a ratification of the contract shall bind

him.
not void but voidable at their election, when of age 7 Ga. 568.
in action for necessaries furnished infant ward
11
Ga. 607. Suit against the husband of a minor on her contract for necessaries
dum sola 13 Ga. 467.
Kepudiation by infant of contract not binding because of infancy not legal
fraud: 19 Ga. 22. Debts by infants for necessaries before guardian appointed,
paid afterwards: 15 Ga. 452. How action for and against infant prosecuted
and defended, and can sufficiently enforce contracts against, for necessaries, at law: 28 Ga. 522.
Subsequent ratification by parents of agreement with
minor makes it valid 28 Ga. 43. A minor under age of seventeen years cannot
give binding consent to a contract: 34 Ga. 109.
Adult bound by contract
entered into by him with one acting for minors: 36 Ga. 184. As to liability of
father for goods sold a minor child 28 Ga. 486. Note by infant for necessaries
valid: 6 Ga. 169. Irregular decree not void as to infants: 53 Ga. 514.
When
only judge could order sale of minor's property 60 Ga. 677. Suit by minor for
breach of contract made by him for his mother for his services 61 Ga. 483.
Deeds of: note to section 3604.
Minor cannot make legal sale of land to guardian 65 Ga. 323.
Where minor makes sale for valuable consideration and retains benefit
thereof after majority, knowing her rights, she ratifies sale 65 Ga. 323.
Equity can ratify for infants, or decree sale and reimburse them, etc. 73
Ga. 140.
Contracts

What

of,

:

must show

plaintiff

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Infant's contract being void, property parted with thereunder by him may
be recovered without returning that which he received in exchange 74 Ga. 293.
:

Ratification

:

81 Ga. 679.
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Disability placed upon persons non sui juris to protect their rights, not to
invade rights of others 75 Ga. 97.
:

Buggy, harness,

etc.,

not necessaries, and note given therefor not binding:

70 Ga, 322.

Suit on note of minor, not stating that note given for necessaries, dismissed
on oral demurrer: 76 Ga. 291.
Infant's estate liable for reasonable compensation to one

ums on
$$2500,2878.

life-insurance

which constitutes estate

:

who

paid premi-

76 Ga. 272.

The exemption of
The party contracting with him

§3649. (2732.) Infancy a personal exemption.

the infant

is

a personal privilege.

cannot plead

it,

unless he was ignorant of the fact at the time

of the contract; nor can third persons avail themselves of

it

as a

defense.
Contracts

made by one

minors with adult, obligatory on such adult:

for

36 Ga. 184.
$2502(4).

§3650. (2733.) Infant doing business bound.

If

an infant, by per-

mission of his parent or guardian, or by permission of law, practices
any profession or trade, or engages in any business as an adult, he
shall be bound for all contracts connected with such profession,
trade or business.
Infant not bound on note given for ouggy, having no connection with his
business 70 Ga. 322.
:

A

is not practicing any profession or trade, or engaging
an adult, within this section 70 Ga. 322.

clerk

in

business as

:

Law
$2489.

of section appropriately given in charge here

:

81 Ga. 679.

Marriage contracts
§3651. (2734.) Marriage contracts of infants.
of lawful age to marry, are

and settlements made by infants, but
binding as if made by adults.
Section cited and construed
$$2570,3654.

:

49 Ga. 379.

An

person
guardianship
cannot contract prior to commission sued out and
appointed. A lunatic may contract during lucid intervals; after
§g(352.

(2735.)

Contracts

of

insane persons.

insane

guardianship he cannot; nor can a person restored to sanity conNecessaries furnished an
tract until the guardianship is dissolved.
insane person may be recovered upon the same proof as if furnished
to infants.
the person legally compos mentis, is no ground
Proof of insanity not by reputation
in, or opinion of, the neighborhood: 6 Ga. 287.
Opinions of witnesses as to:
6 Ga. 324. Capacity question for the jury 43 Ga. 79.

Mere weakness

of

mind,

if

for setting aside a contract: 31 Ga. 512.

:

Depression or impairment of mind, no ground for annulling contract, person not non compos mentis : 67 Ga. 734.

Deed set aside because grantor's mental weakness used to coerce his will in
making deed 68 Ga. 417.
Evidence of imbecility not confined to narrow limits of time: 72 Ga. 714.
:
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Condition of mind from beginning to end of transaction, proper subject of
Charge here as to amount of mental power required to make binding agreement, correct: 77 Ga. 724.
Insanity of grantor as affecting subsequent purchaser for value without
notice 93 Ga. 420.
Proper charge as to capacity of insane person to contract during lucid interval: 92 Ga. 297.
Charge here as to plaintiff's capacity to contract, not erroneous as against
defendant. Erroneous charge on question of mental capacity to contract: 95
inquiry.

:

Ga. 244.

§3653. (2736.)

own incapacity
Defined
set

up by

:

Who may plead
Where

48 Ga. 324.

his

incapacity

A man may

.

plead his

to contract.
the defendant's want of capacity to contract

answer: 43 Ga. 79-81.

incapacity to contract

7

:

Where complainant

in a bill set

up

his

Ga. 484.

Contract of drunkard.
A drunkard, when actually ^36«,
intoxicated to such an extent as to deprive him of reason, can make

§3654. (2737.)

3652.

no valid contract with any one cognizant of the fact of his condiIf the party contracting was at all instrumental in producing
tion.
the state of intoxication, the contract is invalid, however partial
the intoxication

may

be.

Section cited and construed

62 Ga. 454.

Sometimes persons are capable to con-$8
the place of the contract, but incapable under

§3655. (2738.) Lex
tract

:

by the law of

loci.

-

the law of this State.

In such case, generally, the law of the place
of the contract is enforced, unless the circumstances show an attempt to evade the law of this State, or the contract is of such a
character as contravenes the policy of our law.
See notes to section

8.

CHAPTER

3.

OF THE CONSIDERATION.
§3656. (2739.) Nudum pactum.
A consideration is essential to a
contract which the law will enforce. An executory contract, with-

out such consideration, is called nudum pactum^ or a naked promise.
In some cases a consideration is presumed, and an averment to the
contrary will not be received. Such are generally contracts under

and negotiable instruments alleging a consideration upon their
face, in the hands of innocent holders without notice, who have
received the same before dishonored.
seal,

Notes from Code of 18S2

:

Every contract not founded on a consideration is a nudum pactum : 30 Ga.
An agreement to forbear, not binding un-

731; 32/235; 5/480; 61/187; 47/51.

$$3548, 363-2,

:

§
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3.

Of the consideration.
less on a consideration
33 Ga. 173. Consideration of promissory note may be
looked into when justice so requires: 6 Ga. 166. Instrument under the hand and
seal of a person imports a consideration 9 Ga. 54 36/190 58/573, 574. Every release must be founded on some consideration 15 Ga. 570. Every contract must
have a consideration to sustain it: 57 Ga. 214; 56/210; 30/731,344; 19/22.
When agreement to pay a debt by paying part must have a consideration to
support it 13 Ga. 407 24/289 29/315 but see 55 Ga. 10. No consideration
Payment
for a note by son for father's debt before bankruptcy 56 Ga. 208.
of part of a note is no consideration to support a promise not to collect the
balance 54 Ga. 525, 526.
:

:

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

Bond
issuing

Bond

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
under fi. fa. against maker of bond for titles,
to obligor under original bond, not bound 65 Ga. 761.

for titles, purchaser

new bond

:

to restore property held

an accommodation

liability,

by the obligor as indemnity against

had consideration: 88 Ga.

Compromise, deed to portion

loss

on

199.

made in compromise under
up property rather than go to law 68

of land in dispute,

religious belief that one should give

:

Compromise of damage claim against railroad, in consideration of
$32.50 which was already due for wages, nudum pactum: 81 Ga. 531. Executory
compromise of debt for less than full amount without other consideration
than mere part payment, is nudum pactum: 94 Ga. 469.
Ga. 417.

Consideration, note reciting "value received" may be defended by showing
was given for contract of service which had failed 72 Ga. 69. Can show by
parol what real consideration was: 53 Ga. 214. Negotiable note for value imports consideration, and burden on him attempting to show otherwise: 55 Ga.
141.
Consideration cannot be shown to be different from that expressed in
it

:

69.
Consideration of written contract subject to parol evidence:
Plea of failure of consideration held good against holder of promissory note who purchased before maturity 93 Ga. 438.
Contract under seal
supported by consideration of $5.00 recited, binding: 94 Ga. 553. Quitclaim
deed reciting payment of one dollar as consideration, binding: 66 Ga. 179.
Cross-obligation, no defense to note given for patent-right, that same not
assigned when note given assignment presumed to be in order when note
paid. Tender of amount and demand of assignment would have been good
defense 78 Ga. 764.
Debt of another, promise to pay pre-existing debt of another, without consideration, is nudum pactum: 70 Ga. 53.
Disclaimer of title which, being without any consideration, could not be
used to defeat an action 94 Ga. 477.
Estoppel, parties at interest having distributed an estate contrary to will,
and enjoyed the benefits, cannot set up limitation over, defeated by the agreement: 66 Ga. 366,367.
Gift, donor of a note, sued by donee on his indorsement, may defend by
setting up the gift: 93 Ga. 444.
Gratuitous agreement may be modified before execution 77 Ga. 105, 107.
Land, where one by mistake contracts to purchase his own land, contract is
without consideration 83 Ga. 556. Where one, by mutual mistake or by mistake of his own and fraud of his vendor, buys land already his, the contract
is without consideration
87 Ga. 730.
Partnership, voluntary promise of partner without consideration, not bind
firm 77 Ga. 307.
Part payment of debt, no consideration for promise to delay 77 Ga. 159.
Prompt payment, landlord's promise to present mules to tenant as gratuity
in consideration of prompt payment of rent, nudum pactum: 89 Ga. 117.

note: 72 Ga.

69 Ga. 460.

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
;
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8.

Of the consideration.

Railroad,

payment by,

treatment of employee negligently

of its surgeon for

injured, no consideration for full release of railroad

:

92 Ga. 485.

by wife, after husband's death, of void transfer of her property
pay
his
to
debts, void for want of consideration 75 Ga. 755.
A note reciting "value received," may be defended by showing it was given
for a contract of service which had failed 72 Ga. 69. Recital in contract of
shipment that freight rate reduced, is only prima facie: 91 Ga. 379. Contract
under seal, supported by consideration of $5.00 recital, binding 94 Ga. 553
Ratification

:

:

:

see also 66 Ga. 179.

Revocation of license, permit (without charge) to

way"

of railroad, revocable at pleasure

:

sell

lunches on "right of

81 Ga. 461.

Specific performance, agreement by father to make title to land to son when
paid for out of the profits is nudum pactum, and specific performance refused
71 Ga. 818.
Specific performance never decreed against one party when it

could not be decreed against the other: 73 Ga. 571.
Subsequent promise, mortgagee's subsequent promise, to one who signs as
surety on mortgage note, not to extend credit to mortgagor beyond amount of
mortgage, nudum pactum: 94 Ga. 219. One partner's intemperance having incapacitated him, agreement after dissolution that, in division of assets, the
other be allowed certain sum to equalize, valid: 82 Ga. 375.
Surety, note by surety on previous note, in discharge of latter, is without
consideration, first note having been paid by principal debtor, etc. 92 Ga. 149.
:

Voluntary agreement, judgment creditor's agreement, for no consideration,
to attend execution sale of debtor's property and make it bring amount of debt,
was nudum pactum : 83 Ga. 322.

A

consideration

valid

if

any benefit accrues to him who makes the promise, or any injury

to

Valid consideration.

§3657. (2740.)

him who

is

receives the promise.

68 Ga. 141 69/373 72/819.
Stated 12 Ga. 52 14/649 17/46 47/51. The consideration where one promises to answer for the debt or default of another
15 Ga. 321 30/901.
Forbearance to prosecute, as a consideration to support a promise: 33 Ga. 512; 55/10,
11
5/472. Section cited 61 Ga. 100. Valuable consideration defined 14 Ga.
649.
Marriage is a valuable consideration 53 Ga. 416. Moral obligation and
statutory liability a consideration for support of child 12 Ga. 342. A note
that was, according to the allegations in the plea, a nudum pactum and without
consideration 61 Ga. 187-189. A promise supported by a strong moral obligation 61 Ga. 475. A valuable consideration for a money legacy to be left by
will: 56 Ga. 301.
Parties at interest having distributed an estate contrary to will and enjoyed
the benefits, cannot set up limitation over, defeated by the agreement 66 Ga.
See also 55 Ga. 359, 449-451.
366, 367.
Agreement by debtor not to go into bankruptcy sufficient consideration to
support contract by creditor to compromise debt 68 Ga. 328.
Although account not assigned in writing and not itemized, the sale was
valid consideration for note here, although debtor insolvent: 70 Ga. 203.
Compromise of suit for personal injury, a valid consideration for conveyance 71 Ga. 744.
Promise of defendant to remedy damage, if suit therefor dismissed, action
will lie for breach thereof: 84 Ga. 61.
Agreement with defendant in fi. fa. to buy land at sheriff's sale upon certain terms, if he would not have price run up, held valid 68 Ga. 521.
;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

,

:

:

:

:

:

:

.
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Promise to repay money lent to third person, inducing loan,
Ga.

is

binding: 70

53.

A. being about to distrain B.'s crop, in which C. had an interest, C.'s promreimburse D., if D. would pay off A.'s claim, was founded on sufficient
consideration 74 Ga. 366.
ise to

:

Note sued on was in payment of another note, and was not mere memoran•
dum without consideration 74 Ga. 400.
Money expended by father in employment of counsel for widowed daughter,
good consideration for her note to that amount 75 Ga. 523.
Promise of principal and surety to assignee of execution against former, to
pay additional interest for extension, valid and binding: 84 Ga. 157.
Agreement by L. to pay M., for goods to be furnished F., out of money due
F., original undertaking, and writing unnecessary 84 Ga. 227.
:

:

:

See also notes to section 2693 (2)
Receipt beneficial to taker, which party not obliged to give, sufficient consideration for contract for liquidated damages here 91 Ga. 450, 451.
:

$2487.

Good and valuable considerations. Considerations
and valuable. A good consideration is
such as is founded on natural duty and affection, or on a strong
moral obligation. A valuable consideration is founded on money,
or something convertible to money, or having a value in money,
except marriage, which is a valuable consideration.
§3658. (2741.)

are distinguished into good

Meritorious consideration See section 4039.
Marriage a valuable consideration 71 Ga. 853.
Widow may make good deed of gift to bastard son of her dead husband,
when 91 Ga. 564.
One partner's intemperance having incapacitated him, agreement after
dissolution that, in division of assets, the other be allowed a certain sum
to equalize, supported by moral obligation: 82 Ga. 375.
:

:

:

$$3549,4083,

Mere inad§3659. (2742.) Inadequacy of consideration, effect of.
equacy of consideration alone will not void a contract. If the inadequacy be great, it is a strong circumstance to evidence fraud; and
on a suit for damages for breach of the contract, the inadequacy of
consideration will always enter as an element in estimating the
damages.
Adequacy

of consideration not closely looked into, slight consideration suf-

5 Ga. 472. Mere inadequacy of price is no ground
but where gross, coupled with suspicious circumstances and peculiar

ficient to sustain a contract

for relief

;

:

may presume fraud 19 Ga. 471, 565 9/60 6/516.
Applied to judicial sale where sheriff aided in discouraging bidders: 72 Ga.

relations,

:

;

;

637,644,645.

Gross inadequacy strong circumstance but not per se sufficient to set aside
72 Ga. 637.
Mere inadequacy of consideration not authorize vendor's creditor to subject
land 94 Ga. 625.
Sale valid though price small, no fraud being charged 83 Ga. 124.
Charging inadequacy of consideration, circumstance to show fraud, under
facts, not error 84 Ga. 73.
Consideration of deed being portly affection and partly money, etc., inadequacy of latter raises no presumption of incapacity or fraud 91 Ga. 564.
sale

:

:

:

:

:

;
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Consideration claimed to be grossly inadequate, evidence of value of land
95 Ga. 243, 244.
Not applicable as to amount of damages, where plea makes no reference to
fraud or inadequacy of consideration 95 Ga. 423.
at trial irrelevant here

:

:

6,3535
the consideration be founded in a*gj
mistake of fact or of law, the promise founded thereon cannot be

(2743.) Mistake.

§3660.

If

enforced.

When not bound by a mistake of law: 2 Ga. 18; 7/64. Section cited and
construed 38 Ga. 552. Plea at law to avoid contract for mistake must fully
Where mistake of
set forth the grounds for relief as in equity 44 Ga. 38.
fact as to value of partnership interest, would not warrant a rescission in
equity of the sale 55 Ga. 485. Attempt to set up a mistake of law without
alleging the other brought about the mistake 58 Ga. 126.
Note by surety on previous note, in discharge of latter, is without consideration, first note having been paid by principal debtor, etc. 92 Ga. 149.
Where one by mistake contracts to purchase his own land, contract is with:

:

:

:

:

out consideration

:

83 Ga. 556

;

see also 87 Ga. 730.

§3661. (2744.) Mutual promises.

A

promise of another

is

a good $3664.

So in mutual subscriptions for a compromise of the others is a good consideration for

consideration for a promise.

mon

object

—the

the promise of each.

A subscription

church supported by the mutual promises 56 Ga. 554—
Subscription to stock in a corporation on faith of other subscriptions:
57 Ga. 240. An assignment for creditors made on the agreement of another
to do the same 63 Ga. 262.
Subscriptions to stock: General note on Corporations.
Contract to serve is good consideration for promissory note 72 Ga. 69.
Agreement between two distributees to set aside the will and divide the
to a

:

556.

:

:

estate, binding: 72 Ga. 302.

Mutual covenants a valuable consideration
Specific

to each 72 Ga. 713.
performance never decreed against one party where it could not be
:

decreed against the other: 73 Ga. 571.
Majority shareholders accepting material alteration in charter of corporation releases subscriber not assenting: 75 Ga. 15.

§3662. (2745.)

Considerations good in part and bad in part.

If the

consideration be good in part and void in part, the promise will be
sustained or not, according as

But

prescribed.

if

it is

entire or severable, as hereinafter

the consideration be illegal in whole or in part,

the whole promise fails.

A contract entire

and founded on some consideration, if void in part is void
Consideration good in part and void in part 19 Ga. 133
27/571.
Section cited and construed with reference to distinction between
void and illegal consideration, and consideration and promise: 39 Ga. 90. A
note where consideration severable void as to tax, but good as to the rent 41
Ga. 331. Where contract severable, and consideration for the part good can
be sustained 57 Ga. 95-99. An illegal contract to defraud creditors 55 Ga.
262.
Where the fraudulent purpose was not the sole inducement to the conveyance, it was held good as between the parties: 61 Ga. 323.
Transfer of contract to transport mails, without consent of postmastergeneral, is illegal, and will not support promise to pay 66 Ga. 664.

in toto

:

6 Ga. 590.

:

:

:

:

:

$3643.

'

:
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Where ordinary could only
part

;

receive cash for liquor license, but took note for
note not void as based on illegal consideration 69 Ga. 840.
:

"Illegal" applies to "an unlawful transaction," such as a usurious contract
79 Ga. 347, 353.

Part of .consideration being payment of debt and part settlement of crimwhole promise fails 82 Ga. 159.

inal prosecution,

:

Mortgage made
absolutely void

to settle just debt,

and also to compound embezzlement,

87 Ga. 682.

:

Conveyance, consideration of which is partly to secure debt, partly to defraud creditors, void as to creditors 82 Ga. 371.
Contract for fifteen tons guano, not severable, and one bag not branded,
whole contract illegal and void 84 Ga. 606.
Whether note void only for so much as represents value of goods weighed,
etc., on unmarked instruments, or for whole amount, left open
87 Ga. 393.
:

:

:

(2746.) Impossible consideration.

§3663.
tion

is

An

impossible considera-

any promise; otherwise,

insufficient to sustain

if

the con-

sideration be possible but improbable.
Impossibility of performance resulting from act of law, non-performance
of contract excused
$$4989,3661.

§3664.

85 Ga.

:

(2747.)

1.

Consideration moving from another.

valid consideration for the promise,

moved; the promisee may sustain

it

If there be a

matters not from

whom

it is

though a stranger to

his action,

the consideration.
Subscription to a church, the consideration, the mutual promises, etc. 56
Ga. 554-556. Substitution of one debtor for another 40 Ga. 423 61/97.
Son cannot sue on contract between mother and third person to clothe and
educate the son 72 Ga. 205.
:

:

;

:

S

1 ' 3644,

(2748.) Failure

§8665.

of

consideration.

If

the consideration,

apparently good or valuable, fails either wholly or in part before
the promise is executed, such failure may be pleaded in defense
If it be partial, an apportionment must be made
to the promise.
according to the facts of each case.
Partial failure of consideration 56 Ga. 86 45/580-582. Section cited and
construed 55 Ga. 78. By equitable plea to notes, partial failure of consideration, notwithstanding the vendor had notes exempted as personalty 59 Ga.
494.
Where notice should have been given according to contract before failure of consideration could be pleaded 60 Ga. 290.
Where maker of guano note agreed not to plead failure of consideration
unless he notified holder by July 1st 65 Ga. 124.
Although account not assigned in writing, and not itemized, its sale was
valid consideration for note here. Although debtor insolvent, plea of failure
of consideration bad 70 Ga. 203.
Pleaded by amendment of general issue: 70 Ga. 322.
Plea of total failure includes partial failure, and under former, defendant
may abate recovery. Plea here substantially one of partial failure of consideration 72 Ga. 66, 67.
Where defense went solely to total failure of consideration, it was not
necessary to charge on partial failure 94 Ga. 506.
;

:

•

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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Of illegal and void contracts.

That machines worthless and unsuited to purposes for which made, good defense to suit on note given for right to sell

:

76 Ga. 629.

would put engine in working condition, it is not worthless so as
to entitle purchaser to keep it without paying for it 87 Ga. 536.
Where contract for machinery with warranty on certain conditions, plea of
partial failure of consideration, not alleging compliance with conditions, bad
If $50.00

:

:

92 Ga. 273.

To support

total failure of consideration,

absolutely worthless for any purpose

:

must appear that machinery was

94 Ga. 482.

Plea of breach of warranty, or of failure of consideration, does not add to or
vary contract nor is fraud, accident or mistake necessary allegation 83 Ga.
212 see also 28 Ga. 165.
Rule for deduction in suit for purchase-money. Where lot of land was sold
by number, and one boundary misrepresented, whereby purchaser failed to get
some of land he bought 79 Ga. 410.
Purchase-money mortgagee seeking foreclosure, not general judgment, no
defense that title bad, no part of purchase-money paid 84 Ga. 511, 513.
That of thirty cars of corn three duly paid for proved spoiled, did not justify rejecting ten other cars, no intention to abandon contract appearing: 83
Ga. 685.
Plea that payee forced defendant to execute note for pretended debt by refusing to make deed, etc., is plea of failure of consideration 92 Ga. 311.
Where suit on purchase-money note for lands, defendant, through consent
judgment, having been ejected from lands 93 Ga. 639.
Plea that note was given for purchase of horse fraudulently and falsely
represented to be sound, not good against bona fide holder: 93 Ga. 790.
That work done under contract did not continue satisfactorily as at first, not
good defense to action for pay here 93 Ga. 779.
;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

General Note. — Contract by

fi. fa. with an insolvent, to release
part of debt if debtor will apply proceeds of his labor to liquidate it 3 Ga. 112.
Every release must have a consideration, and as to seal importing a consideration
15 Ga. 570.
When accord and satisfaction executed and binding 24
Ga. 289. Assignment of title bond under contract to pay purchase-money can

plaintiff in

:

:

:

be enforced in equity 35 Ga. 258. Negotiable note for value imports consideration, and burden on him attempting to show otherwise: 55 Ga. 141. Plea
that consideration was left out of deed should allege it was left out by fraud,
accident or mistake, and without consent: 58 Ga. 583. Notes given for excess
over seven per cent, are without legal consideration 60 Ga. 666. Promise to
pay a debt discharged in bankruptcy need not be in writing, the consideration being the moral obligation to pay just debt 62 Ga. 298.
:

:

:

CHAPTER

&j/2fU >)?*'
4.

OF ILLEGAL AND VOID CONTRACTS.
§3666. (2749.)
illegal

thing

is

legal will not be

Void contracts.

A

contract to do an immoral or $3643.

If the contract be severable, that which
annulled by that which is illegal.

void.

is

See notes to sections 3662 and 3668.
Courts will not enforce an executory, or disturb an illegal or immoral executed contract: 3 Ga. 176; 35/330. Where an illegal contract executed, will

::
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Of illegal and void contracts.

them where they are 5 Ga. 404 16/416 57/179. Notes void as opposed to
the policy of the law for the sale of public offices 8 Ga. 553. One not assisted
by equity to reclaim property conveyed by him to evade creditors or expected
judgments 58 Ga. 471 55/262 9/151 61/327. No fraud for one. to complain
of, where consent by both sides
9 Ga. 137.
Contract of rent to woman of ill
fame, knowing it is for purposes of prostitution, not recoverable on: 20 Ga.
Only acts under contract while legal, valid, those afterwards made ille449.
gal by statute, different rule: 15 Ga. 213. Agreement to obtain pardon for
convict, not illegal 15 Ga. 258 25/251 24/623 22/246. When an agreement
to indemnify against usurious interest, void 19 Ga. 551. An illegal note transferred before due may be valid in hands of bona fide holder 62 Ga. 757 22/246.
When contract by express company for transporting mail matter would be
void 25 Ga. 704. Where money cannot be recovered back on contract executed, although illegal: 30 Ga. 547. Payment on Sabbath will not take note
out of bar of statute of limitations 31 Ga. 607. Money paid on illegal contract
without fraud, due at once and barred in four years: 22 Ga. 129. A note on
Sunday, made otherwise than in the "ordinary callings," and burden on those
setting up its illegality, where in ordinary business and void 29 Ga. 526 62/757
59/683. The good or legal parts of a severable promise can be sustained 39
Ga. 90. Illegal consideration of note for service as substitute in Confederate
army 37 Ga. 537. Courts will not interfere to grant relief where parties engaged in illegal transaction 41 Ga. 315. Note to compound felony invalid 39
Illegal transfer of notes to corporation
Ga. 85 55/235 64/704 56/566-568.
50 Ga. 70. When a verbal contract between children in a father's lifetime, as
to division of his property after death, not enforced: 50 Ga. 546, 550. Where
plea defective in not averring sufficient in defense to note for account made at
apothecary's who had not obtained license: 54 Ga. 150.
Note prima facie
valid, and burden on those attacking: 54 Ga. 346, 347. A contract of an employee of a railrWd held valid where he waives risks, except so far as does not
waive criminal neglect: 50 Ga. 465, 472.
leave

:

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

Transfer of contract to transport mails, without consent of postmasteris illegal, and will nojb support promise to pay
66 Ga. 664.

general,

:

Contract to sublet convicts leased from the State

Here cotton-futur^" margins" not recoverable

is

illegal

68 Ga. 12.

:

68 Ga. 124.

:

Courts will not lend aid to illegal or immoral act, but will leave parties
where they find^J^ta: 68 Ga. 124-128 see also 3 Ga. 176 35/33J; 41/315.
;

;

Contract with (r^^dant in fi. fa. to buy
certain terms, if he would not have price run

his lands at sheriff's sale upon
up, not illegal: 68 Ga. 521.

Where one
in

sold horse to be used in Confederate service, and after the war,
settlement, vendee gave note for value of horse, note valid 69 Ga. 687.
:

Note taken
Note given
void

:

in satisfaction of a fine is

not illegal

for fertilizer not inspected,

:

70 Ga. 275.

branded and tagged,

is

illegal

and

71 Ga. 162.

Note given

for a contract

by which one person hires another

of full age to a

third, void: 72 Ga. 69,

Notes given for stocks transferred for purpose of consolidating two competing street-railways in Alabama, void as founded on illegal consideration
93 Ga. 520, 521.
Promise of subscriber, which induced corporation to exceed charter rights,
cannot estop subscriber in suit for subscription 75 Ga. 14.
Sunday sale of oxen, unaccompanied by delivery, void though waiving delivery intended 87 Ga. 482; citing 57 Ga. 179; 59/685.
:

:

:
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Parol evidence of understanding with ordinary that convicts were to be
in illegal manner, inadmissible to avoid contract of hiring legal on

worked

face: 94 Ga. 646.

A ct 890
Obligations to pay attor- p |2i
§3667. Attorney' s fees in notes, etc., void.
13
ney's fees upon any note or other evidence of indebtedness, in addi-^

"1

'

-

and no court
unless
a plea or
agreement
to
pay
attorney's
fees,
such
shall enforce
pleas be filed by the defendant and not sustained.
tion to the rate of interest specified therein, are void,

Fees collectible

if

§3668. (2750.)
is

against

plea

is

stricken

94 Ga. 563.

:

Contracts against public policy.

A contract

the policy of the law cannot be enforced;

which

^

such are

contracts tending to corrupt legislation or the judiciary, contracts
in general in restraint of trade, contracts to

evade or oppose the

revenue laws of another country, wagering contracts, contracts of
£**—-^y

maintenance or champerty.
Notes from Code of 1882:
10 Ga. 503. Yet one can make a valid
contract with another not to carry on a trade for a time in a town or locality
39 Ga. 655 56/504 58/567. Agreement upon a shorter period than a statutory
one for bringing suit, not against policy, unless time unreasonable 24 Ga. 97.
When agreement among children for division of father's property not against
public policy: 27 Ga. 413. Assignment in another State must not contravene
policy of law here 35 Ga. 177. Where champertous agreement would be no
defense to notes 26 Ga. 17. Can be no action on a contract growing out of
an immoral or illegal transaction, and directly connected with the unlawful
act 3 Ga. 183. Notes void as against statute forbidding sale of offices and opposed to policy of the law 8 Ga. 553 59/646. A promissory note given to suppress a prosecution for felony, void: 36 Ga. 609; 56/566. Settling damages is
not compounding felony 50 Ga. 152. Cannot recover back money paid to settle a prosecution
55 Ga. 235. Deed made by a mother to secure the release of
her son from a charge of felony 48 Ga. 358. An agreement not to bid at a
public sale, an illegal contract 47 Ga. 479. An illegal contract by the mayor of
a city 60 Ga. 221. A contract not illegal but one against the policy of the law
to enforce: 59 Ga. 26, 54; 45/508, 509. Courts leave parties engaged in illegal
transactions where they find them 41 Ga. 315. Where the contract for certain per cent, between client and attorney was not champertous, being no understanding to bear expenses or costs 55 Ga. 284. Not enabled to recover
back where sells goods to defraud creditors 55 Ga. 262. Cotton futures 57
Ga. 269. Proper charge of the court as to 65 Ga. 210. Where acceptance of
a substitute without any notice, the transaction involved the execution or settlement of a gaming contract: 60 Ga. 456. A contract that was not immoral
or illegal 61 Ga. 556.

Where

in restraint of trade, invalid

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Bastards, putative father may provide for bastard child 78 Ga. 415.
Champerty, attorney's agreement to prosecute case and bear expenses of
litigation for part of recovery is champerty: 66 Ga. 743; see also 57 Ga. 263.
One assuming obligation with right to plead usury, agreement champertous:
75 Ga. 642. Two jointly purchasing assignable property, one to pay expense
of litigation, no champerty nor maintenance, assignor retaining no interest:
84 Ga. 380.
:

? A£/
/jfv

'

;

§
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Chose in action, assignment of not against public policy, though suit contemplated 84 Ga. 380.
,

:

Compounding crime, agreement not to prosecute criminally is forbidden by
law, irrespective of motives of parties: 82 Ga. 160; see notes to section 3895.
Confederate soldiers, county bonds issued in 1863 to support indigent famConfederate soldiers, valid. That obligee was secessionist and helped
to necessitate issuance of the bonds, no reason for not paying them 54 Ga.
ilies of

:

59

64/699 94/216.
Constitution, contract based on unconstitutional legislative enactment, not
;

;

enforced

:

76 Ga. 826.

Debts paid

in good faith by executor, allowed him with interest, in suit by
legatee for proceeds of sale of land 66 Ga. 189, 191.
Executed contract, if an illegal contract, as against public policy, be performed, no action to recover money paid will lie 85 Ga. 734.
Fine, note taken in satisfaction of a fine is not illegal 70 Ga. 275.
Freight rate, where, by mistake, rate charged less than interstate commerce act allowed, carrier could correct same on discovery and enforce full
rate 94 Ga. 775.
:

:

:

:

"Futures," contract for future delivery of goods upon speculation, contrary
to public policy 68 Ga. 124. Note given to brokers for money to be expended in
purchasing cotton futures for maker, void 75 Ga. 366 79/796. Money deposited with agent for speculation in futures, recovered by principal: 77 Ga. 606.
Demand essential to action for "margins" deposited with "bucket-shop ;" not
dispensed with by false accounting, etc. 82 Ga. 243. Profits lost by mistake
in transmitting telegram concerning "futures," not recoverable: 83 Ga. 25.
Note for cotton "futures" is a gambling contract, and void in hands of bona
Where brokerage transaction contemplated actual
fide purchaser 71 Ga. 400.
delivery, not dealings in "futures,'.' broker could recover commissions 83 Ga.
406. Broker who is privy to wagering contract cannot recover for services or
losses: 79 Ga. 796. Losses in buying and selling "futures" not recoverable:
83 Ga. 663. Although speculation in cotton futures may be illegal contract,
agent who incurs expense or loss for principal in carrying out contract, may
recover same of principal. If the loss, etc., incurred by telegraph company's
improper transmission of telegram from principal to agent, former could recover of company upon paying agent 68 Ga. 300 but see 75 Ga. 366 and 83
Ga. 25. Telegraph company bound to transmit ambiguous telegram not criminal or tortious, though it probably concerns cotton futures: 87 Ga. 350.
Hiring, a contract by which one person hires another of full age to a third,
is against public policy and void
72 Ga. 69.
Homestead waiver, in note made by one who already has homestead, while
not subjecting the homestead, does not avoid the note: 95 Ga. 528.
Illicit intercourse, past cohabitation alone would not void gift to paramour
contract to compensate for injury thereby done, without stipulation for future
intercourse, valid, notwithstanding subsequent cohabitation, latter not being
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

moving consideration

78 Ga. 413.
Legal contracts enforced, courts bound to enforce contracts not contrary
to law 69 Ga. 733.
:

:

Limiting liability, contract limiting liability of common carrier for damages
to stock not injured by running of trains, not against public policy: 66 Ga.
Railroad company may contract with shipper for release from liabil438, 486.
ity for damages not occasioned by running trains: 68 Ga. 644. Contract with
railroad waiving claim for injuries by its negligence, void: 72 Ga. 48. Against
public policy for telegraph company, by rule, to limit liability for failure to

:
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properly transmit message: 68 Ga. 299, 300. Stipulation in telegraph-blank
that company not liable for statutory penalty unless claim made in sixty days,
invalid 86 Ga. 104 90/254 94/338 95/526. Alitor, as to claim for damages.
See same cases and 68 Ga..300 85/426.
;

:

;

;

;

Officer, public policy forbids recovery of damages by sheriff, etc., from one
who, by fraudulent promises, etc., induced him to violate duty and suffer imprisonment for contempt 67 Ga. 440.
:

Public interest, prejudice to public interest must clearly appear, to void
transaction 78 Ga. 415.
:

Railroad consolidation, notes given for stock transferred for purpose of consolidating two competing street-railways in Alabama, void as contrary to pub93 Ga. 520.
lic policy
:

Restraint of trade, contract between railroad and telegraph companies, giving latter exclusive right to erect poles, etc., on right of way, void as in restraint of trade 65 Ga. 160. In general, restraint of trade void, but in partial
restraint of trade valid, if reasonable and for consideration 69 Ga. 656. Where
proprietor of medicine sold same with right to manufacture and sell it, agreeing never to use his name on any like preparation 69 Ga. 656. Where one sold
his business and contracted not to engage in similar business in that city for
five years, binding: 69 Ga. 764.
Taxes, recovery of back business taxes paid, not encouraged, and never allowed where payments voluntary as to what is voluntary payment 66 Ga. 32.
Suits to recover taxes illegally required and paid, not favored by public policy
68 Ga. 124.
:

:

:

:

;

§3669. (2751.) Fraud.

Fraud voids

all contracts.

lolf'S;
3823

Notes

from Code

of 1882

:

Fraud, as a general rule, vitiates all contracts 2 Ga. 442. Fraud in promise
without injury to promisor not sufficient to invalidate a contract 5 Ga. 472.
Fraud and damage must concur, to be ground of relief against a contract: 14
Ga. 316. Where no fraud in contract for suretyship, it was binding 27 Ga. 444.
Where no such fraud as will prevent recovery of amount loaned 14 Ga. 649.
Where courts will not interpose in fraudulent contract made, to grant relief:
16 Ga. 416. Where the remedy, if any, was to charge upon the fraud and not
on the contract of sale: 30 Ga. 748. Section cited, and as to waiver of fraud:
47 Ga. 26, 52. Unless actual fraud in the seller, there would be no rescission
of the contract 55 Ga. 485. To attack for fraud, must refer to the execution of
the contract; and if any stipulations omitted, must have been through fraud,
etc.: 59 Ga. 113.
Jury should determine the question of fraud: 59 Ga. 711,
718.
Section cited 60 Ga. 40 64/574 62/662. Where tenant could not dispute landlord's title even if it was fraudulent 61 Ga. 328. When subscriber
to stock in a corporation cannot recover back his subscription on ground of
alleged fraud, when outstanding debts: 65 Ga. 649. Fraud pleaded to a contract, the facts to make it out should be plainly and distinctly set forth 63 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

532; 55/412.

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

See notes to sections 2695 and 4029.
Administrator's sale, buying off competition voids: 88 Ga. 696.
Benefit reserved, agreement by purchaser in sale by insolvent firm of all its
assets, to employ one of firm as manager at monthly salary, will not per se void
sale: 83 Ga. 105.

Cited: 67 Ga. 500; 68/411.
49

:

§
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Concealment, that certain stipulations

in

note fraudulently allowed to resigning, good defense to

main by payee, maker believing them stricken before
note

69 Ga. 362.
Election, party defrauded in exchange of personalty may elect to sue in
trover or for breach of warranty 65 Ga. 698.
Estoppel, party defrauded, upon discovery of fraud, must at once announce
purpose to rescind and adhere to it, or fraud waived: 68 Ga. 100. Cited, and
:

:

property of minor held subject toys. fa. because levy made in his presence and
he failed to assert title, etc. 69 Ga. 727. Acting as shareholder, after notice
of fraud by which induced to take stock, estops from avoiding contract: 71
Ga. 798.
Fraudulent representations, etc., in parol contract of sale, and defendant's
offer to rescind on discovering fraud, good defense to purchase-money note
93 Ga. 765. Misrepresentation of material fact is legal fraud 70 Ga. 271. Contract of suretyship avoided by fraudulent representations: 77 Ga. 40,41. Defense, that plaintiff, by fraudulent acts and representations, induced defendant to sign note for $90.20 when he owed only $53.10, good 91 Ga. 821.
Life-insurance, additional life-insurance obtained by application which
falsely recited that not already insured, and which stipulated that policy void
if recitals false, should be treated as void
94 Ga. 606.
Mortgage, void as to part of debt for fraud, void as to whole 87 Ga. 115
distinguishing 43 Ga. 305.
Parol evidence, fraud, accident, or mistake may be pleaded and proven by
parol in avoidance of written contract 68 Ga. 830.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Partner, fraud in inducing new partner to assume debts, known to creditors,
releases former; creditor here certainly "encouraged" if he did not "partici-

pate" in fraudulent scheme: 74 Ga. 86.
Purchaser, where, after negotiations with widow, as to buying up fi. fa.
against deceased husband, terminated without result, negotiator could, without fraud, buy at sheriff's sale: 78 Ga. 588.

may rescind fraudulent transactions with agent, or
with trustee, without proof of damages: 69 Ga. 652 (39/675)
generally not rescinded for fraud, unaccompanied with damages: 69 Ga. 652.
Prerequisite to avoiding contract alleged to be fraudulent, is return of money
received under it: 83 Ga. 558. Artifice and fraud practiced, no examination
of land, and reliance on representation, rescission proper: 84 Ga. 497, 498.
Rescission of sale for fraud, and reclamation of goods sold 90 Ga. 103.
False
representation by purchaser of personalty, that he owned certain property
unencumbered, voided sale after vendor's purchase-money mortgage foreclosed, vendor having bought at sale could rescind and hold as against common judgments against vendee 78 Ga. 793.
Settlement, composition agreement with creditors induced by falsehood and
fraud, void. Proposing to settle with creditors at fifty cents on the dollar,
and secretly settling with others for more, a fraud, and settlement void: 72
Rescission, principal

cestui que trust

;

:

;

:

Ga. 254.
Title, to prevent title passing there must be actual, not
fraud, or breach of warranty 93 Ga. 763.

mere constructive

:

Vendee's plea of fraud inducing excessive purchase price, should allege that
price exceeded value not only at date of plea, but at date of purchase 88
:

Ga. 642.
$3536.

§3670. (2752.) Duress.
tial to

The

free assent of the parties being essen-

a valid contract, duress, either of imprisonment or by threats,
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by which the

or other arts,

free will of the party

his consent induced, will void the contract.

not used for illegal purposes,

if

is

restrained,

and

Legal imprisonment,

not duress.

is

When

not set up by surety to a bond 9 Ga. 49. Legal imprisonment not
14 Ga. 403. Seizing property by force and holding it until owner
gives notes for release, is duress 22 Ga. 594. Circumstances constituting duParty induced to do an act by threats
ress, relievable in equity 36 Ga. 157.
of bodily or other harm 45 Ga. 197. Section cited 47 Ga. 52. Defense of
duress against a note 48 Ga. 157. Title of bona fide purchaser of property obtained by duress without notice, protected 58 Ga. 276. Plea of duress must
set forth the facts constituting it 55 Ga. 412. Where wife was coerced to
join in deed by threats of husband 42 Ga. 353 62/354. As to whether one
induced by fears to sell his land 47 Ga. 67. Insurance agent coerced by fear
of criminal prosecution to sign a note 56 Ga. 566.
duress,

:

when

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

Where charge of court fairly and correctly submitted principle hereof 74
Ga. 765.
Nonsuit to action on bond refused, where bond given under chancellor's order, as'condition of defendant's release from arrest under bill quia timet: 75
Ga. 549.
Compromise of indebtedness extorted by threats to prosecute creditor's
son, not upheld
76 Ga. 322.
Duress pleaded to note, motive for signing it, in connection with threat to
prosecute, relevant: 82 Ga. 160.
Mere protest at time money is paid, not duress: 90 Ga. 698.
:

:

Gaming contracts
Gaming contracts are void, and ^872, 3776.
all, evidences of debt or incumbrances or liens on property, executed ^il64
^
upon a gaming consideration, are void in the hands of any person. AQ t ^65A 27
Money paid or property delivered up, upon such consideration, may
be recovered back from the winner by the loser, if he shall sue for
the same in six months after the loss, and after the expiration of
that time it may be sued for by any person, at any time within
four years, for the joint use of himself and the educational fund of
§3671. (2753.)

.

the county.

Remedy

in

equity under Act of 1764, winner compelled to testify

:

25 Ga.

664; 14/255. Disaffirmance of and recovery from stakeholder: 21 Ga. 46. Act
of 1764 is constitutional and of effect in this State 28 Ga. 334. Deed in consideration of money won at unlawful gaming vests no title in grantee 32 Ga.
,

:

:

130.

Note

for

money won

at cards

:

Money

gaming could
Whether a judgment was founded on

45 Ga. 164.

lost at

be recovered back 45 Ga. 508 50/308.
a gaming-debt was not open question to a creditor 61 Ga. 579.
One who has lost a horse by betting on horse-race, may recover
within six months 69 Ga. 609.
:

;

:

it

by suing

:

Money lost on horse-race recovered by owner though another bet it for
him without knowledge of winner 71 Ga. 673.
Note for cotton "futures" is a gambling contract, and void in hands of bona
fide purchaser: 71 Ga. 400.
See catchword "Futures" under section 3668.
Winner of another's money from third person, liable to owner independently of statute unnecessary to sue in loser's name, or to allege that money was
:

;

actually paid to defendant

:

89 Ga. 838, 839.

:
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General Note. — Moral and statutory consideration
ing and educating a bastard

mother

child by father:

for note for maintain-

Agreement by

12 Ga. 342.

to settle property on bastard child, not invalid: 28 Ga. 136.

principal against agent for

money received on

Suit by

A

illegal contract: 30 Ga. 549.

note by father to mother of bastard child to prevent bastardy proceedings 32
Ga. 699 33/512. Where a contract payable in Confederate notes was not illegal 38 Ga. 465. Where the contract was not illegal as in aid of the rebellion
40 Ga. 30. It is illegal to contract that one will not bid at the executor's or
administrator's sale 47 Ga. 479. Deed made by mother to secure the release
of her son under arrest, illegal 48 Ga. 358* When note on Sunday signed for
purchase-money was illegal, but good in hands of bona fide purchaser: 59 Ga.
683; 62/757. Sunday contract, where court would not interpose: 57 Ga. 179.
Novation of illegal contract, presumed new notes valid, and burden on defendant to disprove it 54 Ga. 346, 347. Plea that contract was in aid of the rebellion should state what 49 Ga. 419 51/154 52/526. Evidence of conversations
to show knowledge of the purpose that money borrowed to aid in the rebellion
48 Ga. 142. Burden of proof being cast on plaintiff, not violative of Constitution of United States 53 Ga. 334.
:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

CHAPTER

5.

OF CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACTS.
§3672. (2754.)

Contracts, by

whom

The construction

construed.

of

a contract is a question for the court. Where any matter of fact is
involved (as the proper reading of an obscurely written word), the
jury should find the fact.
Court construed unimpeached written contract according to intention
parties

:

36 Ga. 454.

The construction

of a written contract

is

of

for the court

56 Ga. 63; 57/612. Court construing the pleadings and contract: 55 Ga. 186.
Jury passing on the meaning "in the Savannah market" 58 Ga. 571, 572. Any
ambiguity by way of abbreviation is for the jury 50 Ga. 603 57/36-39 61/364.
Lex loci generally controls in construction of contracts, except where it contravenes the policy of our laws 34 Ga. 407. Foreign contracts as to usury 57
Ga. 371. Section cited and construed 65 Ga. 210, 214.
Whether instrument testamentary is for court as to proper execution, testamentary capacity, etc., for jury 66 Ga. 738.
Proper for court to construe contract and leave to jury to determine
whether services involved in suit were same as contracted for: 76 Ga. 41.
Though it was court's duty to have construed contract, where it would not
have benefited plaintiff in error failure was not fatal 78 Ga. 30.
Contract, introduced to show motive of defendant, not as binding upon him,
need not be construed by court 86 Ga. 476.
Court should have left to jury to decide meaning of ambiguous expression
:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

76 Ga. 603.

Construction of paper free from ambiguity, solely for court 65 Ga. 711.
Written contract ambiguous, construction for jury: 84 Ga. 357.
Unambiguous agreement, properly construed by court: 77 Ga. 36.
Court's province to interpret written contract of affreightment 77 Ga. 412.
Construed by court, where no question of fact: 77 Ga. 506.
Construction of written contract is for court 67 Ga. 595.
:

:

:
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Construction of deed for court 68 Ga. 334.
Construction of corporation's charter and power of attorney
Ga. 238.
:

Scope of agent's authority, conferred

in writing, is

is

for court

75

:

question for the court:

85 Ga. 27.

Letter in evidence free from ambiguity, proper for court to instruct jury as
95 Ga. 423.

to meaning, etc.

:

The cardinal
§3673. (2755.) Intention of parties must be sought.
If
parties.
ascertain
intention
of
the
is
to
the
construction
rule of
that intention be clear, and it contravenes no rule of law, and
sufficient words be used to arrive at the intention, it shall be enforced, irrespective of all technical or arbitrary rules of construction.
Generally construed as literally expressed 22 Ga. 541. Intention should
generally govern 43 Ga. 647 60/564, 436. When witnesses may not testify to
the intention 55 Ga. 159, 160.
Intention here was to bind one signing as agent of company, individually
:

:

;

:

:

65 Ga. 713, 714.

Applied to contract of warranty of horse 69 Ga. 591,592.
This rule applied to construction of the Constitution 70 Ga. 390.
Quoted, in construing a deed 70 Ga. 160.
Highest evidence of intention of maker of deed is terms of the deed 65
Ga. 169,172.
Construing description in deed, court not limited to exact direction of lines
may take entire description so as to reach grantor's meaning: 68 Ga. 334.
Competent to show mutual understanding of parties to trade, the contract
being in issue 66 Ga. 115.
Carrier receiving goods to be delivered at point beyond its terminus, implies
contract to deliver goods safely 76 Ga. 597.
Important to look at substantial purpose influencing minds of parties 77
Ga. 36.
Effect given to intention of maker of deed 77 Ga. 445, 446.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

§3674. (2756.) Intention of one party known to the other.
The intention of the parties may differ among themselves.
In such case, the

meaning placed on the contract by one party, and known to be thus
understood by the other party, at the time, shall be held as the true
meaning.

Where language

of writing

parties at the time of execution

ambiguous, the construction put on it by the
46 Ga. 232, 615. Section cited and construed
:

:

64 Ga. 51.

Understanding of one party about meaning of term in contract, of no consequence unless other so understood it 66 Ga. 109.
Competent to show understanding of one party acted on with full knowledge of other party or his agent 66 Ga. 115.
Testimony as to private understanding of one party, as to what he thought
he was getting under contract, properly excluded 80 Ga. 644.
Apparent, though not real meaning, may bind author of ambiguity, if misleading and if circumstances entitled other party to notice 79 Ga. 106.
:

:

:

:

§3675. (2757.) Rules of interpretation.
The following rules, among ^jee, 5142,
may aid in arriving at the true interpretation of contracts:

others,

§
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Parol evidence

1.

inadmissible to add to, take from, or vary a

is

All the attendant and surrounding circumstances

written contract.

may

be proved, and if there is an ambiguity, latent or patent, it may
be explained; so if a part of a contract only is reduced to writing
(such as a note given in pursuance of a contract), and it is manifest
that the writing was not intended to speak the whole contract, then
parol evidence

is

admissible.

Parol evidence inadmissible to vary: 1 Ga. 12; 26/241. Unless there is
fraud, accident or mistake: 5 Ga. 373 13/193; 60/292. Fact and time of sale
by parol, but not its terms 6 Ga. 261. "When indorsement could not be varied
;

:

by parol evidence 33 Ga. 491. Where parol evidence should not have been
admitted on the allegations of mistake 40 Ga. 199. If a writing not accounted
:

:

evidence of sale not admitted: 43 Ga. 167. Parol conditions to note
should not have been admitted 43 Ga. 190, 333 60/158. When declarations
prior to contract cannot contradict it 43 Ga. 423. Parol evidence admitted
to show those signing note did so individually, or as agent for the public: 2
Ga. 214 3/397. Oral matter preceding execution generally merged in written
instrument, except where there may be a new contract afterwards modifying:
13 Ga. 192 16/410.
When parol evidence is admissible as to matter outside of
the contract 14 Ga. 429 23/43. As to parol release or rescission of written
contract under seal 17 Ga. 420. Parol evidence as to fraudulent enforcement
of promissory note by the maker after consideration failed: 18. Ga. 440. May
explain a writing by parol evidence 21 Ga. 526. Parol evidence to show a
failure of consideration 30 Ga. 482. May explain a receipt for a note by parol
evidence 30 Ga. 164. Not admissible on the ground the contract was within
the scaling ordinance of 1865: 41 Ga. 675. On motion to distribute money
could prove that consent, decree and sale were in satisfaction of older judgments: 49 Ga. 545. Agent of a corporation explaining a receipt: 51 Ga. 625.
Can show real consideration of note expressed for value received 53 Ga. 214.
AVhere could not vary terms of agreement by parol evidence, there being no
fraud or mistake alleged 52 Ga. 570-573 56/32; 60/158, 614. Fraud must be
in the execution of the instrument, to admit of parol evidence 54 Ga. 289.
Where contract partly reduced to a writing not speaking the whole contract,
then parol evidence admissible 55 Ga. 78 54/527, 528 59/562. No consideration expressed, may show by parol that there was or was not one: 57 Ga. 319.
To contradict a representation in a note that money was borrowed to pay for
land: 57 Ga. 181. Can show by parol that wife knew the object of a deed
under section 2771 of the Code 59 Ga. 779. To expose usury under name of
rent 59 Ga. 584. Signing an agreement not containing the agreement made,
without reading it, no ground for parol evidence 60 Ga. 383. Allowed where
contract ambiguous 63 Ga. 553.

for, parol

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

The

legal principles of this section are

section 5201

:

more exhaustively annotated under

et seq.

Ambiguity, inadmissible to show understanding of parties, where writing
unambiguous 65 Ga. 653. Parol not admitted to create an ambiguity for the
purpose of explaining it: 70 Ga. 153. Where instrument plain and unambiguous, parol evidence inadmissible to explain: 80 Ga. 50, 296. Parol evidence
admissible to explain ambiguity in railroad receipt: 77 Ga. 376. "Child or
children of" A. explainable by parol as to who was intended: 78 Ga. 184.
Ambiguity in submission to arbitration, explainable by parol: 81 Ga. 271.
:

:
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Language
dence

:

of written instrument

ambiguous, open to explanation by parol evi-

86 Ga. 32.

Auctioneer's

memorandum ambiguous

Bill of lading, in

sumed merged

here '80 Ga. 572.
:

construing contract of carriage,
94 Ga. 22.

in bill of lading

all

prior stipulations pre-

:

Consideration of note, circumstances shown to prove true consideration of
72 Ga. 713.
Cord-wood contract, written contract for certain number of "cords of wood"
explained by parol as to lengths of wood 95 Ga. 652.
Covenant, evidence intended to explain ambiguous covenant, admissible
77 Ga. 350.
Deed, intention of grantor shown by deed, not by parol: 65 Ga. 169. Ambiguity, latent or patent, in a deed, explained by parol: 70 Ga. 87. Deed describing land by lot numbers is not varied by proof that a road had been laid
out on the lots, and shown grantee before he bought 70 Ga. 745. Where deed
conveyed "parts" of certain lots of land comprising in all 172 acres, admissible to show by parol what parts were conveyed 80 Ga. 93. Description in deed
uncertain, reference may be had to prior deeds 83 Ga. 645.
Husband and wife, parol admissible to show who the wife is, in suit on note
signed by husband as "agent for his wife" 70 Ga. 595. In suit on joint note
of husband and wife, evidence that the credit was to wife inadmissible to contradict note 94 Ga. 501.
Intention, suit by drawee against drawer of draft, payable to drawer's order
and unindorsed, not amended by alleging draft intended as drawer's note 66
Ga. 735. Intention to be ascertained from language of instrument, if unambiguous 95 Ga. 759.
Interpretation of parties, where some of writings fixing terms lost, how contract was interpreted and acted on by parties, pertinent: 83 Ga. 627.
See
a note

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

"Understanding of Parties,"

post.

Jury, party introducing parol to explain written contract, cannot complain
that court submits question so raised to jury 66 Ga. 104. "Written contract
ambiguous, construction for jury: 84 Ga. 356. Rent contract partly shown by
notes, and otherwise in part question for jury as to whether certain stipulations of preceding year's contract embraced 93 Ga. 248.
Lease of lots, where a lease specifies that it is to embrace as many as fifty
lots within boundaries which include more than fifty lots, what lots intended
provable by parol 94 Ga. 520.
Levy, parol evidence may be introduced to identify property, described imperfectly in levy 86 Ga. 500.
Mistake, vitally material stipulation favorable to buyer omitted by mistake, so that writing does not speak intention of parties to sale, is an exception: 94 Ga. 41.
Modification of decree, declaration setting forth parol modification of consent decree, dismissed on demurrer: 94 Ga. 681.
"More or less," where land sold by tract as so many acres "more or less,"
only what is contained in tract is sold and this may be shown by parol evi:

;

:

:

:

dence 91 Ga'. 601-608.
Note payable on its face at national bank, not proven by parol not left at
bank for collection, nor intended to be so collected, etc. 66 Ga. 701.
Papers ambiguous, intention of parties as to whether note was payment,
explainable by parol 71 Ga. 451.
In suit on note given for subscription to railroad-stock, evidence of parol
understanding with agent rejected.: 76 Ga. 754.
:

:

:

:
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Omission supplied, entire contract not in writing, parol evidence allowed to
supply omission 77 Ga. 458.
"On or before," note due "on or before" a certain day, not ambiguous, and
parol inadmissible 72 Ga. 185.
Parol, a written contract may be explained by parol evidence not conflicting with its plainly expressed terms 86 Ga. 725.
Prior parol agreement, to keep refrigerator-car iced, not vary bill of lading
signed by shipper before peaches shipped 90 Ga. 496 34 Ga. 315, distinguished.
Purchase price, written contract of sale covering tract which contained
more acres than specified in contract, not varied here by parol as to price per
acre 75 Ga. 606.
Representation of salesman, contract of sale of cash-register, allowing ten
days trial, representations as to same, though not in written contract, may be
pleaded 86 Ga. 439.
Understanding of parties, party's letter to third person subsequent to contract, inadmissible to show either his understanding of it, or its real meaning:
79 Ga. 106.
Usury in consideration of deed proved by parol 65 Ga. 561.
Value of mule injured, proven to show it equaled amount of recovery per
mule limited in contract of shipment: 91 Ga. 377.
"Value received," in a note is a patent ambiguity, and the real consideration may be shown by parol 72 Ga. 69.
Void contract, where void contract, and letters concerning same admissible
in evidence inaction for money loaned: 76 Ga. 341.
Wills, cited on admission of parol to explain ambiguity in the paging of a
will 72 Ga. 630.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

Words generally bear

their usual and common signification;
but technical words, or words of art, or used in a particular trade
or business, will be construed, generally, to be used in reference to
this peculiar meaning.
The local usage or understanding of a word
may be proved in order to arrive at the meaning intended by the
2.

parties.

Ordinary signification of words 58 Ga. 567-572.
Plain, obvious, and common sense in construing Constitution 70 Ga. 390-396.
Word "road" in contract between city and street-railroad company, not
technical, requiring explanation by experts: 66 Ga. 104.
Local usage or understanding of words is admissible to throw light on inten:

:

tion of parties

74 Ga. 210.
Description in administrator's deed to widow, excepting "widow's dower,"
widow being in possession of dower lands, does not mean right of dower, but
dower lands 93 Ga. 682.
:

:

Meaning
loss of

word "immediately" in accident policy, which insures against
time from business from accident which immediately disables, etc.
of

91 Ga. 698.
$3648.

g

rp^

construction which will uphold a contract in whole and in
every part is to be preferred, and the whole contract should be
looked to in arriving at the construction of any part.
Section cited and construed 34 Ga. 281.
This rule applied to construction of the Constitution 70 Ga. 390.
Quoted, in construing a deed 70 Ga. 160.
Applied to contract of warranty of horse: 69 Ga. 591, 592.
:

:

:

:;;
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A

upon

trust charged

life-estate in later clause of a

deed prevails as against

prior clause giving life-estate: 70 Ga. 152.

Contemporaneous writings construed together: 72 Ga. 713.
was gift to her and her children as ten-

Gift to one and "her present heirs,"

ants in

common

:

74 Ga. 467.

4. If the construction is doubtful, that which goes most strongly
against the party executing the instrument, or undertaking the
obligation, is generally to be preferred.
If contract doubtful,

construed against party making

see: 38 Ga. 262;

it,

64/601; 9/500.

Exemption from taxation,

in

contract with city, construed strictly

:

66 Ga.

107.

Deed when doubtful, construed most favorably to grantee:
Ambiguous contract construed against party who drew it
:

70 Ga. 841.
79 Ga. 106.

grammatical construction usually govern, but to$4 Weffectuate the intention they may be disregarded; sentences and
words may be transposed, and conjunctions substituted for each
In extreme cases of ambiguity, where the instrument as it
other.
stands is without meaning, words may be supplied.
5.

The

rules of

Rules of grammatical construction may be disregarded: 39 Ga. 648, 652;
Blanks in a note 61 Ga. 369.
Quoted, in construing a deed: 70 Ga. 160.
Case where words transposed to ascertain meaning of contract of warranty

52/230.

:

69 Ga. 593.

Note bearing interest after maturity, dated March 4th, 1885, payable on
"5th March after date," construed as maturing March 5th, 1886 ambiguity explainable by parol 88 Ga. 298.
;

:

6.

When

latter part

a
is

contract
entitled to

partly printed and partly written, the
most consideration.

is

Figures prevailed over word, under the evidence here: 72 Ga.
7.

63.
$$3221,3064.

Estates and grants by implication are not favored.

Time

not generally of the essence of a contract; but by express stipulation or reasonable construction, it may become so.
8.

is

When

time was not of the essence of the contract 27 Ga. 438 30/925
of action did not arise until after a reasonable time: 5
Ga. 167. When time was of the essence of the contract: 58 Ga. 584; 34/64;
3/94. Time being of the essence of the contract may be waived 24 Ga. 478
60/459. As to reasonable time: 61 Ga. 201 46/19; 5/171.
Time not of essence of contract for redemption of land here 65 Ga. 680.
Parol admissible to show that time specified in written contract for completion of machinery was regarded as essential. Also that oil company bought

56/331.

:

;

Where cause

:

;

:

cottonseed in anticipation thereof 81 Ga. 94.
Where landowner authorized broker to sell for a stated price by stated
date, time was of essence: 88 Ga. 325.
No time fixed, reasonable time presumed to have been contemplated, but
express limit not extended by implication 88 Ga. 355, 326.
Sale should occur within agreed time, unless postponed by seller's fault:
88 Ga. 327.
:

:

$5204.
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Effect of security-deed, with bond to reconvey, reciting terms of note secured, and that "time essence of contract" 95 Ga. 581.
:

General Note.

— Rule

as to necessary certainty of agreements:

1 Ga. 220.
that could be declared on as a promissory note 9 Ga. 338. Where
security on appeal could maintain suit in his own name, for hire: 12 Ga. 57.
Where liability of subscribers to school articles was several, not joint: 20 Ga.
An entire contract for building: 22 Ga. 184. Where countersigning a
36.

A due-bill

:

amount

letter did not

to a guaranty or render the party liable for deceit

:

22

A

due-bill: 21 Ga. 384; 9/338; 7/584. A verbal license after dam
swept away by water 24 Ga. 179. Where death of one of part owners did not
affect the right of the other to sell their property 25 Ga. 35.
Where if any

Ga. 623.

:

:

remedy existed

was

it

in the fraud,

the contract: 30 Ga. 748. A
34 Ga. 279. Construction of con-

and not

in

contract to pay both together $500 for fees
tract by letter 43 Ga. 298.
Where recovery sought for breach of alleged agreement not found in written
contract, what must be alleged 65 Ga. 11.
Inclusio unius exclusio alterius, applied to exemption from taxation under
contract with city 66 Ga. 108.
Deed of division here providing that line should run from road to another
point, line began at edge of road, not center: 68 Ga. 412.
Contract to furnish first-class machinery means first-class generally, not
first-class of the particular manufacturer 81 Ga. 94.
Contract that property shall yield four per cent, "net of expenses, repairs,
taxes, insurance, etc.," did not include expensive improvements, etc., not
expressed therein 81 Ga. 762.
A limitation inserted in one letter need not be repeated in subsequent ones,
in order to preserve its force 83 Ga. 627.
Charter-party construed as affreightment contract, not as lease or demise,
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

unless latter intention manifest: 89 Ga. 661.
Two papers, executed in duplicate, one party signing one, other the other,

one document

:

90 Ga. 496.

All prior stipulations
of lading sued on

:

presumed merged

in final contract

evidenced by

bill

94 Ga. 22.

CHAPTER

6.

OF BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSORY NOTES AND OTHER
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.

ARTICLE
OF NEGOTIABLE PAPERS AND

1.

HOW TRANSFERRED.

A bill of exchange is an
§3676. (2773.) Bill of exchange, parties.
order by one person, called the drawer or maker, to another called
the drawee or acceptor, to pay money to another (who may be the
If
drawer himself) called the payee, or his order, or to the bearer.
bill
by
indorsement,
he
then
the
transfers
bearer,
payee,
or
the
a
becomes the indorser. If the drawer or drawee resides out of this
State, it is then called a foreign bill of exchange.
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etc.

;

6,

ARTICLE
and how

of negotiable papers

§3676

1.
transferred.

Definitions of: 33 Ga. Sup. 188. As to where presented, for acceptance between holder and indorser, and holder and drawer: 1 Ga. 304. How far
drawer discharged by failure of holder to present bank-check for payment in

reasonable time: 5 Ga. 245. Bona fide purchaser of negotiable note transferred before due takes free from equities against previous parties 2 Ga. 92.
As to what holder of note who transferred it by delivery warrants 6 Ga. 230.
:

:

Purchaser of a note after due from one with no title obtains no title against
true owners: 8 Ga. 421. Notice by transferor to transferee of note, of failure
of consideration, makes him a privy to the judgment: 10 Ga. 214. Where
there were not sufficient averments in declaration brought by cashier of a
bank on a foreign bill 10 Ga. 332. Bill of exchange due the Central Bank 17
Ga. 111. Where an acceptance had preference over an attachment: 19 Ga. 73.
As to where sued, acceptor and drawer residing in different counties: 21 Ga.
135.
As to suits by acceptors of draft against drawer 23 Ga. 49. As to presumption of funds where one accepts for another: 25 Ga. 170. Banks, fraudulent organizations, no defense against acceptance: 25 Ga. 534. Offer of draft
:

:

:

on an insolvent house not payment of a debt 25 Ga. 643, 645. Bill or draft
indorsed in full by payees, cannot sue in their names 27 Ga. 252. Acceptance
by letter: 29 Ga. 648. When acceptance by drawee may be treated as an individual one 29 Ga. 708. Drawer cannot complain if not injured by holder's
failure of duty 30 Ga. 271. Where blank acceptance binding: 30 Ga. 942. As
to damages for non-payment of a note drawn here on one in another State 3
Ga. 375. Suit against a conditional acceptor: 32 Ga. 502. Where agents not
individually liable as drawers of bills of exchange 44 Ga. 398. Wrong charge
of court as to possession affecting a transfer: 44 Ga. 141.
Conduct of holder
and loss of drawer discharging latter from the debt 55 Ga. 662. Payee with
notice of limit fixed by drawer of blank draft controlled by it 59 Ga. 246. As
to suing drawer and indorser together without suing acceptor 59 Ga. 840, 845.
And drawer and indorser being sued in county of drawer 52 Ga. 379 35/269.
Acceptor as maker, and drawer as indorser: 59 Ga. 671. As to liability of
drawer as security in second instance 55 Ga. 663 44/404.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

Difference between bank-check and bill of exchange

:

46 Ga. 487-496.

Draft with mortgage, or crop lien in favor of acceptor, rights and duties of
holder: 59 Ga. 841.
Is debt due by drawer and acceptor to payee not included in preference,
by assigning acceptor, to "creditors who have money on deposit," etc.: 69
Ga. 747.
Second draft for same consideration, not a duplicate as in foreign bills of
exchange, where first did not mention it: 72 Ga. 24.
Factor not accommodation acceptor who agreed to accept draft to facilitate
collection of debt due him by drawer: 65 Ga. 45.
Third person signing on face of draft, as accommodation indorser, considered
merely as surety 70 Ga. 715.
Acceptor having property of drawer in hand sufficient to pay draft, not an
accommodation acceptor 72 Ga. 42.
;

:

:

Acceptance of draft by drawee makes him maker, and drawer first indorser.
Indulgence to acceptor here discharged maker and surety 72 Ga. 42.
Where payee of absolute draft takes limited acceptance thereof, he releases
drawer from liability 75 Ga. 33.
Draft indorsed on face by maker and another, and delivered to drawee, is
promissory note in effect: 70 Ga. 715.
Draft indorsed by drawer and placed in hands of payee who never accepted
it, was in effect promissory note
73 Ga. 809.
:

:

:

:

§
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1.
transferred.

Acknowledgment of maker's indebtedness to obligee in stated sum, specifywhen it was to become due, imported promise to pay said sum when due

ing

81 Ga. 453.

"Please pay to the bearer $33.00," specifying no time of payment, bill of exchange due on presentation and acceptance 81 Ga. 766.
Written authority to draw is equivalent to an acceptance, if express and
special, describing with certainty bill to be drawn.
Whether letter here was
:

acceptance, only conjectural: 83 Ga. 357, 358.
Bill of lading, though transferable by indorsement, is not, in full commercial sense, negotiable paper: 57 Ga. 410; 81/792-796.
Premature presentation of purchase-money draft, not authorize rejection of
shipment: 87 Ga. 221, 222.
Draft may operate as equitable assignment of fund, when: 91 Ga. 307;
93/484 did not so operate here 84 Ga. 403.
;

Act

i8oo,

:

§3677. (2774.) Promissory note. A promissory note is a written
promise made by one or more to pay to another, or order, or bearer,

at a specified time, a specific
value.

If

and

amount

made by more than one

money, or other

of
it

may

articles of

be a joint promise, or

bound for the whole separately, at the option of the holder.
If the payment is in articles
other than money, and is not punctually made, the holder may re-

joint

several; in

which case each

is

cover the value of such articles at the time the note was due, at the
place where it was payable, if a specific place is mentioned; otherwise,
at the place where

it

was made, with lawful interest thereon.

What a good negotiable promissory note 1 Ga. 319 24/287 13/55. Where
indorsee entitled to damages for protested note 3 Ga. 375. Not a good promissory note: 5 Ga. 163. Definition of negotiable paper: 7 Ga. 85. A due-bill:
What declaration on a note for articles of property should
7 Ga. 584; 9/338.
aver 8 Ga. 54. A good note by a corporation 17 Ga. 574. A note signed by
one only of makers, good against him 25 Ga. 225. Transferee of negotiable
note overdue, presumed had notice of equities: 25 Ga. 560.
Can prove by
parol one of joint makers of note surety 26 Ga. 426. When not essential
where signature or indorsement of note is placed on note 26 Ga. 223. When
no action, by subsequent parol promise on note barred on its face 12 Ga. 615.
Promissory note payable in specifics: 47 Ga. 404. Can be sued on under short
form 55 Ga. 29. Maker of note bound personally, although the word "administratrix" annexed to the signature: 57 Ga. 531. Cannot by note secure application of the money: 57 Ga. 180. A promise to pay a note "in currency then
in circulation"
56 Ga. 381. When holder could recover on due-bill in reasonable time: 61 Ga. 201.
:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Note payable in "gold or its equivalent," judgment for value of gold in currency at maturity of note, with interest, erroneous; measure of recovery: 69
Ga. 460.
Draft indorsed on face by maker and another and delivered to drawee,
promissory note in effect 70 Ga. 715 see also 73 Ga. 809.
:

Maker

is

;

of note payable in cotton, delivering

same

after note

due and sued

for balance, not entitled to credit for difference in value of cotton at time

was delivered and when note matured 73 Ga. 590.
Notes payable in specifics stand on same footing as notes for money,
.spect to foreclosing mortgage when some are due: 71 Ga. 689, 690.
it

:

in re-

.

:
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§

§§ 3678-3681

transferred.

Note payable "on or before" a certain day, not due, though may be paid,
before day named 72 Ga. 185.
Note sued before maturity, court had no jurisdiction: 87 Ga. 292.
Stipulation to pay "all costs and ten per cent, on amount for attorney's
fees, etc.," not render note non-negotiable: 95 Ga. 802.
All agreements to pay in specifics are 40Ga
§3678. Payment in specifics.
:

80

-

-

presumed to be made in favor of the debtor, who may pay in the
specifics, or in lieu thereof he may pay the amount of debt in
money determined by the values to be fixed as in the preceding section.

§3679. (2783 b.)

deemed the date

Day

of maturity.

of maturity of

The last day of grace shall be Actswis.
any bill of exchange, check, or§ 3688
-

promissory note entitled to the three days known as days of grace,
for all the purposes of this Article.
§3680. (2784.) Days of grace. The three days generally known as Aq
"days of grace," and by custom allowed on papers payable at banks 3688
or brokers' offices, shall not be allowed upon any bill or draft paya-

^%

2

-

ble at sight.

exchange and entitled to the three days of grace
46 Ga. 500. Not allowed in Georgia on notes not commercial paper, and not payable at a bank or broker's
Paper held to be a

39 Ga. 361.
office

:

bill of

Section cited and construed

54 Ga. 584

;

46/494

;

:

56/201

A

promissory note is negotiable^ 3077
by indorsement of the payee or holder, or, if payable to bearer, by
§3681. (2775.) Negotiable notes.

transfer

and delivery only. The maker may restrain the negotiby expressing such intention in the body of the

ability thereof

instrument.
necessary to constitute a negotiable note 1 Ga. 236. A negotiable
Note payable to bearer negotiable by delivery:
15 Ga. 529. Owner of negotiable note may sue on it in name of one having no
interest: 1 Ga. 306. A bill of sale held not a negotiable instrument: 1 Ga. 75.
Section cited and construed 56 Ga. 205. Suing on a non-negotiable note not
indorsed by the payee 57 Ga. 398. Where payable to order and indorsed over
in blank 60 Ga. 90.
If payable to order and transferred without indorsement, transferee takes
as chose in action, and must aver and prove consideration, to recover: 68 Ga.

What

:

note, definition of: 7 Ga. 84.

:

:

:

604.

Note reserving title to property sold, is negotiable: 70 Ga. 322.
Indorsement by payee in blank, of note containing no words of negotiabilpasses title to bona fide holder, enabling him to sue
indorser liable to
taker for value 91 Ga. 805 see also 56 Ga. 204 57/350 44/636. Prior to the
Code negotiable words in the paper were necessary 1 Ga. 77, 237.
Stipulation to pay "all costs and ten per cent, on amount for attorney's
fees, etc.," not render note non-negotiable
95 Ga. 802.
Second note folded in non-negotiable note indorsed in blank held here
equitable assignment of former: 91 Ga. 805, 806.
ity,

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

Note payable to order, delivered without indorsement, holder takes beneficial

interest

:

95 Ga. 73.

'

3683

-

:
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All bonds, specialties, or
§3682. (2776.) Bonds, etc., negotiable.
°ther contract in writing for the payment of money or any article

KI??'
99

A

Cobb

exchange, promissory notes,

ARTICLE

6,

5i9

of property,

and

all

judgments and executions from any court in

by indorsement, or written assignment,
bills of exchange and promissory notes.
No

this State, are negotiable

in the

same manner

as

indorsement or assignment need be under

seal.

Instruments under Act of 1799 being placed on same footing with notes 1
Indorsements under seal: 50 Ga. 508, 118, 119. Bond controlled by
75.
lex loci where it could be assigned by indorsement in blank
16 Ga. 582.
Assignment of bond for title 23 Ga. 348 33/235 35/258. An instrument with
a scroll annexed to signature held a bond 29 Ga. 427. Indorsement of sealed
instrument held a sealed instrument although no seal nor scroll attached to it:
29 Ga. 700.
Transfer of a judgment 55 Ga. 644.
Transfer of an execution
must be by indorsement or assignment in writing 58 Ga. 208 60/599. Section
cited: 64 Ga. 532. Assignment of chose in action must be in writing: 63 Ga.
681.
Transfer of note carrying with it the mortgage: 50 Ga. 118, 119.
Assignment of non-negotiable contracts See note to section 3077.
See general note hereafter.
Accepted draft, payable to order, negotiable 69 Ga. 627.
Assignment of negotiable security on separate paper, good 69 Ga. 627.
Cited, as to note reserving title 70 Ga. 324.
Promissory note given for buggy, etc., with reservation of title, negotiable
by indorsement in blank, and holder could sue 69 Ga. 773.
Plaintiff has exclusive right to execution not transferred 77 Ga. 313.
Not error to refuse to charge that transfer of judgment must be in writing,
where issue is whether it had been paid 71 Ga. 497.
Judgment not assignable until entered up, although verdict rendered: 80
Ga. 595. Letter to attorney by usee that execution was property of another
and authorizing payment to him, sufficient assignment of fi.fa.: 84 Ga. 731.
Judgment not strictly negotiable like negotiable paper under law merchant
:

Ga.

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

63 Ga. 354 90/344.
Bond for titles to obligee, "his heirs, executors
;

and administrators," without
assignable: 80 Ga. 74.
Power of attorney to collect, with oral instructions to apply proceeds of insurance policy to payment of debt, not operate to transfer same, against garnishment creditor 86 Ga. 582.

adding words "and assigns,"

is

:

Second note folded in non-negotiable note indorsed in blank, held here
equitable assignment of former: 91 Ga. 805, 806.
Indorsement by payee in blank, of note containing no words of negotiability,
passes title to bona fide holder, enabling
for value 91 Ga. 805 see also 56 Ga. 204
;

:

^Iw

7'

A
cobb

5209
'

2

594

§3683.

(2777.)

him
;

Limited indorsement.

transferring a negotiable

to sue.

57/350

instrument

;

Indorser liable to taker

44/636.

Any person indorsing or
may limit his own liability

upon such indorsement or transfer, by express restrictions therein;
aud the assignor of a judgment shall not be held liable as indorser,
unless in such assignment he expressly contracts so to be.

Waiving demand and notice and guaranteeing payment, liable as indorsers:
Indorsement in full not controlled by parol evidence 56 Ga. 607Where indorsement for collection 56 Ga. 88. An indorsement on condition
on a separate piece of paper: 57 Ga. 141. An assignment of order for money
stating if not paid in certain time assignor would pay it 58 Ga. 54.

31 Ga. 210.

:

:

:

:
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§§ 3684-3686

transferred.

§3684. Transfer of secured note carries security. The transfer of notes
secured by a mortgage or otherwise conveys to the transferee the

§"*
J|

secured and the

If more than one note is
mortgagee transfers some and retains others, the holder of the transferred notes has a preference over the mortgagee if the security is

benefit of the security.

insufficient to

pay

all

.JJJi

/

7y/V

f

the notes.

Where one holds two notes secured by mortgage, and transfers one, agreeing to transfer mortgage, he holds mortgage for use of transferee: 38 Ga. 452.

Every transferor of a negoti- $$J!j|jf (1)
able instrument, whether by indorsement or delivery, warrants
(unless otherwise agreed by the parties) that he is the lawful holder
and has a right to sell, that the instrument is genuine, and that he
has no knowledge of any fact which proves the instrument to be
worthless, either by insolvency of the maker, payment, or otherwise.
§3685. (2778.) Implied warranty.

Stated
valid

:

Every indorser of promissory note warrants that
pay it 11 Ga. 142.

6 Ga. 230.

and maker

liable to

'

it is

:

payable out of fund. An acceptance of aSggf' 2929
2693 8 )bill or order may be conditioned or payable out of a certain fund;
and in all cases the acceptor shall have a lien on the funds or property of the drawer in his hands for the payment of the acceptance in
§3686. (2779.) Bill,

etc.,

(

his behalf.

Where acceptor had prior right to an attachment levied 19 Ga. 73. Section
59 Ga. 848. An acceptance on the condition if funds of drawer should
come to hand 44 Ga. 511.
:

cited

:

:

General Note.

Notes from Code of 1882:

Acceptance, conditional, of bill of exchange: 19 Ga. 73. If funds of drawer
to hand: 44 Ga. 511. Individual, of treasurer of unincorporated company, may be treated as a personal contract: 29 Ga. 708. In blank, binding
when no complaint that the draft was not filled according to agreement 30
For accommodation, for comParol, binding, when: 53 Ga. 665.
Ga. 942.
mission, when commission and discount exceed interest, not usurious 'per se
47 Ga. 82. For a consideration, binding: 48 Ga. 570.

come

:

Action brought on a note by one having no interest in

it

:

1

Ga. 305.

Accommodation,
entitled to transfer of security, for reimbursement: 44 Ga. 307. Having no
funds of drawer, and accepts upon promise of payee to hold him harmless, may
treat drawer and indorser as principal and surety 52 Ga. 379.
Acceptor presumed to have funds of drawer: 59 Ga.

671.

:

Agent, promissory note by, good, if made in the sphere of his power, or the
act is ratified 6 Ga. 166. Ratification of act of, by principal as to, where note
was given by: 46 Ga. 238. Selling unsound property, and afterwards suing
note given for the property, held to have notice of unsoundness 30 Ga. 728.
Note by, held note of principal: 39 Ga. 35.
Alteration in instrument sued on need not be explained, unless defendant
denies on oath, etc. 2 Ga. 128. Cutting name of surety from note with consent of payee, not material 8 Ga. 248. Material as affecting subsequent indorser, to remove name of first indorser: 17 Ga. 111. Material when holder
inserts a consideration where there was none 30 Ga. 129.
:

:

:

:

:

'

:

§
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transferred.

Bank, duty of, as to presentation, protest, etc., of note for collection and
payable at bank 46 Ga. 490.
Bank-check, as to rights and liabilities of drawer, indorser and holder: 1
Ga. 304; 5/245. Difference between, and bill of exchange: 46 Ga. 487-496.
Suit on, in any one's name where negotiable: 1 Ga. 306.
Burden of proof, as to when maker of note had been garnisheed by creditor
of payee 20 Ga. 477 25/600.
Central bank, privileges of, as to notice, demand and protest: 1 Ga. 418.
Consideration, failure of, when good defense to note given by sheriff in discharge of rule absolute 4 Ga. 201. To insert in note when none is expressed,
Inquiry can be made into, when proper administration
vitiates: 30 Ga. 129.
of justice requires it 6 Ga. 166 5/163. Failure of, and liability of transferor
of note 10 Ga. 214. Liability of transferee with full knowledge of when conSupport of bastard child, sufficient
sideration is liable to fail: 26 Ga. 413.
legal 12 Ga. 342 32/699. Plea of failure of, when name of principal has a
See 35 Ga. 320.
seal 16 Ga. 377.
:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

Contractors, joint and several, Act of 1820 applies to, as well as joint only,
provided they are sued in same action 2 Ga. 128.
Credit on note, by maker, affords presumption that all cross-demands are
covered in it 30 Ga. 829. On note, extinguishes it pro tanto, remainder standing unaffected by the credit 36 Ga. 126. In Confederate money at nominal
value extinguishes note to that amount: 38 Ga. 347.
Currency, note payable in, construction by court: 42 Ga. 547.
Demand not necessary in action against maker on note payable on demand
generally 13 Ga. 287. Necessary on note payable in goods, but no time fixed
By holder with good title inures to benefit of transferee 18 Ga.
10 Ga. 560
Paper acknowledging receipt of money to be accounted for on demand
319.
may be sued without 52 Ga. 438. On notes payable at bank agency, demand
and notice necessary 18 Ga. 517.
Estoppel, maker of promissory note estopped by declaration that it is right,
in suit by purchaser 60 Ga. 107.
Evidence, parol admissible, where there is doubt, to show whether public
agent signed note in public or individual character 2 Ga. 214. Same rule as to
trustees of incorporated academy 3 Ga. 283. Slight, of plaintiff's title to note
prevents nonsuit: 25 Ga. 546. Parol admissible to explain promissory note,
as to time of payment 27 Ga. 54. To prove payment of note by producing it as,
maker must first prove it is the note put in circulation 29 Ga. 43. Parol incompetent to provedraft payable generally was payable at a bank 30 Ga. 271.
As to bill 52 Ga. 131. Should be strong, to overcome plea of payment, where
defendant has receipt against all notes and accounts to date, and given after
note was due 30 Ga. 690.
Fraud, transferor liable for, in transferring note on insolvent person: 29
Ga. 687 35/193.
Garnishment, note held as pledge or collateral security not subject to: 4Ga.
428; 18/650. Assignee of note with notice of pending garnishment against
assignor how affected 5 Ga. 224 8/549. Debts secured by negotiable instruments may be the subject of: 18 Ga. 650. Several, against maker and holder
of notes, a?id judgment and sale: 35 Ga. 278. Of agent and attorney, and injunction granted attorney 37 Ga. 319.
Guaranty, by parol, of payment of note transferred for value by delivery 6
Ga. 509.
Guardians may assign or transfer notes taken by and payable to them as
guardians 33 Ga. 372.
Infant by prochein ami may sue on a note payable to itself: 5 Ga. 472.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

.

:
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Judgment at law has no lien on notes in the hands of defendant 6 Ga. 550.
By court of competent jurisdiction, on subject-matter of a note, conclusive
:

while

it

remains

in force

:

34 Ga. 355.

and like instruments shall be tried in county
See Constitution of 1877 59 Ga. 844. Drawer and indorser joint promisors and may be sued in county of drawer: 52 Ga. 379.
Letter, by drawee to drawer, sufficient acceptance as between them, but not
as to third parties 29 Ga. 648.
Lien, vendor's, not enforced in favor of assignee of notes: 9 Ga. 86; 14/216.
May be waived expressly or by implication 23 Ga. 237. Defense to payment
of note, when 30 Ga. 210.
Lis pendens, doctrine of, does not apply to negotiable security not due 38
Jurisdiction, suits on notes

where maker resides

;

:

:

:

:

:

Ga.

18.

Married woman, when note is given by, presumption is she has a separate
39 Ga. 44. Note of, for piano, and bill by seller to cancel contract, dismissed 40 Ga. 185.
Memorandum at foot of note specifying mode of discharge, etc., does. not afOn back of note, held proper for consideration
fect its negotiability 1 Ga. 319.
of jury 48 Ga. 502.
Misrepresentation, when not sufficient to constitute a good defense to suit
on note: 45 Ga. 141.
Mortgage, where one holds two notes secured by, and transfers one, agreeing to transfer mortgage, he holds mortgage for use of transferee 38 Ga. 452;
estate

:

:

:

:

:

see also 32 Ga. 228.

Non-negotiable note, same status between the parties as a negotiable one
Ga. 236.
Notice, to hold drawer liable, holder must present draft at place designated
and give notice to drawer of refusal 41 Ga. 614. When not necessary to
drawer: 52 Ga. 131. Not necessary when drawer and indorser are the same:
44 Ga. 64. Not necessary to charge drawer when acceptor fails to pay domestic bill not negotiable at chartered bank
55 Ga. 662, 618.
Notice to sue, must specify county of maker's residence 59 Ga. 841.
Order payable in lumber, demand and notice not necessary to bind drawer:
24 Ga. 443.
Partnership, note by one partner for interest in, and on suit, plea of excess
of profits received by payee 30 Ga. 813.
When individual note of one partner
extinguished the original obligation of the firm 20 Ga. 259.
But released
partner after agreeing to pay, bound by his promise 24 Ga. 310. Note given
to, and agreement by maker, with but two of three partners, as to credit,
not binding on third 48 Ga. 495. When acceptance by one partner in his
individual name binds firm 55 Ga. 618.
Payment may be pleaded at the instance of assignee, upon a note transferred after due, and secured by mortgage: 27 Ga. 347. Possession as evidence of payment: 29 Ga. 43.
1

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Pleadings, assignee of note without negotiable words cannot sue in his own
1 Ga. 236.
Owner or holder of negotiable paper may sue in name of
person having no interest in it: 1 Ga. 306. Insufficient affidavit to plea of non

name

:

true to best of defendant's remembrance: 26 Ga. 649.
indorsed in full by payees, they cannot maintain suit on
in their own names while the indorsement stands
27 Ga. 252. Not good plea
to suit on note that it is brought in fictitious name, it not appearing that the
defendant has any defense to note 47 Ga. 622. Draft paid by accommodation
acceptor may be set out as an inducement to action brought by him against
est

factum, that it
bill or draft

When

is

is

:

:

50
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the drawer: 54 Ga. 104; 59/846. Copy of draft and indorsement thereon annexed to declaration as a part of the declaration, and the indorsement need
not be alleged if copied 56 Ga. 86. Drawer and indorser may be sued together
without joining acceptor: 59 Ga. 840. Description of defendants: 59 Ga. 840.
Declaration failing to allege presentation, refusal to pay, dishonor and notice,
amendable 60 Ga. 359. Holder of promissory note not payable to bearer or
to order, has no right to bring suit on it without showing title 63 Ga. 274.
Presumption, when note was cut from same paper with bill of sale and of
same date 33 Ga. 159.
Promissory note given in payment of a pre-existing debt, operates as payment when so understood by the parties 4 Ga. 182. Given by an executor to
legatee for too much, may be scaled 22 Ga. 209, Joint and several on its face
but signed by only one, and put in circulation by him, good as to him 25 Ga.
225.
Transfer of, before due, presumed 25 Ga. 225. Holder of, not bound to
prove he gave value for it, unless it was first proved it was lost or stolen 25
Ga. 226. Reissued, after return to one of the makers, to another person for
consideration, not collectible: 25 Ga. 237.
Security pays off and takes up,
and then indorses in second instance to another, liable, the maker being otherwise 28 Ga. 37. By husband to wife who had no separate estate 49 Ga. 487.
Protest, duty of bank as to presentation of note, and protest or dishonor:
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

46 Ga. 487.

Purchaser, as to protection of: 25 Ga. 546. Of negotiable security, bonafide
before due, from one who has no title, gets a good title 4 Ga. 287.
Purchase-money, note for, of land, transfer, judgment and levy: 60 Ga. 388;
:

32/417.

Reduction of amount of note entered on back by payee, does not
when 28 Ga. 277.
Renewal of paper, bank violating instruction as to, liable: 59 Ga. 668.
Revenue stamp placed on note after execution, good 38 Ga. 548.

bind,

:

:

Signature, location of, on a note, immaterial: 26 Ga. 223.
Statute of limitations, as affecting non-resident maker of note 11 Ga. 303.
Sunday, note given on, held good 29 Ga. 526.
Surety, discharged by extension of time to principal to avoid defense to
note 30 Ga. 112.
Title, cannot impeach it unless necessary to defense: 31 Ga. 300; 9/589;
:

:

:

5/239.

Usury, one transferring note known to be usurious to one ignorant, compellable to pay, etc.

:

12 Ga. 371.

Written promise of any description under Act of 1847, discussed: 13Ga.311.
Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
Bill of lading, where bill of lading to shipper's order indorsed in blank and
negotiated at his local bank as security for discounted draft on consignee, car81 Ga. 221.
rier's delivery of goods without bill of lading left it liable to bank
Draft, to drawer's order delivered to drawee, for advances to make crop,
with blank unsigned indorsement on back, will support judgment in favor of
drawee 73 Ga. 564 distinguishing 70 Ga. 715, and 73 Ga. 809, from 66 Ga. 735.
"For collection," indorsement for collection is mere power of attorney, and
passes no title out of indorser. Second indorsee for collection could not apply proceeds to debt due him by first indorsee 73 Ga. 383 see also 87 Ga. 46.
Payment, possession by surety on note might be evidence that he had paid
it, but not that he held it as payee's agent authorized to receive payment: 74
:

:

;

:

Ga.

171.

;

:::
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ARTICLE
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OF IND0R8ERB, NOTICE AND PROTEST.
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In ordinary indorsements the
Contract of indorser.
indorser
is
to
the
money, if the parties to the
pay
contract of the
§3687. (2780.)

instrument primarily liable thereon fail to pay according to the
terms thereof; hence, if there are several indorsers, each is liable to
subsequent ones in the order of their indorsements.
Liability of indorsers to contribute not applied to

accommodation indorsers

but see 46 Ga. 14. As to rights of purchaser after due, of note from
who has paid it: 8 Ga. 115. As to the nature, construction and
remedies on an indorsement: 2 Ga. 158. When indorsement a Georgia contract: 4 Ga. 1. Every indorser warrants the note valid and the maker liable
to pay 11 Ga. 142. An indorser to be liable when maker sued to insolvency
Where maker insolvent at time of in21 Ga. 242 32/381 35/143
28/35.
dorsement, and same continuing, good excuse for not suing maker: 43 Ga. 442.
Indorsement by a married woman 49 Ga. 486. Accommodation indorsement
becomes a debt owing from time of signature 56 Ga. 369. Where parol evidence not admissible to explain indorsement or vary its legal effect 56 Ga.
605.
Indorsement for collection 56 Ga. 88. Section cited 59 Ga. 846.
Indorsement here showed transfer of instrument for value, and indorser
liable without first showing maker insolvent 65 Ga. 356.
Indorsement of promissory note past due, for valuable consideration, is new
contract, and statute of limitations operates in favor of indorser only from
date of indorsement 79 Ga. 72.
Undertaking as second indorser, not as joint maker, is prima facie import of
A.'s indorsement in blank of B.'s note payable to C.
79 Ga. 736.
On question of notice or privity, understanding of payee's agent at time of
lending money on note, as to whether firm was maker or indorser, admissible
Ga. 212
indorsee
1

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

79 Ga. 737.

Indorser

may waive demand and notice before, and

proof

of, after

maturity

:

9 Ga. 303.

may waive "notice of" protest: 74 Ga. 150.
Stipulation in note dispensing with protest bound payee
74 Ga. 150.
Indorser

who

indorsed

it

Prior to indorsing note payable to his own order, no liability arose against
payee; indorsement as "President Princeton Factory" limited liability: 78
Ga. 312.
To obtain extension, B. gave to E. note to E.'s order; F., indorsing it in
blank for accommodation, with knowledge of its purpose, was surety, not indorser, and was not entitled to notice of protest, etc. 82 Ga. 748.
Indorser's contract separate and distinct from maker's. Where both sued,
and verdict for maker but against indorser, new trial may be granted as to
maker without setting aside verdict against indorser 94 Ga. 718.
Indorsement for collection is mere power of attorney and passes no title:
73 Ga. 383; see also 87 Ga. 46. Second indorsee for collection, could not apply proceeds to debt due him by first indorsee 73 Ga. 383. Suit not maintainable by indorsee against such indorser: 87 Ga. 47.
Restricted indorsee may in some jurisdictions sue in his own name: 87
Ga. 47 citing 79 Ga. 137.
:

:

:

;

-
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Where, under facts, check with forged indorsement was neither paid nor
accepted, bank not liable to action by payee: 88 Ga. 252.
Note made and indorsed for accommodation of third person, not without
consideration as between holder for value and accommodation maker or indorser 90 Ga. 331.
Donor of note sued by donee on his indorsement may defend by setting up
the gift 93 Ga. 444.
:

:

A
coih%4.
876

^Tikl

'

3676?3677°'

§3688. (2781.) Protest and notice.

When

bills of

exchange and

promissory notes are made for the purpose of negotiation, or intended to be negotiated at any chartered bank, and the same are not
paid at maturity, notice of the non-payment thereof, and of the protest of the same for non-payment, or non-acceptance, must be given
to the indorsers thereon within a reasonable time, either personally
or by post (if the residence of the indorser be known), or the indorser will not be held liable thereon; but it shall not be necessary
to protest in order to bind indorsers, except in the following cases,
to wit: 1. When a paper is made payable on its face at a bank or
banker's office. 2. When it is discounted at a bank or banker's office.
3. When it is left at a bank or banker's office for collection; and in
all such cases, days of grace shall be allowed.
In suit by Central Bank, no notice, demand, or protest necessary to charge
indorser: 17 Ga. Ill; 3/185; 1/418,593. What sufficient notice: 60 Ga. 347;
52/473; 3/486; 1/310. When no notice necessary, under Act of 1826, of nonacceptance of foreign bill of exchange 4 Ga. 101, 281 9/303. When an indorser in blank on a note cannot prove it was to be negotiated at a chartered
;

:

bank 4 Ga. 106. Where on bankable paper payable at bank agency, demand
and notice must be shown before recovery against indorser: 14 Ga. 691 18/517.
Indorsers may show they were entitled to notice of demand of payment and
refusal to pay 28 Ga. 177. Demand of drawer and notice of his failure to
:

;

:

pay, not necessary to charge acceptor: 28 Ga. 529. No notarial expenses can
be recovered where protest not required 29 Ga. 259. When cannot prove by
parol evidence that draft payable to the order of a person was intended to be
negotiated at a chartered bank 30 Ga. 271 52/133. When notice of non:

;

:

payment
558.

exchange by acceptor not necessary to bind drawer 34 Ga.
was not a chartered bank and no protest necessary to charge

of bill of

Where

it

:

indorser: 56 Ga. 200; 53/495. To bind drawer, holder must present draft at
place designated for payment, and give notice of refusal to him: 41 Ga. 614.
Indorsers of bill or note not to be negotiated at chartered bank, not entitled
to notice of non-payment or non-acceptance 44 Ga. 63 55/618. When bank
may become liable for failure of duty as to notice to indorsers 46 Ga. 488.
Accommodation indorser's rights as to a note payable on its face at a chartered bank: 59 Ga. 776. As to proving notice of dishonor to indorsers by certificate of notary 60 Ga. 347.
A national bank is a chartered bank within the
terms of this section 61 Ga. 595. Where no demand, notice or protest necessary to charge indorser, indorsement in blank controlled by intention of
indorser: 64 Ga. 42, 50.
Surety claiming discharge for want of protest, etc., and holder that protest
waived, holder's belief not material 66 Ga. 701.
Waiver, by indorser, of "demand and notice" is in effect waiver of demand, refusal and protest: 66 Ga. 753.
Waiver of protest includes waiver of notice of non-payment: 69 Ga. 825.
:

;

:

:

:

:

'
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Usually facts dispensing with protest render notice unnecessary 90 Ga. 674.
Notice of non-payment not necessary to charge drawer or indorser of draft
not negotiable at chartered bank 44 Ga. 63 55/618 69/825.
Notice and protest not essential to fix liability of maker: 77 Ga. 464.
Accommodation indorser, holding all his principal's assets, and whose duty
90 Ga. 674.
it is to raise funds to meet note, not entitled to notice
To bind indorser on bankable paper, notice must show demand, refusal to
pay, and protest for non-payment: 67 Ga. 624.
Declaration showing protest necessary to bind indorser, suit by second
against first indorser submitted to jury although no issuable defense, etc.:
92 Ga. 670-673. See 87 Ga. 751-753.
:

:

;

;

:

Payee of note payable at bank, having indorsed note, whether for value or
accommodation, entitled to notice of protest, etc. 93 Ga. 749.
:

To bind

indorser,

demand

in reasonable

guishing 64 Ga. 42, and criticizing

time essential: 90 Ga. 680; distin-

its obiter.

Notice not received, it should appear that mailed within reasonable time.
No sufficient proof here that notice properly given by mail 93 Ga. 749.
:

§3689. (2792.) Damages on foreign

draft or order

is

made payable

any

exchange,

Act

at any place out of this State, and

522

If

bills.

within the United States, and the same

is

bill of

i« 2
|.

returned under protest for

non-acceptance or non-payment, the holder thereof shall be entitled
to recover of the drawer and indorsers in the first case, and the acceptor also in the latter case, in addition to the principal, interest
and protest fees, five per cent, on the principal, as damages for nonacceptance or non-payment.
Note payable out of the State and indorsed, within terms of this Act: 3
Ga. 375. No notice requisite in case of foreign bill unless payable at a chartered bank 4 Ga. 101.
:

or^ti^

If such bill, draft
§3690. (2793.) If out of the United States.
order is payable at a place without the limits of the United States,

$ 3676

-

the holder may recover ten per cent, damages, as above, for nonacceptance or non-payment.

In

83691.
Indorser sued with maker.
(2782.)
°
v
'

may

all cases

the indorser $^012, 4953.
Act

1826,

be sued in the same action, and in the same county, with the Gobb

maker, or drawer, or acceptor.
It was held that maker and indorser of a note payable at one of banks of
State could not be sued together in same action 14 Ga. 691. Where suit could
:

be brought in county of acceptor's residence on a promissory note 21 Ga. 135.
Waiver of second original and process by indorser: 25 Ga. 37. As to actions
against maker and indorser residing in different counties: 27 Ga. 263. Acceptor, drawer and indorser were not subject to be sued in same action 28
Ga. 529. Maker of a note and one indorsing it to be liable in second instance,
could not be sued together in same action 35 Ga. 142. Where not liable as
indorser and not suable in same action with maker: 44 Ga. 636. Where the
drawer and indorser were sued together without joining the acceptor: 59
Ga. 840.
:

:

:

Suit against makers barred by former recovery
gave no jurisdiction against sureties 65 Ga. 575.
:

;

their residence in county

>

594

-

:
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A
cibb!°522.
ct 1870

^ 69
^J-

'

The first of January, commonly
§ 3692 (2783.) Public holidays.
called New-year's Day; the nineteenth day of January, known as
-

Lee's Birthday; the twenty-second day of February,

known as Wash-

n gt° n s Birthday; the twenty-sixth day of April, known as Decora72'
1889'
5
^ on ^ay; ^ ne fourth day of July, called Independence Day; the first
1894' p 47
$4456•
Monday in September, to be known as Labor Day; the twenty-fifth
of December, known as Christmas Day; and any day appointed
>s£w%day
/£pv-u>
or the President of
in
<? *1 -/ff or recommended by the Governor of the State,
the United States, or any municipal authority, as a day of thanksV
p

'

i

'

'

'

and prayer, or other religious observances; and
any other day declared by the law of Georgia to be a public holiday,
giving, or fasting

shall for all purposes whatsoever, as regards the presenting for pay-

ment

or acceptance, and of the protesting and giving notice of the
dishonor of bills of exchange, bank-checks and promissory notes, be
treated and considered as the first day of the week, commonly called
Sunday, and as public holidays; and all such bills, checks and
notes, otherwise presentable for acceptance or payment on said days,
shall be deemed to be presentable for acceptance or payment on the
secular or business day next preceding such holiday, except as provided in the next section.

Fourth of July not

dies

non juridicus, judgment rendered thereon, valid:

81 Ga. 289, 290.
Acts^i.894,

§3693. (2783 a.) Sundays provided for.
Whenever any such holidays shall fall upon Sunday, the Monday next following shall be

deemed a public holiday, and papers due on such Sunday shall be
payable on the Saturday next preceding, and papers which would

Monday

on the Tuesday next thereafter. Whenever either of the days shall fall on
Saturday, the papers due on the Sunday following shall be payable
on the Monday next succeeding. Whenever either of said days
shall fall on Monday, the papers which would otherwise be payable
on that day shall be payable on the Tuesday next succeeding.

otherwise be payable on such

shall be payable

General Note on Indorsers. — Agent, a general power to, to discount, conpower to indorse 1 Ga. 418.
Agreement in writing, that payee will not proceed against indorser until he
has exhausted property of principal, binding: 57 Ga. 140. Between maker and
indorser, for indorser to buy in maker's property at mortgage sale 16 Ga. 416.
Alteration, material, to remove name of prior indorser: 17 Ga. 111.
fers

:

:

Bankruptcy

of

maker, no valid defense for indorser: 6 Ga.

257.

Certificate of deposit, indorser of, liable: 7 Ga. 84.

Check, indorser of, entitled to due diligence, etc. 1 Ga. 304. As to rights
and liabilities of indorsers of: 5 Ga. 245.
Contribution, accommodation, indorser not liable to: 1 Ga. 205.
Cotton receipts, indorsement on 44 Ga. 38.
Days of grace, by treating bill of exchange as a check, bank became liable
:

:

46 Ga. 488.

Demand and

notice, indorser can waive, only before maturity: 9 Ga. 303.
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Draft payable to "A. B., cash," and indorsed by "A. B., cash," held indorseof the bank: 16 Ga. 458.
Equity will relieve indorser from mistake of legal effect of words in indorsement: 30 Ga. 946.
Evidence parol, special purpose of indorsement maybe shown by: 22 Ga.
Contract expressed by a general indorsement cannot be varied by 33 Ga.
24.
Not admissible to explain indorsement in full without proper pleading:
491.

ment

:

56 Ga. 605.

For

collection,

indorsement canceled by subsequent indorsement for value:

56 Ga. 86.

Guarantor, when indorser held not to be 2 Ga. 158.
Indorsement, each, a new contract: 2 Ga. 158. In blank, the blank still unfilled, any holder may sue maker: 63 Ga. 380.
Need not be proved unless denied on oath 63 Ga. 380. One transferring note with indorsement he knows
is not genuine, is liable
14 Ga. 542.
Lex loci contractus, contract of indorsement governed by: 2 Ga. 158. Indorsement in this State, a Georgia contract, there being no evidence showing
the contrary 4 Ga. 1. When indorsement in Alabama was held a Georgia
contract 27 Ga. 243. Same when indorsement was in Tennessee 31 Ga. 210.
Married woman, without separate estate, as indorser for her husband: 49
Ga. 487.
Notice, when indorser, "liable in the second instance," is entitled to:
1 Ga. 410.
Notice to sue, dormant partner given by indorser: 3 Ga. 527. Given to
agent, not notice to "holder," when 22 Ga. 24.
Nulla bona, return of, on ft. fa., against maker, prima facie evidence that he
had been sued to insolvency 21 Ga. 242.
Partnership, after dissolution of, one partner cannot bind firm by indorsing
a note 5 Ga. 166.
Payment by subsequent indorsers does not extinguish judgment as to first
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

indorser: 1 Ga. 205.

Pleadings, indorser discharged for
it:

3Ga.

dorser

:

185.

One may be sued

want

of

demand and notice, should plead
maker and individually as in-

as executor of

29 Ga. 455.

Promissory note payable to order and indorsed at time of execution, indorser liable as second indorser 4 Ga. 266. Sued for less than face value and
indorsed, indorsee may recover full amount from indorser: 29 Ga. 455. Purchaser of, after due, from indorser who has paid it, can recover from indorser
only what he paid for it 8 Ga. 114.
Protest, notice of, through post-office 3 Ga. 495. Two sets, filed under Act
of 1836, entitled to be read without further proof: 27 Ga. 252.
Seal, indorsement without, of a sealed instrument, is a contract under seal:
:

:

:

29 Ga. 701.
Set-off, to be pleaded to a note in favor of indorsee, after due, must be connected with original transaction 2 Ga. 134.
Signature of indorser, by agent or attorney, sufficient: 63 Ga. 380. Place
of, immaterial
26 Ga. 223.
Statute of limitations, new promise by maker of note, not sufficient to take
it out of, as against indorser
32 Ga. 28. Payment on a note by maker does
not affect running of, as to indorser 30 Ga. 479. When, begins to run in favor
of indorser of note past due, for valuable consideration 38 Ga. 300.
Does not
affect claims of indorser against maker, when 29 Ga. 700.
:

:

:

:

:

:

§3693

:
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'

O

.

§3694. (2785.) Right of bona fide holder. The bona fide holder for
va ^ ue °f a bill draft, or promissory note, or other negotiable instrument, who receives the same before it is due, and without notice of
j

any defect or defense, shall be protected from any defenses set up
by the maker, acceptor, or indorser, except the following: 1. Non
est factum.
2. Gambling, or immoral
and illegal consideration.
3. Fraud in its procurement.
See notes to sections 3666

et seq.,

and 3701

et seq.

Fraud here means by procurement of the holder 48 Ga. 162 37/66. Where
there was no such bona fide holder of a note that plea that consideration was
of no value could not be set up: 50 Ga. 76. Where bona fide holder of negotiable bonds not due and held as collateral, protected against true owner: 57
Ga. 274. Section cited and construed: 49 Ga. 490; 65/131.
:

;

General Note to this Section.
Notes from Code of 1882

As

by delivery
before due, from one with no title: 4 Ga. 287; 6/187. Aliter, if after due: 8
Ga. 421 12/238. Bona fide purchaser protected, although agent of maker of
note exceed his authority 13 Ga. 55. An illegal note may be held good in
hands of transferee before due for value 22 Ga. 246. No agreement between
other parties to negotiable note affects transferee before due: 33 Ga. 41. Assignee of non-negotiable chose in action takes it subject to all equities between assignee and maker 56 Ga. 203 29/219 6/119. Question of title of
negotiable paper not to be raised unless necessary to its defense 5 Ga. 239
56/88. Bona fide purchaser not affected with knowledge of failure of consideration because it was set forth on face of note 38 Ga. 126. Bona fide purchaser of note and mortgage before due, protected: 50 Ga. 110, 119. Unless
bona fide holders prejudiced, all indorsements in blank can be explained by
parol evidence 56 Ga. 608. When transferee of a note before due not affected
by any evidence of failure of consideration 57 Ga. 319. When payment no
defense against suit of third person 60 Ga. 90. Bona fide purchaser of note
before due can collect amount due on note, although maker served with garnishment 38 Ga. 18.
to rights of bona fide holder of negotiable note transferred

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

Bank, payee of accepted bill is under no duty to acceptor to apply thereto
funds of drawer on general deposit: 78 Ga. 222; 79/810.

made shipper's local bank, which discounted his draft
lading attached), bona fide holder: 81 Ga. 221. Bills of lading important securities of commerce: 81 Ga. 221. Consignor's bank discounting draft,
with indorsed bill of lading attached, and forwarding to destination, not joint
vendor, nor affected by equities between consignor and consignee 89 Ga. 108.
Bank holding personal property as security for debt, delivering it to purchaser from debtor, taking draft by seller, accepted by purchaser, not affected
Bill of lading, facts

(bill of

:

by

seller's

misrepresentation to purchaser as to quality: 89 Ga. 225.

Collaterals, bona fide purchaser for value, before due, of negotiable note
held as collateral, protected 69 Ga. 354. Bona fide holder suing collateral

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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paper can. recover thereon only amount of debt secured, if defendant had
valid defense against original payee 79 Ga. 547.
Equities, protected in respect of note given to induce consent to discharge
in bankruptcy, though void as between parties (Revised Statutes United States,
section 5731) 73 Ga. 641. When negotiable notes due some time after date
were sued by indorsee, presumed that plaintiff took them before maturity and
Payee of acceptance, who paid value
is not affected by equities: 79 Ga. 542.
to drawer before maturity, not affected by equities in favor of acceptor against
drawer. Drawer could neither take nor act away payee's title 79 Ga. 810.
Failure of consideration, plea of failure of consideration held good as
against holder of promissory note, who purchased before maturity 93 Ga.
Plaintiff claiming to be bona fide holder, and defendant contesting, and
438.
pleading failure of consideration, request to charge that if "the plea be sustained, the verdict should be for the defendant," properly refused 94 Ga. 522.
Fertilizer, note given for fertilizer not properly analyzed and inspected is
void in hands of bona fide purchaser: 65 Ga. 129.
"For collection," indorsee "for collection," for account of payee, not bona
fide holder 79 Ga. 137.
Fraud, by one maker on another, in obtaining his signature, no defense
:

:

:

:

:

:

70 Ga. 578. Second draft issued for same consideraand paid by fraud of payee, no defense to first in hands of innocent
holder: 72 Ga. 24. "Fraud in its procurement" has no reference to fraud in
contract out of which instrument arises, etc., but in procurement by holder:

against innocent holder

:

tion

93 Ga. 789

;

see also 37 Ga. 66.

Holder for value, must be: 67 Ga. 494.
Husband's debt, wife's negotiable note, given for husband's debt, binds her
in hands of bona fide purchaser for value before due: 69 Ga. 661.
Married
woman signed note as surety, cannot be set up against bona fide holder: 70
Ga. 322.

must be both immoral and

illegal: 69 Ga. 661-664.
a gambling contract, and void in hand of bona
Bona fide holder protected except as against gamfide purchaser: 71 Ga. 400.
ing, usurious or immoral consideration
73 Ga. 641. Purchaser of notes, with

Illegal consideration,

Note

for cotton "futures"

is

:

knowledge of illegal consideration, takes subject to defenses against original
payee 93 Ga. 521.
Incomplete contract, note not expressing whole contract, letter containing
balance, admissible against holder of note who took after maturity 66 Ga. 286.
Indorsement, note payable to order, delivered before due to bona fide purchaser, etc., not indorsed, held subject to equities between original parties
:

:

95 Ga. 70.

Infancy of maker may be pleaded against bona fide holder 70 Ga. 322.
Notice, circumstances of receiving accepted draft here put plaintiffs on inquiry 74 Ga. 348. Purchaser of draft chargeable with notice as to genuineness 77 Ga. 285.
Nul tiel corporation, plea of, in suit by assignee, from corporation, of a
negotiable note, irrelevant and demurrable: 71 Ga. 557.
Parol, drawee cannot show by parol that negotiable draft was drawn as
agent of drawee and holder had notice thereof: 75 Ga. 57.
Presumption that purchaser for value before due and without notice 69
Ga. 661-664; see also 60 Ga. 90; 55/141; 49/490; 73/641.
Reservation of title to property sold, on face of note, is not notice of any
defense 70 Ga. 322.
Set-off, plea of, to negotiable note, demurrable, not alleging notice to
assignee 71 Ga. 557.
:

:

:

:

:

:

•

:;
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Sunday, plea that contract executed on, not set up against bona fide purchaser without notice 76 Ga. 218.
Sureties who sign negotiable note payable to "Neal or bearer," are bound to
holder, although maker makes use of it not contemplated: 66 Ga. 651.
Usury, contract void as to usury even in hands of innocent holder without
notice 1 Ga. 392. Approved in obiter dictum : 69 Ga. 722 see also 73 Ga. 641.
Warehouse receipt, law as to bona fide holder inapplicable to ordinary warehouse receipt aliter, as to special form of rice-mill receipt here 78 Ga. 574.
:

:

;

:

;

$3750.

§3695. (2786.) Overdue notice
due,

its

If the holder receives it after it is

.

non-payment at maturity

he takes

it

is

notice to

him

and

of dishonor,

subject to all the equities existing between the original

parties thereto;

and

if

there be several notes constituting one trans-

action, but due at different times, the fact that one

unpaid shall be notice to the purchaser of
guard as to each.

all, to

is overdue and
put him on his

See notes to preceding section.
One buying a note after due from one without title, gets none thereby 30
Ga. 814, 937, 947; 25/560; 15/253; 8/421. The assignee of non-negotiable note
takes it subject to equities between assignor and maker: 6 Ga. 119; 29/219.
As to note secured by mortgage 27 Ga. 351. Transferee of note payable one
day after date not presumed to have taken it before due, and without notice
32 Ga. 105. Where plea of failure of consideration to note stricken, no allegation in it that it was taken when overdue 34 Ga. 498. When no set-off
against claim of transferee of note after due 42 Ga. 323. Judgment on note
for purchase-money transferred after due, enjoined by one claiming dower:
44 Ga. 452. One taking a note overdue is not protected from a garnishment
served on maker by his creditor: 55 Ga. 615.
Notice to president of company is notice to company 72 Ga. 888.
Several notes constituting one transaction 78 Ga. 129.
:

:

:

:

:

:

$$3705,3698.

The holder of a note is
§3696. (2787 .) Presumption of good faith
for value; if either fact is nega-

presumed to be such bona fide, and
tived by proof, the defendants are
presumption is negatived by proof

let into all their defenses;

of

such

any fraud in the procurement

of the note.
Stated

2 Ga. 92

:

;

5/1

;

14/543

;

25/225.

One pleading negotiable note as

set-

presumed to be bona fide holder: 23 Ga. 438. Transferee of a note payable
one day after date, not presumed to have taken it before due and without
notice 32 Ga. 105. When holder of note presumed to be bona fide: 49 Ga. 490
60/90 55/141. Title only inquired into where necessary to defense 56 Ga. 88.
Draft specifying no time of payment and bought before presentation, holder
presumed bona fide: 72 Ga. 24.
One holding promissory note not yet due, presumed to be bona fide holder:
off,

:

;

73 Ga. 641

:

see also 49 Ga. 490 55/141 60/90 69/661.
Consideration presumed as between drawer of draft and payee holder
Ga. 206.
$$2957,4730.

;

;

;

;

:

78

§3697. (2788.) Holder of collaterals.
The holder of a note as
collateral security for a debt stands upon the same footing as the

purchaser.
95 Ga. 70, 76.
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Not subject to equities between maker and payee 3 Ga. 47. One receiving
note is bound to use diligence in collecting it 38 Ga. 286 10/209. When
not so compelled to do 34 Ga. 239. A note illegal because contrary to public
:

:

;

:

hands of one as collateral security, when transferred before
and without notice: 22 Ga. 246. Creditor suing on a collateral
held for his debt in his own name, does not thereby become security of the
maker of such note 23 Ga. 175. When set-off against payee of note transferred, no defense against holder: 30 Ga. 153. Holder of collateral can sue on
it in his own name, and collecting on it after principal note paid and before
judgment on the collateral, would hold as trustee for those entitled to it: 43
Ga. 415. Usury as affecting title to a collateral transferred, and payment by
payee to maker of note without notice of its assignment 50 Ga. 70-72. Bona
fide holder of negotiable bonds not due and deposited as collateral security,
protected against true owner until borrowed money paid 57 Ga. 274. Bona
policy, not void in

due

for value

:

:

:

holder of collateral before due, protected against plea of failure of consideration 60 Ga. 654.

fide

:

See notes to section 2957.

Pledge

is

not an absolute sale, holder

is

trustee for special purpose

:

71 Ga.

726.

But holder of stock as collateral is not stockholder of the corporation 71
Ga. 726.
Bona fide purchaser for value, before due, of negotiable note held as collateral, protected: 69 Ga. 354.
One taking note as collateral before due and without notice takes it free
from equities. Eenewed note same as original, as to collateral deposited 72
Ga. 807.
Equitable title to unindorsed note representing purchase-money and deed
deposited as collateral, superior to subsequent judgment against depositor
whether judgment creditor had notice or not 74 Ga. 551.
Where pledgor of collateral note collected it without authority and included
same in gross sum paid on principal note, maker of collateral discharged 78
Ga. 605.
Failure of bank to sell stock held as collateral and pay note at maturity,
:

:

:

:

though notified to sell, no defense to note, etc. 68 Ga. 637.
No presumption of law that bonds held by creditor as collateral security are
worth face value 91 Ga. 625.
Collaterals pledged for payment of note and general balance due, not withdrawn upon payment of note, when 92 Ga. 736.
:

:

:

§3698. (2789.)

Title not to be

inquired into.

of a note cannot be inquired into, unless it

is

The

title of the holder***™,

necessary for the pro-

tection of the defendant, or to let in the defense which he seeks to

make.
67 Ga. 500.

Stated 1 Ga. 275, 306 5/239 9/589 31/300.
Holder of a collateral note
taken without notice, on same footing as any other innocent purchaser without
notice: 42 Ga. 639. There must be notice of failure of consideration, to affect
holder of note payable to bearer, or it must have been taken after due 34
Ga. 498. Where any defense set up against holder that could have been set up
against the payee 26 Ga. 555, 559 33/459. That title to note need not be inquired into unless necessary to defense 60 Ga, 623 56/88 52/130. Where
the character of the assignment was not necessary to the defense 55 Ga. 403.
:

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

§§ 3699, 8700
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Where non-negotiable note not indorsed or assigned by the payee is sued on
and payee not a party, title involved 57 Ga. 398.
Payee of bill of exchange can recover for use of the drawer against acceptor
:

71 Ga. 33.

In suit by assignee from corporation of a negotiable note, plea of nul
corporation irrelevant and demurrable 71 Ga. 557.

tiel

:

$$3933,3932.

,

What is notice. Any circumstances which would
place a prudent man upon his guard in purchasing negotiable paper,
§3599. (2790.)

shall be sufficient to constitute notice to a purchaser of such paper

before

to

it is

due.

As to what is notice: 25 Ga. 284; 55/438;
and construed 57 Ga. 556.

62/742, 743, 171.

Section referred

:

See general note hereafter.
Any circumstance which would place prudent man on guard in purchasing note, constitutes notice such as words "to be held as collateral" written
on note 69 Ga. 355.
Actual notice is such as is received personally, or presumed from facts putting on inquiry, and may be inferred from the facts of the case: 72 Ga. 297.
Circumstances here did not put on inquiry. Diligence in such cases is a
question for jury under facts no fixed rule: 72 Ga. 24.
Circumstances of receiving accepted draft here put plaintiff on inquiry:
74 Ga. 348.
Purchaser of draft chargeable with notice as to genuineness 77 Ga. 285.
That waiver of right to plead failure of consideration, stricken from note,
circumstance tending to put purchaser of note on inquiry 67 Ga. 494.
Where, on note of husband and wife, after her name word "security" appeared, this and other facts put plaintiff on inquiry 78 Ga. 324.
Court correctly charged substance of this section. That purchaser of negotiable paper was agent of payee in laying pavement which was its consideration, not necessarily notice of defects in such pavement 83 Ga. 536.
;

:

;

:

:

:

:

Bills, notes or other
§3700. (2791.) Bills payable on demand, etc.
paper payable on demand, are due immediately. When no time is
specified for the payment of a bill or order, it is due as soon as
presented and accepted.

Where no time

once 15 Ga. 253. Section referred
paper payable on demand sued without any
demand: 52 Ga. 438, 446. Bank certificate of deposit payable on "call," same
as if on demand and due at once: 56 Ga. 608 64/50.
See general note hereafter.
Draft specifying no time, not due till presented: 72 Ga. 24.
"Please pay to the bearer $33.00," specifying no time of payment, bill of
exchange due on presentation and acceptance 81 Ga. 766.
Note payable "on or before" a certain day, not due, though may be paid
to

and construed

is

:

specified, is payable at

:

A

39 Ga. 363.

;

:

before that day

No time

:

72 Ga. 185.

purchaser before
cent purchaser: 75 Ga. 57.
specified,

demand and acceptance

takes as inno-

— Sayings of

holder who took promissory note with notice of
5 Ga. 424. Holder of draft accepted by one
partner, drawn on the firm on account of his individual debt, protected 15 Ga.
253.
Transferee of negotiable paper before due without notice, not affected by

General Note.

defect, receivable as evidence

:

:

:
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understanding of other parties to the paper: 33 Ga. 41. And lis pendens not
52 Ga. 596 38/18. Indorsee of note without negotiable words suing it
Bills of lading not in fall sense negotiain his own name 57 Ga. 350 56/203.
ble paper 57 Ga. 410. As to when note payable one day after date is due, and
when to be sued 58 Ga. 95. When no failure of consideration could be pleaded
to guano note: 60 Ga. 288. Holder of note for value, payable to bearer, taken
before due, not affected by failure of consideration or payee's indorsement:
notice

;

:

:

;

:

:

61 Ga. 208.

CHAPTER

7.

OF DEFENSES TO CONTRACTS.*

ARTICLE

1.

DENIAL OF THE CONTRACT.

A

party may deny the original *Jo8fj$8?'
execution of the contract sought to be enforced, or its existence in 4128 3705
the shape then subsisting. In either event, if the contract be in
writing and so declared upon, the denial must be on oath and filed
§3701. (2851.)

Non

factum.

est

>

at the first term after the service

When

:

term: 54 Ga.

amendment

34 Ga. 435.

Non

59.

est

perfected.

Administrator may plead even
non est factum may be filed after first
factum pleaded at term of court after the first, as

need not be on oath

after appeal

is

:

16 Ga. 217-223.

The plea

to plea filed before

:

of

61 Ga. 245

;

60/50.

Section cited

:

63 Ga. 383,

384.

Note under

seal declared upon,

of non est factum

:

admitted without proof,

in

absence of plea

68 Ga. 833.

Bond altered in material part, and declared upon as altered, admissible in
evidence without explaining alteration, in absence of denial on oath 79 Ga. 70.
In justice-court suit versus A.B. on acceptance signed by C. D. summons
issuing to A. B. "doing business under the name and style of" G. D. acceptance admissible, unless sworn plea of non est factum filed in due time nor was
it essential to show that A. B. did business under name and style of C. D.
94 Ga. 408.
Plea of non est factum not allowed here, at second term of appeal from justice court 75 Ga. 504.
Charge that partnership note may be shown unauthorized, under general
issue, erroneous, neither evidence nor plea raising question 85 Ga. 564.
Facts good as partial defense but pleaded to whole action, plea stricken:
91 Ga. 828.
Plea of non est factum filed, note admissible upon proof of defendant's admission that he signed it, and without explanation of contents not appearing
to be alterations 91 Ga. 828.
Proper charge where plea of non est factum and mental incapacity to contract 92 Ga. 295, 296.
:

,

,

;

:

:

:

:

Arbitrament and Award, see Arbitration.

-

:

}§
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§3702. (2852.) Effect of alteration. If a written contract be altered,
intentionally, and in a material part thereof, by a person claiming a
benefit under

it,

with intent to defraud the other party, such altera-

tion voids the whole contract, at the option of the other party.

If

the alteration be unintentional, or by mistake, or in an immaterial matter, or not with intent to defraud, if the contract as originally executed can be discovered and is still capable of execution, it

by the court. If the alteration be made by a stranand not at the instance or by collusion of a party, or privy, if

will be enforced
ger,

the original words can

be restored, the contract will be en-

still

forced.
Alteration presumed to have been made at time of execution of instrument
When not 31 Ga. 371. Before execution of instrument 45 Ga.
544.
A material alteration vitiating the whole note: 30 Ga. 129. Material
alteration fraudulently made voids the whole instrument, and burden on one
offering it in evidence to explain 36 Ga. 479. Fraudulent alteration of deed
may be shown in an action of ejectment 41 Ga. 68. Section cited 52 Ga. 484.
The alteration of a note by inserting the words "or bearer," a material alteration 64 Ga. 221. For the jury to pass on 17 Ga. 558. Must be explained by
person introducing the instrument 12 Ga. 19.
17 Ga. 559.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Knowledge by sureties that administrator's bond raised, and failure to
object for years to administrator's management of estate, etc., held acquiescence in alterations 67 Ga. 168.
Parties intending to make bond for $150,000, by mistake written $150, payee
afterwards inserting "thousand" not invalidate 67 Ga. 168.
Note held by innocent purchaser before maturity, not avoided by substitution of payee's name in clause retaining title 75 Ga. 372.
Bond altered in material part, and declared upon as altered, admissible in
evidence without explaining alteration, in absence of denial on oath: 79 Ga. 70.
:

:

:

Where payee

of note signed as surety

third party, striking his

maker

:

name

off as

and assigned

it

by indorsement to

surety, such alteration does not release

80 Ga. 200.

Blanks left in promissory note as to rate of interest, place of payment, etc.,
being filled in, defendant, to avoid contract, must allege and prove what: 91
Ga. 828.
Alterations, unless contrary appears, are presumed to have been made before instrument executed, when 92 Ga. 233.
:

§3703. (2853.) Alteration, by
alteration

is

whom

tried.

The materiality

a question of law; the fact of an alteration

is

of an

a ques-

tion for the jury.
Fact

of,

passed on by jury

:

17 Ga. 562

31/371.

;

Materiality of the alteration

for the court: 2 Ga. 131.

Materiality and intention, questions for court: 77 Ga. 464.
73 Ga. 25.
initial of name of grantor in deed, generally immaterial
Filling in blanks left in promissory note, as to rate of interest, place of pay-

Middle
ment,

etc.,

:

material alterations: 91 Ga. 827.

not set forth
as the basis of the action, so as to require a denial on oath, an
alteration in a material part requires explanation before it can be
§3704. (2854.) Preliminary proof

.

If the contract is

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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§§ 3705-3707

Denial of obligation of contract, originally or by subsequent act of opposite party.

admitted as evidence.

This preliminary proof

is

submitted to the

court.

Where note is declared on

and no plea of non est factum, is
incumbent on plaintiff to explain

as altered,

2 Ga. 128. Alteration in material part,

filed

36

it:

Ga. 479. Slight evidence of, execution of paper sufficient to justify judge in
submitting question to jury 54 Ga. 273.
:

factum pleaded, note admissible upon proof that defendant admitted
execution, and without explanation of contents not appearing as alterations:

Non

est

91 Ga. 828.

§3705. (2855.) Indorsement,
or assignment of

any

bill,

etc.,

not

to be

proved.

bond or note, when the

An indorsement Acobbl°27i.
same is sued on ^g^y^

2,

by the indorsee, need not be proved unless denied on oath.
Section referred to and construed

:

63 Ga. 383.

ARTICLE

2.

DENIAL OF THE OBLIGATION OP A CONTRACT, EITHER ORIGINALLY OR BY
A SUBSEQUENT ACT OF THE OPPOSITE PARTY.
§3706. (2856.) Denial of obligation. Any fact going to show that
the original contract was not obligatory, though executed, may be
set

up as a defense.

§3707. (2857.)

Conditions.

A condition,

precedent or subsequent,

not complied with, want or failure of consideration, or any act of
the opposite party by which the obligation of the contract has
ceased, may be pleaded as a defense.
Section cited 55 Ga. 78. Plea to note by surety, that parol stipulation left
out by fraud and mistake, should state facts to make it out: 59 Ga. 851.
Agreement to give acceptance upon receipt of goods, construed as condition
precedent to sale 76 Ga. 357.
Notes for installments of stock subscription were due on notice by directors
here. The conditions were not conditions precedent, but subsequent: 81 Ga.
:

:

725.

Subscription conditioned payable in such installments as stockholders may
to recovery of subscription 88
Ga. 283 see also 56 Ga. 230.
Employee, under term contract, discharged for neglect of duty, etc., has no
right of action 75 Ga. 470.
See notes to section 3016.
Contract void for fraud, recovery had in suit for money loaned, without
showing presentation and dishonor: 76 Ga. 341.
Defense that after note for mule signed, and before delivery of mule, vendor qualified his warranty orally, did not "set up a subsequent parol agreement" 78 Ga. 739.
Purchase-money mortgagee seeking foreclosure, not general judgment, no
defense that title bad, no part of purchase-money paid 84 Ga. 511.
Purchase-money sued for, plea that vendor had not fee should disclose kind
of conveyance bond for title called for 85 Ga. 552.
decide, such decision condition precedent

:

;

:

:

:

:

$g639, 8665,

:
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Where suit on non-negotiable purchase-money note in hands of purchaser,
defendant having been ejected from lands purchased, through consent judgment: 93 Ga. 641.
Where one does not strictly comply with his contract, other party, acquiescing by not complaining, cannot recover for non-compliance. Both sides abandoning contract, no recovery. Departure a sort of new agreement 73 Ga. 459.
Plea of total failure includes partial failure, and under former, defendant
may abate recovery 72 Ga. 66.
Oil-mill machinery not of class contracted for, non-completed by date stipulated measure of deduction from contract price in suit for same. Deterioration of cottonseed by reason of delay, considered here as element of damage
81 Ga. 93.
Hired surety on bond given to get possession of goods, entitled to pay if liability attaches for an instant, though goods shortly afterwards seized under
other process: 82 Ga. 346.
Plea of breach of warranty, or of failure of consideration, does not add to
or vary contract. Nor is fraud, accident or mistake necessary allegation: 83
Ga. 212.
%
Where acceptance of draft was conditioned on completion of work by drawer,
no recovery if he failed 87 Ga. 545.
Where one signed note for life-insurance premium of another, good defense
that agent promised maker to get employment for insured, and did not: 94
Ga. 280.
That work done under contract did not continue satisfactorily as at first,
not good defense to action for pay here 93 Ga. 779.
Telegraph company's regulations as to time of presenting claim, immaterial
where default sued for is failure to start message 94 Ga. 436.
:

:

;

:

:

:

72

Ga.

708.

perform concurrent conditions. In case of concurrent conditions to be simultaneously performed, if one party offers
§3708. Failure

to perform

to

and the other

will not, the first is discharged

performance of his part, and

may maintain an

from the

action against the

other.
$3638.

Where covenants
§3709. (2858.) Dependent covenants.
pendent, the failure of performance by the opposing party

are

de-

may

be a

good defense.
See notes to section 3638.
One joint contractor could call other to account before indemnity bonds
mutually executed as agreed, especially where same had not been demanded:
75 Ga. 849.

§3710. (2859.) Rescission.
sent, or a release

A

rescission of the contract

by the other contracting party,

is

by con-

a complete

defense.

Every release must be on some consideration, otherwise fraud presumed:
30 Ga. 731
rescinded

;

:

20/576 15/570. A plea that contract rescinded should state how
42 Ga. 283. Where buyer cannot rescind a sale, no offer to return
;

having been made

Widow's

38 Ga. 221 57/53 46/262.
rescission of contract releasing dower, without full knowledge,

effect discussed

:

;

;

78 Ga. 588.
Rescission of conditional sale before any of purchase-money notes due,
complete even as against third parties, when 81 Ga. 681.
:

:

::

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

801

ARTICLE

7,

§§3711, 3712

2.

Denial of obligation of contract, originally or by subsequent act of opposite party.

Dividend, declared after contract of sale of stock complete, was buyer's
for stock, but order for dividend not condition precedent to

when he paid

seller's right to

rescission

payment.

Buyer's refusal to pay until such order given, was

83 Ga. 747.

:

Under option to return goods if not prove satisfactory at end of specified
time, need not be returned on last day, but within reasonable time thereafter
86 Ga. 508.

A

§3711. Rescission for fraud.

may

contract

be rescinded at the83Ga.

instance of the party defrauded; but in order to the rescission he

must promptly, upon discovery

of the fraud,

restore to the other whatever he has received
tract, if it

of the con-

be of any value.

Must repudiate
Artifice

restore or offer to

by virtue

entirely on discovery of the fraud

:

41 Ga. 179.

and fraud practiced, no examination of land, and reliance on repre-

sentation, rescission proper: 84 Ga. 497.

Right to rescind for fraud
mitted 93 Ga. 762.

in

horse swap exists only

when

actual'fraud com-

:

§3712. (2860.)

Without

consent.

In

some cases a party may

rescind without the consent of the opposite party, for non-perform-

ance by him of his covenants; but this can be done only when both
which they were before

parties can be restored to the condition in

the contract was made.

Ex

parte rescission, plaintiff

must restore defendant

to original situation:

62 Ga. 730, 731,665.

One party cannot rescind contract without consent of other, except for
non -performance of his covenants: 76 Ga. 3.
An inability of either party to comply with the terms of his contract, entitles the other to rescission
86 Ga. 562.
Election to rescind, not waived by improper execution of contract, under
mistake of law: 85 Ga. 27.
Bond for titles given, upon obligee's failing to pay, obligor rescinded by retaking lands, liable to obligee for purchase-money paid, less loss.
Before
bringing suit obligee need not show readiness to pay balance purchase-money
:

69 Ga. 434.

Where bond for titles and default in notes, vendor may rescind, re-entering
and tendering vendee fair portion of money paid 91 Ga. 33.
Sale of personalty rescinded, buyer entitled to return of purchase-money
:

rent or hire for use of property 71 Ga. 862.
Conditional sale with right in vendor to retake property for non-payment
of purchase-money, vendee could rescind because property not up to covenants 75 Ga. 865.
Salesman may discontinue his services, contract allowing him to make credit
sales on commission, and his employers withdrawing this right: 91 Ga. 404.
Grantor, in consideration of support for life, cannot rescind by conveying to
another because support withheld 92 Ga. 198.

less

:

:

:

wood, lying on land, having passed to purchaser, seller's executor
could not revoke purchaser's license to enter and get it: 93 Ga. 700.
Right to rescind parol contract for sale of lands, and defeat purchase-money
notes, for non-performance by plaintiff of covenants to improve, etc. 93 Ga.
Title to

:

765.

51

560.

§§3713-3717

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

ARTICLE

7,

802

3.

Of payment, and herein of appropriation of payments.
90

Ga.

103.

§3713. Rights of purchasers after rescission.
sale is rescinded for fraud, the rights of the

Where

a contract of

vendor reclaiming the

goods are superior to those of one who has acquired the goods, or a
lien thereon, in consideration of an antecedent debt.
§3714. (2861.) Covenant not to sue.
A covenant never to sue is
equivalent to a release; so also a bond to indemnify the debtor
against his own debt.

$3076.

Section referred to and construed

48 Ga. 634 59/855. Promise not to coldebtor will pay part: 54 Ga. 525.
One taking administrator's note in renewal of intestate's debt, agreeing
that it should never prejudice maker individually, covenant never to sue:
66 Ga. 287.
One sold two tracts of land, giving second purchaser indemnity bond against
a fi. fa., both tracts relieved by transfer of fi. fa. to sureties on bond: 68
Ga. 507.
Land released from lien of fi. fa. by agreement not to enforce it against
such land 68 Ga. 507.

lect balance due,

:

;

if

:

^|297o, sloe,

A

§3715. (2862.) Release.
tion of law; as,

when

sometimes results as an opera-

release

a creditor releases another

who

bound

is

jointly

with or primarily to the debtor, or accepts from the debtor a higher
security for the same debt, not intended to be collateral thereto.

Where release operated as a novation of original debt 45 Ga. 490. Parol
evidence as to extent of settlement by receipt 53 Ga. 643. Where release of
one joint obligor releases the other: 49 Ga. 311 48/631 60/70, 73.
:

:

;

Intermarriage of the par-

§3716.

(2863.) Effect of intermarriage.
ties generally releases a debt, but such

bond or obligation

is

;

is

not the effect when the

given in contemplation of marriage.

Marriage taking away the right to sue for breach of promise 63 Ga. 630.
General Note. Part payment received in discharge of all of a judgment
:

—

it
3 Ga. 310; 13/407; 24/289; 30/731.
Receiving machinery and doing best possible with it was no waiver of
defects. So, of receiving it after time stipulated for delivery: 81 Ga. 94.

discharges

fLj~w4

rt i^v^u,:

:

£)<jf-V-

ARTICLE

8

.

OF PAYMENT, AND HEREIN OF APPROPRIATION OF PAYMENTS.
$$4418,3775.

Payment generally. Payment of money due to
§3717. (2864.)
the creditor or his authorized or general agent, or one whom the

may not be so, or to his partner interested with him in the money, shall be good; and if such
agent receives property other than money as money, the creditor is

creditor accredits as agent though he

bound thereby.
Whore subsequent reimbursement by
not constitute him his agent;

1

Ga.

151.

principal, payment by surety did
Agent has no right to direct payment

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

803

7,

ARTICLE

§3717

3.

Of payment, and herein of appropriation of payments.
of principal's

money

money

own debt: 1 Ga. 285. Where agents are liable for
90.
Payment to agent is payment to principal

to his

paid by mistake: 3 Ga.

and can be no partial ratification 9 Ga. 70. Attorney has no right to receive
notes in payment for debt he has to collect 24 Ga. 252. Contract for payment
Payment in Confederate money 37 Ga. 205; 57/179;
in property: 24 Ga. 183.
Payment to clerk of superior court on a judgment or execution is not
56/56.
good 31 Ga. 359. Payment by post must be by authority of creditor, to be
binding 31 Ga. 378. When by one executor to coexecutor does not charge
him with subsequent waste 31 Ga. 564. Receiving depreciated currency without fraud or mistake, binding: 38 Ga. 75. Ratification by principal of taking
of Confederate currency by agent 44 Ga. 59. Notes and accounts need not
be set out in plea of payment 46 Ga. 276. Confederate money paid in good
faith, sheriff protected: 39 Ga. 72.
Credit of Confederate money entered
on note by holder, valid payment: 34 Ga. 355. What necessary as evidence
when not offered to show payment made 29 Ga. 43. Offer to pay by railroad
not accepted as evidence of their negligence 28 Ga. 317. Lapse of time considered in determining whether payment made 33 Ga. 397. Where deputysheriff receives notes on third persons for execution, it is no payment: 33 Ga.
585.
Part payment to stranger of purchase-money of land does not entitle
vendee to relief in equity 33 Ga. Sup. 123. Not a valid payment in Confederate
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

money

Possession of security necessary to authorize
agent to collect it: 53 Ga. 618; 60/90; 54/52. When payment to plaintiff's
attorney by defendant did not bind plaintiff: 57 Ga. 446. Purchases of stock
from administrator, conversion: 57 Ga. 418. Payments on Sunday 57 Ga. 179.
Promise to pay in currency at a future day 56 Ga. 380. A note payable to
two jointly, paid by payment to either: 58 Ga. 150. Payment by a portion
of joint and several makers of note 60 Ga. 603.
Receipt of property by agent
for debt, binding principal 61 Ga. 168.
When payment of municipal tax cannot be recovered back 61 Ga. 228.
to sheriff

:

40 Ga. 169.

:

:

:

:

:

One bound by payment
for him 67 Ga. 345.

to agent, or

where he

ratifies

payment

to

one acting

:

Agent selling engine and indorsing purchase note, delivery of shingles
him to sell and pay note not good payment, when 75 Ga. 715.
Authority to collect need not be express; whether implied, for jury:

to

:

89

Ga. 321.

Agent, without express authority, cannot pay debts
85 Ga. 27.

money

in

goods,

instead

of

:

Receiving railroad-stock not equivalent to payment of note here: 65 Ga.
748.

Where grantee
filled

of land contracted to pay grantor in cash, contract not
by paying grantor's note to third party, when 68 Ga. 330.

ful-

:

Attorney's authority to receive personalty in discharge of client's debt, not
questioned by third person 77 Ga. 594.
Charge here upon plea of payment for services sued for, though general, was
sufficient: 79 Ga. 319.
Plea of payment should specify time of payment, but demurrer should
specially point out defect 83 Ga. 322.
Payment by head of family of proceeds of exempt cotton to sheriff on personal execution, not reclaimable, title passed by delivery. Sheriff was agent
of plaintiff in fi. fa.: 82 Ga. 730.
Fine print on invoice, "bills payable at this office only," not binding if not
noticed by debtor: 89 Ga. 321.
:

:

EIGHTH TITLE.—CHAPTER

§§ 3718-3721

ARTICLE

7,

804

3.

Of payment, and herein of appropriation of payments.

§3718. (2865.) Payment

to

naked

trustee.

Payment

to a

party, or a naked trustee, without authority to receive,

and with intention

collusively

no

nominal
if

made

to defeat the true owner, shall have

effect.

Payment by post is at the risk
done by direction, either express or implied,

§3719. (2866.) Payment by post.
of the sender, unless

of the creditor or his agent.

Where done by direction of sender, must prove mailing 25 Ga. 234.
show direction or usage from which it may be inferred 31 Ga. 378.
:

Must

:

§3720.

$3685.

if

(2867.) Bank-bills, checks and notes, payment in.

Bank-bills,

received in payment, are warranted by the payer to be genuine,

and that

as far as he knows the bank is solvent.
Bank-checks and
promissory notes are not payment until themselves paid.
Note,

etc.,

not payment unless accepted as such: 9 Ga. 223, 240.

Promissory note payment when so understood by the parties 4 Ga. 182.
By Act of 1832, paper discounted and held by bank payable in its bills 24
Ga. 249.
Presumption as to note being received in payment 31 Ga. 564.
Check payment, when itself paid: 58 Ga. 258.
See general note hereafter.
Generally not payment until themselves paid 77 Ga. 463.
:

:

:

:

State treasury notes given for comptroller-general's salary, held payment
of salary 66 Ga. 673.
Note is not payment unless so agreed 70 Ga. 595.
Drafts not payment until paid, unless expressly taken so: 92 Ga. 512.
Notes, etc., considered payment if so agreed without agreement, note not
made indebtedness by account, by memorandum on books: 75 Ga. 729.
The real question is, what was intention of parties? Parol admissible to
show that note was not taken in payment, if writings are doubtful 71 Ga. 450.
Plea of payment supported by parol evidence that notes given and accepted
:

:

;

:

in

payment: 93 Ga.

717.

Bank transmitting

its

New York

draft for debtor to his creditor, draft pro-

tested and drawing bank failing, debt not paid although creditor forwarded

account marked paid, etc. 69 Ga. 699, 700.
One selling goods to agent for principal, and taking agent's note, principal
liable on original consideration 69 Ga. 703.
If A. gives his note in liquidation of account of C, it is not, without other
proof, such payment that original debt cannot be resorted to 6 Ga. 166.
Laborer's lien not defeated by giving him negotiable draft which he nego:

:

:

tiates,
$8671.

when

:

91 Ga. 651.

A

§3721. (2868.) Stakeholder.

wager

is

bound

may demand

it

money

to repay to the party depositing, at

before

it is

risked on a

any time

actually paid over to the winner; but

paid over to the winner bona

heif

and without notice of the depospayment is a protection.

fide,

itor's intention to retract, this

Law

stakeholder of

as to stakeholder: 21 Ga. 46; 33/Sup. 9-11; 23/257.
Notice to stakeholder in bet on election not to pay over money, as plaintiff
would probably contest election, not sufficient: 80 Ga. 499.
Money deposited with agent for speculation in futures, recovered by principal 77 Ga. 606.
:
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7,

ARTICLE

§8722

3.

Of payment, and herein of appropriation of payments.

"Bucket-shop" proprietor is mere stakeholder, not subject to action for
"margins" deposited, until after demand. False accounting by such proprietor will not excuse demand 82 Ga. 246.
:

See notes to section 3668.

§3722. (2869.) Appropriation of payments.
made by a debtor to a creditor holding several

When a payment is $2883.
demands against him,

the debtor Has the right to direct the claim to which it shall be apIf he fails to do so, the creditor has the right to ap-

propriated.

If neither exercises this privilege, the

propriate at his election.

law will direct the application in such manner as is reasonable and
equitable, both as to parties and third persons.
As a general rule,
the oldest lien and the oldest item in an account will be first paid,
the presumption of law being that such would be the fair intention
of the parties.
Notes from Code of 1882 :
Stated 1 Ga. 241 15/322. Payment, where several debts to be paid, to that
one debtor directs it to be paid to, and when equity will interfere: 27 Ga. 47.
As to application of notes, evidence 29 Ga. 207. Where the law appropriates
debtor's property to older lien 4 Ga. 356. Acceptance on agreement that
certain property be applied to pay it, takes precedence of subsequent attachments 19 Ga. 73. When debtor directs money to be paid to certain debt 30
Ga. 857. When guarantor can require that funds of debtor be paid to his own
debts: 30 Ga. 802. Debtor can direct application of payment to certain debts,
and if he does not, creditor can 32 Ga. 1 57/450 54/176 34/558. Direction
by debtor of proceeds of cotton to debts 45 Ga. 565. Where no other direction, the law will direct the application of money: 51 Ga. 507; 59/545, 550;
54/209 57/497. But debtor cannot direct the appropriation of payment after
it has been appropriated by the creditor: 55 Ga. 643.
:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
charged 75 Ga. 62 67/643.
Consent, where parties have applied payments by their joint consent, there
no question of application by the law 79 Ga. 174.

Charge

is

of court, this section properly

:

;

:

to whom cotton was shipped with
instructions to sell and apply proceeds to debt, failed to do so, debtor thereby
injured could recoup against debt 73 Ga. 418.

Damages

for misapplication,

where factor
:

Direction, right to direct appropriation of payments, and application
no direction, discussed 75 Ga. 729.

where

:

Creditor

may

apply payments to note or account, when debtor does not
91 Ga. 193.
Election, debtor may elect which debt fund is to pay, otherwise creditor
may apply it to either 71 Ga. 31.
Fi. fa., creditor holding fi. fas. and account, receiving a payment from
debtor, could not, after seven years, apply it to account and take fund from
junior fi. fa.: 69 Ga. 646.
Intention, where circumstances and intent of parties amounted to direction
71 Ga. 18.
Where application was not directed as to cotton, intention of
parties was for jury 73 Ga. 517.
Landlord's lien, if no direction given, landlord may appropriate payment to
general or special lien at option 78 Ga. 20. Landlord's special lien discharged
as against mortgage, where he received enough crop to pay, but applied it to
unsecured claim 92 Ga. 793.
direct application

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

§

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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7,

ARTICLE

806

3.

Of payment, and herein of appropriation of payments.

Mortgage, mortgagee must apply payment received to mortgage instead of
by transfer, of which mortgagor was ignorant 76 Ga. 328.
Creditor here could not apply proceeds of mortgaged property to unsecured
debts: 71 Ga. 18. Where holder of mortgage and judgment lien properly
applied payment to mortgage 76 Ga. 796. Where mortgagee also had open
account against mortgagor, former's contention that he applied certain payments to account with mortgagor's knowledge was properly submitted to
to notes acquired

:

:

jury: 79 Ga. 130; distinguishing 71 Ga. 18; 73/422; 30/857.
Plea of payment of mortgage was overcome by proof that, after shipping
goods with direction to apply proceeds to mortgage, mortgagor drew draft on

such proceeds 82 Ga. 210. Plea of payment stating no time at which alleged
payments made, demurrable: 83 Ga. 556.
Presumption, payment on account presumed applied to note produced by
defendant at trial, and not to two notes sued on 92 Ga. 254.
Section applied, on question whether note sued on was paid or whether
money deposited with payee went to pay other items of yearly account than
:

:

said note, section
to (la 305'
68 Ga. 123.

w as
r

applicable

:

83 Ga. 663.

Payments of taxes or other claims
§3723. Voluntary payments.
mac e through ignorance of the law, or where the facts are all known,
and there is no misplaced confidence and no artifice, deception or
fraudulent practice used by the other party, are deemed voluntary,
and cannot be recovered back unless made under an urgent and imi

mediate necessity therefor, or to release person or property from
detention, or to prevent an immediate seizure of person or property.
Filing a protest at the time of payment does not change the rule.
Municipal tax paid without protest, etc., it appearing by resurvey that the
property was not within city limits, the owner could not recover tax 61 Ga.
:

228, 229.

Money paid by mistake of law may be recovered, when.
tween mistake and ignorance of law 7 Ga. 64.
See section 3978 et seq., and notes 67 Ga. 557.

Distinction be-

:

;

General Note on Payment.
Notes from Code of 1882 :
given, not such a payment that original debt cannot be sued
on 6 Ga. 166. Bill, acceptance or note, not payment unless accepted as such
9 Ga. 224. Contract for payment of execution by proceeds of labor of debtor
Payment of less sum received in discharge of the whole
3 Ga. 112 13/407.

Where note

:

:

:

;

13/407
37/205
24/289
29/315
40/349
38/216
39/568
30/731
34/64, 227-290; 50/203; 56/494; 57/223; 54/15. As to indorsement of payment
on a note by holder, to rebut the statute of limitations 9 Ga. 419. Where no
payment until party directed 15 Ga. 486. Evidence of note being received in
payment: 31 Ga. 564; 30/937; 28/184. Evidence of payment of note: 29 Ga.
43 12/19. When there should be strong evidence to overcome plea of payment: 30 Ga. 690. Credit on note, evidence of cross-demands being paid: 30
3 Ga. 210

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

Where purchase-money to be paid first: 25
mistake
does not bind: 25 Ga. 546. Priority
Ga. 42. Receipt of payment by
of payment
23 Ga. 474. Liability of sheriff for Confederate money collected
and lost: 34 Ga. 403. Where maker cannot be made to pay a note to the
younger garnishments: 35 Ga. 278. When cannot resist payment of purchasemoney, because of want of title of vendor in property 46 Ga. 278. Land sold
to pay debts by administrator by order of ordinary, mortgage creditors must
(in.

829; 38/347; 36/126; 34/355.

:

:
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ARTICLE

§§3724,3725

4.

Of performance, and herein of tender.

look to proceeds 59 Ga. 516. Where delivery of crop to be paid on factor's
When assignee
lien did not vest title as against general judgment 60 Ga. 478.
:

:

mortgage for payment of purchase-money can subject homestead 61 Ga.
Payment by one person of debt of another without his request, not al346.
lowed as set-off to suit by latter on due-bill 61 Ga. 265. Mortgagee liable for
not appropriating a payment according to directions by mortgagor 55 Ga. 620.
of

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
where pledgor of collateral note collected it without authority and remitted amount to pledgee as a credit on principal note, maker
:

Collateral notes,

of collateral discharged

78 Ga. 605.
Delivery of cotton, note with crop lien for advances, with stipulation to pay
by delivering cotton to payee, such delivery not payment, payee having transferred for value, etc. 68 Ga. 293, 294.
Intention to purchase, though money furnished maker by third person to
purchase note, if fact not disclosed when note taken up, amounts to payment,
and surety released 86 Ga. 438.
Part payment, receiving part payment and ratifying assignment, not impair
right to satisfaction as to balance 65 Ga. 735.
:

:

:

:

ARTICLE

4.

OF PERFORMANCE, AND HEREIN OF TENDER.

Performance, to be efagent
(where personal skill is not required), or some one substituted, by
consent, in his place.
It must be a substantial compliance with
the spirit, and not the letter only, of the contract, and done within
§3724. (2870.) Performance of contracts.

fectual,

must be by the party bound

to perform, or his

a reasonable time.

Performance of agreement of compromise 29 Ga. 370.
payment: 34 Ga. 560.
:

Substantial com-

pliance with contract and entitled to
See notes to section 2999.

What may be a reasonable time, depends upon the facts of the case 86
Ga. 508.
Attorney, by writing, to have interest in profits of lands purchased, for professional services to be rendered, shortly dying after rendering some services,
estate takes interest in proceeds of sale thirty-five years later. Measure of recovery 95 Ga. 620.
:

:

§3725. (2871 o) Impossibility of performance.
If such a performance is impossible, and becomes so by act of God, such impossibility is itself a defense equivalent to performance; but if, by proper
prudence, such impossibility might have been avoided by the promisor, it ceases to

be an excuse for non-performance.

By act of God 25 Ga. 26.
Judgment forfeiting criminal recognizance should be vacated when defendant afterwards appears and shows absence due to providential cause 75 Ga.
:

:

270.

Dissolution of partnership
for year with firm employee

by death
:

is

82 Ga. 392.

act of God, and terminates contract

$ 3488

-
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ARTICLE

808

4.

Of performance, and herein of tender.

Bona fide claimant of mule, who had given forthcoming bond, not relieved
by mule's death from falling into post-hole, when 91 Ga. 765.
:

Storms or other atmospheric disturbances will excuse telegraph company
for not transmitting message, but if it attempt to transmit at all, it must do
73 Ga. 522.
In suit for delay in delivering telegram, whether condition of operator's
family excused closing office earlier than usual, was for jury, not for court.
so correctly

:

No

legal duty on him to notify company of his wife's expected confinement,
nor on company to employ substitute at that time 94 Ga. 445.
:

$$8666,8643.

§3726. (2872.) Part performance.
In a severable contract, or one
admitting of apportionment, a part performance may be a defense

pro tanto.
§3727. (2873.) Fault of other party.
If the non-performance is
caused by the act or fault of the opposite party, that excuses the
other party from performance.
§3728.

A

Tender.

(2874.)

tender properly

made may be

equiva-

money, the coin need not be actually
it must be certain and unconditional
except for a receipt in full or delivery of the obligation, and may be
made by an agent or friend, and to an agent authorized to receive.
It must be in full of the specific debt, and not in part, and may be
made at any time before final trial, and if sustained, no subsequent
cost shall be paid by the defendant; if rejected, and not on any
ground of informality, such informality cannot be afterward urged
lent to performance;

if

in

presented, unless demanded;

in objection to the tender.

Actual tender of money dispensed with, where seller says he will not acit
5 Ga. 172 43/79 12/154. Should be made by the debtor or his representative, and not by stranger 11 Ga. 570. Same allegations of tender required
in equity as in suit at law: 34 Ga. 555; 10/127.
AVhen cannot be made by one
not a party to bill in equity 14 Ga. 674.
At what time made 22 Ga. 168.
Should bring thing tendered into court or aver readiness to do so, when plea of
tender filed: 24 Ga. 211 42/288. Where tender no discharge of original liability 25 Ga. 643.
Where the tender credited on a larger sum found due than
the amount pleaded as tender 30 Ga. 940. Where factor not liable to possessory warrant until tender to him of advances and expenses 34 Ga. 382. Relieved by tender of Confederate money 35 Ga. 8.
When not relieved by such
tender: 37 Ga. 16. What tender, of legal tender notes, discharges a promise
to pay "in American gold coin" 37 Ga. 600. When not compelled to tender
back Confederate money to recover amount claimed to be due him for cotton
sold for: 38 Ga. 216. Tender of purchase-money vesting title to the property
in the purchaser: 39 Ga. 597, 604.
Action by vendee under bond for title
against vendor, or tender of all purchase-money: 39 Ga. 91. Equitable plea of
tender to ejectment 55 Ga. 383, 650 54/45. Where plea of tender was insufficient: 40 Ga. 656.
What the plea of tender should contain: 54 Ga. 498.
Tender of money under the relief law to open judgment: 40 Ga. 501 50/614.
Tender in Confederate money 47 Ga. 596. When not necessary to prepare a
deed and tender it: 46 Ga. 287. Act of Congress making the United States
Treasury notes legal tender, is constitutional 37 Ga. 503. Tender on day debt
due terminates right of creditor to retain possession of pledge as collateral:

cept

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:
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ARTICLE

§3729

4.

Of performance, and herein of tender.

Jt15 Ga.

A tender, to prevent running of interest, must be continuous, and
53.
use by debtor destroys its attribute as tender 62 Ga. 596.
Letter stating debtor ready to comply with agreement to extend time of
payment upon payment of interest, etc., not good tender: 69 Ga. 759.
Eequirement that tender, to be effectual, "must be certain and unconditional" and "in full of specific debt," not relaxed where payment is to be in
specific articles: 74 Ga. 176, 177; distinguishing 57 Ga. 437.
Where tender of actual amount due on note was prerequisite to bill by
debtor to vacate transferee's title to lands conveyed as security for usurious
:

debt

:

88 Ga. 480.

setting up illegality of contract must tender amount really
due, before equity will grant relief 4 Ga. 221 9/137 10/389 62/87 60/222.
Money paid to attorney for purpose of tendering, not proof of tender 77

Where party

:

;

;

;

;

:

Ga. 282.
Strict tender
in legal title, if

under

offer to

not continuous

redeem land
:

sold for taxes, cannot reinstate one

81 Ga. 253.

Tendering in redemption less than price paid at tax sale and ten per cent.,
no tender: 84 Ga. 561.
Demand by purchaser for larger amount than paid and ten per cent., no excuse for failure to tender: 84 Ga. 561.
Contract for sale of land broken by vendor declaring himself unable to
comply, tender of purchase-money unnecessary 74 Ga. 582.
Where series of notes given for land, and bond for title 'taken, tender of
deed unnecessary to suit on note first maturing, though others mature pending
suit.
This is law also in Alabama: 88 Ga. 642.
Tender of balance of purchase-money, not necessary to recovery for breach
of bond for titles by conveying lands away: 91 Ga. 619.
Petition for specific performance dismissed because no tender of money 93
:

:

Ga.

29.

Where contract provided that one party should buy lot and build and then
convey to other, tender by latter of price of lot only, did not entitle him to
deed: 88 Ga. 447.
Tender of worthless and fraudulent instrument, consideration of which is
sued for, unnecessary 88 Ga. 633.
In action for money spent for another's use in purchase of certain checks
signed by third person, checks must be tendered, or delivered, or held subject
to defendant's order: 94 Ga. 517.
:

Tender of specific articles. A tender of specific aras to enable the party to whom tendered to take

§3729. (2875.)
ticles

must be such

immediate possession, and at the time and place agreed on in the
If no place is agreed on, they must be carried to the person entitled to them, if residing within this State, unless, from the

contract.

nature of the articles, or the contract, another place of delivery be
inferred.
If the articles be cumbrous, the deliverer may demand
of the receiver to appoint a convenient place of delivery,

and on

failure to do so the tender shall be considered complete.

Tender of corn 50 Ga. 39, 43. Where a tender of notes and demands held
on estate need not be tendered to administrator on day contract matured, to
prevent forfeiture: 53 Ga. 71. A good tender of amount due on note before
due 54 Ga. 494. Tender on day due terminates creditor's right to retain a
:

:

pledge as collateral

:

55 Ga. 53.

|§

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Accord and satisfaction.

Stock of merchandise being "cumbrous," failure of deliverer to demand
appointment of convenient place of delivery, rendered tender ineffectual:
74 Ga. 177.

Notification that railroad's order
force,

waiver of tender as to last

:

refusing former shipment was

still

of

77 Ga. 804, 805.

demand and tender at place. If the
promise be to deliver on demand, the demand must be reasonable as
to time, place and manner
if the promise be to deliver at a certain
time and place, a tender at the time and place is good though the
(2876.) Reasonable

§3730.

;

receiver

is

not present.

A valid tender of chattels transperson bound to receive, and the possession of the promisor, if he retains possession from that time, is for
benefit of the owner, but without liability to account for profits, or
for more than ordinary prudence in their preservation and protec§3731. (2877.) Effect of tender.

.

fers the title thereto to the

tion.

Section referred to and construed: 50 Ga. 616. Tender of bonds: 54 Ga.
Tender of corn 50 Ga. 43. Tender of debt on day due terminates creditor's right to retain pledge as collateral
55 Ga. 53.
Policy of insurance delivered different from kind applied for, tendered back
within reasonable time 93 Ga. 604.
Where one rescinded horse-swap for fraud, tendered back horse received,
and sued in trover for the other 93 Ga. 762.

365.

:

:

:

:

ARTICLE

5.

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION.

What is accord and satisfaction. Accord and satiswhere the parties, by a subsequent agreement, have satisfied the former one, and the latter agreement has been executed.
The execution of a new agreement may itself amount to a satisfaction, where it is so expressly agreed by the parties, and without such
agreement, if the new promise is founded on a new consideration,
taking of it is a satisfaction of the former contract.
§3732. (2878.)

faction

is

binding: 13 Ga. 406. A novation of original contract by new debt:
A new note for less sum than the older one and in renewal of
it, presumed settlement of all differences
57 Ga. 223.
Taking notes in payment See notes to section 3720.
Whether matter had been settled by arbitration, properly submitted to
jury finding not disturbed 66 Ga. 49.
Officer of State surrendering warrant on treasurer for salary taking treasury
notes, was payment of salary 66 Ga. 673.
Accord and satisfaction, though unwillingly assented to, will terminate
dispute: 67 Ga. 761.
Agreement by member of firm to turn over to firm creditor convicts leased
by said member from State, not accord and satisfaction, when: 68 Ga. 12.

When

45 Ga. 492, 501.

:

:

;

:

,

:

;

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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ARTICLE

5.

§§3733-3735

Accord and satisfaction.

Clerk, entering service of partnership formed pending his employment by
one partner, discharged, cannot maintain action under first contract 75 Ga. 93.
Plea was one of accord and satisfaction, though it used in one place the
word "estopped" 74 Ga. 717.
Plea of settlement should set out terms, or agreed result as to release and
discharge 94 Ga. 649.
Arrangement between three legatees of will, held not to be novation or
setting aside of will, but in furtherance of it: 69 Ga. 803.
Renewal of a note at same interest not a novation 72 Ga. 807.
Terms of contract, binding here unless altered by subsequent agreement
alteration, question for jury: 75 Ga. 494.
Promise of future performance will amount to satisfaction if expressly
accepted as such 80 Ga. 535.
Part execution of accord does not extinguish original right, but may be
pleaded as satisfaction pro tanto: 80 Ga. 535.
Railroad authorities inducing employee injured in accident to enter into
accord and satisfaction, by false representation that injury not permanent, not
render agreement void, when: 89 Ga. 264.
Claim for damages for ejecting passenger from train, not satisfied by return
of money paid for ticket, unless intention to settle 77 Ga. 674.
Employee's agreement, previous to injury, to receive wages in lieu of damages, not bar recovery 81 Ga. 531.
Accepting from telegraph company payment of expenses incurred because
of not delivering telegram, no bar to action for statutory penalty, unless received in full settlement: 84 Ga. 408; so, of refunding price of message: 94
Ga. 434.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

When an extinguishment. An accord and satisfacmay not amount to an extinguishment of the original debt, but

§3733. (2879.)
tion

may

extend only to suspend the execution or collection thereof for
a limited time; in the meantime an action cannot be sustained.
As

to

when one contract merges

Section cited

:

53 Ga. 46.

original debt: 52 Ga. 502.

averring sufficient

:

or extinguishes the other: 9 Ga. 224, 240.
note of third party does not extinguish the
plea of extinguishment of note by payment not

When

A

61 Ga. 187.

The accord and satis§3734. (2880.) Must be of benefit to creditor.
faction must be of some advantage, legal or equitable, to the creditor,
it will not have the effect of barring him from his legal rights.
The acknowledgment of a disputed title, or the securing of a doubtful claim, would be such an advantage.

or

Must be of some advantage to the creditor 13 Ga. 407. Section referred to
and construed 56 Ga. 497.
Agreement by debtor not to go into bankruptcy, sufficient consideration to
support contract by creditor to compromise debt 68 Ga. 328.
Plea of subsequent agreement not averring that plaintiffs obtained any advantage thereby, properly stricken 81 Ga. 808.
:

:

:

:

§3735. (2881.) Less than debt is not satisfaction.
An agreement by$ 3717
a creditor to receive less than the amount of his debt cannot be

pleaded as an accord and satisfaction, unless it be actually executed
by the payment of the money, or the giving of additional security,

-

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

3736

7,

ARTICLE

812

5.

Accord and satisfaction.

or the substitution of another debtor, or

some other new considera-

tion.

Where

release by plaintiff in execution of part to insolvent defendant

if he
Parol satisfaction of judgment, where a payment of less than amount due received and
accepted in discharge 3 Ga. 210. Part payment of judgment received in satAccord and satisfaction of
isfaction of all: 24 Ga. 289; 30/731, 745; 17/46.
right of action for usury paid: 54 Ga. 15. An agreement to settle an existing
debt by promise of part payment by debtor must be for a consideration
55 Ga. 10. Section cited: 51 Ga. 636. Money must be paid, to plead a less
amount in accord and satisfaction of a debt: 56 Ga. 497. A new note for less
than the old' one, presumed to be an adjustment of all differences: 57 Ga. 223.
Contract to' pay a given part of a debt not complied with by paying less
61 Ga. 472 63/466, 469.
Where, in settlement of two fi. fas., debtor by agreement gave horse and
promised to give note, failure to tender note did not hinder extinction of fi.
fas.: 88 Ga. 248.
Mere payment of part of sum agreed on, not a new consideration 94 Ga. 469.
Executory contract to compromise debt for less than full amount, without
other consideration than mere part payment, not obligatory 94 Ga. 469.

will devote proceeds of labor to balance

:

13 Ga. 407

;

3/112.

:

;

:

:

satisfaction

is

A

Compromise.

§3736. (2882.)

compromise or mutual accord and

binding on both parties.

Courts favor family compromises of doubtful rights, when fairly made: 12
Ga. 121; 24/462; 36/191. Books in evidence to prove correctness of settlement
attacked 20 Ga. 627. Full compromise is end of subject-matter of controversy, and party's remedy is then on contract of compromise 21 Ga. 427. Settlement of fraud when fully apprised of facts, binding: 29 Ga. 40; 32/173.
Compromise binding: 29 Ga. 370. Bound by a compromise whether the point
of law for or against them 30 Ga. 630 54/345, 350.
Equity relieving against
agreement of compromise under mistake: 32 Ga. 181. Section cited 54 Ga.
:

:

:

;

:

23, 24.

Settlement here held binding

Though unwillingly assented

:

68 Ga. 534.

but acted on by other party to his injury,
binding: 67 Ga. 761.
Contract that,/?, fa. should not proceed against lands in hands of purchaser
from defendant, binding on transferees of fi.faS 68 Ga. 507.
Plea of satisfaction stricken on demurrer as being vague, uncertain and indefinite: 80 Ga. 534-538.
Evidence tending to go behind settlement was inadmissible 81 Ga. 615.
Return of money received under settlement of claim for tort, settlement
alleged to be fraudulent, prerequisite to suit for damages 83 Ga. 558.
Tender of money paid as compromise, prerequisite to attacking it for fraud
aliter, where compromise denied and alleged compromise claimed to have been
mere receipting of pay-roll for wages: 88 Ga. 598.
Estoppel not result here by introducing in evidence compromise deed to
party's predecessor in title, from other party's predecessor: 92 Ga. 591.
Payments made before accounting and settlement cannot be pleaded against
note taken in settlement, unless procured by fraud 93 Ga. 515.
General Note. Evidence of settlement: 14 Ga. 402. Release must be on
some consideration 15 Ga. 570. Plea of, not technical: 35 Ga. 217,218. A novation of a debt: 41 Ga. 82, 580; 40/423, 467. No interference by equity generally with settlement of fraudulent transaction with full knowledge: 41 Ga.
to,

:

:

;

:

—
:

EIGHTH TITLE— CHAPTER
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§§ 8737-3739

Of pendency of another action, and former recovery.

satisfaction if made without fraud, and
settlement:
44
Ga.
259.
Where compromise by guardian
executed
binding as
with his minor ward was not binding: 48 Ga. 555. Where it was accord only
and not satisfaction 52 Ga. 42.
Compromise effected by fraud, imposition, breach of confidence, duress,
surprise or mistake, set aside 73 Ga. 135.
273.

Where deeds were an accord and

:

:

ARTICLE

6.

OF PENDENCY OF ANOTHER ACTION, AND FORMER RECOVERY.
§3737. (2894.) Plaintiff required

to elect bet

ween suits

.

No. suitor

is

two actions in the courts of this State at the
same time, for the same cause and against the same party, and in
such a case the defendant may require the plaintiff to elect which he
will prosecute, if commenced simultaneously; and the pendency of
the former is a good defense to the latter, if commenced at different
entitled to prosecute

^l^'JS?'
3903 3943'

times.

Such plea proper where two suits are pending for same cause of action 33
Ga. 117. When plea of pendency of prior suit in another court will not abate
the action 15 Ga. 270. Pendency of former suit pleaded in abatement, and going to trial on merits waives the plea 39 Ga. 559. Pendency of another action
should be pleaded in abatement at first term 45 Ga. 158. Section referred to and
construed 53 Ga. 451. Former recovery must be pleaded specially 55 Ga, 229.
Plea of pending suit See section 5094, and notes.
Complaint for rent not lie pending distress warrant and counter-affidavit:
66 Ga. 729 see also 69 Ga, 737.
As to whether judgment on debt secured bars ejectment under securitydeed 67 Ga. 502.
Judgment on purchase-money note not bar suit in ejectment for lands: 67
Ga. 607. So also as to judgment on not esecured by deed to lands, although
escrow-deed of reconveyance filed for levy and sale: 67 Ga. 502.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Pendency of general garnishment no bar to special proceeding to subject
wages for provisions furnished in 1875: 67 Ga. 721.
Not good plea that plaintiff has brought suit for same cause against another
defendant: 68 Ga. 228.
Applied so as to sustain set-off, defendant having previously sued plaintiff,
and upon plaintiff bringing suit, dismissed and filed set-off: 68 Ga. 75, 80.
Creditors with their interests represented in receivership proceedings, but
not parties thereto, may obtain judgment in common-law action against same
party: 70 Ga. 411-413.
Scire facias is not a suit, and former scire facias cannot be pleaded in abatement 70 Ga. 633.
:

•

§3738. Pendency of suit in another State.
The pendency of a 87 Ga.
prior suit in another State will not abate a suit between the same
parties for the same cause in this State.
§3739. (2895.) Attachment excepted.
to elect does not apply to a prior

The

rule requiring plaintiff

attachment against property where

677.

$§1526,4931,

EIGHTH TITLE.—CHAPTER
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Of pendency of another action, and former recovery.

the defendant

subsequently served personally, nor to an attach-

is

ment sued out pendente lite; but the judgment in the case against
the person must set out the fact of its identity with the proceedings
against the property.
Suit here and attachment in another State
58 Ga. 136 70/635.

same debt
^4933

6 ' 8671 '

may

proceed at same time for

;

:

In suits by in§3740. (2896.) Suits by informers, precedence in.
formers, the first filed in office has precedence for the same cause of

and the

action,

latter

must abate.

See 70 Ga. 635.
8
5
^5233 3903
4742
-

'

§3741. (2897.) Former judgment.

An

adjudication of

the same

subject-matter in issue in a former suit between the same parties,
by a court of competent jurisdiction, should be an end of litigation.
See notes to sections

in

margin.

Notes from Code of 1882
Attaching creditor, judgment in favor of, a bar to suit by assignee of
negotiable note 5 Ga. 425.
Actions, whether same evidence will support both, determining as to one
recovery barring another action 31 Ga. 668.
Claim, same matters set up in a cross-bill adjudicated in case before: 60
Ga. 159. When adjudication in, no bar: 61 Ga. 662-668. Kecord of former
case to show points involved, res judicata without plea: 61 Ga. 62. Judgment
against, of homestead, res judicata: 63 Ga. 628. Where judgment on, binding
on vendor and vendee, and equity would not interpose by injunction 62
Ga. 610.
Contract, recovery on an entire, preventing another suit for an alleged
residue 54 Ga. 327.
Demurrer, where judgment on, to one bill, a bar to second bill 8 Ga. 524.
Judgment upon, to declaration, a bar to second suit for same cause of action
56 Ga. 185.
Defense only could be set up in equity, not lost by not being set up at law:
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

24 Ga. 91

;

23/321.

Decree, as to when second bill same as first, so decree on first is a bar to
the second 27 Ga. 40.
Estoppel, when a judgment is, as to parties and privies: 11 Ga. 265. Only
as to matters that had to be determined before court could give judgment 19
Ga. 413. Identical title in ejectment decided in claim case is: 21 Ga. 143.
Equity, judgment at law concluding parties also as to courts of, except as
to matters exclusively equitable 16 Ga. 399, 416.
Erroneous judgment not vacated may be a bar to other proceedings in same
matter 24 Ga. 335 20/582 13/10.
Evidence, right to second action depended on whether in first case jury
passed on what is claimed to be effect of: 47 Ga. 593, 595.
Ejectment, how far prior judgment in, is a bar to bill in equity touching
same land and title 62 Ga. 675.
Former judgment a bar 3 Ga. 214. Not so if judgment set aside 4 Ga. 133.
Factor was concluded as to expenses and freight as consignor, by judgment in another State 45 Ga. 327.
Guardian, unproductive suit on bond of, will notestop ward from recovering
from one appropriating, knowing it to be ward's property 55 Ga. 21.
:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:
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Homestead,

as to

tests the right to

:

whether concluded by judgment of ordinary where con-

47 Ga, 452, 455.

Habeas corpus, where former decision under, not a bar to subsequent contest for guardianship of child

successive writs of
Indorser, when
against: 1 Ga. 410.
Issue,

:

62 Ga. 598.

:

Former recovery

as applicable to

63 Ga. 335.

judgment against indorsee only prinafacie evidence

when one judgment no bar

in suit

to another action on different: 6 Ga. 495.

a judgment on, held conclusive: 40 Ga. 67. Second affidavit
based on grounds adjudicated adversely to affiant, dismissed: 54 Ga. 499.
Invalidity of the judgment here the only matter res judicata: 59 Ga. 157.
Illegality,

Injunction, matters presented and overruled on motion to dissolve, again
urged on demurrer to the bill 63 Ga. 570.
Jurisdiction, distinction between judgment of court of concurrent, and
the judgment of a court of exclusive, on the same point arising afterward 49
Ga. 412.
Legatees, where judgment against executor setting aside a will, conclusive
against 13 Ga. 172.
Lien, mechanic's, when judgment on, does not conclude those claiming ad:

:

:

versely to the title of

him creating the

lien

45 Ga. 74

:

;

54/327.

Mortgage, where judgment of foreclosure did not bar an attack on, by a
purchaser of property 22 Ga. 348.
:

Money, where

suit for, bars suit for fraud

:

47 Ga. 593.

Purchaser at executor's sale protected against suit by devisees in remainder, a verdict having been rendered finding such sale legal and regular 61 Ga.
:

381.

Privy in estate, not affected by judgment adverse to predecessor's title:
55 Ga. 399.

Party same, litigated with, plaintiff in fi. fa. should set forth, at an early
aliter, if claimant different party from defendant
in fi. fa.: 58 Ga. 281.
Plea, defense of former recovery set up by, and not by motion 51 Ga. 63.
Question, judgment does not determine, that could not have been adjudicated: 27 Ga.372.
Res judicata, as affecting a case brought to Supreme Court of this State: 21
Ga. 585 60/244.
Record of former recovery not admissible under plea of "not guilty": 55
Ga. 228, 229.
Sheriff, when judgment against, for deputy's misconduct, conclusive in action
by principal for reimbursement 10 Ga. 158.
Suit, when one judgment not a bar to another suit: 27 Ga. 58.
Sureties in action on sheriff's bond can take advantageof prior judgment in
favor of sheriff 30 Ga. 927.
Tenant, judgment in favor of one on warrant against him as, at sufferance,
conclusive in another action for the land 53 Ga. 1.
Tribunals, not entitled to judgment of two, on same subject-matter: 32
period, otherwise estopped

;

:

;

:

:

:

Ga.

190.

judgment of probate of, in
from having it set aside: 23 Ga. 521.
Will,

common

form, does not estop executor

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
case tried in Supreme Court and question of diligence
adjudicated, party cannot traverse ruling by amendment in superior court,
setting up diligence. To repeat by amendment charge of fraud already adju-

Amendment, where

dicated

is

idle

and unprofitable: 80 Ga.

742.

EIGHTH

§ 3741

TITLE. —CHAPTER

7,

ARTICLE

6.

816

Of pendency of another action, and former recovery.

Bankruptcy, discharge in bankruptcy is good plea to suit on foreign judgment, when bankruptcy was not pleaded aliter, if plea of bankruptcy was
withdrawn and judgment confessed in foreign suit: 70 Ga. 362.
;

Bill of review, dismissal of writ of error operates as affirmance of decree,

and

bill of review will not lie
76 Ga. 337.
Cited 68 Ga. 113.
Claim, adverse finding on claim to property levied on under chattel-mortgage fi. fa., not debar illegality, presenting other issues 66 Ga. 236.
Claimant prevailing against levy on dam and water-power, levy on bottom
of stream not barred: 67 Ga. 648. Dismissal by court of levy in claim case,
not bar another levy and trial on merits 69 Ga. 685. Judgment against claimant does not conclude defendant in fi. fa., though claimant was his wife and
he employed counsel to prosecute claim 71 Ga. 71.
Consent verdict is within principle of res judicata : 93 Ga. 279.
Contempt, affirmance of rule absolute for contempt, though res judicata,
should not work perpetual imprisonment 89 Ga. 228. Element of conclusiveness in judgment of contempt, not extend to duration of imprisonment: 92
Ga. 109.
Court, suit to recover lands, properly withdrawn from jury and dismissed
by court as res judicata: 93 Ga. 364.
Decree setting aside sheriff's sale restores the parties to the rights they had
before the sale: 72 Ga. 301. Decree here held not to be conclusive of the issues involved: 75 Ga. 775.
Demurrer, judgment on general demurrer, bar to second suit between same
parties, etc., though some of the facts defectively pleaded in first suit: 70 Ga.
552. Effect of dismissal on demurrer, as res judicata, discussed 74 Ga. 126. Dismissal of bill on demurrer did not adjudicate title involved, as against vendees
of defendant, taking before bill filed: 92 Ga. 787. Demurrer sustained to action against connecting railroad on express contract of shipment with initial
line, no bar to action ex delicto versus same defendant for unreasonable delay
as to said shipment 90 Ga. 811. Judgment sustaining general demurrer bars
second suit 90 Ga. 732 (2).
Dismissal, suit for damages dismissed on promise of defendant to remedy
same, not res judicata : 84 Ga. 61. Dismissal for want of evidence does not bar
subsequent suit for same cause of action 92 Ga. 522.
Dower, judgment for dower does not affect right to income from dower
lands from husband's death 74 Ga. 279.
Ejectment, judgment based on security-deed, conclusive as to questions arising under deed 66 Ga. 704.
Equity, judgment at law here does not bar bill involving new issues and
parties: 65 Ga. 673. Sustaining demurrer to equitable complaint, upon reference therein to Federal-court order enjoining complainants at law, error 79
Ga. 758.
Erroneous judgment, unreversed judgment declaring declaration amended
in time to save dismissal under remittitur from the Supreme Court, binding,
although erroneous: 93 Ga. 736, 740. Judgment of court having jurisdiction,
whether right or not, binding: 77 Ga. 340.
Evidence, for plea of res judicata to avail, declaration, verdict and judgment
must be in evidence attaching copies insufficient: 84 Ga. 69.
Fi. fa., judgment holding judgment valid, not conclusive as to fi. fa. issued
thereon 70 Ga. 547, 548.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Former
toppel

:

72 Ga. 320. Judgment unreversed is an esJudgment against two of several makers and indorsers,
on note, as to them 65 Ga. 575,

decision as an estoppel

71 Ga. 384.

barred another suit

:

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Garnishments, judgment on merits of garnishee's answer, conclusive 77 Ga.
General rule illustrated 70 Ga. 349, 475, 552 74/49.
Homestead, judgment of ordinary against executor, on settlement, not binding on beneficiaries of homestead out of property of executor: 66 Ga. 324. In
suit against head of family for homestead land, judgment against him binds his
family 84 Ga. 609. Wife's claim as homestead decided against her, claim by
husband, based on same homestead, barred 93 Ga. 279.
:

436.

:

;

:

:

Injunction, effect on final decision, of rulings of Supreme Court on temporary injunction, considered 71 Ga. 829. Refusal to enjoin levy on homestead
concluded complainant and privies as to its superiority thereto: 74 Ga. 49.
Overruling general demurrer to bill before return term, and interlocutory
:

grant of injunction, not res judicata; demurrer may still be insisted on in
term: 74 Ga. 201.
Married woman could not set up defense, after judgment against herself
and husband 77 Ga. 84.
Mortgage, foreclosure of, conclusive between parties and privies: 67 Ga.
Chattel-mortgage foreclosure is ex parte; if undefended, nothing de744.
cided doctrine of res judicata inapplicable to subsequent suit on mortgage
note 83 Ga. 760.
New trial, motion to dismiss motion for new trial refused and not excepted
to, is res judicata: 73 Ga. 455.
Non est factum, where judgment was duly granted establishing copy of lost
note, defense of non est factum was res judicata: 79 Ga. 761.
Nonsuit does not bar second suit for same cause of action, nor conclude
parties on questions of evidence decided 91 Ga. 196 see also 85 Ga. 420.
Parties, conclusive only on parties and privies: 72 Ga. 796. Owner of horse
not barred here, in trover against purchaser from bailee, by judgment in similar action against bailee: 91 Ga. 440.
No estoppel in favor of one who, having
no interest in an account, sues it to judgment in name of true owner, without
his consent, etc. 93 Ga. 653.
Plea of res judicata controlled this case 69 Ga. 698.
Policeman, removal of, by municipality judicially, by regular trial, conclusive on him 69 Ga. 165, 166.
Sheriff cannot plead to attachment nisi for contempt in not paying money,
same grounds as pleaded to rule to pay over the money, made absolute at preceding term: 71 Ga. 861, 862.
Supreme Court, question not made in case where first before Supreme
Court, not res judicata on second writ of error: 70 Ga. 434.
Res judicata
holds as to former judgment by Supreme Court in same case: 71 Ga. 15, 17.
Supreme Court will not readjudicate questions covered by former bill of
exceptions: 77 Ga. 7.
Trover, where plaintiff in trover replevied and then dismissed action, judgment entered against plaintiff and surety had no element of res judicata: 82
Ga. 281. See 77 Ga. 21. Owner of horse not barred here in trover against
purchaser from bailee, by judgment in similar action against bailee 91 Ga. 440.
:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

Void judgment, parties not estopped by judgment void for want of
diction

:

juris-

76 Ga. 769.

When invoked, generally judgment must be entered before
be invoked. How entering judgment waived 93 Ga. 278.

res

judicata can

:

§3742. Judgment conclusive of what.
A judgment of a court of 69Ga
competent jurisdiction is conclusive between the same parties and
their privies as to all matters put in issue, or
52

which under the rules

-

674

-

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§3743-3745

ARTICLE

7,

818

7.

Of set-off and recoupment.

might have been put in
ment was rendered.
of law

issue in the cause wherein the judg-

See notes to sections 5233 and 2348.

Judgment is conclusive

as to matters which, by exercise of proper diligence,
could have been ascertained and pleaded on the trial 80 Ga. 11.
Defendant must set up every defense, legal or equitable, which he has to
the action. Judgment concludes him, except when 69 Ga. 754.
Judgment conclusive between parties, as to all matters put in issue, or
which might have been put in issue in the case 69 Ga. 671 see also 2 Ga. 329.
There must be not only identity of parties, but also of subject-matter: 69
Ga. 692.
Former recovery conclusive as to facts which might have been pleaded in
first suit
70 Ga. 475.
Judgment not conclusive as to -questions not presented before: 77 Ga. 234.
Judgment of competent court binding as to matter adjudicated: 77 Ga. 289.
Judgment in former case not conclusive unless point in issue in latter case
necessarily passed upon 80 Ga. 479.
Question not actually litigated, judgment not res judicata, as to property
not involved in first trial, though might have been 84 Ga. 171.
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

§3743. (2898.) Parol evidence admissible

§5094.

.

Parol evidence

is

admis-

show that a matter apparently covered by the judgment
was really not passed upon by the court.
sible to

Stated
3

8
'

^5o95 5048

iHGa

502

:

6 Ga. 495.

If upon demurrer the court
§3744. Effect of sustaining demurrer.
^ as decided upon the merits of the cause, the judgment may be

pleaded in bar of another suit for the same cause.
See catchword "Demurrer" under section 3741.

ARTICLE

7.

OF SET-OFF AND RECOUPMENT.
§8996.

§3745. (2899.)

Set-off.

justice of plaintiff's

Set-off

is

demand, but

plaintiff to counterbalance his in

a defense which goes not to the
sets

up a demand against the

whole or in part.

Where excess of usury might be pleaded as a set-off 1 Ga. 241 59/584. Must
be of a demand against the plaintiff, and not arise out of collateral matters: 2
Ga. 134. Must be a money demand, and damages for breach of warranty
could not be set off: 6 Ga. 509. When unliquidated damages may be set off:
55 Ga. 356. Unliquidated claims or demands cannot be pleaded as a set-off generally
12 Ga. 78; 30/380; 59/610; 21/108. When too late to object to set-off
for unliquidated damages: 24 Ga. 341. When demand barred by statute of
limitations and renewed by a new promise cannot be set off: 31 Ga. 26. Notes
properly pleaded as set-off and should have been allowed: 54 Ga. 593, 594.
:

;

:

See notes to section 5084.
Plaintiff not entitled to notice or service of

such plea: 70 Ga.

646.

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

819

7,

ARTICLE

7.

$

§§3746, 3747

Of set-off and recoupment.

No

special verdict in tort,

though both

justification

and

set-off

pleaded: 83

Ga. 234.

What may

be setoff.

may

off.

Between the parties themany mutual demands, existing at the time of the commence-

§3746. (2900.)
selves

ment

of the suit,

be set

5084

-

See notes to section 5084.

The commencement of the action and not the time of trial is the period at
which mutual debts are to be set off: 9 Ga. 595; 31/26; 48/14; 30/116-118.
Note given for balance on account, the account cannot be set off: 25 Ga. 714.
Section cited
set off against separate debt of another 4 Ga. 198.

An account

:

:

57 Ga. 147; 55/80,81.

Against note to secure account, note intended as protection against paying
account twice, not set off, so as to hinder collection of any part of debt really
due: 78 Ga. 201.
Money procured fraudulently by plaintiff from defendant, set off against suit
for money loaned 65 Ga. 750.
Where acceptors released, but pay innocent holder, or original payee, may
set off against another acceptance in favor of said payee 69 Ga. 263.
Damages to crop by hog, not set off against action for trespass on hog, where
defendant did not have lawful fence: 68 Ga. 288.
Taxes not subject-matter of set-off: 70 Ga. 13.
Two-thirds only, of administrator's joint judgment against three distributees,
set off in action on his bond by two of them, unless shown that nothing due
third from estate 88 Ga. 664.
Claim not connected with rent or premises, not set off against distress
warrant 84 Ga. 52.
Item of indebtedness disconnected with rent contract, not pleaded as set-off
against distress warrant: 86 Ga. 725.
Rule as to setting off damages, etc., where landlord and tenant have each
violated stipulations of rent contract 91 Ga. 531 see also 86 Ga. 725.
Repairs made by tenant to sidewalk held here not proper set-off to distress
warrant for rent 93 Ga. 248.
Deposits in State bank may be set off against notes of depositors in hands
of its receiver 94 Ga. 95.
Against damages to adjacent lots from construction of railroad, enhancement
in value may be set Off 94 Ga. 555.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

§3747. (2901.) Mutual debts.
parties

and

in their

commencement

own

right.

must be between the same #1944, 89%.

Set-off

If originally otherwise,

of suit equitably within this rule, they

but at the
be set

may

Thus, a claim against a partnership may be set off against a
surviving partner in a suit brought in his own right; and a debt due

off.

to principal

may

be set off in a suit against principal and surety.

In suit against principal and surety, open account may be set off by the
former against the plaintiff: 4 Ga: 198. Not damages for breach of warranty
An individual debt due by one partner cannot be set off against
6 Ga. 509.
a claim due the firm 28 Ga. 219 46/528, 529 36/508 33/243 55/428 45/144.
Where note bought up by employer after hiring, no defense to laborer's lien 57
Ga. 265. Where could be no set-off of debts not in same right and not mutual
58 Ga. 500. Payment by one person of another's debts without his knowledge
or consent, not set off against such person's due-bill 61 Ga. 265.
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

§§ 3748-3750

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
Of

set-off

7,

ARTICLE

820

7.

and recoupment.

See general note hereafter, and notes to sections 5084-and 4944.
Wife suing for her money received by defendant in payment of husband's
debt, and seeking to subject land in which money invested, that husband
holds bond for titles to the land and wife subsisted on rents and profits, set off
70 Ga. 179.
Equitable set-off may be set up in law court. Debt of deceased husband
may be equitably set off against claim of wife who took all the estate de son
tort, and is insolvent
71 Ga. 784.
Claim of one member of a firm not set off against suit by another partner
against the firm 71 Ga. 682.
in equity

:

:

:

§$5374,5086.

Judgments in the same court
§3748. (2902.) Set-off of judgments.
may be set off against each other on motion, the balance on the
larger being collectible under execution.
shall not be interfered with,

if

The

rights of

an assignee

bona fide and for value.

Where all the parties to the different records are not the same: 2 Ga. 155.
The judgment and not the execution subject of set-off: 9 Ga. 133. Adequate
remedy at law without equity interfering 9 Ga. 82. Judgment for costs 37
Ga. 604. One judgment against another on motion, when set-off equitable:
36 Ga. 402. But defendant must have had a legal title to the judgment when
the action was commenced 31 Ga. 26. When dormant judgment not set off
on motion against one not so dormant 40 Ga. 45. But see resort to equity
where judgment dormant: 42 Ga. 161. Resort to equity by defendant where
:

:

:

:

Where legatee or purfi. fa. has taken a homestead: 41 Ga. 260.
chaser of distributive share may in equity set it off against a judgment in favor
of executor of the estate 49 Ga. 245, 254. Note or account not pleaded as setoff to judgment so as to arrest execution
57 Ga. 166.
See notes to section 5086.
Fi.fas. set off in equity where plaintiff insolvent: 67 Ga. 356.
Does not matter that one founded on action ex delicto and other on action
ex contractu, and one junior to other. Nor that attorney may lose power of
enforcing lien 68 Ga. 406.
Judgment against one individually not set off against judgment in his favor
as head of family under homestead, though individual judgment for debt in
nature of purchase-money of homestead 80 Ga. 218.
plaintiff in

:

:

:

:

$39%.

If the plaintiff sues for the

§3749. (2903.) Set-off against usee.

benefit of another person, a set-off against the beneficiary shall be

allowed.

Where not set off a claim after suit bought up by defendant, against one
suing for the use of another 48 Ga. 14.
Amendment adding name of usee disallowed if defendant would be deprived
of set-off by such amendment 35 Ga. 267.
:

:

$$3695,3996.

§3750. (2904.) Set-off against negotiable note. When a negotiable
paper is sued by a holder or indorsee, received under dishonor, no
set-off is allowed against the original payee, except

such as

is

in

some way connected with the debt sued on, or the transaction out
of which

it

sprung.

Stated: 2 Ga. 134. Excess of usury over principal and legal interest paid
pleaded as set-off on note sued 1 Ga. 241 10/389. Presumed that defendant
bona, fide holder of negotiable note pleaded as set-off 23 Ga. 438. When a set-off
against payee inadmissible against a defense to a negotiable note transferred
:

;

:

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

821

Of

ARTICLE

7,

§§ 3751-3753

7.

and recoupment.

set-off

Presumption as to negotiable note
defense that fraudulent representations were
made of a matter disconnected with the note 55 Ga. 356. Section cited and
construed: 64 Ga. 67.
Bona fide transferee protected against set-off 44 Ga. 139.
Non-negotiable note, subject to equities between parties, in hands of bona
fide purchaser: 65 Ga. 751.
as collateral after maturity

30 Ga. 153.

:

No

pleaded as set-off 30 Ga. 116.
:

:

:

A

debt of a testator $ 5085
or intestate is not a proper set-off against a debt contracted with the
representative of the estate. But it is otherwise if both were contracted during the lifetime of the decedent.
§3751.. (2905.) Against testator or intestate.

Debt accruing

to testator in his lifetime not set-off to debt accruing to rep-

resentative after death of testator:
suit

1

Ga. 511. But allowed defendant where
5 Ga. 357. Set-off of share in estate

brought by testator's representative

13 Ga. 140, 146

;

-

36/666

20/96

;

;

§3752. Set-off by legatee.

share in an estate

ment against the

may

:

46/258, 260.

A

legatee or owner of a distributive

in equity set off the

^ Ga. 254.

same against a judg-

legatee or owner, unless special reason exists re-

quiring the collection of the judgment.

When

a legacy

may be

set off against suit

by executor

:

55 Ga. 73.

Against a claim for mesne <$5087, 4997.
§3753. (2906.) Set-off of improvements.
profits, the value of improvements made by one bona fide in possesrfj~ ^7
sion under a claim of right,

is

a proper subject-matter of set-off.

See notes to sections in margin.
Tenant in ejectment
as set-off: 9 Ga. 440; 5/288; 20/523.
suit should be allowed increased value from improvements as set-off to mesne
profits 39 Ga. 328.
Defendant in ejectment setting off improvements 47 Ga.
540, 546 57/541, 558.
Section referred to and construed 51 Ga. 88. Referred
to in connection with tenants in common 55 Ga. 520. Equity refusing to
younger grantee improvements: 57 Ga. 267-269. As to the rule of adjustment
of improvements diminishing claim for mesne profits in ejectment: 59 Ga. 55,
Jury may decline to reduce mesne profits by improvements not lasting 60
59.
Ga. 466.
See general note hereafter.
Trespasser not set off value of fences raised as obstruction to plaintiff 67

Improvements
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

Ga. 578.
Distinction between setting off improvements against mesne profits in favor
of bona fide claimant and trespasser.
As to who bona fide claimants and who
trespasser.

men's hands

Improvements by life-tenant no charge on property in remainderby tenant by sufferance, set-off against rent by adverse claim;

;

ant, full value allowed

:

69 Ga. 805.

Remainder-men not required to pay for permanent improvements made by
purchaser of life-estate, though believed he purchased fee: 86 Ga. 181.
No set-off except when improvements have enhanced rent value of land:
67 Ga. 578.
Defendant cannot be made to pay enhanced rent by reason of his own improvements 69 Ga. 805.
Value of clearing land by defendant cannot be set off against mesne profits,
when 70 Ga. 343.
:

:

§§3754-3756

EIGHTH TITLE.—CHAPTER
Of

set-off

7,

ARTICLE

822

7.

and recoupment.

Mesne profits abandoned, plea of set-off of improvements and taxes properly
Improvements pleaded as set-off, should state their character, as to
permanent benefit to land, etc. Taxes pleaded as set-off, general allegation
insufficient: 71 Ga. 810.

rejected.

Improvements can be set off only against mesne profits where property
bought with knowledge of plaintiff's title 76 Ga. 706.
Not set-off by innocent purchaser here, except as against mesne profits: 75
:

Ga. 556.
Non-resident plaintiff's failure to object to improvements not increase his
liability therefor 90 Ga. 220.
Defendant in ejectment may claim compensation for improvements by
predecessor in title, under whom he holds by warranty-deed 69 Ga. 805.
Plea not alleging that defendant's grantor was in possession, or had any
color of title, properly stricken 94 Ga. 330.
:

:

:

$$4970,5044,

After a plea
(2907.) Effect of dismissal after set-off filed.
of set-off is filed, the plaintiff may not dismiss his action so as to
§3754.

by leave of the court on
cause shown, and on terms prescribed by the court.
interfere with said plea, unless

sufficient

Stated 37 Ga. 365. Dismissal of action by plaintiff on appeal, defendant
having recovered a balance over by set-off 8 Ga. 184. Section referred to and
construed 45 Ga. 510 54/122 60/363.
Plaintiff cannot dismiss and defeat plea of set-off; nor defeat set-off by
failing to prove his claim 68 Ga. 75.
Court should not dismiss or continue case where plaintiff fails to appear:
70 Ga, 646.
Judgment on set-off against resident of another county, valid 70 Ga. 646.
:

:

:

;

;

:

:

§3755. (2908.) Debts not due
resides without this State, or
off against

him a debt not

may

is

be set

off,

when.

If a plaintiff

insolvent, the defendants

may set
may

due, under such equitable terms as

be prescribed by the court.
Liability of attorney of non-resident plaintiff for costs, defendant's
being sustained 15 Ga. 402.

set-off

:

Recoupment is a right of the de§3756. (2909.) Recoupment.
fendant to have a deduction from the amount of the plaintiff's damages, for the reason that the plaintiff has not complied with the
cross-obligations or independent covenants arising under the same
contract.

The doctrine of recoupment applicable by plea, and may prove that plaintiff
has damnified defendant more than plaintiff's claim 30 Ga. 333. Recoupment
for breach of one part of the contract 30 Ga. 413. Doctrine of, discussed as
an improvement on that of failure of consideration 30 Ga. 482 39/376, 380.
Allowed for failure to consummate a contract 30 Ga. 875. Where the doctrine of recoupment did not apply in defending against a note, by damage
from a partnership transaction: 38 Ga. 577. Where remedy by recoupment
would be adequate and equity had no jurisdiction: 44 Ga. 166. A good plea
of recoupment that was not demurrable: 45 Ga. 474. Tenant could recoup
damages to his goods against landlord's distress warrant 48 Ga. 172. Must
be for failure to comply with cross-obligations under the contract: 54 Ga. 104.
What the plea of recoupment should allege 63 Ga. 72, 76; 54/104; 55/78.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

::

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

823

Of

set-off

ARTICLE

7,

§§3757-3759

7.

and recoupment.

See general note hereafter.
Debtor cannot recoup damages for depreciation in bank-stock left as collateral and not sold at maturity of debt: 65 Ga. 305.
Where landlord covenants to repair and fails to do so, tenant may recoup
against rent 68 Ga. 40.
Rule as to setting off damages, etc., where landlord and tenant have each
violated stipulations of rent contract 91 Ga. 531 see also 86 Ga. 725.
Damages for breach of covenant to repair, recouped against suit for rent:
75 Ga. 582.
Recoupment of damages for breach of rent contract, set up against distress
warrant, though not set out in counter-affidavit: 86 Ga. 725.
Plea of recoupment, in action of tort, need not be sworn to: 86 Ga. 574.
Note for engine and another for sawmill was one contract, and under breach
of warranty as to either, damages and necessary expenses could be recouped
83 Ga. 212; citing 55 Ga. 75.
Against suit for purchase-money of land, defendant may recoup value of
timber taken therefrom by plaintiff after sale 94 Ga. 171.
No longer any practical difference between set-off and recoupment: 90
Ga. 416.
Defendant's plea of breach of contract to make additional loan indicated
material for recoupment, yet was too vague to withstand even general demurrer 94 Ga. 562.
:

:

;

:

:

§3757. (2910.) Differs from,
this:

The former

is

It differs

set-off.

from a

set-off in

confined to the contract on which plaintiff sues,

while the latter includes all mutual debts and liabilities.
Distinction between the defenses of set-off and recoupment: 30 Ga. 333.

Where neither
damage sought

set-off

nor recoupment was allowable

:

38 Ga. 580.

Where

to be recouped did not arise out of the contract of rent

:

the

61 Ga.

14, 15.

Claim arising out of distinct transaction not recouped against suit on note
65 Ga. 750.

No longer any practical difference between set-off and recoupment: 90
Ga. 416.

Recoupment lies for overpay§3758. (2911.) For what it lies.
ments by defendant, or payments by fraud, accident or mistake.
Recoupment for overpayment allowed, when 74 Ga. 797.
:

Recoupment may be pleaded in all ApCt f47878 9,
§3759. (2912.) Where it lies.
actions ex contractu, where from any reason the plaintiff under 554944, 3747.
"

good conscience liable to defendant. And
in all cases where, under the laws of this State, recoupment may
be pleaded, if the damages of the defendant shall exceed, in
amount, those of the plaintiff, the defendant shall in such cases
recover of the plaintiff the amount of such excess.
the same contract

is

in

Stated 36 Ga. 454 30/482 38/580, 581
Section referred to and
48/173.
construed: 55 Ga. 78.
Substantially a good plea of recoupment: 55 Ga. 55.
To suit on a contract, defense by a recoupment of damages for failure by
plaintiff to comply with his obligations thereunder: 56 Ga. 531.
Principle stated 75 Ga. 672.
No recoupment allowed without appropriate pleadings 67 Ga. 518.
:

;

;

;

:

:

;:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

8759

Of

set-off

7,

ARTICLE

824

7.

and recoupment.

Bank refusing, after notice, to sell stock held as collateral, plea
ment against note, with allegations here, good: 68 Ga. 637.

of recoup-

Sale of collaterals not in accordance with contract and purchased by pawnee,
a conversion; in suit on debt secured, value of collaterals recouped: 95 Ga.
731, 732.

Defendant may recoup, against purchase price, expenses incurred
tempting to render article capable of doing work intended 85 Ga. 678.

in at-

:

—

General Note. Account, set-off of, due by bank to depositor, against a note
due to bank by him and sued by bank's assignee: 11 Ga. 434. Note given for
balance of, the account cannot be pleaded as set-off: 25 Ga. 714.
Connected, must grow out of dealings between the parties 12 Ga. 77
Cross-demand, mere existence of, will not justify equitable set-off 7
Contract, recoupment of damages against an action on 56 Ga. 531
Damages, too late after trial and verdict on plea, that no set-off in
unliquidated 24 Ga. 341.
Defendants, debt due by plaintiff to one of several, when it may be
as set-off 45 Ga. 145.
Distress, set-off not allowed against, for rent 23 Ga. 43.
Debt separate, cannot set off, against a joint demand 46 Ga. 546
:

:

36/454.

;

Ga. 396.

:

51/299.

;

suit for

:

pleaded

:

:

:

55/427,

;

356; 33/243.

Evidence, same, to prove set-off as

if

the claim was sued on: 46 Ga. 319;

64/630.

Equitable

set-off,

equity follows the law as to

36/666; 19/22.
Fees, when attorney could set

off,

:

12 Ga. 77

as against a claim

;

41/262

56/224

;

by the State

:

18 Ga.

658.

Improvements, when cannot be set off by one entering under agreement for
purchase: 14 Ga. 131.
Liquidated, should be of liquidated nature to be subject of set-off: 6 Ga.
509; 21/108.

Legacy, when

set-off against suit

by executor: 55 Ga.

73.

Money, where the jury could not apply, unless plea
Ga. 164.
Plea of set-off

of

set-off filed: 45

a plea in bar and not allowed at common law, but doctrine
civil law: 9 Ga. 594. By whom made, and should be
confined to original demand and be mutual: 64 Ga. 631. One that was good,
of set-off or failure of consideration 31 Ga. 162.
Physicians, bill of, could not be set-off against claim that was due for hire
20 Ga. 87.
Pleading set-off a second time 21 Ga. 289.
Purchase-money, to suit for, of mules, could not recoup damages because
plaintiff caused one mule sold under void attachment 65 Ga. 79.
Recoupment
of damages against action for 44 Ga. 240.
Tenant, where may make repairs and set off them against rent due landof,

is

borrowed from the

:

:

:

:

48 Ga. 172, 495 38/542.
Tort set-off against tort: 55 Ga. 356. In equity, when set-off against contract 63 Ga. 682, 683.
War, losses by, not connecting plaintiff therewith, not subject to set-off:
43 Ga. 459.

lord

:

;

:

•

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAP.

825

ART.

7,

8,

SEC.

§§3760, 3761

1.

Of limitation of actions on contracts; periods of limitation.

ARTICLE

8.

OF LIMITATION OF ACTIONS ON CONTRACTS.

SECTION

1.

PERIODS OF LIMITATION.

On

§3760. (2913.)

foreign judgment.

All suits

upon judgments A cti805,

obtained out of this State shall be brought within
such judgment is obtained.

five

years after

Acts

1855-6,

On the Act of 1805 5 Ga. 34. Should be no forced construction of, and
defendant out of the State not within the exceptions of 15 Ga. 1. Five years
from the revival of judgment: 32 Ga. 534. Where plea of statute of limitations
was sustained as to a judgment in Tennessee, in favor of the State: 36 Ga. 388.
:

:

Dormancy

§3761. (2914.)

of judgments.

No judgment

shall

be $g 78
Acts

>

4861

from its rendition, when no execution
and the same placed upon the execution ^'v 823
docket, or when execution has been issued and seven years have expired from the time of the record, upon the execution docket of the
court from which the same issued, of the last entry upon the execution made by an officer authorized to execute and return the same.
Such judgments may be revived by scire facias, or be sued on within
three years from the time they became dormant.

"enforced after seven years

has been issued upon

it

.

Not barred when claiming money in court, statute will not subsequently
Return must be made on execution every seven years by
proper officer in any county, to prevent dormancy 7 Ga. 187 2/252. Equity
decrees are included 8 Ga. 32. Dormant judgment as proof of devastavit: 8
Ga. 351. Not such an entry by sheriff as prevented bar of the statute: 9 Ga.
400.
Such an entry as did stop bar of the statute 10 Ga. 184. Pendency
of litigation between plaintiff and one of the defendants will not prevent bar of
the statute: 13 Ga. 269; 56/176. Entries by sheriff on execution at intervals
of less than seven years 17 Ga. 187. It applies to judgments due the Central
Bank 17 Ga. 193. Act of 1823 did not apply to judgments prior to December
14, 1822: 24 Ga. 434
19/279. A judgment not void under the Act of 1823: 19
Ga. 517; 25/274. A judgment is presumed to be paid after twenty years, previous to 1822: 10 Ga. 178; 47/540. But not frOm mere lapse of time: 54 Ga.
337.
When a dormant judgment should not be paid by the representative of an
estate: 21 Ga. 507. A decree for the performance of a duty not embraced under the dormant Acts of 1822 and 1823: 33 Ga. 148.
Dormant judgment Act
not a statute of limitations and not suspended by Act of November 30, 1860.
and subsequent acts 39 Ga. 405. But see 49 Ga. 51 50/163 55/274. Acts
limiting when judgments may be revived, suspended by acts suspending statute
of limitations: 39 Ga. 386. Entry by proper officer within seven years from
date of the execution, prevents dormancy 41 Ga. 133. Amotion and order to
proceed 56 Ga. 537.
Receipt by sheriff for costs on fi. fa. preventing dormancy 42 Ga. 269, 212. Also entry of nulla bona and a levy by sheriff 63 Ga.
attach: 3Ga. 274.

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

-

1884-5,

^

:
;

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAP.

3761

7,

ART.

8,

SEC.

826

1.

Of limitation of actions on contracts; periods of limitation.

A written receipt oifi.fa. by sheriff entered on back of fi. fa., sufficient to
prevent dormancy: 49 Ga. 576. Superior court revived dormant judgments
of the old inferior court: 52 Ga. 347.
Judgment on first of April, 1861,
but execution not issuing until January 4, 1869, it is dormant: 58 Ga. 278;
47/362. Limitation Act of 1869 not affecting judgment not dormant at date
of its passage: 58 Ga. 147; 53/42. Entry on established copy of execution by
sheriff, preventing its dormancy: 53 Ga. 31.
Section cited and construed: 63
Ga. 422 62/727. Agreement on fi. fa., if certain payments made, it to be satisfied, preventing dormancy: 58 Ga. 119.
When by city marshal on tax fi. fa.
will not prevent its dormancy: 62 Ga. 176.
"No property pointed out on
which to levy this fi. fa.," sufficient entry by sheriff to prevent its dormancy
61 Ga. 362.
417.

;

:

Not necessary that judgment of revival should be rendered within three
Bankruptcy proper defense to scire facias to revive, and, if not set up,
concluded by judgment: 66 Ga. 78.
Not applicable to judgments on foreclosure of mortgage 7 Ga. 495 40/412
years.

:

;

;

68/83.

Dormant judgment not absolutely barred is an evidence of debt 68 Ga. 598.
Judgment on which no fi. fa. issued for seven years, dormant: 68 Ga. 598.
Illegality lies to execution on which no entry was made for seven years
:

71 Ga. 293.

Lapse of one year from time of levy before seizure,
gality

:

etc.,

no ground of

ille-

77 Ga. 528.

Execution levied against surety, illegality filed by him, judgment not become dormant as to principal, though not party to litigation 84 Ga. 731.
Judgment taken de bonis propriis instead of de bonis testatoris, kept statute
from running, and was finally amended properly 79 Ga. 747.
Dormant judgment acts are not merely statutes of limitation, but for pro:

:

tection of vigilant and bona fide creditors against fraud
Return of nulla bona cannot be made after judgment

:

78 Ga. 37.

dormant

:

68 Ga. 598.

Entry made after execution dormant, open to question by parol 81 Ga. 162
citing 24 Ga. 445. Collusive antedating of entry on dormant execution, "not
:

only void but villainous" 81 Ga. 162.
Where fi. fa. issued on judgment was lost and alias fi. fa. issued over seven
years later, judgment was dormant: 76 Ga. 293.
Running of statute of limitations not arrested by defendant homesteading:
81 Ga. 699 distinguishing 80 Ga. 330.
Directory decree in equity, not within dormant judgment Act sale decreed
as to land, prevented by homestead, made eleven years later, at termination
of homestead 74 Ga. 38.
Section has always received equitable construction. Any public act of plaintiff negativing dormancy, sufficient.
Justice of peace is "collecting officer"
his receipts for costs on fi. fa, prevents dormancy 81 Ga. 19.
Not dormant if, within period of limitation, plaintiff ruled sheriff to compel
collection, etc.
69 Ga. 338.
Any bona fide action of plaintiff which shows intention to keep judgment
alive prevents dormancy. Question is not truth of, but fact of, return. Levy
on land, without entry of "no personalty," good. Officer of district other than
that of defendant's residence is "officer authorized to execute, etc.": 82
Ga. 431.
Where entries were made on fi. fa. within seven years, but it was quashed
in claim case for variance from judgment, whereupon alias fi. fa. issued with
all entries transferred, it was error to hold judgment dormant
79 Ga. 519.
Prosecuting claim case prevented dormancy 83 Ga. 715.
:

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:
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•

Issue of execution and entries here sufficient to prevent dormancy

:

77 Ga.

424.

Statute does not run against creditors hindered from proceeding by law
Ga. 330.
Entry of nulla bona by sheriff within seven years prevents bar, though entry
false 80 Ga. 419.
Seven years should not elapse between entries 89 Ga. 10.
No official entry on execution for more than seven years, same dormant
although clerk had entered on execution docket that fi. fa. delivered to sheritself: 80

:

:

iff:

91 Ga. 123.

of another district, good 88 Ga. 177 even though execution not directed to all the constables of the county 87 Ga. 130.
Since officer must be "authorized," entry by constable of county other than
that in which writ issued, made before execution was properly backed, not prevent dormancy 94 Ga. 670.
Eeceipt for costs on execution by one as "former sheriff," not sufficient to
prevent dormancy, although made in presence of plaintiff and defendant: 91

Entry by constable

;

:

:

:

Ga. 148.
Limitation does not apply to judgments obtained before passage of act: 77
Ga. 353.
Entry on execution marked "December 22d, '88," means date of entry was
December 22d, 1888: 92 Ga. 780.

from a $2779.
Acts 1884-5,
court having no execution docket, said record shall be made upon p- 95.
the execution docket of the superior court of the county where the
83762.
Record when no execution docket.
°

If execution issues

.

defendant resides.
§3763. Date of record. The clerk, or the proper officer making
said record, shall date such record when the same is made.
§3764. (2914a.) Motions to set aside judgments and decrees, made Actsi876,
when. All proceedings of every kind in any court of this State, to §$3283, 5363.
set aside judgments or decrees of the courts, must be made within
three years from the rendering of said judgments or decrees.
Stated and applied 68 Ga. 85 see also 64 Ga. 497.
Motion to set aside judgment delayed for six years, equity will not inter;

:

fere

:

76 Ga. 734.

To set
edgment

more than three years, decree on which appears acknowlimpeachment of acknowledgment must be clear 94 Ga. 50.
vacate erroneous judgment must be made in three years: 77 Ga.

aside, after
of service,

Motion to

:

484.

Denial of consent to consent decree not set up collaterally, nor after expira79 Ga. 649.
Motion to set aside decree which recited that defendant consented thereto,
barred after three years 94 Ga. 50.
Motion to set aside probate of will in solemn form, by one who was made
party to probate proceeding, too late after three years from date of order admitting to probate 74 Ga. 179.
Foreclosure proceedings showing that wife's mortgage was made to pay husband's debt out of her property, judgment may be set aside within three years
74 Ga. 382.
Claimant may move to dismiss levy for invalidity of judgment, although too
late for defendant to have judgment set aside 75 Ga. 602, 605.
tion of three years

:

:

:

:

;:
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1.

Of limitation of actions on contracts; periods of limitation,

A

6

Actions upon bonds or other in§3765. (2915.) On specialties.
struments under seal shall be brought within twenty years after
e r ^§ n ^ °f action accrues, but no instrument shall be considered
under seal unless so recited in the body of the instrument.

Cobb! 566.
"p

^

$ 2

855 " 6

4

4 (7)

'

^

3682

.'

'

Bill for recovery of damages on breach of bond for title 8 Ga. 106. Action
by cestui que trust to enforce trust deed 9 Ga. 328. Suit of ward on guardian's
bond 10 Ga. 65, 66. Mortgagor's right to redeem 10 Ga. 297. Indorsement
of a sealed instrument is a contract under seal 29 Ga. 700. Parol trust no
greater rights than mortgagor or mortgagee under Act of March 16th, 1869:
49 Ga. 336, 340. Action on a covenant of warranty in a deed, bai'red by Act of
March 16th, 1869: 53 Ga. 76. A mortgage debt barred by the limitation Act
of 1869: 54 Ga. 591. Notes prior to June 1st, 1865, renewed by others dated
and due in 1867, not affected by limitation Act of 1869: 57 Ga. 531; 49/424.
Note under seal: 58 Ga. 236.
:

:

:

:

:

Printed "L. S." after signature, good seal 81 Ga. 453. And see 82 Ga. 883.
of seal after signature not sufficient to render note sealed
68 Ga. 828.:

Mere addition

Seal affixed, but not recited, ineffectual to prolong period of limitation: 71
Ga. 92.
Seal or scroll must be attached after signature, and there must be recital
in body of instrument that it is under seal 69 Ga. 762.
Recital "witness our hand and seal," without more, does not make a sealed
instrument 72 Ga. 898.
Note, bearing words "signed and sealed," sealed instrument here 77 Ga. 98.
The limitation of an action on written guarantee to pay debt of another,
without seal, is six years if under seal, twenty years 85 Ga. 546.
If suit begun within twenty years of maturity of mortgage, bar not attach,
although more than twenty years before fi. fa. issues: 68 Ga. 83.
Where simple note is secure by mortgage under seal covenanting for attorney's fees for collecting note, founding action on both will not help the note
if barred
87 Ga. 414 see also 8 Ga. 325.
Where "witness my hand and seal" in different handwriting and different
colored ink from body of note, charge that if inserted after execution, etc.,
error 94 Ga. 675.
:

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

Acts

All suits for the enforcement of

§3766. (2916.) Statutory rights.

1855-6,

$$289i, 4057.

rights accruing to individuals under statutes, acts of incorporation,

or

of law, shall be brought within

by operation

twenty years after

the right of action accrues.
Action founded on bank-bills 8 Ga. 469. Where cause of action founded on
a statute of State, not barred until twenty years: 11 Ga. 459, 460; 18/318, 340;
30/581, 600 20/271, 311 10/162 12/104. Judgment presumed to be paid after
twenty years: 10 Ga. 178; 36/388. When proceeding against a debt by attachment did not make it a statutory liability 32 Ga. 253. Suit on stock subscription
61 Ga. 615
to an incorporated company does not create a statutory liability
53/228. When the limitation under Act of 1869 no bar to bill against stockholders to compel payment of their subscription 58 Ga. 543. Section referred
to and construed 59 Ga. 829. A statutory right and under terms of this
:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

section: 63 Ga. 473,474.

Not applicable

to suit against sheriff for balance

fa.: 68 Ga. 461, 462.

from

sale, after

paying

fi.

;:
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Where statute subjected a certain fund to payment of an account, claim
barred within four years from the act: 71 Ga. 857.
§3767. (2917.)

Simple contracts.

All actions

upon promissory ^816 (2),

notes, bills of exchange, or other simple contracts in writing, shall

be brought within six years after the same become due and payable.
Note barred when secured by mortgage does not prevent proceeding on the
mortgage 8 Ga. 325. Action of deceit on notes barred where notes due five
years before suit 26 Ga. 443. Suit against sureties not affected by bar of
statute having attached in meantime against the principal to the note: 49
Ga. 312 47/273. Indorsers liable where makers sued to insolvency out of the
State within six years from such return 32 Ga. 380. Limitation on indorsement past due, from its date 38 Ga. 300. Subscription to stock barred after
:

:

;

:

:

six years: 53 Ga. 228. Section referred to: 60 Ga. 542, 379. Limitation running against assignee of a corporation as soon as surrender of charter accepted by the legislature: 61 Ga. 615.

Note due on demand, due immediately Section 3700.
Statute began to run in favor of indorsee (attorney for payee) when payee
:

discovered that maker insolvent 65 Ga. 581.
Note barred after six years from maturity, although seal added after signature, when 68 Ga. 828.
A note with seal affixed, but not recited in the note, is a simple contract
71 Ga. 92.
Refusal of debtor to pay note for price of lands until lands located, not
prevent bar attaching: 68 Ga. 834.
Receipt for specific property and promise in writing to return at specified
time or account in money, is simple contract, and barred after six years 80
Ga. 53.
The limitation of an action on written guarantee to pay debt of another,
without seal, is six years if under seal, twenty years 85 Ga. 546.
Note barred after six years, though maker's estate was unrepresented for
five years 70 Ga. 306 see also 80 Ga. 260.
Note due October 15th, 1880, suit filed October 15th, 1886, not barred 83 Ga.
:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

333.

§3768. (2918.) Open accounts.

All actions upon open account, or §§28ie

for the breach of any contract not under the

hand

of the party Act

sought to be charged, or upon any implied assumpsit or undertaking,
shall be brought within four years after the right of action accrues.
Breach of a parol warranty insisted on as defense to a note, although more
than four years had elapsed 9 Ga. 398. Four years the bar against recovery
of money paid on illegal contract without fraud 22 Ga. 129. Should not admit
evidence of an item in account barred by the statute 30 Ga. 121. The statute
does not run against an entire account until date of last item 41 Ga. 44
66/49; but see 58 Ga. 191. Account governed by the limitation of the Code,
and not by that of the Act of 1869: 49 Ga. 431. Usury could be recovered
from the time of final settlement and accounting, if the bar had not attached
from that time: 54 Ga. 191. Account through series of years due at end of
each, limitation runs from that time: 55 Ga. 689, 690. Four years limitation
as applicable to action to recover from one partner what was alleged to be
due to the other 60 Ga. 363 20/566.
Account barred here, and suit properly dismissed on demurrer: 71 Ga. 89,
:

:

:

:

:

;

(2),

i809,

Acts 1855-6,
'

«
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Subsequent sale to wife does not bring barred account of husband within
statute

65 Ga. 686.

:

Action against sheriff by defendant in fi. fa. for balance from
ing,/?, fa., barred in four years
68 Ga. 461.

sale, after

pay-

:

Suit against partners barred, where survivor not sued within four years:
71 Ga. 782.

Claim

county school commissioner for services, barred in four years

of

71

:

Ga. 857.

Limitation begins to run from time of unskillful act, not from occurrence of
applied to attorney giving bad advice on title, and suit barred 72 Ga.
83 see also 33 Ga. 174.

damage

:

;

;

Claim
here

:

for services in maintaining defendant's child

under contract, barred

72 Ga. 140.

Where payment due on completion
after barred

:

more than four years there-

of work, suit

90 Ga. 30.

Part of account not barred, cannot bring in items barred. Only accounts
between merchants, and mutual accounts, excepted from bar: 65 Ga. 688.

Account barred, note securing
so

Ga.

i.

§3769. Mutual accounts.

it

not therefore barred also: 78 Ga. 201.

In order to

as will prevent the statute of

make such

a mutual account

limitations from beginning to run

except from the date of the last item thereof, there must be an

indebtedness on both sides.

ments are not

Mere

entries of credits of partial pay-

sufficient.

Mutual accounts which prevent statute of limitations from running, defined
and discussed 74 Ga. 555.
Where mutual accounts, held none barred until last item barred 66 Ga. 49.
Statute runs on mutual accounts from date of last item 71 Ga. 168.
In mutual accounts, statute runs from last item aliter, where merely a part
payment made and credited 72 Ga. 760.
Payment on account credited, not constitute new point from which statute
begins to run 95 Ga. 527.
:

:

:

;

:

:

Acts
$4862.

1855-6,

§3770.

All bills of re(2919.) Bills of review and for new trial.
new trial in a court of equity where the latter is

view, or for a

founded on proof of perjury in a material witness for the successful
party, shall be brought within three years after such a decree or
judgment has been rendered.
Section referred to and construed

:

50 Ga. 275.

applicable to bills of review, suspended from

This statute of limitations
30th, 1860, to July 21st,

November

49 Ga. 332.
See notes to section 4862.
Cited 72 Ga. 739.
Consent decree not subject of bill of review: 7 Ga. 110; 68/105.
72
Bill of review not lie to reverse a decree affirmed by Supreme Court
Ga. 79.
A bill for review, upon grounds which should have been urged during term
by motion for new trial 73 Ga. 19.
Court originally having no jurisdiction of defendant, bill of review by defendant gave jurisdiction 75 Ga. 819.

1868

:

:

:

:

:
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§3771. (2920.)

A ct 855
All writs of certiorari shall be allowed p .y4
4642
after the rendition of the judgment sought $

Certiorari.

within three months

"

6

'

-

to be reversed.
Certiorari not within terms of this section until filed in the clerk's office 60
Ga. 632. May take out another within three months from dismissal of first for
informality 48 Ga. 362. When may be renewed in six months 32 Ga. 435,
:

:

:

436; 60/629.

All a c- W2565
§3772. (2922.) Swift against executors, administrators, etc.
tions against executors, administrators, guardians or trustees, ex-

cept on their bonds,

must be brought within ten years

-

3m

after the

right of action accrues.

by distributees against representative of deceased administrator, barred
nineteen years after accounts rendered and passed by ordinary 7 Ga. 573.
When the statute begins to run in favor of trust estates 9 Ga. 224. When
limitation as to sealed instruments applies to action by cestui que trust against
trustee: 9 Ga. 328. Before debt barred, executor may take it out of statute
by acknowledgment: 17 Ga. 96. Statute runs in favor of administrator after
dismissal, as against distributee 18 Ga. 346. Legatee can assert his right to
legacy in ten years after he arrives at age 64 Ga. 41 46/362 61/674. Where
account contracted, and administration taken out, and suit on it barred by Act
of 1869: 50 Ga 382.
Section cited 60 Ga. 357.
Right of action accruing prior to June, 1865, suit against surety brought
October, 1875, barred: 68 Ga. 201.
Statute runs in favor of guardian against administrator of deceased ward
who had reached majority before death, but had never settled with guardian
69 Ga. 599.
Statute does not apply to continuing executory trust unless trustee changes
his relation with notice to beneficiary of adverse claim 75 Ga. 25.
Statute of limitations begins in favor of administrator when money actually
received, not when charged 84 Ga. 79.
Ward failing for twelve years after majority to sue guardian, barred, although when demand made he replied he had better keep her money, etc., and
promised to settle 71 Ga. 95.
Suit by ward thirteen years after majority, barred 87 Ga. 268.
This applies to heirs of legatees, though such heirs minors: 84 Ga. 265.
Legatees or distributees have ten years from time their shares become due
in which to sue executor or administrator.
Does not run against minors: 93
Ga. 725, 726.
Administrator's action against administrator of intestate's trustee, not
barred within ten years after right accrued, with addition of one year when
administrator exempt 93 Ga. 723.
Bill

in

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

§3773.
is

Trustee barred, cestui que trust barred.

Where the

barred, the beneficiaries of the estate represented

trustee

by the trustee

are also barred.
See notes to sections 3589 and 3593, and general note on Prescription.

See

also notes to section 3779.

§3774. (2923.) Other actions ex contractu.
All other actions
contracts express or implied, not hereinbefore provided for,

upon Aotyasw
must

be brought within four years from the accrual of the right of action.

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAP.
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ART.
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Where

guaranty of notes must be brought in four years after the
Action by purchaser of cotton for breach
of implied warranty should have been brought within four years after discovery of defect: 57 Ga. 362-366. Action for half-interest in a stock of goods
should have been brought within four years 60 Ga. 363.
suit on

right of action accrued: 57 Ga. 198.

:

Limitation begins to run from breach of duty, not from occurrence of damage applied to attorney giving bad advice on title, and suit barred: 72 Ga.
83 see also 33 Ga. 174.
;

;

Divorce not such action ex contractu as barred
67 Ga. 92, 95.

right

in four

years from accrual of

:

Claim for services in maintaining defendant's child under contract, barred
here 72 Ga. 140.
Against depositor's claim against bank for converting ordinary deposit,
statute runs only from demand and refusal. Of course, demand must not be
delayed until right stale 88 Ga. 333.
Passenger may sue railroad for personal injury on breach of contract of carriage, any time in four years: 94 Ga. 140.
:

:

A ct

855 " 6
'

p |3 g
$§ 3198 ' 3939

-

§3775. (2924.) Limitations in equity

vided apply equally to

may

courts of equity
lapse of time

all courts;

.

and

The limitations herein proin addition to the above,

interpose an equitable bar, whenever, from the

and laches

of the complainant,

would be inequitable

it

to allow a party to enforce his legal rights.
See notes to section 3939.
Statutes of limitations control how far in a court of equity 24 Ga. 218, 236
As to express trusts 11 Ga. 17, 259. Trusts in equity that are not af3/383.
fected by the statute of limitations
7 Ga. 154 26/371
When such
8/487.
trusts are affected by statute 8 Ga. 97 11/195, 200. As to constructive trusts
In equity statutes of limitations do not run until discovery of the
9 Ga. 224.
fraud 8 Ga. 68, 511. Where statute does not run against a married woman
suing in equity to recover trust estate 9 Ga. 328. Creditor suing on his claim
in proper time will not be barred in pursuing assets of debtor in hands of
distributee: 8 Ga. 106. Cestui que trust must repudiate in reasonable time
purchase by trustee from himself 14 Ga. 639. Parol agreement with part performance as to repurchase of land, enforced within seven years from accrual
of the right: 14 Ga. 238-241. When administration presumed, an injunction
asked 18 Ga. 520-522. Lapse of time not set up in equity when not good statutable bar at law 11 Ga. 160. When courts of equity will not apply an equitable bar for indorser on bill of exchange due Central Bank 17 Ga. 111. When
Where
does not run against cestui que trust during marriage 24 Ga. 559, 581
debts due to or from partnership, there is no bar after dissolution to claim of
one partner against another 20 Ga. 556. Where after long acquiescence equity
No
will not aid although there be fraud and concealment 29 Ga. 651 28/38.
right to proceed on equitable proceeding at law if it would be barred in equity
30 Ga. 770. When note of trustee for trust funds in his own name barred 33
Ga. 435. Where both partners were barred as to mistake, etc.: 54 Ga. 161Section cited 59 Ga. 829. Where it was the same in equity as at law, as
163.
to partnership transaction 60 Ga. 363. And must be in reasonable time 61
Ga. 97. Delay until a tort was barred at law so as to be a bar in equity 63
Ga. 323-325. Equity follows the law: 64 Ga. 768, 769.
Stale demands postponed to claims of bona fide creditors without notice: 70
:

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

Ga. 528.

;:
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Administrator's claim for commissions here, stale and without equity: 71
Ga. 771.
Creditor holding spurious stock as collateral, not negligent
within limitation 71 Ga. 726.

if

suit

brought

:

In plain suit at law on bond not barred, equity will not interpose equitable
bar: 80 Ga. 27.
Cited, and suggested that equity could interpose to prevent one from pleading limitation: 72 Ga. 500.

Court of equity would remove bar under circumstances here 72 Ga. 697.
Equity will not interfere to correct mistake after lapse of eighteen years
:

77 Ga. 28.

Equity will not seize jurisdiction to put barred account
§3776. (2925.) Suits by informers.

cover any

All actions

forfeiture or penalty, shall be

fine,

date: 77 Ga.

in

29.

by informers to re-^J 1,3740

commenced within ^f^867

'

'

one year from the time the defendant's liability thereto was discovered, or by reasonable diligence could have been discovered.

When Act

12 Ga, 104.
of 1776 applied
Action for penalty against telegraph companies under Act of 1887, barred
after one year 86 Ga. 503.
See general note on Telegraph Companies.
:

:

§3777. (2925a.) Limitations

When, by Apct.y7855 6;
"

to

operate against the State.

y^^^y^-'
under
^£ ^ 0^

the provisions of the foregoing sections, a private person would be

barred of his rights, the State shall be barred of her rights
the same circumstances.

was held that the statute did not run against the State 2 Ga. 143 4/116
Not against tenant in possession, while title in State 6 Ga.
158.
Doctrine of nullum tempus oeeurrit regi abrogated in Georgia by Act of
1856: 36 Ga. 389.
When grant not presumed against the State after forty
It

:

;

17/111; 26/590.

:

years 20 Ga. 467 26/590.
Prescription does not run against the State in any case
:

;

:

67 Ga. 760, 761

69/813.

As to whether statute of limitations or prescription runs against city as to
encroachment on sidewalk: 93 Ga, 73.
§3778. (2925b.)
authority,

Suits

when brought.

76
recover trust property sold without proper ^foi?
All proceedings, by or in behalf of any

to

the recovery of any realty sold prior to February
29th, 1876, as the property of such cestui que trust, by order of a
judge of the superior court, as chancellor in cases where the cestui
cestui que trust, for

que trust was not represented

upon the hearing

of the application for

sell, by guardian ad litem, or next friend, shall be commenced within three years from the removal of disability to sue.

leave to

Beneficiaries cannot recover from purchaser for value trust property improperly sold, while enjoying proceeds of sale: 68 Ga. 718.

Trustee during coverture of life-tenant had no title to fee, and did not
represent remainder-men so that prescription would run against them
81
Ga. 721.
:

Where deed made since 1866 to one as trustee for married woman, trust executed eo instanti, and this section not applicable to sale by trustee 90 Ga. 225.
:

53

'

:

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAP.
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General Note on Limitations.
Notes from Code of 1882

Act of 1860, suspending statutes of limitations, during suspension of speciepaying banks, discussed 41 Ga. 114.
Act of 1869, construed as to renewal of suit 47 Ga. 339. Heirs, bill by,
against administrator, barred by 59 Ga. 338. Promissory note made and due
in 1866, is within eighth section of, and is governed by the Code 56 Ga. 684.
Did not prevent holder from pleading as set-off in 1871 note due in 1865: 49
Ga. 424. Foreclosure of mortgage barred by 49 Ga. 441. Stock subscription
of corporation, when not affected by 58 Ga. 541. Judgment against insolvent
bank, and stockholders liable, not within 58 Ga. 541. Applies to debt where
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

the consideration was slaves or hire of slaves 49 Ga. 585. As affecting purchasers of mortgaged land when mortgage had been sued, etc. 59 Ga. 78. As
affecting minors: 57 Ga. 460; 45/478. Guardian declining to settle, etc., not
such fraud as takes case out of: 61 Ga. 356. Action of legatee begun in 1876,
not barred, etc.: 61 Ga. 671. Fraud, question of, under, for the jury: 57 Ga.
Bank-bill that was currency prior to June 11th, 1865: 60 Ga. 540.
210, 461.
Charge of fraudulent and corrupt conduct against guardian, in meaning of: 55
Ga. 15. A bar when matter removed from State 55 Ga. 35. To suit on note
brought by administrator: 55 Ga. 56. As to unrepresented estates: 55 Ga. 85.
Suit against guardian dismissed under: 62 Ga. 515. Suit against administrator barred by: 54 Ga. 591. When action not barred by: 58 Ga. 158. Applies
to torts committed prior to June 1st, 1865 44 Ga. 33. Not to call on stock subscription, where call was made after June 1st, 1865: 52 Ga. 326. Renewal of,
dismissed and discontinued suits barred by 52 Ga. 13. Does not apply to suit
by ward against guardian, when ward did not come of age until after June 1st,
1865 \ 45 Ga. 478. Where suit on administrator's bond barred by fifth section
of the Act of 1869: 62 Ga. 124.
:

:

:

:

:

is

Administrator or executor, statute does not run against, during the year he
inhibited from suing: 5 Ga. 66.
Bank-bills, general rule is that statute of limitations does not apply to: 49

Ga. 419; 13/288.
Commission, action on account for goods sold on, statute begins to run from
time of demand for settlement 49 Ga. 354.
Contract illegal, for money paid on, without fraud, four years bar: 22 Ga.
:

129.

Dismissal of suit by order of court, etc., bars second suit for same cause of
56 Ga. 185. Bar of statute attached when suit dismissed by plaintiff
was begun by another for same cause of action 60 Ga. 44.
Distributee, when creditor seeks to reach assets of deceased debtor in hands
of, statute runs to bar his claim, but not to give title to distributee against
creditor: 8 Ga. 106; see 59 Ga. 823.
Dower, widow's right to, not within statute prior to 1839, and is not barred
by lapse of time merely, etc. 10 Ga. 322. Does not run against widow in possession of land, as to application for: 50 Ga. 192. Widow must have acted
knowingly, to show equitable bar to action for: 7 Ga. 30.
Equitable title, statute did not run against, when 54 Ga. 681.
Fraud, statute does not run in favor of one fraudulently secreting property,
before discovery: 13 Ga. Ga. 21. Right to elect to rescind contract for fraud
or mistake accrues on discovery: 41 Ga. 171. When ignorance of, does not
prevent running of statute 56 Ga. 161. See notes to section 3785.
Gift, when property in hands of heir was not, statute did not apply: 16 Ga.
action

:

:

:

:

:

535; 33/85.
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run from time

of note past due, statute begins to

Indorsement

of

:

38 Ga.

300.

Indorser, when statute begins to run in favor of: 32 Ga. 380. In second instance, statute begins to run in favor of, on return of nulla bona on ft. fa.
against maker 32 Ga. 380.
:

Insurance, stipulation in policy of, that action for loss or damage shall be
commenced in twelve months, valid 55 Ga. 266.
Joint occupant, suit by one against another for money expended, barred by
four years 60 Ga. 446.
Judgment void, on notes, does not prevent running of statute: 46 Ga. 126.
Of county court, void, and motion to renew suit after ten years, dismissed 57
Ga. 60. Proceedings to renew a dormant judgment must be begun in three
years after it becomes dormant: 66 Ga. 78. Dormant revived, lien of, dates
from revival 57 Ga. 609. Dormant judgment statute was an act of limitation
and was suspended during the war 55 Ga. 274. Acts limiting the time in
which judgments may be secured, suspended by acts suspending statute of
limitations 39 Ga. 386. Formerly seven years peaceable possession by bona fide
purchaser, protected against judgment against vendor 7 Ga. 163. Believed to
be dormant although not, and scire facias issuing to revive, does not prevent its
becoming dormant 61 Ga. 16.
Legatee, suit by legatee brought in ten years after coming of age, not
barred 46 Ga. 362.
Loan, property received as, by one who subsequently sets up title, when
statute begins to run 30 Ga. 888.
Lunacy of debtor, and as to bar of suit against his administrator 58 Ga. 147.
Mistake, suit to correct, in partnership settlement, barred: 54 Ga. 162.
Right to elect to rescind contract for fraud, etc., accrues on discovery: 47 Ga:
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

171.

Non-resident maker of note removing into this State and sued, statute runs
Ga. 126 see also 58 Ga. 147. Plaintiff, no saving in favor of, in
personal actions 5 Ga. 217.
Partner, bill by administrator of deceased, barred
Statute
60 Ga. 362.
does not run in favor of one against another till business is settled up: 20
Ga. 556.
Pleadings, lapse of period of limitation appearing in face of bill, and nothing stated to avoid, objection may be taken by demurrer: 8 Ga. 106. Facts
not appearing on face of bill, statute must be pleaded: 8 Ga. 237. Defendant
can plead parol warranty of consideration, to suit on note, after four years 9
Ga. 398. Statute of limitation can be pleaded only by those in whose favor
it operates, or by those claiming under it: 18 Ga. 573.
To avail himself of
statute of limitations, defendant must plead it: 47 Ga. 405.
Power of attorney, within statute of limitations 12 Ga. 9.
Promise, on, to pay "as soon as," etc., statute does not begin to run till
after a reasonable time for performance, etc. 5 Ga. 167.
Ordinance of 1865, suspending running of statute of limitations, cited and
discussed 38 Ga. 300, 439 41/231 45/109.
Public debt, statute of limitations does not begin to run as to, if at all,
until demand is repudiated 12 Ga. 137.
Real property, since January 1st, 1863, there had not been any statute of
limitations as to suits for: 38 Ga. 439. Purchaser of must be in possession
four years, to discharge it from lien of judgment against person from whom it
was purchased 48 Ga. 410.
in favor of: 54

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

,

:

mere delay to sue principal till bar of statute has attached, does
not discharge surety, if he has been sued in time 47 Ga. 273. Bar of statute
Security,

;

:

§
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attaches in favor

notwithstanding payment on note by principal 64 Ga.
cannot relieve note from bar of statute so far as pribe affected 64 Ga. 655.

of,

655.

Administrator

mary

creditors

may

:

of,

:

.

Seizing personal property, action for, under execution against a stranger,
barred after four years from date of seizure 58 Ga. 195.
Set-off, statute of limitations as a reply to: 26 Ga. 695-698; see also 31 Ga.
:

128.

Sheriff receiving money on fi. fa., statute begins to run in favor
time of receiving the money 9 Ga. 413.

of,

from

:

Suit, commencement of: 51 Ga. 609.
Suspension of statute of limitations from December, 1860, to December 1st,
1861, and again from November 8th, 1865, to July, 1868: 46 Ga. 119.
Tenants in common, statute does not begin to run in favor of one receiving
more than his just share, till cotenant has knowledge of his adverse holding:
22 Ga. 131. Vendee of, protected by seven years possession
47 Ga. 674.
Statute does not run until fraud discovered, where trustee colludes to defraud
cestui que trust: 25 Ga. 76.
Trustee, statute begins to run in favor of, on settlement, etc. 18 Ga. 120.
Implied, when not protected by statute 39 Ga. 479-508. Being also executor,
statute does not protect assets distributed 59 Ga. 823. When the statute runs
against express, and when against implied trusts: 8 Ga. 97.
Usury, statute as to, does not begin to run before final settlement, where
there are mutual dealings 54 Ga. 190. Statute of limitations as to recovery
of: 60 Ga. 38.
As to trusts, see section 3198 and notes set-offs, section 5089.
:

:

:

:

:

;

Act

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
of 1869, cause of action accruing to plaintiffs before June, 1865, suit

barred after nine months and sixteen days from removal of disabilities 65
Ga. 390. Where right of action against executor accrued before 1865, and
therefore barred in 1877: 65 Ga. 397 see also 68 Ga. 201. Held to protect executor here as to investment in Confederate bonds 68 Ga. 201 66/253 see
also 67 Ga. 466, 467. Only exception preventing bar is where representative
acted fraudulently, etc. 66 Ga. 719. Barred recovery from trustee for devastavit here: 75 Ga. 834.
Barred recovery on municipal change-bills here: 77
Ga. 582.
Administrators, statute of limitations will not protect administrator's own
debt to estate, so long as he is generally accountable for assets 77 Ga. 693.
Amendment of suit by one as "heir at law" to "executor," not barred, if
original suit not barred, although there were other heirs: 67 Ga. 606. Setting
up no new and distinct cause of action, not barred if suit not barred: 76 Ga.
422.
Introducing new defendants, attacking as fraudulent conveyances in
original defendant's chain of title, barred here as against new defendant
92 Ga. 123.
Attorney, limitation begins to run from breach of duty, not from occurrence of damage; applied to attorney giving bad advice on title, and suit
barred 72 Ga. 83 see also 33 Ga. 174 96/798.
Bailee holding collateral for debt, and after debt paid promising to return
collateral, but failing for ten years, statute not run in favor of: 95 Ga. 182.
Collateral security, debt being paid, holder promising to return collateral,
but failing for ten years and then agreeing to pay value, statute began to run
95 Ga. 183.
Contract to support, when statute begins to run against contract to furnish
support "when called on'
93 Ga. 321.
:

;

:

;

:

:

:

.

;

;

5

:

;

:
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Fraud, allegations here not sufficient to prevent bar: 66 Ga. 255. Fraud
not relieve from bar, where defendant concurred 67 Ga. 89. Personalty gotten
possession of by fraud which could here have been discovered by ordinary
diligence, not prevent bar of statute: 67 Ga. 738, 739.
:

Homestead, under Act of 1876, suits to recover homestead improperly sold,
were to be brought within time named, whether purchaser bona fide or not:
68 Ga. 732 and even though parties entitled were minors or married women
66 Ga. 600. Not bar children where deceased father's land homesteaded by
widow and sold under ordinary's approval 75 Ga. 680.
Injunction, statute not run against,/?, fa. when enjoined 66 Ga. 62.
Pleading, act barring right as well as remedy must be pleaded, otherwise
waived: 72 Ga. 331. Declaration not barred on face, statute of limitations
should be raised by plea, not demurrer 93 Ga. 321, 726. Suit on account for
money loaned, barred on its face, demurrer sustained: 95 Ga. 527.
Remainder-men, statute of limitations does not begin to run against, in favor
of purchaser of land, until death of life-tenant 66 Ga. 469. Where no trust,
or trust only for life-estate, and life-tenant conveys fee, prescription does not
begin to run against remainder-men until life-tenant dies 73 Ga. 221. Under
rule that when trustee barred beneficiary barred, bar is restricted to legal
estate in trustee remainder-man here was not barred
81 Ga. 359. Not
barred from recovering lands after death of life-tenant, although latter and
her trustee were barred 81 Ga. 721 91/305. See note to sections 3589 and
3593, and general note on Prescription.
Trust implied, when no limitation against party entitled to equitable in;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

terest: 95 Ga. 629.

SECTION

2.

EXCEPTIONS AND DISABILITIES.
Infants, idiots

§3779. (2926.) Persons excepted.
sons, or persons imprisoned,

who

accrues, shall be entitled to the

removed, to bring an action, as

are such

when

same time,

is

'

or insane per- A

the cause of action

after the disability
J

is

prescribed in this Code for other

«?

05

t

^b

i

^ ^%

r

,

t

A? t

1

^7

65

'

/
1
„
Cobb,
567.
Acts 1855-6,

#593.3595,

persons.
r

3901.

Will run against insane person from time of restoration to sanity 7 Ga.
484.
Does not run against minors 7 Ga. 517. But minor is barred also where
the executor or his trustee could have sued and is barred 8 Ga. 1 10/358.
Where adverse possession of owner during minority would not prevail 9 Ga.
23.
Where one of several heirs is an infant, his right protected in ejectment suit: 10 Ga. 219. Bar to minor on guardian's bond same as sealed instrument: 10 Ga. 66.
When did not run against a married woman where
she and her husband suing for trust property: 11 Ga. 259; 9/328; 22/331.
But must be actually married at time right accrued: 17 Ga. 267. Where
both infancy and coverture, statute does not run until both removed: 11
Ga. 259. Where statute commenced to run after discoverture 14 Ga. 402.
Suit for rent by husband after he becomes twenty-one years of age 14 Ga.
687.
Rights of wife accruing during coverture: 22 Ga. 331. Fraud committed on a feme sole not discovered until after marriage, saving in statute of
limitations protects her during coverture: 24 Ga. 559.
Does not begin to
run until fraud discovered, where trustee colludes to defraud cestui que trust:
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

::
;

§§ 3780, 3781
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25 Ga. 76.
One heir non compos mentis and the other- feme covert prevents
bar of seven years attaching: 27 Ga. 494. No running of the statutory bar
on an equitable right during infancy: 27 Ga. 133. Suit brought seven years
after infancy removed would be sufficient: 32 Ga. 52.
Where the statute
did not apply to claims and rights of infant 41 Ga. 555. "Where the statute
ran during coverture, she having a husband: 46 Ga. 593.
Where trustee
barred so was infant cestui que trust: 10 Ga. 358; 51/139; 61/54; 56/170; 55/25.
Where this section, and not Act of 1869, applied to suit to recover legacy
by legatee: 61 Ga. 674. Act of 1869 did not repeal this section, but should
be construed with it: 62 Ga. 128. Effect of infancy as reply to limitation
Act of 1869 64 Ga. 32.
:

:

Homestead

sold, suit to recover,

woman by Act

of 1876

:

barred even as to minors and married

66 Ga. 600.

Not bar children where deceased father's land homesteaded by widow and
under ordinary's approval 75 Ga. 680.
Runs against married woman as to rights of action respecting their sepa-

sold

:

rate estates

:

69 Ga. 736.

Does not run against minor without guardian 57 Ga.
Infant legatees barred under Act of 1869, not suing
fifteen days after coming of age 72 Ga. 74.
Statute cannot run during infancy: 72 Ga. 412.
:

459, 467
in nine

;

69/804, 813.

months and

:

Limitations not commence against suit in favor of infant administrator's
until majority, and failure of guardian to sue during minority not affect
86 Ga. 344.
Where minor claims through an estate, he is barred if the estate or legal
representative is barred 69 Ga. 599.
If legal title in guardian, statute runs against infant as well as guardian;
otherwise if title in infant 76 Ga. 378.
Trustee having legal title to property, prescription runs against, and bars
minor cestui' que trust: 66 Ga. 324.
Prescription runs against trustee and beneficiaries also, trustee having
title in fee
92 Ga. 772.
One not guardian taking title as such for minor son, conveying individually to another, prescription runs against son 95 Ga. 778.
Prescription runs against equitable estate of minors, if legal estate resides
in one competent to assert their rights 8 Ga. 6 51/139 55/25 61/54 65/571

bond

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

73/215, 758.

See section 3773, also notes to sections 3589 and 3593, and general note on
Prescription.
Act

1817,

At- ts 1855-e,

§3780.

(2927.)

Disabilities

occurring

after

accrual

of right.

If

either of the foregoing disabilities happens after the right of action

accrues,

and

is

not voluntarily caused or undertaken by the person

claiming the benefit thereof, the limitation shall cease to operate
during its continuance.
As to minors: 8 Ga. 201, 207; 27/133; 7/517. Section referred to as to
minors: 48 Ga. 331. See note to section 3594.
Prescription commencing against feme sole continues after her marriage
65 Ga. 571.

Actsy-e,
^37

-

The time between the death
Unrepresented estate
and representation taken upon his estate, or between the
termination of one administration and the commencement of an§3781.

(2928.)

of a person

.

;
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other, shall not be counted against his estate, provided such time

does not exceed five years; but at the expiration of that time the
limitation shall

commence, though the cause

of action accrued after

his death.

Not

until administration does statute run against suit to recover property

of intestate: 1 Ga. 379, 538.

Not

and qualification of

until probate of will

representative 6 Ga. 310. So long as there was no representative of the estate the grant vested in the heirs: 22 Ga. 108, 109. Where the statute did not
commence to run against unrepresented estate until five years after the lia:

bility

accrued

55/35.

:

36 Ga. 575.

Where the limitation Act of

Not to come within

this act, suit

50 Ga. 382
nine months and

1869 applied

must be brought

in

:

days after the five years indulgence 49 Ga. 450 55/85 64/16. Where
the bar attached one year, nine months and fifteen days from the grant of administration 58 Ga. 147. How five years counted, and when statute ceases to
run against estate: 64 Ga. 16; 44/527; 53/372. Statute does not run against
an estate on granting of temporary, but only of permanent, letters of adminfifteen

:

;

;

:

istration

:

63 Ga. 764.

Eule stated

69 Ga. 599.
This section applies to creditor estates and not to debtor estates 80 Ga. 263.
This section cannot be invoked by a creditor of estate he can force an administration 70 Ga. 306.
See section 3782.
Statute runs in favor of estate, except the one year in which representative
is exempt from suit
70 Ga. 306.
:

:

;

:

:

The time between the ^ctf 4882 3
upon his estate, or beone administration and the commence"

§3782. Creditors of unrepresented estates.
death of a person and representation taken

tween the termination of
of another, shall not be counted against creditors of his
estate, provided such time does not exceed five years; at the expiration of that time the limitation shall commence.
If the defendant, A
§3783. (2929.) Absence from State of defendant

ment

^f

.

'

5 64

.

any of the cases herein named, shall remove from this State, the ^oow^les
time of his absence from the State, and until here turns to reside, ^obj^sOT

in

A

shall not be counted or estimated in his favor.
Statute commencing to run against personalty is not stopped by removal of
defendant out of the State 5 Ga. 217. Where action could be commenced by
holder against non-resident maker of note, from time of his return 11 Ga. 303.
Defendant residing out of the State, not within exception of Act of 1805 15 Ga.
1.
Set-off to recover back money lost at cards, barred, and not protected by
non-residence of parties: 25 Ga. 664.
Where one of makers of note out of
State when made and continuing so, not within terms of this section 32 Ga.
253.
Where the limitation Act of 1869 applied to a mortgage, although mortgagor a non-resident: 49 Ga. 441. Section cited and construed: 55 Ga. 264266 51/592. This section does not apply where note made out of State and
maker comes in the State 54 Ga. 126. Absence or non-residence of a debtor who
never resided here, no reply to the statute of limitations: 58 Ga. 147. Where
principal and surety both reside here at time contract made, and principal
moves out of State: 60 Ga. 377.
Act of 1855 changed prior law 82 Ga. 329, 335 reviewing and affirming 60
Ga. 376. See 66 Ga. 283.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

9

cobb! 568.

:

'

§§3784-3786
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A ct

855 " 6,

p |35

If there is a joint
§3784. (2930.) Joint action and apart barred.
right of action, and some of the persons having such right are un-

der any of the foregoing disabilities, the terms mentioned herein
shall not be
bilities are

sue for his

computed against such

removed; but

own

if

joint action, until all the disa-

the action might be severed, and each

share, those free

from disability shall be barred, and
who are under such disability.

the rights of those only protected

As applicable to an action of trover by tenants in common 8 Ga. 201 7/517.
As to promise of one of joint promisors taking debt out of the statute of limitations: 9 Ga. 467. In favor of one of several infant heirs: 10 Ga. 218.
:

855 " 6

Tssi

'

;

If the defendant, or those under whom
§3785. (2931.) Fraud.
he claims, has been guilty of a fraud by which the plaintiff has
been debarred or deterred from his action, the period of limitation
shall run only from the time of the discovery of the fraud.

How far fraud a reply to the statute in ejectment suit 4 Ga. 308. Fraud is
exception in equity until its discovery: 8 Ga. 1, 68, 511. Where fraud a good
reply to the statute: 12 Ga. 371. Where fraud practiced by feme sole and not
discovered until after marriage protects her during coverture 24 Ga. 259.
Trustee colluding to defraud cestui que trust, no limitation until after discovery
of: 25 Ga. 76.
Equity will not interfere even where fraud, where negligence
by creditor for long time 28 Ga. 38 60/449. Seven years from discovery of
fraud as to sale of land 35 Ga. 280. Fraudulent concealment from cestui que
trust of her rights by trustee
35 Ga. 40, 44. Where defendant because of fraud
not protected by statute of limitations 39 Ga. 479. As to defendant showing
when knowledge came to plaintiff of fraudulent representations: 29 Ga. 288;
Section cited and construed: 56 Ga. 685; 53/377; 60/488.
45/457.
Where
under the allegations of fraud in suit on guardian's bond the limitations of 1869
could not be set up 55 Ga. 15. Waiting until bar of statute applied after discovery of fraud 56 Ga. 685. Fraud as reply to adverse possession 46 Ga. 553.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

See general note after section 3778, catchword "Fraud."
Allegations of fraud not sufficient here to prevent bar: 66 Ga. 255.
Fraud not relieved from bar where defendant concurred 67 Ga. 89.
Personalty gotten possession of by fraud which could have been discovered
by ordinary diligence, not prevent bar of statute 67 Ga. 738, 739.
Understanding that debt might be allowed as set-off on judgment, not such
fraud as would prevent statute from running against debt 69 Ga. 553.
Section 2565 construed in pari materia with this former does not refer to
fraudulent settlement latter does: 74 Ga. 187.
Reasonable dibVence to discover the fraud incumbent on plaintiff: 81 Ga.
:

:

:

;

;

611.

The fraud must be such as involves moral turpitude 68 Ga. 201.
To prevent bar of statute, fraud must be actual, involving moral turpitude,
:

not constructive

:

75 Ga. 834.

Jury should pass upon facts
from court: 75 Ga. 393-397.

A

in

question of fraud, under proper instructions

If a plaintiff shall be non§ 3 ?86. (2932.) Nonsuit or dismissal.
o£bb%.
855 "6 suited, or shall
or
dismiss
his
discontinue
case, and shall recom^Igg
mence within six months, such renewed case shall stand upon the
same footing, as to limitation, with the original case; but this
*

::;
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privilege of dismissal

shall be exercised only once un-

and renewal

der this clause.

On the Act of 1806 repealed: 1 Ga. 32. When suit by representative of deceased plaintiff or by successive trustees sufficient 13 Ga. 55. Where one of
defendants party to first and renewed suit sufficient 13 Ga. 306. Where could
be no renewal in case of certiorari : 23 Ga. 8. Where certiorari could be renewed 48 Ga. 362 32/435. Where the parties not appealing were within the
saving clause of the statute 32 Ga. 448. This section repealed by limitation
of 1869 as to actions accruing before first of June, 1865 50 Ga. 263 52/13, 14
47/339, 342. But as to actions accruing since first of June, 1865, this section
applies 52 Ga. 328. Does not apply to a case where court dismisses on demurrer: 56 Ga. 185-188. A lien on sawmills under section 1985 of Code, not
governed by terms of this section 57 Ga. 20. There can be no renewal of a
void attachment case 58 Ga. 147, 149. When a certiorari by a firm can be renewed in six months after dismissal: 60 Ga. 629-631. It is only the original
plaintiff that can renew a suit dismissed
60 Ga. 44. This section applies to
plaintiffs and not defendants, and a plea is not a case 60 Ga. 362-364.
:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

Does not apply to case removed from State to Federal court and there nonsuited, so as to permit renewal in State court: 68 Ga. 446.
Suit dismissed, in Federal court not
tion

:

95 Ga. 17.

renewed

in State court

under

this sec-

I.

A case within limitation Act of 1869, i,
be renewed in six months after dismissed

e.,
:

falling

due before

1865, could not

70 Ga. 443.

This general provision not to be ingrafted on subsequent special statute of
70 Ga. 444. See 47 Ga. 339, 342 50/263 52/13, 14, 328.

limitations

:

;

Plaintiff dismissed

months
Real

:

for

want

;

of prosecution

may

begin again within six

71 Ga. 214.

plaintiff,

though usee

in action nonsuited,

Suit against partnership nonsuited, cannot be
partner, under this section 75 Ga. 612.

may renew:

73 Ga. 667.

recommenced against one

:

Ejectment by two persons

jointly, dismissed, subsequent action by one of
not recommencement of first action 92 Ga. 244.
Certiorari dismissed for lack of notice to attorney, no renewal in six months
74 Ga. 837 distinguishing 32 Ga. 435 22/359.
Where certiorari dismissed on hearing because bond improperly executed,
second application within six months, proper: 80 Ga. 495.
Plaintiff, not barred when first suit brought, failing to sue within six
months after dismissal and barred before second suit, could not recover:
80 Ga. 736.
plaintiffs

:

;

;

Second certiorari, being renewal of first, new cost certificate not necessary,
second writ relating alone to state of facts, relatively to justice court, which
existed when first proceeding instituted 94 Ga. 660.
Nonsuit no bar to subsequent action brought in time 85 Ga. 420.
Dismissal for want of evidence virtually nonsuit 92 Ga. 522.
Section inapplicable to statutory action against railroad under section 2197
78 Ga. 239.
Action for personal injuries not barred if amendment, with declaration,
:

:

:

shows suit renewal of suit dismissed: 92 Ga.

669.

Applicable where declaration in railroad damage case, vitally defective, was
amended and amendment stricken at subsequent term, plaintiff dismissing
case 93 Ga. 742.
:

§8786

:;

§§ 3787, 3788
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In equity

promise.

if

A

complainant within any exception, he must set

General Note.
ant homesteading

in his bill

591.

:

statute of limitations not arrested by defend81 Ga. 699; distinguishing 80 Ga. 330.

NEW
#433,2693

up

— Eunning of

SECTION

8556,

it

creditor's claim not barred while he acts as sole administrator

on debtor's estate, as he cannot sue himself: 57 Ga.

235

842

3.

Where any matter has
§3787. (2933.) Claims pleaded as set-off.
been pleaded as a set-off in a suit, and the suit is dismissed, or the
case i 8 otherwise disposed of without a hearing upon the merits of
the set-off, such set-off shall not be barred until the expiration of
six months next after the time of such disposition of such suit.
8 Ga. 237.

Act

SEC.

8,

3.

PROMISE^

A new promise, in
§3788. (2934.) New promise must be in writing.
order to renew a right of action already barred, or to constitute a
point from which the limitation shall
of action not yet barred,

own handwriting,

commence running on

a right

must be in writing, either in the party's
by him, or some one authorized by

or subscribed

him.
As

and promise by implication 15 Ga. 395 6/588
Court to determine what in law is a promise, and jury to find what
promise was made 6 Ga. 486. When a new promise by maker of note to
prior holder sufficient 7 Ga. 505. Where subsequent promise by parol would
not avail: 12 Ga. 615. As to promises before debt barred and independent
promises: 14 Ga. 661. As to difference between new promise as to tort and
assumpsit: 16 Ga. 114. All promises since February 20th, 1854, must be in writing, to remove bar of statute: 20 Ga. 94. Also as to partial payment not being
sufficient 22 Ga. 343. Under Act of February 20th, 1856, the new promise must
be in writing: 32 Ga. 602. Credit on note in part payment must be subscribed
by party making, or by some one lawfully authorized by him to do so 36 Ga.
Where a letter was held to be too indefinite to
538; 43/187; 49/441, 450.
amount to a new promise 55 Ga. 264. Letters or detached papers not sufficiently describing debt, and as to creditor not being agent of debtor to enter
credit: 62 Ga. 640-644. Credit on note by direction of maker by letter: 62
Ga. 415. Promise to pay in a certain way must be in writing: 58 Ga. 500.
to express promise

:

;

5/486.

:

:

:

:

:

Must be in handwriting of maker, or subscribed by him, or some one
authorized holder cannot be the agent: 55 Ga. 187.
;

To bind administrator on new promise,
tached before death of intestate

:

it

must appear that bar had not

at-

60 Ga. 362.

See notes to section 3789.
Note, being barred, compromised, part paid cash and parol promise to pay
balance, claim not revived 65 Ga. 49.
:

Husband can revive debt
per

se,

to wife as against his creditors

but only acircumstance to be considered: 72 Ga.

Debt may be revived either before or after
begins to run from the new promise 72 Ga. 14.
:

it is

;

this

is

not fraud

1.

barred, and the statute
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New

7,

ART.

SEC

8,

§3789

3.

promise.

Immaterial whether new promise made before or after bar attaches

83

:

Ga. 684.

Unsigned memorandum, never delivered, but
death, insufficient: 72 Ga.

Acknowledgment,
Ga.

hands of writer at

in

his

74.

to relieve bar,

must be made known

to

somebody

:

72

74.

Debt barred by statute can be revived by new promise

new

writing without

in

consideration 76 Ga. 371 72/14.
Letter signed by executor individually, indicating wish to pay and describing note only vaguely and incorrectly, does not constitute new promise: 80
:

;

Ga. 260.

Entry on instrument sign ed
sufficient

83 Ga. 683.

:

by his verbal authority,

k\ debtor's presence

jrs

A^C*^ ^9

Vf/'^

^

Statute requiring new^yromise to be evidenced by writing, not statute of
~
\j fl
n df
"
limitations, but a law of/evidence, intended to avoid uncertainties of parol *U(Jfy*<~iC 0% Vrf*v
testimony 83 Ga. 683.

£++£ ~ S&tSQ

:

A payment entered upon
§3789. (2935.) Effect of credit on note.
a written evidence of debt by the debtor, or any other written acknowledgment of the existing liability, is equivalent to a new promise to

pay.

See notes to section 3788.
Entry of credit of part payment on note by maker: 9 Ga. 418. Payment for purpose of preventing statute from running: 14 Ga. 641. Where
partial payment or verbal acknowledgment not sufficient 22 Ga. 343. When
payment by principal of note before barred does not affect indorser or surety
not a party to it 30 Ga. 479. Where payment on Sunday will not avail to take
out of the statute 31 Ga. 607. In 1857 entry of credit of partial payment on note
did not constitute new promise 34 Ga. 245. Credit should be made by maker
or one authorized by him: 49 Ga. 441. And holder not agent: 55 Ga. 187, 188.
Payment entered on void fi. fa. not equivalent to new promise: 66 Ga. 595.
Entry of credit by payee's agent, at instance and in presence of maker and
surety, new promise 66 Ga. 531.
Payment entered on note by maker, new promise 88 Ga. 166.
So by maker's agent in maker's name 89 Ga. 466.
A signed entry on note "1882, April 27th, by balance account rendered for
1876, credited under date of November 12th, 1876, $48.01," operated as new
promise from 1882: 79 Ga. 301.
Creditor's entry, although authorized by debtor, not relieve bar: 68 Ga. 834.
Credit of part payment on account not prevent bar 72 Ga. 760.
"By the debtor" means by the debtor himself, not by his agent, unless
agent's authority be in writing; see section 3002: 83 Ga. 683.
Creditor cannot without written authority be debtor's agent to enter the
credit. But it does not follow that another person could be such agent 83
Ga. 684 disapproving 66 Ga. 531 see also 34 Ga. 245 55/187 62/639.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

Unsigned memorandum, never delivered but in hands of writer at his death,
Acknowledgment, to relieve bar, must be made known to somebody 72 Ga. 74.
insufficient.
:

Where solemn admission in judicio by executor in his cross-bill took debt
out of statute of limitations 74 Ga. 535.
:

The "written acknowledgment" must
tion

:

•

79 Ga. 701.

clearly refer to the very note in ques-

(
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ART.

SEC

8,

844

3.

New promise.

A new promise revives or
§3790. (2936.) Effect of new promise.
it does not create a new one.

extends the original liability;

Section cited and construed 62 Ga. 420, 421.
Cited, as showing that barred debt is good consideration for the
:

ise: 72

New

Ga. 14; see also 76 Ga. 371.
promise to pay firm debt by one partner

is

new cause

a

new prom-

of action

:

72

Ga. 760.

Rate of conventional interest borne by original contract
revived or extended 79 Ga. 301.

is

part of liability

:

AotfisSS;
23fi

New

§3791. (2937.)
a partnership, a

After the dissolution of

promise by partner.

new promise by one partner revives or extends the
partnership debt only as to himself, and not as to his copartners.

'

237.

As

to

what was the law

General power

:

14 Ga. 647, 648.

one partner to settle up business, not include indorsement
of new draft for old one 68 Ga. 192.
New promise by one partner does not relieve the bar as to the firm: 72
in

:

Ga. 760.
Creditor with notice of dissolution, accepting draft of one partner for
debt, and extending time, other partner released 75 Ga. 855.
Where partnership dissolved and firm creditor's claim extended by note, all
members not signing discharged, firm assets not discharged: 93 Ga. 128; see
also 20 Ga. 259 24/310 75/855.
:

;

;

Act
236

855 " 6

'

By joint contractor In cases of joint or joint and
new promise by one of the contractors operates

§3792. (2938.)

.

several contracts, a

only against himself.

Where

was held that promise of one took it out of the bar of the statute
and several promisors 9 Ga. 467 14/641. When payment
by principal or maker of note before barred by the statute does not affect init

as to other joint

:

;

dorse? or surety 30 Ga. 479 64/655, 661.
66 Ga. 533. See 72 Ga. 760.
General Note. It should contain certain admissions of existing debt: 5
Ga. 486; 6/588, 521 15/395. Promise of joint maker and surety to holder on
condition, how declared on 9 Ga. 418 6/486 16/115 14/661. Evidence as to
new promise 15 Ga. 395. Letter from indorser to holder, not taking the note
out of bar of statute 9 Ga. 303. Suing on a new promise by way of amendment to declaration 9 Ga. 4. When a new promise by maker to prior holder
sufficient: 7 Ga. 505. Action on, under short form: 12 Ga. 615.
A new promise
not on condition 19 Ga. 83. As to actions ex contractu and ex delicto: 16 Ga.
114.
Statute running from time of new promise: 14 Ga. 661. Statute applying to original demand, governs: 28 Ga. 310. Demand barred and bar removed by new promise, cannot be pleaded as set-off during period of bar:
31 Ga. 26.
Executor or administrator, new promise by Code, §3433.
Mortgage barred on its face, petition should allege new promise or partial
payment with sufficient certainty to enable defendant to plead, etc. 66 Ga. 334.
Husband cannot give note to father's administrator for barred debt, and de:

;

—
;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

feat wife's

alimony

:

75 Ga. 633.
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Of breach and damage.

CHAPTER

8.

OF BREACH AND DAMAGE.
If a contract be ^
§3793. (2939.) Suits for breach of contracts.
entire, but one suit can be maintained for a breach thereof; but if
it

be severable, or

if

the

<

the breaches occur at successive periods in an

entire contract (as where

action will

3666 3643

money

is

to be paid

by installments), an
up to

for each breach; but all the breaches occurring

lie

commencement

of the action

must be included

therein.

Section cited 45 Ga. 158. Where the contract was entire and could not be
divided so as to bring separate suits: 54 Ga. 327. Where all the breaches of
warranty should be assigned that have accrued 58 Ga. 388, 390.
One employed for five months at monthly salary, and wrongfully discharged,
may sue at end of each month 68 Ga. 169 see also 53 Ga. 82. See notes to
:

:

:

;

section 3016.

Persons employed for a specific purpose, if discharged before completion,
without cause, entitled to recover for breach of contract 86 Ga. 408.
In suit for services rendered, judgment for plaintiff conclusively presumed
to include all that was due him when suit was filed 79 Ga. 319.
Party to entire contract who after partly performing abandons it, can recover nothing for such part performance. Hence, recovery against life-insurance company for canceling policy, not reduced because of benefits enjoyed
by assured under policy: 74 Ga. 51.
In suit on contract, if time stipulated for payment be after building completed, plaintiff must show completion or lapse of reasonable time before
suit: 80 Ga. 698.
Contract for sawed lumber to be paid for monthly as delivered was broken
by refusal to pay for first installment on day specified, etc. Demand for further
specifications and delivery of balance which had been sawed, unnecessary to
right of action 83 Ga. 666.
Wife leasing land, compelled to remove by wrongful eviction of husband,
entitled to damages 85 Ga. 606.
Failure of one party to comply with contract to form partnership, gives
other party right to recover damages: 85 Ga. 616.
Future expenses, occasioned by breach of contract, not recovered by executrix, not showing length of her trust: 86 Ga. 517.
:

:

:

:

§3794. (2940.) Liquidated damages.

pensation for the injury sustained.

Damages
If

are given as com-§ 2884

the parties agree, in their

what the damages for a breach shall be, they are said to
be liquidated, and unless the agreement violates some principle of
law, the parties are bound thereby.
contract,

Liquidation of damages for the mere non-payment of money, not recoverable as such: 26 Ga. 403-406. Intention controls as to liquidated damages or
penalty, and courts not relieving against: 33 Ga. 536. Bound by liquidated

damages
124.

in this case 40 Ga. 76.
Where the damages were stipulated 44 Ga.
Stipulated and liquidated damages: 58 Ga. 567, 572. Section cited 63

Ga. 241

:

:

:

;

69/764.

Damages

employer to employ assistant to overseer under
measured by wages assistant was to receive 65 Ga. 351.

for failure of

contract, not

:

-

-

EIGHTH TITLE.—CHAPTER
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Life-insurance company's breach of contract, not assented to by insured,
him to any damages sustained: 74 Ga. 51.

entitled

On breach of contract, customary commission, on disbursements connected
therewith, not collected, if none actually made 86 Ga. 408.
:

Written agreement here to deposit certain sum as
stipulated
$g345,2fi4,

damages

forfeit, is

agreement

for

91 Ga. 450.

:

Penalties in bonds are not liquidated

§3795. (2941.) Penalties.

damages, and even

appears unreasonable
law will give only
in
all
cases where the damage is capable of
the actual damages; and
computation, and is not uncertain in its character, such stipulations
will be declared to be penalties.

and not

if

called such, yet,

by the

so actually intended

if it

parties, the

The "eventual condemnation-money" secured by injunction bond:

1

Ga.

Forthcoming bond 29 Ga. 110 60/292. Where the sum stipulated in a
bond was in the nature of a penalty 17 Ga. 609. What constituted a breach
of a conditional bond: 29 Ga. 139; 31/289. When a promise to pay money
to prevent failure of contract by penalty, not enforced 30 Ga. 344. Intention of parties determining whether an agreement a penalty or liquidated
damages 52 Ga. 649 35/226 33/536, 432. Where only actual damages recoverable, the forfeit being a penalty: 44 Ga. 507, 124. As to difference between
penalty and stipulated damages: 56 Ga. 331, 337. Penalty being fixed in a
bond, surety not liable for more than that sum and interest: 59 Ga. 204.
72.

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

Estate forfeited under terms of conveyance, land re-entered and sold for
ground-rent due under the contract, tenant entitled to overplus after rent
paid 71 Ga. 392.
:

damages uncertain and incapable of estimation, sum agreed upon in
contract will be taken as liquidated damages 69 Ga. 764 see also 58 Ga. 567.
Distinction between penalty for breach and stipulated damages, and rule
of recovery 91 Ga. 450-458.
If

:

;

:

$

S?38?6

8
'

The expenses of litigation
§3796. (2942.) Expense of litigation.
are not generally allowed as a part of the damage's; but if the defendant has acted in bad faith, or has been stubbornly litigious, or
has caused the plaintiff unnecessary trouble and expense, the jury
may allow them.
Section referred to and construed 48 Ga. 515 59/798 49/316, 324.
See note to section 3908.
As to counsel fees 67 Ga. 535.
Charge on subject of plaintiff's recovery of counsel fees as part of damages,
not warranted by facts. Rule stated 69 Ga. 78.
Error to charge law of this section, where no evidence to support: 86
;

:

;

:

:

Ga. 203.
In action for damages for malicious trover suit, not error to charge law of
86 Ga. 463.

this section

:

Counsel fees and expenses considered in estimating damages for false imprisonment, although no bad faith stubborn and litigious conduct shown on
part of defendant: 69 Ga. 251.
;

Where expenses of litigation recovered because defendant caused plaintiff
unnecessary trouble and expense 76 Ga. 294.
:

;

EIGHTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Where vendor, who warranted soundness of horse, buyer paying cash, received horse back because unsound but retained purchase-money, in action
for money, damages for bad faith proper: 83 Ga 382,
Bad faith negatived in trover case, counsel fees not recoverable, though
stipulated in note reserving titio, action not being on contract: 88 Ga. 525.
Bad faith negatived, under the circumstances by an offer by insurance
company of eighty percent, of amount of policy 94 Ga. 786.
Discretionary with jury whether to allow damages at all amount, however not discretionary, but must be proved 90 Ga. 811.
Attorney's fees not allowed where action brought for specific performance
of contract and damages for breach thus waived 93 Ga. 747.
,

;

;

:

:

Senior mortgagee compelling junior mortgagee to come into proceedings,
cannot get attorney's fees from junior mortgagee's share of fund, for stubborn litigation 95 Ga. 146.
:

Rule only applies where privity

of contract: 95 Ga. 149, 150.

Exemplary damages can never $$2i40,3806.

§3797. (2943.) Exemplary damages.

be allowed in cases arising on contracts.

Where mortgagee entered on

lands by mistake, not a case for exemplary or
Where on breach of contract merely,
exemplary damages were not demanded: 61 Ga. 132, 133; 59/426.
vindictive damages: 61 Ga. 297,299.

Punitive damages in case of malicious abuse of legal process, or without
probable cause, applied to foreclosure and levy of mortgage before contract
time 67 Ga. 534.
Applied to case where conductor of train refused to take holder of ticket,
who was passed on next train 68 Ga. 190.
Error to charge that malice may be considered in fixing damages for
breach of contract 86 Ga. 517.
:

•

:

:

§3798. (2944.) Remote damages.

Remote

or consequential

dam- ^Jf; ml.

ages are not allowed whenever they cannot be traced solely to the

breach of the contract, or unless they are capable of exact computation, such as the profits which are the immediate fruit of the contract,

and are independent of any

collateral enterprise entered into

in contemplation of the contract.

When prospective profits too remote

22 Ga. 269 30/561, 577 34/542 19/417Speculative damages not recoverable : 25 Ga- 386 57/130 26/125
55/75. Damages for breach of contract in regard to exercise of trade, not too remote 39 Ga. 655. Only allowed when traceable solely to breach of contract, and
exactly computed 41 Ga. 71. What damages are allowed for enticing off servants: 43 Ga. 601. Damages traceable to the act, but not the legal and natural consequences, too remote 51 Ga. 583.
Evidence to establish consequential
damage to a mill-shoal 53 Ga. 178. What damages are too remote in action
for damages to land by mill-dam 54 Ga. 84. Where railroad only liable for
actual damages for failing to run train according to schedule: 58 Ga. 180.
Where damages alleged are speculative or too remote, etc., should be taken
advantage of, by special demurrer 60 Ga. 164. Where damages not too remote 60 Ga. 149.
See notes to sections 3911 and 3912.

420

;

:

;

56/188.

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Section was codified
sions; 74 Ga. 249,

from 19 Ga.

417, 22/269, 25/386,

and other early deci-

:
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Consequential damages recoverable in action trespass quare clausum /regit,
from one having right of entering lands for lawful purpose, who exceeds
authority

:

67 Ga, 535.

Profits not recoverable as such, may be proved and considered in estimating magnitude of injury 67 Ga. 535.
:

Prospective profits on land planted not allowed as damages in suit on warranty of seed sold 68 Ga. 780.
Possibility of profit, loss of, too remote 81 Ga. 285.
Anticipated profits too remote 81 Ga. 792.
Profits of hotel in reasonable contemplation of contract for rent, not too remote. Hotel-keeper not restricted here to exact computation of loss. Loss of
contract to sublet, not allowed 75 Ga. 583.
Profits anticipated from business to be carried on upon premises, not recoverable from landlord as damages for breach of rent contract 79 Ga. 743.
Contract giving agent exclusive territory for sale of goods, measure of damages for breach is agreed commission less cost of doing the work. Profits as
damages 71 Ga. 605.
Failure of theatrical troupe to reach place of performance for which tickets
had been sold, too remote: 71 Ga. 518.
Where damages sought by purchaser against vendor of inferior sawmill, for
loss from abandoning farming for milling, and other remote damage, came
"within the very words of this section" 74 Ga. 234, 249.
Where one contracts to purchase personalty at stipulated price, measure of
damages for rejection thereof, seller keeping it, is difference between market
price then and contract price 74 Ga. 498 see also 50 Ga. 644.
If it has no market value at place of delivery, then the value in nearest market, or agreed price less best price obtainable at earliest practicable sale, with
expenses of holding it: 90 Ga. 254.
Measure of damages for failure to deliver goods is difference between contract price and market value at date of breach and place of delivery 74 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

422; 87/334.

Shipment rejected without cause, measure of damages is contract price less
net proceeds of resale 87 Ga. 221. See general note hereafter.
Turpentine-still worm delayed by railroad and not delivered until hunted
up by owners, latter could recover expenses, value of turpentine lost, and any
damages from delay 77 Ga. 412.
Damage not traceable to violation of contract, no recovery 86 Ga. 800.
Damage from delay in delivering machinery, to cottonseed bought in order
to start oil-mill, defense pro tanto to^suit for price of machinery, when. Measure of damages where machinery not up to warranty, purchaser retaining it:
81 Ga. 93.
No recovery against railroad for not feeding and watering stock during delay,
if stipulated that shipper was to do so.
Loss in value due to unreasonable
delay might be recovered 87 Ga. 463.
See notes to sections on Common Carriers.
Possible ultimate liability not support action 89 Ga. 815.
Damages for breach of contract to furnish cross-ties, whereby compliance
with accepted bid defeated, not speculative nor too remote: 90 Ga. 417.
Prospective profits from resale of land, unknown to vendor, not recoverable
94 Ga. 171.
Damages from operator disclosing to prospective customer telegram which
at once decided him to buy from another without waiting to hear from plaintiff, too remote
94 Ga. 202.
:

:

:

:

:

:

::
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Where unreasonable delay of telegraph company in delivering cablegram to
ship-broker lost him commissions, recovery of amount of such commissions
was not too remote: 73 Ga. 286.
As to whether damages speculative, where salesman deprived of prospective
commissions by employer's breach of contract: 91 Ga.

404.

Damages recoverable for 71 Ga
a breach of contract are such as arise naturally and according to the
usual course of things from such breach, and such as the parties
contemplated when the contract was made, as the probable result of
§3799. Damages contemplated by parties.

its

-

518

-

breach.

See notes to section 3798.

In all cases where an amount ascertained
would be the damages at the time of the breach, it may be increased
by the addition of legal interest from that time till the recovery.
§3800. (2945.) Interest.

$$ 2876 2882

-

>

Back interest recoverable as stipulated damages 1 Ga. 469. In an action of
trover the value of the property with interest, correct measure of damages 18
Ga. 648. With the damages found ought to recover interest 30 Ga. 422. Interest
:

:

:

on value of cotton intrusted to and failed to be delivered by a warehouseman
Owner of cotton recovering its value and interest 53 Ga. 395399.
Where the damage was the interest on the investment: 30 Ga. 561.
Section referred to: 38 Ga. 221. Where jury could allow interest on unpaid
wages 61 Ga. 483, 486. Jury may add interest to damages for property taken
49 Ga. 434-436.

:

:

63 Ga. 604-608.

In widow's suit for husband's homicide, error to instruct jury to increase
interest from date of homicide 66 Ga. 499.
In suit for destroying property, interest not allowed eo nomine, but jury
may consider delay and other things 68 Ga. 818.
Measure of damages for not paying note at maturity is the interest 69 Ga.

damages by

:

:

:

463.

Where exemplary damages allowable, interest cannot be added 78 Ga. 581.
Justice court ousted of jurisdiction by erroneous application of this section
78 Ga. 137.
:

In suit against railroad for killing mules, whole verdict is damages, though
including interest recovery exceeding amount claimed in pleadings illegal, in
absence of proper amendment 87 Ga. 191.
;

:

In every case of breach of con- ^ 3728
tract, the other party has a right to damages; but if there has been
§3801. (2946.) Nominal damages.

no actual damage, the

plaintiff

can recover nominal damages which

But if the defendant, before suit is brought,
and before trial, tenders to the plaintiff as much or
more than he finally recovers, no costs shall be recovered accruing

will carry the costs.

or afterward,

subsequent to the tender.
As to actual damage: 44 Ga. 507,237; 42/463. Where court may confine
jury to agreed price as measure of damages: 44 Ga. 19. A new -trial in a case
of tort to recover nominal damages 60 Ga. 496 18/539.
Meaning of nominal
:

;

damages: 56 Ga. 352. Doctrine of damages discussed 30 Ga. 241-248. Measure of damages: 29 Ga. 461.
Client entitled at once to nominal damages at least from attorney giving
bad advice as to title 72 Ga. 82.
:

:

54

>

3896

-
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The breach of duty, not resulting special damages, gives right of action 72
Ga. 82.
Refusal to comply with agreement which contemplated putting plaintiff in
possession of land was not damnum absque injuria: 74 Ga. 581.
Ejection of passenger entitled by contract to transportation, actionable per
se, measure for jury
73 Ga. 252 see also 59 Ga. 426 61/132, 133 68/190.
Failure of train to stop at station to which passenger had ticket, a tort for
which she could recover nominal damages at least: 89 Ga. 23.
Cipher cablegram to ship-broker not delivered in reasonable time, recovery
not limited to nominal damages: 73 Ga. 285.
Breach must be shown, and time it occurred, to recover nominal damages
for failure to deliver goods 74 Ga. 421.
If goods booked to leave port on given day, delayed until subsequent day,
action lies 88 Ga. 592.
Cited in case of breach of contract to purchase interest in electric light
patents 93 Ga. 526.
Breach of contract gives right of action independent of all averments of
:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

special
86°g' 648
a

83r

*4oi'

damage

:

79 Ga. 743.

Where by a breach of con§3802. Plaintiff bound to lessen damage.
or negligence one is injured, he is bound to lessen the damages

t rac t

as far as

But

is

practicable by the use of ordinary care and diligence.

this does not

apply in cases of positive and continuous

torts.

Where goods which merchant ordered miscarried through telegraph company's error, reasonable diligence required merchant to sell goods at point
delivered. Measure of damages 83 Ga. 401.
:

$3907.

§3803.

The question of
(2947.) Discretion of jury as to damages.
being one for the jury, the court should not interfere, unless

damages
the damages are

either so small or so excessive as to justify the in-

ference of gross mistake or undue bias.

Whether damages

are excessive

for the court: 20 Ga. 428; 23/222-224.

is

Evidence supporting the verdict, it will not be set aside because excessive 42
Ga. 271; 34/536,541; 29/294; but see 27 Ga. 87-92. This section referred to
and construed 49 Ga. 502 41/75, 76. When only the court will interfere with
verdict of damages by jury in action for tort 51 Ga. 33, 34. Where the court
:

:

;

:

held the verdict of the jury for damages was excessive: 54 Ga. 426. Question
of damages is for the jury generally 58 Ga. Ill 41/71-76.
See notes to sections 3905 and 3907.
Arm broken, verdict of $750 for broken arm, not excessive here: 85 Ga. 869.
:

;

Bias or mistake inferred from excess 70 Ga. 248. No absolute measure for
member, agony, etc. law trusts to conscience of jurors but where partiality manifest from excessiveness of verdict, case reversed: 83 Ga. 515.
Damages high, but not so excessive as to warrant inference of partiality,
prejudice or corruption 70 Ga. 465. Where verdict so excessive as to show
prejudice, and new trial granted: 76 Ga. 209. Second verdict not disturbed
Verdict not
unless so excessive as to plainly show bias, etc. 75 Ga. 332.
Verdict not so
disturbed unless so excessive ms to show bias: 77 Ga. 576.
excessive as to show bias or prejudice in jury 91 Ga. 99.
:

loss of

;

;

:

:

:

Charge that jury should consider ordinary rules of weighing testimony
before averaging estimates of witnesses to ascertain damages, proper: 65
Ga. 550.

;:
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Car-coupler, $2,500 for injuries to, upheld here

words "Fingers" and "Hand,"

83 Ga. 583.

:

See catch-

post.

Collar-bone, $2,000 for telephone-pole falling on collar-bone, not excessive

here

:

87 Ga. 69.

Drain, damages for stopping drainage not excessive

:

84 Ga. 61.

Enticing servants, damages awarded for enticing away another's servants
not excessive, under aggravating circumstances here: 75 Ga. 198.
False imprisonment, applied in case of false imprisonment 68 Ga. 359.
Fingers, $4,000 for car-coupler's loss of second and third fingers and injury
Verdict of $500
to first, went to extreme limit, if not beyond it: 83 Ga. 588.
for serious injury to thumb, not excessive: 85 Ga. 183. Verdict for cutting
fingers of factory-hand fifteen years old 82 Ga. 632.
Flagman, $5,000 for permanent injuries to flagman by fall from trestle, upheld here 89 Ga. 558.
Hand, where plaintiff lost his right hand, verdict for $4,700 not excessive:
71 Ga. 407.
$2,350 for mashing car-coupler's hand, not excessive here 88
Ga. 16. $475 for mashing car-coupler's hand not excessive 88 Ga. 19.
Homicide, jury not confined to any fixed rule in measuring damages for
homicide: 76 Ga. 772. See note to section 3828.
Infant, $5,000 for street-car running over small boy, not reversed 83 Ga.
453.
$13,750 for injuries to nine-year-old child, excessive here: 83 Ga. 515.
Jury, Supreme Court not substitute its estimate for jury's: 10 Ga. 37;
66/272. Question of damages for jury, and verdict not disturbed as excessive
unless gross mistake or bias suspected 68 Ga. 609, 610.
Leg, verdict for broken leg held excessive 66 Ga. 253.
Libel, $1,000 damages for libel, not excessive here 78 Ga. 753.
Malicious arrest, suit for malicious arrest, where $1,000 was excessive 78
Ga. 733.
Mistake, tort traceable to negligent mistake and not intentional violation
of rights, $750 would appear to be excessive here 86 Ga. 641.
New trial, judgment granting new trial, for excessive verdict, affirmed with
direction 77 Ga. 193.
Passenger, where railroad negligently took passenger beyond destination,
verdict for $100 reasonable: 77 Ga. 75.
Passenger ejected for not paying
fare, etc., verdict for $1,750, not excessive under facts here: 68 Ga. 219. Ejection of passenger entitled by contract to transportation, actionable per se
measure for jury: 73 Ga. 252; see also 59 Ga. 426; 61/131, 132; 68/190. Cited,
in holding $50.00 damages not too large for being put off a street-car
70 Ga.
368,380. $1,000 not excessive for wrongful expulsion of passenger here: 77
Ga. 674. $1,000 upheld for insults to colored passenger by drunken whites,
winked at by conductor: 89 Ga. 554. $500 for conductor's threat to expel
passenger, extreme, but not interfered with 88 Ga. 443. $1,500 for ejecting
passenger from train, excessive 90 Ga. 562.
Permanent injury, $1,000 not excessive recovery for permanent and disabling
injuries to man of twenty-four years 86 Ga. 418.
See "Flagman," ante.
Seduction, verdict by husband against seducer for $1,400, not excessive: 85
Ga. 231.
Sidewalk, $1,000 for damages to female by defect in sidewalk, not excessive
88 Ga. 21.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Verdict for amount within range of testimony, not interfered with here:
Damages not excessive here 77 Ga. 412. Verdict not excessive
84 Ga. 37. Under evidence verdict not excessive, but demanded here: 84 Ga.
279.
Verdict for $16,044 damages, sustained by evidence in this case: 86 Ga.
75 Ga. 529.

:
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:
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Verdict for $1,000 not excessive in this case 86 Ga. 744. Where verdict
not allowing certain damages was error 88 Ga. 232.
Write off damages, new trial granted for excessive damages, but court cannot write off in suit for personal injury 70 Ga. 120.
294.

:

:

:

$$3556,3616.

On covenants of warranty to land. Upon a covenant
of warranty of title to land, the damages should be the purchase§3804. (2948.)

money with

interest thereon

from the time

of sale, unless the jury

should think, under the circumstances of the case, that the use of
the premises was equal to the interest on the money, and that such
equitable set-off should be allowed.

If valuable

improvements have,

been made, the interest should be allowed.

Where an assignee of the title can pursue a previous warrantor for breach
Judgment in another State and an eviction, as evidence of breach

4 Ga. 593.

warranty here 5 Ga. 276. When vendee evicted and was entitled to value
improvements and what paid to take up incumbrance 7 Ga. 228. Assumpsit on implied warranty
5 Ga. 551. Vendee evicted may recover value of land
with interest 19 Ga. 497 24/533. Where judgment against purchaser, prima
facie evidence of breach of warranty 25 Ga. 566. No damage to vendee by his
eviction, only secured against future loss: 28 Ga. 514. Liability of warrantor
of title notified of suit to evict vendee 32 Ga. 13. Judgment in claim case
against vendor and warrantor, evidence of eviction of vendee 33 Ga. 45. Plaintiff seeking to recover purchase-money for failure of title must account for
value of use 55 Ga. 288. Where vendee could not recover from vendor or give
another the right to recover for breach of warranty 56 Ga. 198. Vendee casting on. warrantor burden of proof in suit for breach: 54 Ga. 81. When no
breach of warranty established in favor of warrantee 59 Ga. 124. When eviction established 61 Ga. 395. Defendant must set up breach of warranty to
action for purchase-money 49 Ga. 452.
See notes to section 3544.
Vendee may recover of his warrantor amount paid to remove valid incumbrance 74 Ga. 793.
Suit for breach of general warranty maintained, though purchaser knew of
defect when deed taken 75 Ga. 407 see also 69 Ga. 476.
Plea of failure of consideration not allowed to suit on notes for purchase of
of

:

of

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

land

:

;

75 Ga. 565.

after selling part of tract to individual, vendor sells to railroad a
tract, receiving pay therefor, individual's recov-

Where,
right of

way through whole

ery not limited to value of land, but measured by pro rata part of price railroad paid 78 Ga. 461.
Interest upon money paid for land, to which vendor had no title, is recoverable from what time 85 Ga. 142.
In action for breach of warranty to lands, what must be shown to authorize recovery
93 Ga. 25.
Measure of damages for breach of warranty as to quantity of timber sold
93 Ga. 700.
is due proportion of purchase-money with interest
:

:

:

:

Upon breach of a bond for title
§3805. (2949.) On bond for titles.
to land, the value of the premises at the time of the breach, with
interest thereon, should be the

measure of damages; but

dee has bought up the outstanding
by him only can be recovered.

title,

the actual

if

the ven-

damage sustained

:
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Measure of damages, value of land at time when title should have been
made, with interest: 9 Ga. 133; 49/11; 21/504; 17/602; 22/62; 19/497. Bill to
recover damages for, not barred until twenty years after accrual of the

Where it is breach of bond, although obligee may know all
8 Ga. 106.
land not in the tract 46 Ga. 316. Can only be compelled to make a joint
deed where bond joint: 46 Ga. 99. In suit on breach of warranty of deed,
title-bond in evidence also: 47 Ga. 516. Value of premises at time of breach,
with interest, measure of damages 49 Ga. 11. Action for breach of bond in
survivor of two obligees: 49 Ga. 268. Vendee's right against vendor on breach
of warranty, barred by his bankruptcy 55 Ga. 172.
Section referred to 63
Ga. 280. Measure of damages where purchaser under bond for titles buys up
outstanding title thereto 64 Ga. 309.
Note for future supplies secured by deed, bond back; obligee dies; heirs
consuming supplies to amount of note and paying note, not affect estate's
right to reconveyance on paying amount actually advanced 82 Ga. 46.
Equitable suit on bond for title, where recovery should have been in proportion to amount paid, with interest: 82 Ga. 46.
Plaintiff alleging demand must prove it, or else amend by alleging sufficient excuse why no demand made 82 Ga. 47.
Verdict should be in solido, not so much "with interest" 82 Ga. 47.
Where vendee, to protect himself, bought lands at sheriff's sale, not relieved from contract of purchase, but could setoff amount expended: 69
Ga. 636.
Where vendor of land refuses to comply with contract of sale, measure of
damages is difference between contract price and value of land at breach:
74 Ga. 582.
Conveyance of land is breach of bond, although merely cloud on title;
measure of damages jury should not consider their knowledge of values
91 Ga. 617, 618.
Tender of balance purchase-money, not necessary to recovery for breach of
bond by conveying lands away: 91 Ga. 619.
Prospective profits from resale of land, unknown to vendor, not recoverable: 94 Ga. 171.
right

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

§3806. (2950.) Necessary expense.
Any necessary expense which
one of two contracting parties incurs in complying with the contract,

may

be recovered as damages.

Stated: 19 Ga. 417; 41/71.
Prospective profits on land planted, not allowed as damages in suit on warranty of seed sold 68 Ga. 780.
Turpentine-still worm delayed by railroad and not delivered until hunted up
by owners, latter could recover expenses, value of turpentine lost, etc. 77
Ga. 412.
:

:

Damage from delay

machinery, to cottonseed bought in order
to suit for price of machinery, when.
Measure of damages where machinery not up to warranty, purchaser retainin delivering

to start oil-mill, defense pro

ing

it: 81

Ga.

tanto

93.

Where telegraph company

failed to deliver telegram and sale of cotton prevented, liable for difference between agreed price, less best price obtainable
at earliest practicable sale with expenses of holding it: 90 Ga. 254.
As against special demurrer, expenses should be itemized 90 Ga. 417.
:

Consignee
actual

who

damages

:

protects himself by sale of
89 Ga. 815.

damaged goods can recover

his

$$3796, 2140.

§
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Suit on breach of contract of employment, expenses in seeking employment
elsewhere, recoverable: 84 Ga. 639.
General Note. Equity's jurisdiction for account for damages: 4 Ga. 385.
Measure of damages where seller refuses to deliver goods to buyer: 5 Ga. 172.
Where premature discharge from service, may sue for damages for breach of
contract 8 Ga. 191 21/157. Damages on a receipt for money on refusal to
pay, and also for frivolous appeal: 11 Ga. 154. Where employee not entitled
to recover, because of violent acts to employer 14 Ga. 135 30/612.
Measure
A contract on which damof damages for obstructing a highway 15 Ga. 39.
ages for breach are recoverable 25 Ga. 391. Where no breach, unless the right
of selection of the accounts refused 29 Ga. 137. Measure of damages for
breach of contract by other side: 29 Ga. 461. Measure of damages: 30 Ga.
561,423,868, 245. Where mutual duties: 30 Ga. 330. Action for breach of
contract against defendant's executor: 30 Ga. 866.
Damages for breach of
contract by carpenter's unskillful work: 30 Ga. 1. How damages computed
where parties refuse to carry out contracts entered on 42 Ga. 462. Rule of
damage for false representation: 30 Ga. 948. Contract repudiated by both,
no criterion of damages 25 Ga. 675. Breach of duty not presumed in action
against public officer: 22 Ga. 373. Damages for trespass: 22 Ga. 353. Acceptation of part by obligee, no election as to measure of damages by residue: 60
Ga. 292. Violation of cross-obligations pleaded to action for damages 36 Ga.
Excessive
454.
Unliquidated damages not pleaded as set-off: 21 Ga. 108.
damages 59 Ga. 426. Damages for official default is the injury sustained 19
Ga. 142; 17/521, 631. Damages on a memorandum to deliver flour: 25 Ga. 391.
Injunction against damages for water: 33 Ga. Sup. 141.
As to damages for injuries by carriers, see notes to sections 2263 et seq. By
railroads from running trains, see notes to sections 2320 et seq. Employer's
wrongful discharge of employee, notes to section 3016. Breach of warranty,
notes to section 3556.

—

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Bond, as to breach of bond when

sheriff's sale restrained,

straining order revoked and property readvertised.

Ga.

Measure

and when

of

damages

re:

91

132.

Employment contract, liability of master and servant respectively for breach
employment properly charged: 65 Ga. 512. Measure of damages
for breach of contract of employment by discharge is actual loss to date of trial.
Due diligence must be used to get other employment: 81 Ga. 439. Though
of contract of

suit

brought before term of hiring expires,

damages admissible: 81 Ga.
"Gold" contract, measure of damages

piration, all

if

trial

not had until after ex-

440.

for not paying note at maturity, note
payable in "gold or its equivalent" 69 Ga. 460. In action against insurance
company for canceling policy, premiums payable in gold, measure of damages
is an amount of currency equivalent (in gold) to value of premiums paid
measured in gold at time of their payment, with interest: 74 Ga. 56.
Levee, where railroad company, buying land on river-front, bound to keep
up levee thereon for protection of adjacent owners: 75 Ga. 192.
Mortgage, where one contracted not to enforce mortgage within stated
time, and violates agreement, actual damages recoverable without alleging
malice: 67 Ga. 534, 535.
Non-delivery of goods, measure of damages for non-delivery of goods purchased 91 Ga. 396.
See notes to section 3798. Measure of damages for
breach of contract to deliver potatoes: 95 Ga. 429.
:

:

Quality of goods, measure of damages in suit by purchaser of seed, against
vendor, on warranty of quality. Prospective profits of land planted, not element of damage: 68 Ga. 780. Generally, measure of damages for delivery of
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goods of quality inferior to that contracted for is difference between their
value and value of goods fulfilling contract: 74 Ga. 234.
Bemedy, action for breach proper remedy, where railroad company settled
personal injury claim by agreeing to employ party for life, and violated it:
92 Ga. 782.
Sale of cotton, measure of damages, where one bought cotton of warehouseman, resold, but could not deliver because warehouseman had disposed of
cotton

:

68 Ga. 774.

Telegram, measure of damages for mistake
tract of sale

:

in

telegram in price closing con-

71 Ga. 760.

Tort, one making executory sale of mules, causing one sold under void attachment, tort, not breach of contract: 65 Ga. 79.
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Of Torts, or Injuries to Persons or Property.
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'

CHAPTER

X-"

1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES, AND HEREIN OF FRAUD AND DECEIT.
$$3802,3797.

A tort is a legal wrong committed
§3807. (2951.) What are torts.
upon the person or property independent of contract. It may be
either —
Section referred to and construed 49 Ga. 208 51/446.
Cited 71 Ga. 65.
One making executory sale of mules, causing one sold under void attachment, tort, not breach of contract: 65 Ga. 79.
Right of action for tort not assignable 69 Ga. 365.
Action for damages to hogs, upon breach of contract of shipment, is ex
contractu; for damages from fraudulent representations, not in contract, is ex
delicto: 68 Ga. 644.
Breach of duty arising by contract may be a tort: 70 Ga. 368.
Municipality not liable for negligence or inefficiency of fire department, or
insufficiency of water supply, etc. 78 Ga. 241.
Water company's breach (by omission only) of contract with city, not tort
to private property of citizen 83 Ga. 220.
Passenger may recover for wrongful expulsion from train, although conductor did not put hands on him: 91 Ga. 514.
Sheriff not guilty of trespass who levies execution founded upon judgment on forged bond given under section 4605: 93 Ga. 579.
:

;

:

:

:

:

$2849.

1

x

direct invasion of

some

legal right of the individual.

Cited and referred to 49 Ga. 208 52/466.
right to enjoy property is invaded, and injury arises therefrom,
owner may recover damages therefor, without having done anything to avoid
consequences: 80 Ga. 291.
:

;

Whenever

2.

The infraction

of

some public duty by which

special

damage

accrues to the individual.
Such as a defect in a sidewalk 53 Ga. 607. Cited 52 Ga. 466.
City not liable for injury caused by obstruction on street here, unless
chargeable with notice: 77 Ga. 757.
Breach by railroad of contract of carriage, being breach of public duty, is
tort: 89 Ga. 22, 23.
Occupant of store liable in damages to person falling in cellar opening on
sidewalk, though caused by negligence of another person to whom space over
opening had been sublet: 85 Ga. 146.
See notes to section 1833 on Municipalities, etc.
:

:

Municipality, having right to tax for its support, liable for injury caused by
defective structure in highway, although not expressly made so by charter

.
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negligence or inefficiency of fire department, or
etc.
78 Ga. 241. Nor for torts committed by

for

liable

insufficiency of

water supply,

police officers

54 Ga. 468; 62/290; 65/387; 67/621; 68/740; 88/455.

:

The violation

3.

of

:

some private obligation by which

damage

like

accrues to the individual.

In the former case, no special damage is necessary to entitle the
party to recover. In the two latter cases such damage is necessary.
Telegraph company held liable for special damages, for failure to transmit
and deliver message accepting offer of employment measure of damages
;

93 Ga. 692.

common

§3808. (2952.) Injury

community, though

tion for the infraction of

damage

Injury in

to all.

common

with the

to a greater extent, will not give a right of ac-

some public duty. It must be some special
which the public have not participated,

to the individual, in

although liable thereto.
Though street-railway authorized by statute along particular street,
cause special damage to adjacent residence, action lies: 82 Ga. 321.

if it

When the law re§3809. (2953.) Breach of legal duty gives action.
quires one to do an act for the benefit of another, or to forbear the
doing of that which
in express terms,

may

injure another, though no action be given

upon the accrual

Section cited and construed

:

of

damage the party may

recover.

75 Ga. 356.

Municipality, having right to tax for its support, liable for injury occasioned by defective structure in highway, although not expressly made so

by charter: 93 Ga.

672.

Telegraph company held liable for special damages, for failure to transmeasure of dammit and deliver message accepting offer of employment
;

ages

:

93 Ga. 692.

Private duties may arise
§3810. (2954.) Breach of private duties.
from statute, or flow from relations created by contract ex-

either

press or implied.

The violation

of

any such

specific duty,

accom-

panied with damage, gives a right of action.
Section cited 52 Ga. 466 49/209.
absque injuria: 75 Ga. 356; 78/308; citing 61 Ga. 287; 53/186.
Quoted in suit for tort arising from contract: 70 Ga. 368.
Cited, where connecting railroad was sued instead of one contracted with:
;

:

Damnum

71 Ga. 61.

Only actual or nominal damages recovered for breach of contract by com-

mon

carrier to transport passenger 59 Ga. 426 61/131 68/190.
Failure of train to stop at station to which passenger had ticket entitles
passenger to nominal damages at least: 89 Ga. 23.
Creditor lending on spurious stock issued by directors has action against
them individually: 71 Ga. 726.
Landlord maliciously and without probable cause suing out dispossessory
warrant, liable to tenant for special damages 91 Ga. 217.
Telegraph company liable for injury to sender, for failure to properly
:

;

:

transmit message

:

68 Ga. 299.

;

:
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whether meaning of telegraph message so obscure as to limit usual

liability of

company

for failure to properly transmit: 68 Ga. 299.

That telegram related to cotton-futures speculation, not relieve company
from damages for failure to properly transmit 68 Ga. 300. But see 83 Ga. 25.
Telegraph company held liable for special damages for failure to transmit
and deliver message accepting offer of employment measure of damages 93
:

;

:

Ga. 692.
Municipality, having right to tax for its support, liable for injury occasioned
by defective structure in highway, although not expressly made so by charter:
93 Ga. 672.
Refusing to allow timber cut in pursuance of previous contract was a tort:
88 Ga. 236. Section 5388 inapplicable.
Measure of damages for refusal to deliver wood bought lying on the ground
93 Ga. 700.
Executor wrongfully preventing purchaser of wood from intestate entering
lands and getting wood, personally liable for tort. Mere objection to entry,
without threat of violence, not give right of action 93 Ga. 700.
:

:

Sfsogf'

Cases of election.
When a transaction partakes of
the nature both of a tort and a contract, the party complainant

§3811. (2955.)

may

waive the one and rely solely upon the other.

Stated 6 Ga. 584 7/191 17/105 18/293 38/216. Section referred to and
construed: 39 Ga. 107; 53/398.
See notes to section 3903.
Cited, where a connecting railroad was sued instead of one contracted with
71 Ga. 61.
May sue for tort, invoking contract warranting competency of fellow-serv:

ant, to

Ga.

;

;

;

change legal rule of

;

liability of principal for fault of fellow-servant: 67

761.

May waive contract and sue for breach of duty 68 Ga. 839.
Express warranty knowingly false, may be waived as a contract, and action
brought for deceit. That warranty was acted on, imperfectly alleged, ground
for demurrer, but not to arrest judgment, or change suit from tort to contract
:

72 Ga. 331.

Action for damages consequent on breaking terms of lease, sounding in tort.
Contract set out by way of inducement, and tort consisting in eviction, etc.
72 Ga. 280.
Person put off a street-car wrongfully may sue in tort. In such case the
contract creates the duty, but the violation of duty is a tort: 70 Ga. 368.
Passenger wrongfully expelled from train may recover for tort, not restricted to breach of contract 91 Ga. 514.
Where plaintiff could waive conversion and sue for money had and received.
But where title had not passed, remedy was suit on contract for value of consideration 72 Ga. 213.
Owner of cotton sold and proceeds converted may waive tort and sue for
money had and received 92 Ga. 686.
Where life-tenant under will exchanged property, executor could waive tort
and administer property taken in exchange 93 Ga. 678.
Action here was for breach of warranty in horse-trade, caused by false representations as to disease, and not suit for tort justice court had jurisdiction
80 Ga. 150.
:

:

:

:

:

;

Declaration interpretable either as on contract or in tort, not demurred to,
treated at trial as plaintiff elects 87 Ga. 734.
:
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(2956.) Privity.

No

privity

is

necessary to support an ac-

if the tort results from the violation of a duty
the consequence of a contract, the right of action is confined

tion for a tort, but
itself

and privies to that contract, except in cases where the
party would have had a right of action for the injury done, independent of the contract.
to the parties

Cited, in case of one wrongfully put off street-car: 70 Ga. 368.
Where one holding^, fa. as collateral, collected it but returned it without
entry to plaintiff who sold it, transferee had no right of action against such
,

if any, being "consequence of a contract" to which
was a stranger 73 Ga. 526.
Water company, under contract with city for water supply, not liable to
citizen taxpayer for loss by fire from breach of such contract 83 Ga. 219.
Action by S. Herrman & Bro. not supported by evidence that injured horse
belonged to S. Herrman: 92 Ga. 385.

collateral pledgee, injury,

transferee

:

:

Privity of contract with telegraph company not necessary to maintain
action for statutory penalty for failure to promptly transmit message, etc. 92
:

Ga. 620.

§3813. (2957.) Fraud and damage give action.

companied with damage to the party defrauded,

Fraud by one, ac-$3669,
in all cases gives a

right of action.

Fraud and damage give good cause of action 7 Ga. 434 20/86. In equity
The rule of recovery being the actual damage suffered by the
fraud: 44 Ga. 237.
One carrier liable to another for wrongful carriage of
:

:

;

14 Ga. 316.

goods

:

51 Ga. 439, 446.

4026
Willful misrepresentation of a material «ggf'
fact, made to induce another to act, and upon which he does act to
his injury, will give a right of action.
Mere concealment of such a

§3814. (2958.) Deceit.

done in such a manner as to deceive and mislead, will
not support an action.
In all cases of deceit, knowledge of the
falsehood constitutes an essential element. A fraudulent or reckless
representation of facts as true, which the party may not know to
be false, if intended to deceive, is equivalent to a knowledge of the
fact, unless

falsehood.
action for deceit can be sustained 2 Ga. 66. May treat the contract
and sue on the deceit: 6 Ga. 584. For false and fraudulent representation of the character and credit of a person 4 Ga. 95. Misrepresenta-

When

:

as a nullity

:

tions

must be known

material formerly

:

9

to the defendant as such: 18 Ga. 291, 404.

Ga. 430.

Now

it

No

must be alleged and proved

scienter
:

32 Ga.

Fraud and damage must concur, to afford relief: 14 Ga. 316-318.
Deceit notwithstanding refuses to warrant, where fraud 23 Ga. 420. Purchaser does not lose rights by use of thing purchased after he knows of deceit
and after it is tendered back by him 25 Ga. 708. What necessary to make a
third party liable for representation of another's solvency 26 Ga. 241. Action for deceit dies with defendant; quxre as to plaintiff: 29 Ga. 61.
Fraud in

382; 26/366.

:

:

:

sale of a note: 29 Ga. 687.

no deceit

:

Where

A

letter countersigned did not

amount

to deceit:

a representation that a person might be credited was
28 Ga. 392. Representation as to credit, to be actionable, must indi-

22 Ga. 623, 627.

'
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;

cate to what extent 30 Ga. 90 28/392. Section referred to and construed 64
Ga. 235, 236. A plea to avoid a sale for representations to induce purchaser
should allege they were knowingly false and fraudulent 55 Ga. 164. Warranty
may be waived and suit brought for fraud and deceit 57 Ga. 443-446 6/584.
Deceit pleaded as against a note for a mule 47 Ga. 273.
:

;

:

:

;

:

:

See notes to sections 3533 and 4026.
Cited, where directors of a corporation issued spurious stock and borrowed

on

it as genuine
71 Ga. 726.
Section applied to the fraudulent palming off of certain worthless notes, in
a horse-swap 74 Ga. 294.
Creditor deceived as to capital of bank, may recover against parties to fraud
:

:

;

non

sequitur, that creditors

can

all

recover against bank's stockholders

:

74 Ga.

251.

Cashier of bank not liable in damages, for failure to notify customer of
insolvency 77 Ga. 152.
:

Surety induced to sign by false representations, makes case of fraud, with
damages 77 Ga. 159.
Where partner sold to copartner, making false representations on information from firm clerk, purchaser knowing this, sale not voidable 68 Ga. 100.
Where one transferred^, fas. in payment of debt, falsely representing that
sheriff had money to pay fi. fas., action for deceit lies 69 Ga. 365.
Facts here did not show deceit in misrepresentation of acreage of tract of
land sold. Deceit defined 69 Ga. 78.
Measure of damages, where one sells lands fraudulently misrepresenting
quantity 91 Ga. 601 see also 79 Ga. 410.
Previous knowledge of boundaries of lands bought, not debar recovery for
fraudulent misrepresentations as to quantity, when: 91 Ga. 601.
True owner of land not bound to disclose ownership to one who built house
on land under employment of contractor here 91 Ga. 759.
In action on agent's deceitful representation to induce purchase of mules,
under this, and section 3026, question of fraud as described in section 4029,
peculiarly for jury 73 Ga. 138.
Fraudulent representations of plaintiff, no defense to contract, unless defendant misled thereby 76 Ga. 219.
Petition fatally defective in not alleging that plaintiff acted on fraudulent
representations: 77 Ga. 151, 152.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

Where

declaration negatived knowledge of deceit, not expressly, but by
88 Ga. 632.

clear implication

:

Action of deceit nonsuited, because no fraud, misrepresentations, or misplaced confidence 95 Ga. 535.
:

$2693.

§3815. (2959.) Letters

to

obtain credit.

No action

shall be sustained

for deceit in representation to obtain credit for another, unless such

misrepresentation be in writing, signed by the party to be charged
therewith.

When action lies on 4 Ga. 95. A mere statement about another that did
not make the person so stating liable 19 Ga. 305. Recommendations as to
another, how far binding: 19 Ga. 310; 20/371. Liability for positive assertion
Representations that a person may
of solvency of another 24 Ga. 454 26/241.
be safely credited should have indicated to what extent, to be actionable: 30
Ga. 90 28/392. A letter of credit held actionable 30 Ga. 919.
:

:

:

;

;

See notes to sections 2693 and 2966.

:

,
:;

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

861
Of

torts,

or injuries to persons or property; general principles,

Does not apply to shield directors of corporation
spurious stock as genuine 71 Ga. 726.

§§3816, 3817

1.

and herein

of fraud

and

deceit.

who borrowed money on

:

§3816. (2960.)
torts

committed

Torts to wife,

etc.

Every person may recover for «g«s, 8041,

to himself, or his wife, or his child, or his ward, or

his servant.

A

father suing for injuries to his minor son 15 Ga. 349. And also for loss
60 Ga. 320. But see where infant child incapable at time of servBut wife must be joined in the action with the husband, for a
ice 54 Ga. 503.
tort to her: 57 Ga. 252. A woman's suit for injuries to, and loss of services of
:

of services

:

:

minor son

57 Ga. 357.
See notes to sections 3868, 3869 and 3828.
Section merely declaratory of common law 73 Ga. 520.
Seems principal cannot recover for tort to agent or overseer 72 Ga. 818.
Father recovering for injury by machinery to his minor daughter: 72
Ga. 217.
Master cannot recover for assault on servant, unless some loss of service
:

:

:

results: 81 Ga. 461.

No

recovery by parent for homicide of child, unless loss of services resulted

73 Ga. 520.

Declaration seeking damages by mother for homicide of minor son, in 1886,
not based upon loss of service, demurrable 85 Ga. 193.
Where minor child killed by wrongful negligence, father could recover
for loss of services, etc., though mother might, under Act of October 27th,
1887, have statutory right of action for homicide itself: 87 Ga. 648; see also 60
Ga. 320.
Measure of damages in suit by one for tortious injury to wife by railroad
company 91 Ga. 466, 471.
:

:

By

Every person shall be liable $ 2 7
§gf 3
for torts committed by his wife, and for torts committed by his 1*041,2657,
2501
child, or servant by his command, or in the prosecution and within
the scope of his business, whether the same be by negligence or vol§3817. (2961.)

wife, servant, etc.

'

.

.

.

.

.

untary.

Where husband and wife sued in same action for tort of wife during coverture 11 Ga. 20. Section referred to and construed 46 Ga. 449 62/694. When
landlord not responsible for damages for tort of cropper 56 Ga. 398. But the
servant must have committed the tort within the scope and prosecution of
employer's business, to render him liable 57 Ga. 253. Railroads liable for
:

:

;

:

:

torts of conductors

and other servants

:

58 Ga. 216, 219

;

60/492-495, 282.

Fail-

ure to exercise authority to prohibit servant is to permit 14 Ga. 138.
As to personal liability of agent, see section 3041 and notes.
"Servant" here means domestic, not agent or overseer: 72 Ga. 815.
City not liable for tortious arrest, etc., by police officer 54 Ga. 468 62/290
65/387 68/740 88/455 67/621. See notes to section 1833.
City not liable for malicious killing of dog by "dog-killer," although dog
had on collar prescribed by ordinance, etc. 93 Ga. 797.
As to liability of railroad company for battery by conductor on one negotiating for passage: 69 Ga. 827.
Railroad liable for voluntary tort of conductor, while plaintiff was negotiating with him for passage. This section must be construed with section 3031
80 as to harmonize the two 72 Ga. 292.
Licensee of lunch privileges at depot not railroad's servant: 81 Ga. 461.
:

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

-

^

'

—
NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§3818, 3819
Of

torts, or injuries to

:

862

1.

persons or property; general principles, and herein of fraud and deceit.

Sleeping-car

company

liable to passenger for valuables stolen

by porter or

conductor: 95 Ga. 314.
See notes on Common Carriers.

Company owning track, liable for negligence of another company using it
by permission 90 Ga. 203.
Brakeman throwing rock at boys who had ceased climbing on train, acts
beyond scope of business, and company not liable for hitting bystander:
:

94 Ga. 124.

cow by defendant's son, son's sayings to
terminated, inadmissible against father: 73 Ga. 96.
Suit in justice court for triple damages for killing cow, under section
1766, not convertible into mere action for value of cow hereunder: 73 Ga. 98.
Patent-medicine proprietor liable to one who purchases through druggist
and follows directions accompanying medicine aliter, as to medicine known
to be dangerous 83 Ga. 457.
Generally, mental infirmity which would excuse servant from criminal
responsibility would excuse master civilly aliter, if infirmity known to master before tort: 79 Ga. 461.
Master not liable for negligence of servant who, at time of injury, was
hired to another and absolutely under latter's control: 86 Ga. 274.
In action for tortious killing of

plaintiff after transaction

;

:

;

ft

1 ' 8031 '

The employer generally is not re§3818. (2962.) By employee.
sponsible for torts committed by his employee when the latter
an independent business, and in it is not subject to the
immediate direction and control of the employer.

exercises

Section referred to and construed 46 Ga. 449. Yet municipal corporation
being in good repair at all events: 49 Ga. 316. When
landlord not responsible for torts of his cropper: 56 Ga. 398.
Lessor not liable to servant of lessee for negligence of latter, except
when 67 Ga. 430.
Employer is liable for failure of contractor to do duty imposed by statute
or municipal ordinance with reference to manner of doing work: 71 Ga. 506.
Employer not liable for casual act of wrong or negligence by independent
contractor or his servant. But contractor who retains control or furnishes
material is liable for act of subcontractor: 71 Ga. 506.
Street-railroad employing independent contractor, Hot liable for his torts
87 Ga. 756.
:

liable for street not

:

Train-hand's instructions to temporary substitute engaged by him, as to
not affect company 87 Ga. 374.

how work should be done, could

:

Independent contractor ceasing to be such, because railroad took charge,
railroad primarily liable for personal injuries in construction 90 Ga. 829.
:

In absence of any evidence of ratification (see section 3820), employer's
plea of general issue contemplated this section within its scope.
Presumed
that employee was employed to do work in lawful manner, not in negligent
and unlawful manner: 79 Ga. 589.

That employer had agent
interfering, not

make him

to see

liable

:

work done according

to contract, without

79 Ga. 589.

There was no evidence that defendant railroad ratified trespass of cross-tie
subcontractor: 81 Ga. 395.
-

«Lo3i

22ft7

§3819. Employer, when liable for acts of contractor.
liable for the negligence of the contractor

The employer

is

.

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

863
Of

torts, or injuries to

persons or property

;

1.

§§3820-3823

general principles, and herein of fraud and deceit.

1. When the work is wrongful in itself, or, if done in the ordinarymanner, would result in a nuisance;
2. Or, if according to previous knowledge and experience, the
work to be done is in its nature dangerous to others, however care-

fully performed;
3.

Or,

the wrongful act

if

is

the violation of a duty imposed

by express contract upon the employer;
4.

Or,

the violation of a duty imposed by

if

the wrongful act

if

the employer retains the right to direct or control the

is

statute;
5.

Or,

time and manner of executing the work; or interferes and assumes
and servant, or so that
an injury results which is traceable to his interference;
6. Or, if the employer ratifies the unauthorized wrong of the independent contractor.
control, so as to create the relation of master

By ratification of a tort com- $3041.
§3820. (2963.) Ratification of torts.
mitted for one's benefit, the ratifier becomes liable as if he commanded

it;

otherwise,

if

the act was done for the benefit of a third

person

Can be no subsequent

Where no agency by

ratification

by principal

ratification or otherwise

of illegal agency: 9 Ga. 164.

56 Ga. 398.

:

Retention of employee, after negligent act, not a ratification by master:
35 Ga. 333.

No evidence

of ratification here

§3821. (2964.)

:

79 Ga. 589

Vicious animals.

A

;

81/395.

person

who owns

or keeps a

§§1756, 1767.

any kind, and by the careless management of the same, or by allowing the same to go at liberty, another
without fault on his part is injured thereby, such owner or keeper
shall be liable in damages for such injury.
vicious or dangerous animal of

Declaration charging owner with knowledge that animal was vicious,
silent as to scienter but charging negligence in allowing animal to
go at liberty, new and distinct case: 82 Ga. 623.
"Fault" contemplated is in provoking attack; owner liable to trespasser on
premises whom dog bites 88 Ga. 40.
Demonstrations of
Leaving horse unhitched in street, negligence, when.
pedestrians made to stop him, but which in fact precipitate a runaway, not re-

amendment

:

owner from responsibility in damages 79 Ga. 732.
Person passing on sidewalk bitten by draft-horse standing in street, owner
not liable here 95 Ga. 108.
lieve

:

:

§3822. (2965.) Dogs, owner liable for.

If

any dog, not being at the Acts 1865-6,

time on the premises of the owner, or person having charge thereof §§5883, 5908.
shall kill or injure any live stock, the owner or person having such
dog in charge shall be liable for damages sustained by the killing or
,

maiming

of

any

live stock,

and

full costs of suit.

Frauds by acts or silence. A fraud may be com- $$4028, siso,
mitted by acts as well as words; and one who silently stands by and
§3823. (2966.)

§

NINTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

3824
Of

torts, or injuries to

persons or property

;

864

1.

general principles, and herein of fraud and deceit.

permits another to purchase his property without disclosing his title
is guilty of such a fraud as estops him from subsequently setting up
such title against the purchaser.
Stated: 9 Ga. 23; 30/714; 41/162; 32/53. Aliter: 26 Ga. 421.
Fraudulent
Settlement of fraud knowingly is binding: 32 Ga. 173;
29/40. Where not estopped 31 Ga. 544. Fraud by speaking the truth literally 28 Ga. 507. This section not applicable to a purchaser with notice 47
Ga. 485-492. Section referred to and fully construed 52 Ga. 197. Estoppel
where a house was built on land of another and it was known to owners of
such lot 59 Ga. 171-174.
See notes to section 5150.
Estopped though purchaser would not have acquired good title without
such conduct 65 Ga. 360.
Beneficiaries estopped here from setting up title to trust property, against
purchaser, with valuable improvements 65 Ga. 725.
False representations as to title estop from setting up lien against party
acting on them 72 Ga. 819.
Representations as to title by party in possession, upon faith of which
party purchased property, estop him from attacking purchaser's title: 76
Ga. 838.
This does not apply to administratrix standing by and seeing intestate's
property sold under void fi. fa., so as to estop administrator de bonis non: 70
Ga. 790.
Witness to deed, having no interest in land at time, not estopped from setting up claim subsequently acquired 86 Ga. 533.
Party pointing out property, bidding at sale, etc., estopped here from
attacking its validity 75 Ga. 516.
Widow permitting innocent party to purchase land of husband under impression that it was free from dower, estopped 75 Ga. 699.
One who attests deed, knowing contents, and sees expensive work done on
premises without objection, is estopped from afterwards setting up older
acts: 29 Ga. 312.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

adverse

title

:

80 Ga. 776.

No damages, where one defendant

sold land

mortgaged, and other was

secretary of mortgagee, and neither disclosed existence of mortgage: 95 Ga.
743.

City allowing gas company, without protest, to spend large sums in plant,
estopped from objecting to use of streets: 71 Ga. 125.
Where frequently receiving cotton and paying drafts without bills of lading
estopped insistence upon having such bills of lading attached 73 Ga. 636.
Corporation holding itself out as such, stockholder, not objecting, bound by
his stock subscription 76 Ga. 360.
etc.,

:

:

Surety on bond estopped from denying execution where verbal authority
given to another to sign name, and same ratified 76 Ga. 709.
:

As between original parties, stipulation in note which payee omitted when
reading note over to maker before he signed, not binding: 78 Ga. 739.
so

Ga.

148.

§3824. Owner bound

to

keep premises safe, when.

Where the owner

or occupier of land, by express or implied invitation, induces or

come upon his premises for any lawful purpose, he
is liable in damages to such persons for injuries occasioned by his
failure to exercise ordinary care in keeping the premises and apleads others to

proaches safe.

:

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

865
Of

torts, or injuries to

persons or property; general principles, and herein of fraud and deceit.

Action for

§3825. (2967.)

§3825

1.

tort

does not abate by death of either party

Acts^isso,
.

No

action for a tort shall abate by the death of either party where ^fg^5
the wrong-doer received any benefit from the tort complained of;

nor shall any action for the recovery of damages for homicide, injury to person or injury to property abate by the death of either
party; but such cause of action, in case of the death of the plaintiff,
shall, in the event there is no right of survivorship in any other person, survive to the personal representative of the deceased plaintiff,
and in case of the death of the defendant, shall survive against said
defendant's personal representative.

Maxim

that personal right of action dies with the person applies in cases of
Action of trespass for direct and forcible injury to property
abates: 11 Ga. 151. Action which benefited estate of wrong-doer does not
abate by the defendant's death 17 Ga. 495. Does not apply to cases courts of
equity have cognizance of: 24 Ga. 273. Action for deceit dies with defendant: 29 Ga. 61. Defendant's death while judgment for slander on appeal
abates the proceeding 33 Ga. 79. Action on case for damages does not abate
by death of plaintiff: 56 Ga. 158. As to action for damage for personal injury
58 Ga. 600 60/120-122. Action for breach of promise to marry dies with the
tort: 9 Ga. 69.

:

:

;

plaintiff: 63

Does

Ga. 629.

this section apply to actions for libel

and slander

?

Allegation that

benefit arose from profit derived from sale of medicine by reason of libel
too remote 76 Ga. 787.

was

:

"Any

action" includes action pending when Act of 1889 passed: 87 Ga. 295;
Act is not unconstitutional because applying to cases pending when it passed 87 Ga. 295.
"Injury to person" includes libel libel suit pending when Act of 1889 passed,
did not abate at plaintiff's death: 87 Ga. 79.
citing 20 Ga. 742.

:

;

General Note.

Notes from Code of 1882

and deceit 6 Ga. 584. Statutes for suppression
be liberally construed 9 Ga. 253. Fraud is a question for the
jury to determine: 38 Ga. 216. Limitations as to fraud from its discovery: 35
Evidence

in action for fraud

of fraud should

Ga. 280.

:

:

In trespass question of damage

is

for the jury

:

Notes from, decisions since Code of 1882

54 Ga. 224.
:

Evidence, Georgia rules of evidence applicable on trial of action for tort
committed in another State 92 Ga. 77.
Garnishment, though creditor transfers claim to Tennessee lawyer to evade
Georgia law as to exemption of wages from garnishment, debtor cannot recover damages 85 Ga. 124.
Landlord forcibly ejecting tenant, although holding over and in arrears in
rent, etc., liable for trespass: 95 Ga. 390.
Master liable to servant for injury caused by defective machinery in factory,
of which master was negligently ignorant: 76 Ga. 823.
:

:

Municipality, rule of negligence applied to city's care to prevent injury from
canal to adjacent landowners 66 Ga. 304. As to Savannah's liability to adjacent landowners, for overflow of canal from obstruction in channel, extraordinary rainfalls and insufficient banks 67 Ga. 153, 154. City council requiring
building torn down as nuisance, not liable for 'damages as individuals, unless
acted maliciously, etc. : 67 Ga. 190.
Bill-boards of licensed bill-poster torn
:

:

down wrongfully by
74 Ga. 702.

55

city

on ex parte application of a few citizens, city liable:

'

5031,

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

3826

2,

ARTICLE

866

1.

Of injuries to the person; physical injuries.

Passenger ejected from street-car permitted to testify that she took car because of sickness of herself and child, and conductor so informed: 93 Ga. 457.
Plaintiff permitted to testify that where she was ejected from defendant's
street-car there was no police protection for ladies, although not alleged in
petition 93 Ga. 457.
:

CHAPTER

2.

OF INJURIES TO THE PERSON.*

ARTICLE

1.

PHYSICAL INJURIES.
$3900.

§3826. (2968.)

Physical injuries.

gives a right of action, whatever

A physical injury done to another

may

be the intention of the actor,

unless he is justified under some rule of law.
be considered in the assessment of damages.

The intention should

Suit for personal injury to an employee: 61 Ga. 444.
See notes to section 2320 et seq.

This section taken from the common law 70 Ga. 438.
Although declaration stated plaintiff was passenger, facts made action of
trespass on case and not breach of contract to carry passenger 69 Ga. 827.
Employee of railroad cannot recover for extraordinary accident occasioned
by machine in average condition 86 Ga. 262.
City not liable for injury caused by obstruction on street here, unless
chargeable with notice: 77 Ga. 757.
Whether time during which defect in sidewalk existed sufficient to charge
city with notice of its condition, peculiarly for jury: 78 Ga. 289; see also 53
:

:

:

Ga. 607.

Rule stated under which employee may recover for injuries occasioned by
machinery operated by him 92 Ga. 712, 713.
Laborer in hold of vessel, injured by cotton thrown in, right to recover
when no one provided to watch hatchway 92 Ga. 726.
In suit for battery, etc., whether words were opprobrious exclusively for
:

:

jury

:

78 Ga. 232.

Evidence must show defendant negligent 95 Ga. 15.
Nonsuit improper if any evidence from which jury could infer negligence
:

70 Ga. 256.

Where person

tripped and thrown by telephone-wire 95 Ga. 530.
etc., in unlawful imprisonment, goes in mitigation: 77
:

Honest mistake,
Ga. 301.

Mortuary tables as a basis for estimating damages.
Life-expectancy tables admissible in estimating damages from permanent
injuries: 66 Ga. 259. Admissible where evidence tends to show permanent injury 77 Ga. 193. Carlisle tables admissible in suit for negligent homicide
74 Ga. 738. Function of expectancy-tables discussed 71 Ga. 427. Life-tables,
age, health, habits, etc., considered in measuring value of life: 76 Ga. 772.
:

:

*See Railroads,

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

867

Of injuries to the person

;

2,

ARTICLE

§3827

1.

physical injuries.

Erroneous charge as to manner of using, in estimating present value of life,
be ground, for new trial: 90 Ga. 124. Carlisle tables in evidence, verdict
for $12,000 for homicide, plaintiff could write off part so as to come within
measure of damages proved 74 Ga. 747 distinguishing 70 Ga. 119. Jury have

may

:

;

right to avail themselves, in suit for homicide, of facts in evidence irrespective of mortality-tables 92 Ga. 148.
:

Charge here, relative to mortality and annuity tables and rules for estimating damage, not error: 91 Ga. 208.

Law merely

permits, does not require use of annuity-tables

:

94 Ga. 530.

Cannot be rightly used on a basis of earnings and age, without deducting
due proportion for continuing capacity to labor, for probable diminution of
ability by old age, and for contributory negligence: 94 Ga. 530.
Rule for estimating value of deceased's life by the use of mortuary tables:

.

85 Ga. 518.

Charge of court here, as to measure of damages for permanent injury with
was inaccurate and obscure 90 Ga. 281.

Carlisle tables as a basis,

:

Where court
tables,

but

it

erred in explaining to jury the use of mortality and annuity
manifestly appears that jury was not misled, new trial refused:

91 Ga. 676.

Charge here on measure of damages for permanent injury erroneous, the
same authorizing jury to consider diminution in plaintiff's capacity to
earn caused by injury, as if such diminution would continue during the life
expectancy, and not taking into consideration diminution from declining
years, etc.

:

92 Ga. 425, 426.

Plaintiff's age must be at least inferable from evidence, before mortality
and annuity tables can be properly admitted in evidence 93 Ga. 6.
:

Mortuary and annuity tables both being in evidence, jury should be instructed that annuity-table alone may be used in ascertaining present value
94 Ga. 107.

No

fixed rule exists for estimating

damages

for

permanent

injuries

;

age,

habits, health, occupation, expectation of life, ability to labor, probable in-

crease or diminution of ability, rate of wages, etc., may be considered by
jury 86 Ga. 145, 146 see also 83 Ga. 586 76/772 71/428, 446.
There is no law which requires tables of the probable length of life and
its probable worth to be introduced
they may be useful, but are not essential
71 Ga. 446.
:

;

;

;

;

:

Mortuary tables considered

in

estimating damages for homicide of father

41 Ga. 223.

Northampton

tables of mortality put in evidence without proof in homi52 Ga. 410.
Life-insurance tables admitted upon proof by one who had been in the
business for years 62 Ga. 306.

cide cases

:

:

etc., laid down in books, may be used by jury, or
they may apply their own knowledge of arithmetic 73 Ga. 325.
Life and annuity tables published 70 Ga. 843-848.

Rules as to expectancy,

:

:

§3827. (2969.) What is tort on a 'person.
Any violent injury or $$8900, 3914,
attempt to commit a physical injury illegally upon a person is a
tort for which damages may be recovered.
Right of keeper of a tippling-house to defend himself
This section taken from the common law 70 Ga. 438.
:

:

34 Ga. 259.

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

3828

2,

ARTICLE

:

868

1.

Of injuries to the person; physical injuries.

A
cibb!°476.
ct
8&5 " 6 '
p i55
9
9'
i88?^ p?43
i

.

A

(2971.) Recovery for homicide, when.
widow, or, if no
widow, a child or children, may recover for the homicide of the hus-

§3828.

k ancl or parent; and

if suit be brought by the widow or children, and
former
or
one
of
the latter dies pending the action, the same
^ijs^'the
sna U survive in the first case to the children, and in the latter to
2610,' IS;
2501.

the surviving child or children.

homicide of his wife, and
said

if

husband and children

The husband may recover

she leaves child or children surviving,
shall sue jointly,

with the right to recover the
said suit

if

may recover for
whom she or he is

upon

of survivorship as to

A

either die pending the action.

mother, a father,
sui juris,

and not separately,

full value of the life of the deceased,

shown by the evidence, and with the right

as

for the

mother,

or,

if

no

the homicide of a child minor or

who

dependent, or

his or her support, unless said child leave a wife,

contributes to

husband or

child.

Said mother or father shall be entitled to recover the full value of
the

life of

said child.

Notes from Code of 1882
damages for killing a person under Act of 1850, should be brought
in county where corporation's principal office 24 Ga. 356. Wife suing for
homicide of her husband, measure of damages: 38 Ga. 409, 410. "Where contributory negligence of husband 53 Ga. 12. Husband cannot recover damages for homicide of his wife 42 Ga. 332. Nor of child incapable of rendering
services 53 Ga. 684 54/504. Suit here by widow for killing of her husband
in Alabama, what must be alleged and shown 49 Ga. 107.
Whatever would
have barred husband, if alive, in suit, bars his widow in her action 60 Ga. 667
52/467,468. Law of place where homicide of husband occurred, controls in
action for, here: 52 Ga. 461. In suit by widow for homicide of husband, record of acquittal of defendant for his murder not evidence 54 Ga. 275. Action under this section confined to the widow and child or children 55 Ga. 144.
On death of widow pending suit for husband's homicide, prochein ami of the
minor children made a party, measure of damages: 41 Ga. 224. Right of action in all cases of homicide of husband or father, whether caused by corporations or persons 56 Ga. 202. Distinction between action for homicide of son
:

Suit for

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

if for latter, suit could be brought under this section
by father 60 Ga. 320. Marriage of widow does not
prevent her suit for damages for homicide of husband 57 Ga. 277. Defendant's plea admitting prosecution for the felony, relieves plaintiff from proof
Suit on note given for
of, in action for homicide of husband: 58 Ga. 562.
homicide of husband need not allege prosecution first: 62 Ga. 133.

and

for loss of his services

57 Ga. 359.

Same

;

in suit

:

:

Notes from decisions .since Code of 1882
Administrator, for homicide by a Georgia railroad in Alabama, Alabama
administrator could recover here, upon complying with our statute and not
otherwise; hence, administrator appointed in Georgia could recover: 73
Ga. 651.

Adult son cannot recover for homicide of his father: 70 Ga.

680.

Amendment, declaration for negligent homicide contained enough to amend
by, and after amendment was good 83 Ga. 266. Father's declaration not distinctly averring that when killed minor child capable of service of any value,
:

amendable so as to allege that old enough, and did
etc.

:

94 Ga. 604.

Amendment

to declaration of

in fact

render services,

children for homicide

of

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

869

Of injuries to the person

;

ARTICLE

2,

§3828

1.

physical injuries.

no widow nor other children, allowed: 89 Ga. 706. Good
homicide suit which merely varied particulars: 89 Ga. 718.

father, that he left

amendment

to

Barkeeper, not liable for death from drinking: 86 Ga. 179.
Constitutionality, Act of 1878 constitutional: 73 Ga. 325. Though amending statute has different object, germane if on same subject: 84 Ga. 345.
Legislature prescribing rule for measure of damages, constitutional 84 Ga.
:

345.

Construction, word "or" after "dependent" should be read "and" 84 Ga.
"Homicide" formerly meant killing in unlawful or criminal manner: 68
Ga. 841. Broad enough to embrace all kinds of homicides 84 Ga. 774.
Defenses, widow may recover whenever deceased, had he lived, could have
recovered any defense against him avails against her. Contributory negligence of deceased, a good defense 72 Ga. 137. One cannot recover for homicide of another, where latter could not have recovered, if injury had not
resulted in death 92 Ga. 756.
Evidence of earning capacity, as to vocations other than that always followed by deceased, inadmissible: 85 Ga. 518.
Father may recover for labor and services of minor child, and for burial expenses, etc., child being old enough to labor, and having lived several days
after injury 87 Ga. 648. Father's suit for services does not bar mother's right
to recover for homicide
87 Ga. 648 92/132. Father's declaration not distinctly averring that, when killed, minor child capable of service of any value,
amendable so as to allege that old enough, and did in fact render services 94
Ga. 604.
Infant, though railroad might not be liable for homicide of adult, might be
so as to irresponsible infant 84 Ga. 320.
Interest, in widow's suit for husband's homicide, error to instruct jury to
increase damages by interest from date of homicide 66 Ga. 499.
Jury, amount of damages for jury matters which they may consider 66
Ga. 499.
Lex loci, in suit for homicide, on right arising under South Carolina statute,
if such statute did not require previous prosecution, such not necessary in
Georgia 68 Ga. 573. For homicide by a Georgia railroad in Alabama, Alabama
administrator could recover, upon complying with our statute, and not otherwise; hence, Georgia administrator could recover: 73 Ga. 651.
Life-insurance, widow's claim for homicide of husband not reduced by his
life-insurance 74 Ga. 857. Money paid by insurance company to employer to
indemnify against anticipated recovery by widow, not assets of husband's
:

345.

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

estate

:

95 Ga. 192.

Master and servant, widow of servant can recover of principal for his homicide by fellow-servant, when killing amounted to crime 67 Ga. 761. Employee
in wood department killed by negligence of blaster rule as to criminal negligence necessary to render employer liable 75 Ga. 718. Mere employment of
stevedore did not make shipping company liable for homicide of one of steve:

;

:

dore's servants

Measure

:

73 Ga. 229.

damages, verdict for homicide ($5,000) not disturbed: 70 Ga.
442.
$5,500 for homicide of engineer, aged forty-four years, upheld: 73 Ga.
326.
Defendant not hurt by charge that child's damages for homicide of parent reducible by amount it could earn before coming of age 67 Ga. 697. $2,500
for homicide of railway-watchman sixty-three years old, not excessive: 82 Ga.
580.
Measure of damages depends solely upon value of husband's life. As to
deductions on account of personal or necessary expenses of deceased, prior to
Act of 1887, and how damages estimated 77 Ga. 393 82/580. Measure of
damages in suit of child for homicide of parent, and when computation begins
of

:

:

;

§
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Act of 1878 clearly gives widow right to recover full present value of
husband, not mere life-estate in such sum 72 Ga. 326 see also 71 Ga. 427.
Damages recovered payable at once, estimated value of life must be reduced to
present value 85 Ga. 518. There is no invariable rule for measuring value of
life; age, health, habits, etc., are data from which jury may decide: 71 Ga.
428.
Failure to prove expectancy of life, fatal to recovery 71 Ga. 428. How
much capacity to labor will diminish with advancing years depends on character of labor, etc. all for jury: 73 Ga. 325. Jury not confined to any procrustean rule in measuring value of life; life-tables, age, health, habits, etc., may
be considered 76 Ga. 772. Allegations as to deprivation of society and companionship of husband, irrelevant to widow's declaration for his homicide: 79
Ga. 235.
Omission to charge on decrease of earning capacity in declining
years, error: 94 Ga. 458. Full value of minor's life, $5,000 not excessive: 89
Ga. 560 see also 79 Ga. 51 85/525. Deceased's earnings as school-teacher not
direct measure of damages, yet relevant, though he had not taught for several
years before death. That he was postmaster and tax-collector at time of
death, relevant to show pecuniary loss for unexpired term of office: 90 Ga. 124.
Measure of damages and rules for computing, in homicide case 95 Ga. 585,
586.
See catchwords "Mortuary Tables," post.
67 Ga. 697.

life of

;

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

Minor children may sue railroad for homicide

mother under

of

this section

:

65 Ga. 55 adult son cannot recover for homicide of his father 70 Ga. 680.
Right of action in children for homicide of mother, if father dead: 77 Ga. 451.
;

Amendment

:

to declaration of children for homicide of father, that he left no

widow nor other
Mortuary

children, allowed: 89 Ga. 706.

tables, function of expectancy-tables discussed: 71 Ga. 427; in

suit for negligent homicide, Carlisle tables admissible

age, health, habits, etc., considered in

:

74 Ga. 738.

measuring value of

Life-tables,

life: 76

Ga. 772.

Erroneous charge as to manner of using, in estimating present value of a life,
may be ground for new trial: 90 Ga. 124. Carlisle tables in evidence, ver-

come within
necessary measure of damages proved 74 Ga. 737 distinguishing 70 Ga. 119.
Jury have right to avail themselves, in suit for homicide, of facts in evidence
irrespective of mortality-tables 92 Ga. 148. See notes to sections 3826 and
3905, for annotations on mortuary tables.
Mother's right, action by mother for homicide only, amendment for services
Parent must be dependent upon child
also, properly rejected: 84 Ga. 183.
for support, and such child must have contributed to parent's support, to authorize recovery by child 84 Ga. 345 the mother may recover for child's homicide who contributed to her support, etc., although she was likewise dependent upon husband and her own labor: 86 Ga. 236; 89/566. Declaration,
seeking damages by mother, for homicide of minor son, in 1886, not based on
Mother may recover for injuries to
loss of service, demurrable 85 Ga. 193.
unmarried child contributing to her support 86 Ga. 236. As to mother's right
of action for homicide of son, and proper considerations in arriving at amount
of damage: 92 Ga. 132, 133. Father's suit for loss of son's services, no bar to
mother's right of action: 87 Ga. 648; 92/132. Railroad company liable to married woman for homicide of eleven-year-old son, who contributed to her support 93 Ga. 369.
Negligence, widow can only recover for husband's homicide, where due to
defendant's act or criminal negligence 66 Ga. 145. Nonsuit proper here, on
account of negligence of deceased 72 Ga. 202. Case of justifiable homicide,
there being no criminal negligence widow had no right of action 82 Ga. 79.
Widow may recover for negligent homicide of husband, where he was not at
fault, and could not by ordinary care have avoided death: 93 Ga. 259.
dict for $12,000 for homicide, plaintiff could write off part so as to
:

;

:

:

;

:

:

.

:

:

:

;

:

:
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Parent, not dependent upon child, not recover for his homicide 84 Ga. 345.
Child killed, parent may recover for services, but not for homicide 84 Ga. 183.
No recovery by parent for homicide of child, unless loss of services resulted:
73 Ga. 520.
Railroad, widow of an employee suing railroad for his homicide by coemployee, need not show that it was a crime 70 Ga. 434.
Wife, husband cannot recover for homicide of wife otherwise for loss of
services during long illness 80 Ga. 132.
:

:

:

;

:

Definition of terms in preceding section.

§3829.

The word "homi-

/

ct

887

'

\) f5^

cide," used in the preceding section, shall be held to include all ^^'Jlo8
303 °'
cases where the death of a human being results from a crime or 2322!

from criminal or other negligence.
or child, or children,

may

The

plaintiff,

'

whether widow,

recover the full value of the

life of

the

In the event of a recovery by
subject to the law of
descents, as if it has been personal property descending to the
widow and children from the deceased, and no recovery had under
the provisions of this section shall be subject to any debt or liabilThe full
ity of any character of the deceased husband, or parent.
deceased, as

shown by the evidence.

the widow she shall hold the

amount recovered

life of the deceased, as shown by the evidence, is the
value of the life of the deceased without deduction for necessary or other personal expenses of the deceased had he lived.

value of the
full

Cited and construed 89 Ga. 566.
See notes to preceding section, catchwords "Measure of Damages," etc.
"Homicide" formerly meant killing in unlawful or criminal manner: 68
Ga. 841 see also 66 Ga. 145.
As to deductions on account of personal or necessary expenses of deceased,
prior to Act of 1887: 77 Ga. 393; 82/580; see also 73 Ga. 335.
:

;

by ordinary Sg^soi,
care could have avoided the consequences to himself caused by the
defendant's negligence, he is not entitled to recover. But in other
§3830.

(2972.) Diligence of plaintiff.

cases the defendant

If the plaintiff

not relieved, although the plaintiff
some way have contributed to the injury sustained.
is

may

in

Notes from Code of 1882 :
Ordinary care must be used by railroad company 19
Where injury voluntarily brought on, nominal damages: 27 Ga. 358.
Or none at all: 61 Ga. 114. Where mutual fault, the one guilty of greater

Stated
Ga. 437.

:

18 Ga. 680.

:

negligence the aggressor: 27 Ga. 113. Culpability of party injured lessening
28 Ga. Ill 64/475-478.
Section cited and construed 38 Ga. 431
56/544 59/593-595. Where plaintiff may have contributed to injury, yet could
not by ordinary care avoid defendant's negligence: 58 Ga. 238 contra: 50 Ga.
667, 668.
Negligence question of fact for jury 59 Ga. 544. Construing this
section with section 2321 64 Ga. 308.

damages

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
See notes to section 2322, and general note to sections 2321-2323.
Accident, "pure accident," no* recovery: 78 Ga. 289.
Injury caused by
brakes loosening and train running backward down incline, pure accident:
94 Ga. 229.

:
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Adulterating stream, rule as to contributory negligence reducing recovery
inapplicable to positive continuous tort by upper landowner in washing ore in

stream and thereby adulterating it: 83 Ga. 187; see also 80 Ga. 291.
Apprehension of collision, in sudden apprehension of dangerous collision
one is not held to ordinary standard, but state of emotions is allowed for.
When nonsuit for contributory negligence proper, and when not: 83 Ga. 673.
Bridge, county failing to take from contractor bond to keep bridge in repair, traveler still

bound

bound

to ordinary care

:

74 Ga. 107.

Toll-bridge proprietor

Proper for pedestrian to use carriageway on street bridge in preference to sidewalk, carriageway being best
crossing: 76 Ga. 585. Absence of guard-rail from bridge renders owner liable
for injuries caused by fall of frightened horses 94 Ga. 135. One driving over
city bridge, knowing there was some danger in doing so, might nevertheless
to ordinary care only

:

74 Ga. 469.

:

recover: 95 Ga. 110; see also 94 Ga. 420.
City ordinance, wagon-driver injured by street-car could not recover, because driving faster than ordinance permitted 93Ga.312.
Charge, elaborate charge on question of negligence and contributory negligence, where young girl employee of factory fell into an elevator-hole at
night: 69 Ga. 137. No error to refuse charge, that if among several modes of
performing his duty plaintiff chose the less safe one, he took the risk of his
choice 71 Ga. 407. Error to charge, that plaintiff cannot recover unless it
was impossible for him to extricate his hand without injury: 71 Ga. 644.
Court cannot point out to jury specifically the ways of. the prudent. To describe ordinary care as equivalent to common prudence, not misleading 79
Ga. 44. Excitement in jumping from train not alleged nor testified to, charge
on legal effect of such excitement properly refused whether jumping negligence under all circumstances, for jury 81 Ga. 273. Charge on contributory
negligence, not founded on evidence, erroneous: 75 Ga. 719.
New trial
granted for failure to charge concerning contributory negligence, under facts
here: 76 Ga. 501. No intimation in charge as to what acts of engineer would
constitute negligence, nor that plaintiff (coupler) contributorily negligent: 83
Ga. 444; distinguishing 79 Ga. 463. Whole conduct of case by plaintiff, as
well as declaration, following theory that he was free from fault, and claiming
full damages, failure to charge on contributory negligence not error: 79 Ga.
782; 82/109. To charge (substantially) that certain facts recited would show
defendant to be negligent, error; negligence is issue for jury: 79 Ga. 463.
Charge as to negligence of defendant's agent rendering defendant liable,
should have been qualified by showing care and diligence which plaintiff
should have used to avoid injury: 79 Ga. 463. Charge on ordinary diligence
may contrast it with extraordinary diligence: 81 Ga. 76. Charge that ordinary care must be used when it will avail, implied converse proposition 83
Ga. 540.
Objection here to charge on standard of ordinary care to which
defendant railroad was bound, was "more in the nature of criticism than
real complaint": 83 Ga. 587. Charge here on care and diligence which plaintiff should have observed, and result where both at fault, held error: 87 Ga. 6.
Coemployee, employee with negligent propensity, retained by master, with
knowledge both of himself and injured coemployee, master not liable: 85
Ga. 333.
:

:

:

;

:

:

Common law, section modifies common law, which was that any contributory negligence of servant defeats recovery against master: 82 Ga. 109.
Contributory negligence, this section is in pari materia, but not identical
with 2322; both include doctrine of contributory negligence: 71 Ga. 428. Section 2323, not this section, governed mill's liability to operative who claimed
nothing for contributory negligence, but alleged that she was without fault
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79 Ga. 782 see also 82 Ga. 109. Doctrine of contributory negligence not applicable to injured employee 77 Ga. 238. Charge that plaintiff could recover,
;

:

though both she and railroad negligent, not erroneous, when: 85 Ga. 297.
Damages diminished where both at fault in injury from not having safe approach to freight-depot 72 Ga. 742. Where plaintiff and defendant both contribute to injury: 93 Ga. 743. Workman's danger was as obvious to him as to
his employer, and he could not recover: 94 Ga. 535.
:

Convict may recover from master for injury from going into dangerous place
under orders of boss 92 Ga. 631, 632.
Custom, usage or custom obviously dangerous, inadmissible to excuse neg:

ligence: 87 Ga. 374.

See also 71 Ga. 407.

Dangerous machinery, plaintiff injured while cleaning an obviously dangerous machine could not recover, although defendant gave no warning 95 Ga. 34.
Defective appliances, employee using hand-car with notice of its dangerous
condition, cannot recover 70 Ga. 566. Defect in rope furnished plaintiff (welldigger) was not discovered by ordinary care nonsuit proper 81 Ga. 694. Employee working with full knowledge of insufficient appliances, not recover for
injuries caused thereby: 85 Ga. 592. Workman's danger was as obvious to
him as to employer, and he could not recover: 94 Ga. 535. Second effort, on
same occasion, to use implement failing to work on first, not improper or inexcusable 86 Ga. 538. Whether employee, on whom rested no duty to inspect,
had same means of knowing defect in machinery as employer, immaterial 88
Ga. 54. Green hand, ignorant that machinery was unsafe, hurt by it, entitled
:

:

:

;

:

:

to recover: 88 Ga. 286.

Defenses, open to railroad

company

to suit for injury to personalty, and

This section a good defense
under section 3828 72 Ga. 137.
Drunken man, drunk voluntarily and getting on railroad-track, cannot recover, though defendant negligent: 72 Ga. 182. As between drunkenness and
sudden access of disease, question for jury 72 Ga. 182. Where sober man, by
use of ordinary diligence, could not have avoided injury, etc., drunk man, infor injury to person, stated: 56 Ga. 543; 68/744.

to suit

:

:

may recover: 93 Ga. 488.
Evidence, witness cannot state that plaintiff, by ordinary care, would not
have been hurt: 71 Ga. 406. Evidence of previous difficulty with plaintiff not
competent as justification, being immaterial: 78 Ga. 753. Issue being diligence of deceased, at the time, evidence of general character for prudence and
caution not admissible 85 Ga. 517.
Imputation of negligence, plaintiff either knew or ought to have known the
danger 83 Ga. 343. Law imputes negligence only to persons who have arrived
at years of discretion 91 Ga. 358. Doctrine of imputable negligence reviewed
and applied to suit by married woman against railroad company for homicide
of minor son 93 Ga. 372 et seq.
Fault of father permitting infant to go near
turntable where it was injured, not imputable to child suing for the injury 77
Ga. 102.
Infant, section quoted and applied in case of minor injured on railroadtrack 70 Ga. 207, 245. Child injured at railroad-turntable, nonsuit improperly
granted here, although father the watchman 75 Ga. 637. Due care for its
own safety in child nine years old is determined solely by capacity of particular child and the circumstances: 81 Ga. 397.
Seventeen-year-old girl, as to
discretion in caring for safety, how treated: 92 Ga. 388. Nine-year-old child
whom driver knew to be on street-car was passenger, whether intending to
pay fare or not, and was entitled to diligence due tender years though plaintiff contributed to injury, $5,000 was not excessive: 83 Ga. 453.
Ordinary care
in prudent man not standard for child only due care according to age and
jured,

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;
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Fault of father not attributed to infant, in action of tort
Eleven-year-old boy killed by railroad-train through
gross negligence of custodian, negligence imputed to father but not mother,
when 93 Ga. 369, 370. Minor engaged in work not extraordinarily hazardous,
and experienced therein, railroad company not negligent in failing to instruct
him how to do the work safely 80 Ga. 807. Whether boy of thirteen years of
sufficient age to appreciate danger in use of certain machinery, for jury: 86
Ga. 40. As to duty of employer to warn eight-year-old employee of danger in
handling machinery, and sufficiency of warning: 95 Ga. 615. See general note
capacity

by latter

83 Ga. 512.

:

:

77 Ga. 102.

:

:

hereafter.

Injuries to property, principle applicable to injuries to property: 95 Ga.
see also 74 Ga. 107.

290

;

Jumping

where agent of railroad improperly ordered one to leave
company not free from liability because such person should not
have obeyed 67 Ga. 307. Brakeman ordered by conductor to jump from moving
off train,

train in motion,
:

may recover if he

used reasonable care in jumping 71 Ga. 406. Alighting
from nloving train, negligence, when 84 Ga. 1. Railroad not liable to one volunInjury resulting
tarily, and without necessity, jumping from train 84 Ga. 506.
from attempt to alight from rapidly moving train, affords, generally, no cause
of action 85 Ga. 504. Street-car company not liable here, passenger having
endeavored to get off at stopping-place, after car had started 92 Ga. 133. Nonsuit improperly granted plaintiff was in act of stepping from moving electric
car when car-conductor signaled and car jerked, etc: 95 Ga. 519. Where one
leaps from moving train on advice of conductor, he may recover, when 66 Ga.
Where passenger jumped from train in Alabama, and it was held to be
252.
gross negligence, the jury believing that conductor did not prompt plaintiff to
jump: 80 Ga. 212. Whether jumping from moving train is negligence, question for jury question as affected by fact that plaintiff acted under excitement: 81 Ga. 273. Nonsuit granted where one jumped from moving train,
conductor having failed to stop at a crossing as promised 81 Ga. 476. Engineer having jumped from engine and been killed, question for jury as to
whether or not he was without fault no recovery if he contributed to the cause
of his death 64 Ga. 635. Where collision was imminent and engineer did not
jump, it being contended that he should have jumped to save his life: 74 Ga.
738.
Whether employee negligent in jumping from hand-car under excitement
incident to imminent collision with locomotive, question for jury: 83 Ga. 671.
Jury, whether due diligence required that train leave on schedule time, that
non-passengers get off before such time, that one on track see if train moving,
for jury 78 Ga. 526. The respective diligence of railroad and one rightfully
on premises, for jury: 84 Ga. 698. What constitutes negligence of pedestrian,
Whether
in crossing street, injui*ed by passing vehicle, for jury 85 Ga. 373.
boy of thirteen years of sufficient age to appreciate danger in use of certain
machinery, for jury 86 Ga. 40. Negligence peculiarly question for jury, and if
doubt, should be submitted to jury: 66 Ga. 170. Questions of negligence, and
avoiding injury by ordinary care, are for the jury: 71 Ga. 222. Questions of
negligence and ordinary care are for the jury: 71 Ga. 406. Question for jury
whether plaintiff could have avoided consequences of defendant railroad company's negligence 93 Ga. 228. Whether plaintiff could have avoided injmw by
ordinary care, is for jury 95 Ga. 291. Question for jury here whether damages
to plaintiff were caused, or contributed to, by him: 92 Ga. 154. Whether
party injured was himself negligent, was question for jury: 93 Ga. 630, 666.
Standard as to what prudent person would do under facts, not proven, but is
in minds of jurors: 91 Ga. 470.

train,

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:
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Landlord and tenant, where injury to goods of tenant by failure of landlord
to repair

;

effect of tenant's contributory negligence

:

95 Ga. 288, 289

;

see also

92 Ga. 155.

Light, where one sued light and water company for injuries sustained from
91 Ga. 813, 814. Employer's failure to supply
light not excuse employee exposing himself to danger in dark which he ought
falling into hole in public street

:

to have discovered in daylight: 92 Ga. 495, 496.

Mule killed, where plaintiff could not recover for mule killed while moving
cotton from railroad cotton-yard 69 Ga. 200.
Negligence, nonsuit awarded when one voluntarily left sidewalk, and fell
Plaintiff's declaration showing injury to have
into excavation: 66 Ga. 195.
been caused by his own negligence, demurrable: 85 Ga. 653. Freight-train
negligently left standing at crossing, railroad not liable to one who was
Widow not recover for
hurt accidentally while climbing over: 94 Ga. 332.
homicide of husband, where caused by his own negligence: 86 Ga. 811. Eecovery may be defeated, if husband's own negligence caused injury, or he could
have avoided it by ordinary care: 76 Ga. 772. Gross negligence to walk
along railroad-track between crossings after dark., without knowing whether
train is due, and without looking out, etc. 78 Ga. 694. Eecovery not defeated where defendant could have protected plaintiff and negligently failed
to do so: 87 Ga. 722.
Evidence must show defendant negligent, whether
plaintiff could have avoided injury or not 95 Ga. 15.
Plaintiff attempting
to climb over bumpers of train obstructing public crossing, not recover damages, when 86 Ga. 192.
Where plaintiff could have avoided accident, it
was his duty to do so, and failing, he could not recover: 80 Ga. 631. Where
declaration shows plaintiff guilty of gross negligence, demurrer sustained 80
Ga. 727. Gross negligence by city, not authorize recovery by one knowing of
ditch's existence, where ordinary care would have prevented injury 92 Ga.
535.
Evidence here made case for jury, as to city's negligence in keeping
streets, and plaintiff's servant's negligence in driving: 92 Ga. 413.
Where
buggy collided with locomotive, driver of buggy being negligent and his
companion injured: 93 Ga. 786. Nonsuit not granted, where evidence tends
to show negligence by defendant: 77 Ga. 82. Evidence as to negligence of
deceased conflicting, nonsuit error: 78 Ga. 749. Supreme Court having declared that evidence showed plaintiff so grossly negligent as not to be entitled
to recover, nonsuit on next trial proper: 82 Ga. 801; see also 74 Ga. 604;
78/694 distinguishing 59 Ga. 593 64/306 75/222 65/120 73/557 74/429, 723,
857.
Nonsuit granted where railroad shown to be diligent and deceased
grossly negligent 80 Ga. 363. Case wherein negligence alleged may be nonsuited, if evidence justifies 83 Ga. 348.
Obeying orders, employee excusable in obeying order of superior, if not
rash and dangerous to do so: 71 Ga. 406. Brakeman ordered by conductor to
jump from moving train, may recover, if he used reasonable care in jumping:
71 Ga. 406.
Plaintiff here entitled to recover from railroad company for injury, unless at fault in recklessly obeying orders of "boss" 92 Ga. 399.
:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

Ordinary care, where plaintiff could have avoided injury by use of ordinary
care, no recovery allowed 65 Ga. 370 71/427. Facts here show that injury
could have been avoided by plaintiff exercising ordinary care: 69 Ga. 716.
Railroad shown to be negligent, only defense is whether person injured used
ordinary care, or contributed to injury: 85 Ga. 517. If, by ordinary care, injury could have been avoided, no recovery had, though defendant was negligent: 76 Ga. 771; 86/43. To defeat recovery, mere lack of ordinary care not
enough must appear that by exercise thereof, the injury could have been
avoided 78 Ga. 289. Lack of ordinary care in stepping on railroad-track not
:

;

:

;

:
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complete bar to recovery unless, by ordinary care, consequences of railroad's
Lack of ordinary care by
negligence could have been avoided 79 Ga. 44.
plaintiff no defense against willful and wanton neglect by defendant: 84 Ga.
Plaintiff here could by ordinary care have avoided injury: 89 Ga. 496,
774.
835. Railroad liable where engineer's conduct was willful or reckless, although
89 Ga. 719.
Where considerable time
plaintiff could have so avoided injury
elapsed between discovery of defendant's negligence and its injurious effect,
charge on using ordinary care to avoid consequences, demanded 90 Ga. 232.
Where both are at fault, plaintiff cannot recover in any event if his fault was
grave enough to amount to lack of ordinary care 87 Ga. 6. But the rule has
no application until the danger is perceived 90 Ga. 657. Section applied to
carriages and horses falling into ditch dug across public street, because of
driver's lack of ordinary care: 94 Ga. 613. Lack of ordinary care not defeat
recovery where defendant's conduct wanton and reckless 94 Ga. 560.
Patent defect, plaintiff negligent in not noticing patent defect in the thing
which hurt him, cannot recover: 70 Ga. 674.
Prima facie case, plaintiff in action against toll-bridge keeper, having proved
injury and negligence of defendant, had prima facie case; his lack of care was
matter for defense 88 Ga. 600.
Privity, telephone employee, who without privity of the defendant electric
railway company, climbed fire-alarm pole and was hurt by current from defendant's feed-wire, could not recover: 89 Ga. 653.
Rate of speed, when rate of speed not cause of accident, engineer not
charged with negligence, because too great: 86 Ga. 22.
Risk, one employed to repair machinery, takes risk incident to avocation
:

,

:

:

:

:

:

:

84 Ga. 14.

Rules, violation of, by one employee, not excuse another, unless employer
acquiesced so as to sanction: 86 Ga. 15. Employee violating orders, as to
method of coupling cars, cannot recover: 86 Ga. 15,499. Plaintiff's husband
was guilty of negligence here in running train in violation of railroad's rules,
and company not liable for homicide 92 Ga. 189.
Stock-alarm, it was not negligence per se to blow stock-alarm in city, where
blowing had no relation to crossing but aimed alone to save mule 83 Ga. 193.
Streets, if plaintiff could have avoided injury from open sewer in city
Plaintiff's injury
street, by ordinary diligence, city not liable: 75 Ga. 658.
due to walking into hole, verdict against city reversed: 82 Ga. 206. Hole in
plank crossing having existed two weeks, city's and plaintiff's negligence for
jury nonsuit error: 94 Ga. 420. See notes to section 1833.
:

:

;

Trespasser, one getting on pay-train, without authority, held trespasser;
duty of such person and rule of liability of railroad considered 66 Ga. 252.
Cause of action set out here, although plaintiff was in baggage-car at time of
accident and had no ticket 94 Ga. 538. To walk on a railroad-track is not an
:

:

unlawful intrusion: 71 Ga. 428. Duty of railroad not to injure trespasser on
the track, discussed 71 Ga. 427. Even trespasser on railroad-track entitled to
protection from gross negligence 74 Ga. 857
see also 70 Ga. 207 60/340.
Person crossing inclosed grounds of railroad not trespasser, where made necessary by train blocking highway unreasonable time 84 Ga. 698. Intruder on
railway must exercise ordinary diligence as to his own safety: 92 Ga. 89; see
also 78 Ga. 694; 82/400; 83/595. Where one leaves highway, goes on another's
premises, and falls into open cellar: 95 Ga. 271.
:

:

;

;

:

$3828.

A

§3831. (2973.) Malpractice of surgery and medicine.
person professing to practice surgery or the administering of medicine for a

compensation, must bring to the exercise of his profession a reason-
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skill.
Any injury resulting from a want of
be a tort for which a recovery may be had.

Action for damages by husband and wife against physician

Genebal
Damages

1.

:

30 Ga. 245.

Notes from Code of 1882 :
Note.
in suits for personal injuries as given by juries, seldom disturbed

Measure of damages: 30 Ga. 248; 23/200. Dam37.
ages for physical injuries may be large and yet not excessive 28 Ga. 158.
When courts reluctant to disturb a verdict as too small: 44 Ga. 611. When
cannot recover damages for falling in an excavation on owner's lot 44 Ga. 257.
Notice presumed to city of excavation in sidewalk by time, so as to render liable
for injuries: 53 Ga. 607. Damages in various cases of physical injuries: Leg
broken: 51 Ga. 589. Arm broken: 51 Ga. 644; 55/126. Homicide of husband:
53 Ga. 630; 57/277. Injury suffered by employee of railroad: 56 Ga. 196.
by the courts: 10 Ga.

:

:

—

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Cellar, duty of owner, as to open cellar near highway, and care to be observed by one leaving highway liability for injury from falling in cellar 95
Ga. 271, 272.
City bridge, liability of city for injury to foot-passenger crossing street on
defective bridge over drain, there being no other convenient crossing: 66
Ga. 659.
Dangerous machinery, inexperienced youth employed to work about dangerous machinery, entitled to warning of special danger: 92 Ga. 95.
Evidence, newly discovered, that plaintiff unsound at time of accident,
new trial for, in damage case: 93 Ga. 7. Acts of negligence not declared
upon, admissible as part of res gestse, for what purpose: 93 Ga. 462.
Jury, negligence for jury nonsuit improperly granted in case where child
injured at railroad-turntable 75 Ga. 637.
Master and servant, question for jury, here, whether master engaging servant, or afterwards, should have inquired whether experienced 92 Ga. 95.
Servant not assume risk of employment, danger apparent, but master's alter
ego promising to remove it: 92 Ga. 731.
Measure of damages, verdict for broken leg held excessive 66 Ga. 253. Elements of damage in personal-injury case considered in detail: 66 Ga. 259,
Future pain and suffering from permanent injury considered as ele268, 269.
ments of damage 66 Ga. 259. Life-expectancy tables admissible in estimating damages 66 Ga. 259.
Medical examination of plaintiff at instance of defendant, not required
under facts here 95 Ga. 530.
Mortuary tables, charge here relative to mortality and annuity tables and
rules for estimating damage, not error: 91 Ga. 208. See notes to sections
3828 and 3826, for annotations on mortuary tables.
Patent-medicine proprietor liable to one who purchases through druggist
and follows directions accompanying medicine. Aliter, as to medicine known
to be dangerous 83 Ga. 457.
"Rule of the road" as to vehicles passing to the right, applied where one
injured by bad place negligently caused by street-railroad company
93
Ga. 462.
Street, declaration alleging plaintiff injured without fault, because of city's
negligence in leaving open dangerous hole, etc., not demurrable: 91 Ga.
:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

530, 531.

Formerly where injury amounted to felony, prosecution was prerequisite
recovery of damages. See the last note hereunder.

to.

3831
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§3832

Injuries to reputation

2,

ART.

of libel

;

2,

SEC.

878

1.

and slander.

Rule at common law: 5 Ga. 404; 16/202,203. Where injury amounted to
a felony, the civil remedy suspended until offender prosecuted: 9 Ga. 555;
Where it did not 15 Ga. 349 30/232-236. Trover for property stolen
16/203.
Where
in Alabama, maintainable without first prosecuting thief: 13 Ga. 315.
suit for physical injury apparently amounting to felony, and no allegation as to
why no prosecution 57 Ga. 357. Evidence to show prosecution first 60 Ga.
486-489. Where sufficient excuse for failure to prosecute 60 Ga. 321, 322. Demurrer to declaration sustained, the declaration not alleging compliance with
this rule 54 Ga. 503-506. Failure to allege prosecution first, amendable in
declaration and plea admitting prosecution first, plaintiff need not prove it:
58 Ga. 559. Where suit brought for homicide of passenger on railroad 61 Ga.
Rule applied where action for tort, and not where contract sued on 62
571.
Ga. 130-132. Where a taking of cotton was not a felony requiring prosecution
before civil action could be brought for it 63 Ga. 697. But see Acts of 1878-9,
:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

p. 56.

Where wrong
proven

:

Where
tion

is

felonious, or

prima facie

so,

what must be alleged and

65 Ga. 235.

prosecution of complainant's secretary unnecessary, in equitable ac-

by Masons against bank based on trover judgment; 65 Ga.

603.

Prosecution for felony, not condition precedent to recovery for personal injury 77 Ga. 192.
Since Act of 1879, prosecution for tort as felony not prerequisite to recovery
for civil injury 82 Ga. 216 74/857 77/193 85/630.
:

:

;

;

ARTICLE

;

2.

INJURIES TO REPUTATION.

SECTION

1.

OF LIBEL AND BLANDER.
$3900.

§3832.

(2974.) Libel.

A

libel is a false

and malicious defamation

of another, expressed in print, or writing, or pictures, or signs, tend-

ing to injure the reputation of an individual, and exposing

public hatred, contempt or ridicule.

matter

is

The publication

him

to

of the libelous

essential to recovery.

Court may charge jury that words alleged
Ga. 383. Section referred to and construed:
56 Ga. 556. A corporation may be chargeable with a libel 58 Ga. 69 51/511.
To publish a man in a newspaper as a thief, libelous: 61 Ga. 435.
Whether words libelous, question for jury, and, if at all, court should not
instruct them that words libelous, unless crime charged: 68 Ga. 380.
Libelous words need not charge with a specific crime; actionable, if accusations involve moral turpitude: 86 Ga. 551.
Action for libel not dismissed, though words apparently applying to a class,
if alleged to be intended for plaintiff: 86 Ga. 551.
Malicious and false affidavit before magistrate, charging perjury, for purpose of causing arrest, not libel 75 Ga. 648.
Definition of a libel

:

40 Ga. 449.

in declaration are libelous: 44

:

:

;
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ART.

2,

SEC

2,

§§3833-3837

1.

B

Injuries to reputation; of libel

and slander.

To publish alleged interview with daughter concerning amusing and
lous antics of mother, actionable by daughter,

if

untrue

:

ridicu-

76 Ga. 280.

Benefit derived from increased sale of medicine caused by libel, too remote
to sustain action after death of plaintiff: 76 Ga. 787.

Newspaper
is

libelous

:

article charging public officer with

improper conduct to get

fees,

91 Ga. 494.

Where protesting acceptance was libelous and malicious, the notary could
not defend by suggesting mere irregularity in the papers: 88 Ga. 308.
"Blacklisting" one as delinquent debtor and publishing him as such, libelous 93 Ga. 633.
Qusere: Do actions for libel abate upon death of plaintiff where wrong-doer
benefited by libel? 76 Ga. 787.
:

§3833. (2975.) Malice. In all actions for printed or spoken defamation, malice is inferred from the character of the charge. The
existence of malice may be rebutted by proof, which in all cases shall
go in mitigation of damages, and in cases of privileged communications, will be in bar of the recovery.

Unnecessary to prove malice when such a crime as perjury charged 56
Ga. 352. Malice should be shown in case of slander: 44 Ga. 160.
After proof of libel, verdict for defendant not authorized by showing he had
no malice 68 Ga. 47.
Publication here imports malice 77 Ga. 242.
Whether communication is privileged or not, and whether malice or not,
must be submitted to jury malice inferred from charge that constable collected money and appropriated it 72 Ga. 243.
Whether newspaper acted in good faith in publication of libelous criticism
of public official, question for jury 91 Ga. 499.
:

:

:

;

:

:

A

published as soon as
communicated to any person other than the party libeled.
§3834. (2976.) Publication.

libel is

No defense to slander that words were spoken
heard the words 89 Ga. 829.

to,

not

of, plaintiff, if

it is

others

:

§3835. Libel by newspaper

Any false and

.

malicious defamation of

ct
893,
f3 i

^

another in any newspaper, magazine or periodical, tending to injure
the reputation of any individual and expose him to public hatred,

contempt or

ridicule, shall constitute a

newspaper

libel,

the publi-

cation of such libelous matter being essential to recovery.
§3836.

What

privileged.

A

fair

and honest report of the proceed- -^fg1893

ings of legislative or judicial bodies, or of court proceedings, or a

from any arresting officer or
deemed privileged communications; and

truthful report of information received
police authorities, shall be
in

any action brought for newspaper
communications shall apply.

libel the rule of

law as to priv-

ileged

Note.

—The two preceding sections in published acts, but probably not

con-

stitutionally passed.

Slander, or oral defamation, consists, first,
imputing to another a crime punishable bylaw; or, second, charg-

§3837. (2977.) Slander.
in

'

NINTH TITLE.— CHAP.

§§3838, 3839

Injuries to reputation

2,

of libel

;

ART.

SEC.

2,

880

1.

and slander.

him with having some contagious disorder, or being guilty of
some debasing act which may exclude him from society; or, third,
in charges made on another in reference to his trade, office, or profession, calculated to injure him therein; or, fourth, any disparaging
words productive of special damage flowing naturally therefrom.
In the latter case, the special damage is essential to support the action; in the three former, damage is inferred.
ing

To

call

a female a "whore"

is

actionable

:

1

Ga. 550.

So also

is

charging one

puppy 2 Ga. 57 26/423. Also to
say, "I believe Giddons burnt the camp-ground" 4 Ga. 364. As to calling one a
"rogue": 21 Ga. 399. Charging a single woman with having a bastard child
actionable, fornication: 23 Ga 216. Charge of perjury: 34 Ga. 433; 53/632.
Where special damage should have been shown for saying, "They are not worth
fifty cents on the dollar"
41 Ga. 538. Words imputing a crime sufficient: 44
as having the gonorrhoea or being a thieving

:

;

:

,

:

Ga. 568. Words not actionable, how rendered so: 25 Ga. 40. Damages sought
by an attorney at law, what must be alleged and proven: 50 Ga. 238. When
attorney protected from liability for words spoken in discharge of duty, unless express malice shown 51 Ga. 118.
Words imputing a felony, actionable
per se: 54 Ga. 648, 649. Actionable to charge one with false swearing: 55 Ga.
218.
Distinction between written and oral slander 61 Ga. 435.
Words here spoken of minister of gospel, actionable per se: 67 Ga. 272.
Charging minister of gospel with collecting money and appropriating it to
his own wrongful uses, is actionable per se: 68 Ga. 117.
Action of slander will not lie against partnership, by one partner, for slanderous words by another partner 80 Ga. 284.
The words "You are a God-damned thief," actionable per se, burden on defendant to show were abusive only 86 Ga. 432.
:

:

:

:

Acts^i859,

Any
§3838. (2978.) Charge of intercourse ivith a person of color.
charge or intimation against a white female of having sexual intercourse with a person of color, is slanderous without proof of special
damage.
Aliter,

$|57i2,5723,

before Act of 1859: 26 Ga. 606.

§ 3839 (2979.) Truth justifies.
The truth of the charge made
always be proved in justification of the libel or slander.

may

What sufficient evidence to sustain the plea of justification 31 Ga. 676-678.
Failing to sustain a plea of justification, as affecting the amount of damages:
49 Ga. 491 3/215, 504. Plea of justification puts defendant's general character
in issue: 27 Ga. 378.
Plea of justification, what admits, and as to proof of: 56
:

;

Ga. 351, 352. Plea of justification pleaded, must prove the truth of it 23 Ga. 216.
See notes to section 3891 et seq.
In suit for slander imputing crime, plea of justification, evidence should be
strong enough to convict plaintiff if prosecuted criminally 66 Ga. 521.
Jury may consider, in mitigation of damages, evidence tending to sustain
plea of justification 80 Ga. 480.
Nothing but truth of plea of justification defeats suit for unprivileged
words which are actionable per se. No evidence negativing malice wholly defeats it 83 Ga. 234.
Plea that words were privileged and also true, is plea of justification: 88
Ga. 620.
:

:

:

:
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Injuries to reputation

;

ART.

2,

of libel

§3840. (2980.) Privileged communications

.

2,

SEC.

1.

§§3840, 3841

and slander.

The following are deemed

privileged communications:
1.

Statements made bona

fide in the

performance of a public duty.

Vindicating public justice by prosecuting violation of law, "a public duty"
statements so made bona fide, privileged: 73 Ga. 539.
2.

;

Similar statements in the performance of a private duty, either

legal or moral.

Statements made with the bona

on the part of the$417
speaker, to protect his own interest in a matter where it is concerned.
4. Fair and honest reports of the proceedings of legislative or judi3.

fide intent,

-

cial bodies.
5.

case,

Comments

and the conduct of parties

Discussed
6.

of counsel, fairly

:

made, on the circumstances

of his^ 3842

-

in connection therewith.

51 Ga. 118.

Comments upon

and with reference

the acts of public men, in their public capacity,

thereto.

How far newspaper criticism

of public official

is

privileged

:

91 Ga. 499.

—

General Note. Charge by road commissioner, written in good faith to
county commissioners, that constable had appropriated money, is privileged
72 Ga. 243.
Information by commercial agency to subscribers, not privileged 77 Ga. 172.
Plea of justification, in libel, does not waive claim of privilege: 81 Ga. 238.
That landlord spoke words bona fide, in order to post arbitrator selected by
him under agreement with tenant to arbitrate difference as to cotton, good
:

:

plea of privilege

:

Not competent

89 Ga. 523.

defendant to testify that occasion privileged all facts
competent 89 Ga. 520.
Whether language so extreme as to show malice and deprive defendant of
for

;

illustrating true character of occasion

protection of privilege, was for jury

:

89 Ga. 520.
Plea that words were privileged and also true is plea of justification 88
Ga. 620.
Bona fide testimony by one church member when another brought up before church for adultery, privileged privilege extends to naming partner in
adultery. If words knowingly false, cannot be privileged: 88 Ga. 621.
:

:

;

In every case of privi- $ 3843
§3841. (2981.) Malicious use of privileges.
leged communications, if the privilege is used merely as a cloak for

venting private malice, and not bona fide in promotion of the object
for which the privilege is granted, the party defamed has a right
of action.
If used as a cloak to vent private malice, the privilege
Ga. 243.

Falsity of maligning communication, itself

is

no protection

:

72

evidence of legal malice: 77

Ga. 172.

Relevancy of subject-matter on account of which privilege
sential

:

is

claimed, es-

89 Ga. 526.

"Every case" refers only to cases of conditional privilege in preceding secand does not include cases of absolute privilege, such as court pleadings:

tion,

81 Ga. 238.

56

-

§§3842, 3843
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2.

Malicious prosecution.
a

'

2:j8 '

Ij8?3

All charges, allegations

§3842. Allegations in pleadings privileged.

and averments contained in regular pleadings filed in a court of competent jurisdiction, which are pertinent and material to the relief
sought, whether legally sufficient to obtain it or not, are privileged.
However false and malicious, they are not libelous.
Proper exercise of jurisdiction, distinct question from question of jurisdiction

:

81 Ga. 238.

Affidavit

made

before magistrate charging defendant with perjury will not

furnish basis of action for libel: 75 Ga. 648.

General Note.

— Words spoken may be proved by any one who heard them

12 Ga. 510. Witnesses

may give

their understanding of

Innuendoes when suit under Jones form
loquium under these forms: 19 Ga. 588.

:

words spoken

:

:

18 Ga. 52.

And as to omission of color reputation will not do as

18 Ga. 52.

Rumor

evidence to sustain a slanderous charge 23 Ga. 216, 220. What averments
the declaration should contain, to admit proof: 26 Ga. 423. Plea of justification should have had more weight with the jury 34 Ga. 376.
When evidence
of speaking of other words admissible as evidence 23 Ga. 222. What evidence not admissible, and as to excessive verdicts: 31 Ga. 309-315. Where
nominal damages should only be given in a case between editors of newspapers: 40 Ga. 444. Tax-books of tax-receiver as evidence of amount of defendant's property: 32 Ga. 372. Bail in case of: 36 Ga. 180. When bad faith
must be shown, to render liable for effects of alleged slanderous affidavit of defendant: 44 Ga. 160. Action for libel not amendable by adding count for
trespass: 56 Ga. 351.
One thousand dollars damages for libel, not excessive: 78 Ga. 753 (4).
Whether words were opprobrious, exclusively for jury: 78 Ga. 232.
:

:

:

SECTION

2.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.
W884i,8fe2.

§3843. (2982.) Malicious prosecution.
liciously carried on,

A criminal prosecution, ma-

and without any probable cause, whereby dam-

age ensues to the person prosecuted, gives

him

a cause of action.

75 Ga. 648.

Malice and want of probable cause must concur: 30 Ga. 519 72/480 73/535.
Former may be inferred from latter, but latter not inferred from former;
question for jury 73 Ga. 535 78/710.
Malice inferred from want of probable cause for civil suit, and damages recoverable therefor: 80 Ga. 438.
Damages not given for wrongful proceedings in attachment, unless malice
and want of probable cause shown 75 Ga. 73.
Special damage arising from malicious suing out of injunction without probable cause, gives right of action 75 Ga. 399.
Landlord maliciously and without probable cause suing out dispossessory
warrant, liable to tenant for special damages: 91 Ga. 217.
Distinct allegation of want of probable cause, essential: 78 Ga. 710.
Burden upon plaintiff to show malice and want of probable cause; 86
Ga. 238.
;

:

;

:

:

;
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2,

ART.

2,

SEC.

2.

§§3844-3846

Malicious prosecution.

Probable cause shown, immaterial that there was malice: 86 Ga.

A good plea of

justification to action for malicious prosecution

:

238.

81 Ga. 668

;

75/178 distinguishing 74 Ga. 837 76/338.
Prosecutor not required to be fully satisfied of truth of charge, nor to
guarantee conviction 81 Ga. 668.
citing 69 Ga. 257

;

73/537

;

;

;

:

Doubtful here whether evidence warranted any verdict whatever for plaincertainly, $1,000 was excessive: 78 Ga. 733.
Prosecution for trespass which was utterly unfounded

tiff

;

89 Ga. 144.

:

Want of probable cause shall be a
§3844. (2983.) Probable cause.
question for the jury, under the direction of the court, and shall exist when the circumstances are such as to satisfy a reasonable man
that the accuser had no ground for proceeding but his desire to injure the accused.
All evidence admissible tending to prove want of probable cause and to
prove its existence: 24 Ga. 262. Evidence of a threat, to show probable cause:
31 Ga. 334. To authorize recovery, should show proceedings malicious and
without probable cause 30 Ga. 519. Advice of counsel as showing existence
of probable cause 55 Ga. 299.
Want of probable cause and malice, questions for jury 67 Ga. 58.
Section states extreme case of legal malice, but is not exhaustive of all instances of "want of probable cause." "Probable cause" means nothing more
than reasonable grounds 79 Ga. 637.
English doctrine that prosecution is malicious if "not for the purpose of
punishing defendant, but to make an example to others," disapproved: 79
Ga. 638.
Record of arrest, trial and discharge of plaintiff admissible, but not so reasons of magistrate for discharge 67 Ga. 58.
Inquiries by defendant in suit for malicious prosecution, as to probable
guilt of other party, competent as probable cause: 81 Ga. 669.
Advice of justice of peace inadmissible in mitigation of alleged malicious
prosecution 81 Ga. 669.
Legal advice, upon substantially fair statement of facts, admissible to show
probable cause for criminal prosecution and to negative malice 73 Ga. 535.
In determining question of malice, advice of counsel as to probable cause,
a circumstance for jury to consider 86 Ga. 238.
Malice inferred from want of probable cause, but latter not inferred from
former 73 Ga. 535 78/710.
Allegations that defendant foreclosed mortgage and refused further indulgence, etc., did not make case of want of probable cause; if oral stipulation
for indulgence fraudulently omitted from mortgage, fact should have been alleged 78 Ga. 710.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

§3845. (2984.) Evidence of prosecutor.
In investigating the question of probable cause, the evidence given by the prosecutor himself

upon the criminal prosecution, may be submitted
either party, the credibility thereof to be determined

to the jury

by

by them.

§3846. (2985.) Grand jurors exempt.
No member of a grand jury is
liable to an action for a malicious prosecution upon a presentment

made by

the body; but

if

such presentment

is

made

at the instiga-

$$3848, 3856.

;

§§3847-3851

NINTH TITLE.— CHAP.
Other torts

to the

person

;

2,

false

ART.

SEC.

3,

884

1.

imprisonment.

from malice on his part, and without probabe liable as if he was named as prosecutor.

tion of a third person,
ble cause, he shall
See 92 Ga. 548.
$3907.

The recovery shall not be
§3847. (2986.) Measure of damages.
confined to the actual damage sustained by the accused, but shall
be regulated by the circumstances of each case.

$3844.

§3848. (2987.) Malice inferred, ivhen.

cause

is

A

a circumstance from which malice
may be rebutted by proof.

total

want

of probable

may be inferred,

but such

inference

Must show circumstances tending

show malice, to be able

to

to recover: 55

Ga. 299-302.

An inquiry before a com§3849. (2988.) What is a prosecution.
mitting court, or justice of the peace, amounts to a prosecution.
§3850. (2989.)

When

the right accrues.

The prosecution must be

ended before the right of action accrues.
Does this apply to action for false arrest? 68 Ga. 360.
This section controls, by analogy, malicious prosecution of civil case, except
where personalty is levied on and litigation protracted by claim by owner in
that case right accrues at date of levy 74 Ga. 157 distinguishing 58 Ga. 195
;

:

;

12/371.

Distinct allegation that suit on which action founded terminated in present
plaintiff's favor, essential: 78

Ga. 710; 89/827.

had ended 92 Ga. 421.
case court could not relieve prosecu-

Sufficiently alleged here that prosecution

General Note.

— Where in a criminal

:

from costs: 20 Ga. 839 Return of "no bill," evidence of termination of
prosecution 22 Ga. 237. Malicious prosecution for arson, evidence, presumption of character: 31 Ga. 331.
Actions for malicious arrest not favored 75 Ga. 178.
In actions for malicious prosecution, evidence of pecuniary circumstances
of defendant is admissible: 79 Ga. 638.
Plea of justification here gives defendant right to open and conclude: 74
Ga. 178.
tor

:

:

ARTICLE

3.

OTHER TORTS TO THE PERSON,

SECTION

1.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT.
$5265.

§3851. (2990.) Definition of false imprisonment.

False imprison-

ment consists in the unlawful detention of the person of another,
for any length of time, whereby he is deprived of his personal liberty.

::
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Other torts to the person

Section cited

63 Ga. 514.

:

Stated

:

;

ART.

2,

false

68 Ga. 367

SEC.

§§ 3852, 3853

1.

imprisonment.

75/648.

;

3,

Action for false im-

prisonment 69 Ga. 252.
Counsel fees and expenses considered in estimating damages for false imprisonment, although no bad faith stubborn and litigious conduct shown on
part of defendant 69 Ga. 251.
Jury may give additional damages, if plea of justification filed and not sus:

;

:

tained

:

69 Ga. 252.

Advice of counsel

Where,
error

:

may mitigate but cannot

in suit for false

discharge 78 Ga. 734.
imprisonment, directing verdict for defendant was
:

73 Ga. 660.

Under warrant. If the imprisonment is by virtue
of a warrant, neither the party bona fide suing out, nor the officer
who in good faith executes the same, is guilty of false imprisonment,
though the warrant be defective in form, or be void for want of jurisIn such cases the good faith must be determined from the
diction.
circumstances of each case. The same is tjue of the judicial officer
issuing the warrant, the presumption being always against him as to
good faith, when he has no jurisdiction.
§3852. (2991.)

Section cited

:

63 Ga. 514.

Imprisonment beyond reasonable time without warrant 46 Ga. 80.
Action lies, although detention is under warrant, if done in bad faith.
warrant void, action may be brought as trespass: 68 Ga. 359.
Sheriff arresting out of county without warrant, etc., liable for damages
:

If

:

77

Ga. 301.

Unreasonable detention without warrant
rest justified

:

is

false

imprisonment, though ar-

77 Ga. 419.

In action, competent to show rearrest under same warrant, as illustrating
question of bad faith 68 Ga. 359.
Difference between imprisonment under warrant and without warrant 73
Ga. 660.
:

:

No

false

imprisonment when warrant

legal,

and arrest made thereunder: 86

Ga. 238.

2992

Suit for joint act of several
If the imprisonment be
the act of several persons, the party may sue them jointly or sepa-

§3853

rately,

.

(

and

)

.

.

if

jointly, all shall be responsible for the entire recovery.

Verdict against joint defendants for different amounts, illegal and set aside.
trial granted as to one defendant, should be granted to both
72 Ga. 458.
General Note. Imprisonment beyond reasonable limit without warrant
46 Ga. 80.
Eiot imminent at justice court, it is within discretion of arresting officer to
carry prisoner to another district. Officer properly carried prisoner by rail
sixteen miles to county-site instead of four miles to adjoining district practically county-site was more accessible: 83 Ga. 148.
If arresting officer and prisoner arrive at place of magistrate's residence so
late at night that he is not accessible, incarceration until morning proper 83

Motion for new

—

;

:

Ga. 148.

$3873.
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Malicious arrest.

2,

ART.

3,

Nuisances and other injuries

SECTION
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2, 3.

to health.

2.

MALICIOUS ARREST.

An

§3854. (2993.) Definition.

arrest under process of law, with-

out probable cause, when done maliciously, gives a right of action
to the party arrested.
75 Ga. 648.

Arrest legal, person causing it not responsible for subsequent conduct of
not done by his authority 69 Ga. 252.
Ejection on dispossessory warrant, actionable, when: 71 Ga. 744.
There being no ordinance making non-payment of Brunswick's street tax
penal, policeman arresting citizen liable therefor: 80 Ga. 497.
Declaration for malicious arrest, which was good as to all defendants except
one 89 Ga. 367.
officer,

:

:

Malice may consist in personal spite or
in a general disregard of the right consideration of mankind, directed by chance against the individual injured.
§3855. (2994.) Malice*.

^ 8ii

"Want

§3856. (2995.) Probable cause.

-

same

of probable cause"

is

the

in this action as in "malicious prosecution."

Actions for malicious arrest strictly guarded

;

not encouraged

:

73 Ga. 535.

The willful arrest, under civil
exempt by law from such arrest, shall be

§3857. (2996.) Persons exempt.

$5265.

process, of a person

deemed malicious
Where

until the contrary

police officer

is

proved.

alone responsible for illegal arrest of a citizen

:

54

Ga. 468.

There being no ordinance making non-payment of Brunswick's street tax
penal, policeman arresting citizen liable therefor: 80 Ga. 497.

SECTION

3.

NUISANCES AND OTHER INJURIES TO HEALTH.

11

§3858. (2997.) Public and private.

Nuisances are either public or
private.
A public nuisance is one which damages all persons who
y^of. come w ithin the sphere of its operation, though it may vary in its
IV effects on individuals. A private nuisance is one limited in its injuGenerally, a public nuirious effects to one or a few individuals.
sance gives no right of action to any individual, but must be abated
by a process instituted in the name of the State. A private nuisance
gives a right of action to the person injured.
1,

^So'bSi

Private nuisance defined 9 Ga. 427 42/635 7/296. Public nuisance giving
right to indictment: 28 Ga. 399; 42/635; 15/61,62. Action for damages for injury to property by obstruction in highway: 17 Ga. 136. Bridge across navi:

;

;

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAP.
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3,

SEC.

3.

§§3859-3861

Nuisances and other injuries to health.

gable stream, obstructing navigation, a public nuisance: 28 Ga. 398. Where
action for damages not sustained against a municipal corporation for grading
street: 28 Ga. 48. When city liable for nuisance in front of market: 38 Ga,
Or on or near its streets: 39 Ga. 725. When proceeding for public
346.
nuisance must be in name of solicitor-general for the circuit: 50 Ga. 451.
Bridge obstructing navigable stream, public nuisance; abatable on application of any one 73 Ga. 306.
City liable for unreasonable obstruction of street, but not for stretching
rope across during fire parade rules of liability stated 67 Ga. 618.
:

:

;

City liable for maintenance of continuing nuisance, though suit for original
act barred by limitation 75 Ga. 110.
Railroad's unlawful occupation of street by side-tracks, etc., a public nuisance 78 Ga. 272.
Statements in declaration sufficient here to entitle plaintiff to damages for
:

:

by nuisance

injuries to premises caused

Tenant of premises

:

76 Ga. 84.

damages

in city can recover

for injury to his use

by

erection of public nuisance 92 Ga. 623.
Obstruction of private way is private nuisance, and magistrate has concur:

rent jurisdiction with ordinary for removal 80 Ga. 659.
Failure to abate nuisance upon notice, is maintaining nuisance which gives
cause of action irrespective of who created nuisance: 93 Ga. 561.
:

If, however, a public nuisance
§3859. (2998.) Special damage.
causes special damage to an individual, in which the public do not

participate, such special

Where a prima
58 Ga. 182

damage

gives a right of action.

damage was made by the declaration

facie case of special

52/435.

;

Special damage gave right of action 78 Ga. 273.
Passer-by injured without his fault, by cotton-bales obstructing sidewalk,
had right of action against warehouseman 68 Ga. 431.
City liable for damage to individuals caused by improper building of drains
and culverts 75 Ga. 110.
Petition of individual to abate public nuisance, demurrable for not showing
special damage to individual 76 Ga. 804.
Suit may be brought every day the nuisance continues, and equity, to avoid
multiplicity, will enjoin: 72 Ga. 172.
:

:

:

:

§3860. (2999.) Injury

may

nuisance

to

person or property by nuisance.

A

injure either the person or property, or both,

private

and

in

either case a right of action accrues.

A nuisance is anything that
§3861. (3000.) What is a nuisance.
worketh hurt, inconvenience, or damage, to another; and the fact
that the act done may otherwise be lawful, does not keep it from
being a nuisance. The inconvenience complained of must not be fanciful, or such as would affect only one of fastidious taste, but it must
be such as would affect an ordinary reasonable man.
Nuisance defined 47 Ga. 266 60/267, 268 9/427. Section referred to and
construed 42 Ga. 636.
Particular use of property, which was once lawful and proper, may, by
change of circumstances, become a nuisance: 73 Ga. 484.
Every continuance of a nuisance is a renewal of wrong, and therefore actionable until abated 73 Ga. 523.
:

;

:

:

;

:

§§3862, 3863

NINTH TITLE.— CHAP.
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ART.
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SEC.

3.

Nuisances and other injuries to health.

Loading cars in street from side-track being nuisance complained of, doing
so from main track was virtual continuance of nuisance: 78 Ga. 803.
Cotton-bales left longer than necessary on sidewalk, held nuisance: 68
Ga. 431.
Private stable in city not necessarily nuisance, though erected near house
of neighbor, etc.: 68 Ga. 668; see also 20 Ga. 537. Held to be a nuisance:
10 Ga. 336 9/425.
Whether encroachment on sidewalk in city, for access to cellar, is nuisance,
depends 72 Ga. 209.
Necessary public building cannot be nuisance per se: 77 Ga. 336.
Railroad not liable where pond rendered noxious by filthy streams turned
into railroad-cut by others than railroad company: 78 Ga. 641.
;

:

$4935.

The alienee of a person owning
§3862. (3001.) Right of alienee.
the property injured, may sue for a continuance of the nuisance; so
the alienee of the property causing the nuisance is responsible for
In the latter case there
a continuance of the same.
before
action
brought.
request to abate,

must be a

Stated 7 Ga. 297.
Section 2322 has no application to such alienee: 73 Ga. 363.
Notice of the nuisance is sufficient request to abate 73 Ga. 366.
Recent purchase of real estate, or motive therein, no bar to legal rights:
86 Ga. 94.
:

:

$$4760,4916.

Where the consequences of a nuisance
commenced will be irreparable in damages,

§3863. (3002.) Injunction.

about to be erected or

and such consequences are not merely
degree certain, a court of equity
before

it is

may

possible, but to a reasonable

interfere to arrest a nuisance

completed.

Injunction sustained as to a livery-stable: 9 Ga. 425; 10/336; but see 20
Ga. 537. When equity will restrain in case of a mill-dam: 50 Ga. 34; 18/529;
44/617. Injunction against a mill within the limits of municipal corporation
28 Ga. 30. Equity restraining a private nuisance, such as the diversion or obstruction of a watercourse: 33 Ga. Sup. 141. Injunction against permanent
obstruction in street 33 Ga. 601 30/506. When equity will enjoin the obstruction of an alley 64 Ga. 423. Injunction refused where adequate remedy
by abatement of nuisance 59 Ga. 790. When equity will not enjoin when
damage uncertain 51 Ga. 523. Or a public nuisance: 51 Ga. 523; 50/451. Or
when conflicting evidence: 44 Ga. 617. When not against regrading a street:
23 Ga. 402.
Allegation of speculative or contingent injuries, etc., not require injunction 68 Ga. 668.
Putting trash, filth, and garbage on one's premises continually, may be
enjoined: 71 Ga. 563.
Discharge of filthy sewage on land of another, enjoined 74 Ga. 570.
Equity may restrain the raising of a mill-dam, if dangerous to health:
72 Ga. 208.
Nuisance causing injury to health enjoined here: 77 Ga. 810.
Railroad's unlawful occupation of street by side-tracks, enjoined at instance
of property-owner, when 78 Ga. 271.
Loading cars in street from side-track being nuisance complained of, doing
so from main track was virtual continuance
as to injunction 78 Ga. 803.
:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:
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§§3864-3866

Nuisances and other injuries to health.

Injunction against construction of railway side-track granted, at instance
owner affected thereby 86 Ga. 94.

of real-estate

:

Decree providing that nuisance, if not removed in certain time, should be
abated, cannot be executed by clerk issuing process commanding sheriff to
abate

:

71 Ga. 256.

Completion of bridge cannot be enjoined after completed, nor can chanchambers order it remodeled or removed 75 Ga. 828.

cellor at

:

Erection of electric-railway power-house in city, under facts here, not
enjoined in advance of construction 92 Ga. 210.
:

Temporary injunction granted against city's continuing nuisance 91 Ga. 210.
Atlanta cannot, under its charter, create permanent nuisance dangerous to
health and life 91 Ga. 210.
:

:

§3864. (3003. ) Sale of unwholesome provisions. A person who know- §§ 3828
ingly or carelessly sells to another unwholesome provisions of any

kind, the defect being

unknown

to the purchaser,

»

and damage results

to the purchaser, or his family, or his property, such person shall be
liable in

damages

for such injury.

Implied warranty on sale of: Note to section 3555, paragraph

2.

A person who, knowingly or
by himself or his agents, sells to another adulterated
drugs or liquors, by the use of which damage accrues to the pur§3865. (3004.) Adulterated drugs.

carelessly,

chaser, or his patients, or his family, or his property, shall be liable
in

damages

for the injury done.

If a vender of drugs and med-^828,
§3866. (3005.) Mistake of druggist.
icines, by himself or his agent, either knowingly or negligently fur-

nishes the

wrong

article or medicine,

and damage accrues from the

use of the drug or medicine furnished, to the purchaser, or his pa-

vender shall respond in

tients, or his family, or his property, the

damages for the injury done. If death ensues to the purchaser, in
any case arising under this or the two foregoing paragraphs, the
right of action shall be to the widow or children, as prescribed in
cases of physical injuries.

When

a druggist in good faith putting up a prescription for a customer not

liable: 61

Ga

505.

Not necessary

to prove that the

homicide was a crime

General Note. — Party cannot acquire right

:

70 Ga. 435.

to maintain a nuisance by preApplies to public nuisances only: 47 Ga. 269. Power of
city council of Savannah as to nuisances 6 Ga. 1 9/281. When landlord and
when tenant liable for a nuisance 38 Ga. 542 44/489. May by writ of prohibition prevent justice of the peace of county from abating nuisance in town
40 Ga. 87. Use of street by railroad 44 Ga. 547. To divert a watercourse is a
pi'ivate nuisance 33 Ga. Sup. 141.
Who liable for costs: 41 Ga. 135. As to
abatement of nuisances, see section 4760 et seq., and notes.

scription: 7 Ga. 327.

:

:

:

;

;

:

3555

-
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4.

to the person.

SECTION

4.

OF INDIRECT INJURIES TO THE PERSON.
«39oo.

In every case of trust or con§3867. (3006.) Negligence by trustee
fidence reposed, in consideration of a reward paid or promised, neg.

ligence in the person trusted, to the injury of the other, will give a

right of action.

§3868. (3007.) Abducting or harboring wife.

A

husband has a right
Fur-

of action against another for abducting or harboring his wife.

home by cruel
an act of humanity, and gives no right to the husband.

nishing shelter and food to a wife driven from her

treatment

is

Adultery, or criminal conversation with a wife, gives a right of action to the husband. In
such cases proof of the marriage may be made by general reputa§3869. (3008.)

tion,

and the

When

Criminal conversation.

man and

parties living together as

wife.

necessary to show connivance of the husband 30 Ga. 891. Secand as to proof of marriage 62 Ga. 406, 407.
Condonation of wife's infidelity, not bar husband from recovering damages
from her seducer: 85 Ga. 231.
Verdict of husband against seducer for $1,400, not excessive: 85 Ga. 231.
it is

:

tion cited,

:

The seduction of a daugh§3870. (3009.) Seduction of daughter.
ter, 'unmarried and living with her parent, whether followed by pregnancy or not, gives a right
if

of action to the father, or to the

mother

the father be dead, or absent permanently, or refuses to sue.

No

The seduction is the gist
the damages should be exem-

loss of service

need be alleged or proved.

of the action,

and

in well-defined cases

plary.

Right of action abates on death of person

:

9

Ga.

69.

Before Code, proof of

Whether homicide of seducer falls
under section 4334 of Code, question for the jury, and what evidence admissible 29 Ga. 724. Declax'ation filed claiming damages for authorizing attachment pendente lite 37 Ga. 34. Dying declaration not admissible in suit by
loss of services

was required

:

11 Ga. 603.

:

:

father

:

39 Ga. 223.

§3871. (3010.) Furnishing liquor

S3671 -

$:i853.

to

minor

son.

A

father, or

if

the

father be dead, a mother, shall have a right of action against any
person who sells or furnishes spirituous liquors to his or her son under age, for his own use, and without his or her permission.
A like right of action
§3872. (3011.) Gaming with minor son.
shall accrue against any person who shall play and bet at any game
of chance with a minor son for money or other thing of value.
In all cases
§3873. (3012.) Procurer of wrong is joint wrong-doer.
he who maliciously procures an injury to be done to another, whether
it be an actionable wrong or a breach of contract, is a joint wrongdoer,

and may be sued either alone or jointly with the

actor.

:
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§§3874, 3875

1.

Of injuries to property; to real estate.

71 Ga. 301.

Connecting railroad

may be

contracted with: 71 Ga.

sued as wrong-doer, without suing the road

61.

—

General Note. Unauthorized arrest 13 Ga. 98. Injury by process of competent jurisdiction when process irregular, procuring search-warrant upon
insufficient information: 13 Ga. 260. As to illegal arrests: 51 Ga. 641 62/290;
:

;

46/86; 54/468; 65/387.

CHAPTER

3.

OF INJURIES TO PROPERTY.

ARTICLE

1.

TO REAL ESTATE.
§3874. (3013.) Interfering with enjoyment

ment

of private property being

of.

The right

of enjoy-

an absolute right of every

Sjjgs, 8877,

citizen,

every act of another which unlawfully interferes with such enjoy-

ment

is

a cause of action.

Right of action under this section: 44 Ga.
overflowing land

:

547.

Discussed in an action for

59 Ga. 286-291.

show that person on railroad-track is trespasser: 70 Ga. 243.
Ejection of one in possession by compromise of suit, is actionable tort: 71
Ga. 744.
Landlord's breaking open of tenant's locked outhouse to get cotton, trespass even though property taken was landlord's at time 81 Ga. 468.
Whenever right to enjoy property is invaded and injury arises therefrom,
owner may recover damages without doing anything to avoid consequences 80
Ga. 291.
Overflow may render land useless for cultivation, yet not totally worthless
Cited, to

:

;

:

94 Ga. 264.

The bare right of possession to $3045
§3875. (3014.) Right of possession.
lands authorizes their recovery by the owner of such right, and also
damages for the withholding of the
Title in ejectment

Where

right.

and right to possession

free person of color in 1854 erected

in possession of one,

and daughter

:

55 Ga. 81-84

;

54/687.

two houses on

of other, after

lot, and left wife
emancipation each owned

the part she was left in possession of. Anomalous conditions of post-bellum
property rights of negroes construed upon broad principles of equity: 73 Ga.
187.

No recovery in ejectment on weakness of defendant's title. No title shown,
nor prior possession with right to same, nor that defendant went in as mere
wrong-doer, no recovery 73 Ga. 140.
Intestate dying in possession, not necessary for purchaser at administrator's
sale to show other title in deceased, to maintain ejectment: 84 Ga. 69.
Having homestead set apart in land does not give any right against true
owner 72 Ga. 119.
:

:

-
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1.

Of injuries to property; to real estate.

Cestui que trust entitled to possession of land may maintain ejectment
against stranger, or even against trustee 73 Ga. 210.
Purchaser in possession under bond for title from true owner, owns freehold
relatively to every one else, and may recover for damages thereto: 89 Ga. 615.
:

Deed showing part

of chain

under which complainant claimed, admissible:

77 Ga. 263.

S

Letter of attorney of one claiming title, admissible to show recognition of
77 Ga. 263.

plaintiff's right to possession
5,5008
'

:

The bare possession of land audamages from any person who

(3015.) Bare possession.

§3876.

thorizes the

possessor to recover

wrongfully, in any manner, interferes with such possession.
68 Ga. 825.

Action by one who has not the legal title sustained 23 Ga. 590. Bare possession to recover on in ejectment 41 Ga. 42 54/608. For twenty years 64
Ga. 370.
Cited, to show that person on railroad-track is trespasser: 70 Ga. 243.
For one to take possession of his own land is not trespass! 72 Ga. 119.
Where one takes possession, believing it is his, true owner could recover
only actual damages 72 Ga. 119.
Damages to one rightfully in possession, recoverable even against holder of
fee 84 Ga. 198.
Possession of land, under claim of ownership, prima facie evidence of title:
:

:

:

;

:

:

85 Ga. 703.
Plaintiff in suit for completed trespass, who was merely tenant when trespass committed, though becoming owner afterwards, can only recover for
injury to possession; right to recover for injury to freehold is in the then
owner: 88 Ga. 479.
(

^81,4813,

The person having title to lands, if no
under the same title with him, may maintain an action for a trespass thereon; and if a tenant be in possession, and the trespass be such as injures the freehold, the owner, or
a remainder-man, or reversioner, may still maintain trespass.
(3016.) Bare

§3877.

one

is

title.

in actual possession

Section referred to and construed

:

40 Ga. 481

;

48/424.

One in possession of land by himself or tenant has right of action against
mere trespasser, without showing title 69 Ga. 577.
For one to take possession of his own land is not trespass 72 Ga. 119.
Having homestead set apart in land does not give any right against true
:

:

owner: 72 Ga.

119.

Suit for trespass to "mill timber," not supported by showing trees used for

turpentine

Where

:

70 Ga. 720.

under deed conditioned upon occupancy, abandoned possession, title reverted to grantor, who could then maintain trespass for demolition of fixtures 74 Ga. 74.
One cannot induce a trespass, afterwards purchase the land, and recover
damages for same: 85 Ga. 668.
Legal title in husband and equitable title in wife, action of trespass by
both jointly, not maintainable: 85 Ga. 668.
railroad, holding depot-ground

:

$$3586,3060.

§3878. (3017.) Disputed possession.

,

Where two persons claim

have actual possession of the same land, he

who has the
Stated

:

legal title,

20 Ga. 312, 324.

and the other

is

is

deemed

a trespasser.

to

in possession

:

NINTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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§3879. (3018.)

3,

ARTICLE

§§3879-3882

1.

to property; to real estate.

The owner

of land

is

entitled to the $g|7

3061

>

-

free and exclusive enjoyment of all watercourses, not navigable,
flowing over his land; and the diverting of the stream, wholly or in
part, from the same, or the obstructing thereof so as to impede its
course or cause it to overflow or injure his land, or any right appur-

tenant thereto, or the adulterating thereof so as to interfere with
is a trespass upon his property.

its

value to him,

Damages for continuing
Section referred to and construed 41 Ga. 170.
4 Ga. 241 59/286 64/515 51/378-390.
:

trespass in overflowing land

:

;

;

;

See notes to section 3057.

As to right to direct water flowing under the surface 66 Ga. 45.
One erecting dam so as to flood lands of another, without license,
:

is

a tres-

Evidence of expenditures not allowed 77 Ga. 810.
One may divert watercourse to protect his land but answerable for damage to others arising therefrom 80 Ga. 115.
Where damages properly awarded for diverting watercourse to injury of

passer.

:

;

:

another's land 80 Ga. 115.
In suit for injury to land caused by erection of dam, not necessary to prove
that backwater actually came in contact with land 80 Ga. 291.
Where dam unchanged for twenty years, plaintiff could recover for damage
accruing during last four years by reason of filling in of channel 80 Ga. 291.
Removal by upper owner, of rock from bed of stream, causing overflow on
lower tract, actionable; though no damage where stream enters lower tract,
but only farther down 81 Ga. 637.
Upper riparian owner liable to lower, for adulterating stream by washing
ore therein though stream more useful for mining than domestic purposes
:

:

:

:

;

83 Ga. 188.

Underground streams. The course of a stream of $| 3 [^ 7
water underground, and its exact condition before its first use, are
so difficult of ascertainment, that trespass cannot be brought for
any supposed interference with the rights of a proprietor.
§3880. (3019.)

As

to right to direct

§3881.

:

ful interference

him a

3252

»

-

3045

-

66 Ga. 45.

The owner of W 3046
downwards and upwards indefinitely, an unlaw-

(3020.) Rights above and below the surface.

realty having title
gives

water flowing under the surface

'

with his rights, below or above the surface, alike

right of action.

See 59 Ga. 286-291.

See section 3045.

show that person on railroad -track is trespasser: 70 Ga. 243.
Ditch and water used for mining purposes passes with the land: 72 Ga. 887.
For overflow damages to land from damming stream at point below it,
case, not ejectment, is remedy 74 Ga. 520.
Cited, to

:

The unlawful interference with SggJ'
§3882. (3021.) Right of way, etc.
the right of way, or of common, is a trespass to the party entitled.
show that person on railroad-track is trespasser: 70 Ga. 243.
Railroad's right over "right of way" that of every owner over his property
81 Ga. 461.
Cited, to

304(5 '

§§ 3883, 3884

NINTH TITLE.—CHAPTER
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ARTICLE

894

1.

Of injuries to property; to real estate.

One who persists in selling lunches at depot, after being prohibited,
prevented by using necessary force: 81 Ga. 461.

may be

Person crossing inclosed grounds of railroad, not trespasser, where
necessary by train blocking highway unreasonable time 84 Ga. 698.

made

:

The owner of any estate in lands
§3883. (3025.) Slander of title.
action for libelous or slanderous words, falsely and

$3837.

may maintain an

maliciously impugning his

title,

if

any damage has accrued

to

him

therefrom.
8 5358
^39io
51 Ga. 388.
'

'

§3884.

Damage

Damages

for continuous trespass.

for a continuing

trespass are limited to those which have occurred before action

commenced.

is

Subsequent damages flowing from a continuance of

new cause

the trespass give a

of action.

If effect of overflowing lands, at any stage, is to wholly and irretrievably
destroy fertility of land, right to bring successive actions ceases, and single
action must be brought 94 Ga. 264.
General Note. When plaintiff in trespass shows by his own evidence
paramount title in another, he cannot recover: 9 Ga. 160. Trespass for overflowing land: 3 Ga. 83. Liability in trespass for unauthorized levy: 12 Ga.
613.
As to sheriff's duty to levy a mortgage/?, fa.: 13 Ga. 392. As to liability
of constable for levy 27 Ga. 300. Recovery in ejectment a bar to action for
trespass 19 Ga. 583. As to rights of riparian owner, above ebb and flow of
tide-water and as to what defendant can claim in trespass 18 Ga. 539. Action
for mesne profits against trespasser for seizing plaintiff's ferry-landing: 20 Ga.
523.
Opening road and removing fences, for which trespass and not injunction
the remedy 22 Ga. 369. To count in trespass count may be added for taking
and carrying away the proceeds and profits of the land 23 Ga. 590. When
attorney not liable to trespass for directing a levy 28 Ga. 207. Trespass quare
clausum fregit brought where defendant resides 34 Ga. 509 35/144. Trespass
against justices of inferior court seizing property under sections 1390 and 1391
of Code: 37 Ga. 277. Inaction of trespass for cutting timber from vacant
land, plaintiff must prove good title in himself: 40 Ga. 479. Injury to right of
common of pasturage 44 Ga. 582.
Tax-collector personally liable, and to what extent, where he coerces, by
execution, payment of business tax by one not liable: 93 Ga. 12.
Injury to freehold by railroad-engine, by sparks setting fire, evidence showing title in plaintiff and children, but not number of children, no recovery:
95 Ga. 434.
Life-tenant could not recover for overflow damage to crop of her son who
was cultivating life-estate land by her license 89 Ga. 413.
Measure of damages to life-estate by overflow, difference in value of lifeestate, not cost of restoring land to its former condition 89 Ga. 413.
Railroad not liable for opening culvert from one side to other so that water
passed through into plaintiff's pond where it would have flowed anyway: 78
Ga. 641.
Injury from overflowing lands, although intended to operate perpetually
but gradually, actionable in one year relative to crops for two previous years,
and again for succeeding years 94 Ga'. 264.
If effect of nuisance, at any stage, to wholly and irretrievably destroy fertility of land, a single action must be brought: 94 Ga. 264.
For overflow damages to land from damming stream at point below it, case,
not ejectment, is remedy 74 Ga. 520.
:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:
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§§3885-3887

to personalty generally.

That plaintiff contributes to damages to his land by making it greater than
otherwise would be, not defeat recovery altogether: 78 Ga. 744.

ARTICLE

2.

OF INJURIES TO PERSONALTY GENERALLY.
§3885.

(3026.) Injury

to

possession.

is

a tort for which an action

of personalty

Any deprivation

entitled to the possession thereof.

sion

The owner

is $

|o?L3807.

of such posses-

lies.

Section referred to: 58 Ga. 196.
Plaintiff entitled to recover hire of property while in possession of person
illegally

depriving him of

its

use

:

86 Ga. 475.

§3886. (3027.) Mere possession.

Mere possession

of a chattel,

ifS.

1

'

3876

'

w ill give a right of action for any interference therewith, except as against the true owner or the person
without

title,

or wrongfully,

r

wrongfully deprived of possession.

Where administrator had been in actual possession of property sued on: 18
Ga. 679. Section referred to and construed: 57 Ga. 218, 219. One from whose
hands property of an estate wrongfully taken may bring suit against tortious
holder: 62 Ga. 394,395.
Where landlord carried cotton of deceased tenant, for tenant's wife, to warehouse of landlord's creditor who sought to apply it to his debt, she recovered
67 Ga. 378.
In actions to recover the possession of $
chattels, an alternative verdict in damages to be discharged on delivery of the property may be taken but it shall not be necessary to
prove any conversion of the property where the defendant is in possession when the action is brought.
§3887.

(3028.)

Trover.

;

General Note on Trover.
Notes from Code of 1882

:

Action of trover, plaintiff to maintain must have had either general or special property in the chattel, the actual possession or the right of possession:
1 Ga. 381.
Admissions by party in possession as to title, presumption is, were made
with full knowledge of the facts: 15 Ga. 365.
Administrator fraudulently converting the property of another, etc., personally liable for the tort 57>Ga. 148. Not estopped from bringing suit for property illegally sold, as an individual: 57 Ga. 425. Letters part- of title: 2 Ga.
116.
Individually liable in trover for disposing of property to which another
has title: 15 Ga. 189.
Bail-trover, defendant not compelled to make security on bail-bond a party
to bill of exceptions: 65 Ga. 523. Arrest of defendant under bail process: 65
Ga. 119. Imprisonment under bail process for personalty, not in violation of
Constitution of 1868: 57 Ga. 407. Habeas corpus, writ of, brought by defendant in: 62 Ga. 598. Bail cannot attack judgment by affidavit of illegality: 61
Ga. 544. Sheriff liable for failure to serve process- properly on property in
62 Ga. 743,
:

S

8 3917 '
'

;
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Bankrupt, trover by assignee of, in State court, demurrable 59 Ga. 403.
Bill of sale, being in effect a mortgage, does not give mortgagee such title
the property as will authorize him to bring trover 43 Ga. 262.
:

in

:

Bonds, railroad, trover for, by guardian, and liability of bank as bailee 58
Action of trover for bonds 62 Ga. 271.
Buyer, trover by, against seller who refused to deliver corn 5 Ga. 172.
Carrier may be sued in trover for goods received from one not authorized
to deliver them 48 Ga. 85. Demand and notice necessary where there was
erroneous delivery of goods by 14 Ga. 278.
Cestui que trust, entitled to possession of property, may maintain trover for
28 Ga. 469.
it against a stranger
Compromise, trover will not lie for property given up in settlement by way
of: 12 Ga. 121.
Conditional sale, when trover will lie for property held under: 54 Ga. 380.
When with part of purchase-money paid 61 Ga. 230.
:

Ga. 370.

:

:

:

:

:

:

Conversion, any act of defendant which negatives or is inconsistent with the
right of property or possession amounts to: 1 Ga. 380-391. Asserting title to
property coming into possession as a loan, coupled with user and acts of con-

Ga. 106; 18/570. Loss of goods by common carrier by deviation
is
26 Ga. 617. To take without authority is 26 Ga. 619. Purchase
of slaves belonging to estate before administration, was: 30 Ga. 296.
Sale of
property of one for the debt of another, by United States deputy-marshal, held
Nonfeasance is not: 48 Ga. 562.
When sheriff attached
to be: 35 Ga. 136.
goods of wrong party 60 Ga. 516. Suit for wrongfully receiving and converting stolen cotton 62 Ga. 407. It matters not when defendant converted the
goods, if within the statute of limitations: 62 Ga. 407.
Damages, true value the criterion generally, though the jury may find highest value proven, but not compelled to so find 6 Ga. 287. May be reduced by
showing the quantity of plaintiff's title 30 Ga. 121 27/96. Bule as to, value
at time of conversion, with interest, or on proof of highest value between conversion and trial, that amount without interest: 59 Ga. 395; 37/335. Measure
of, not value of the property, but the amount of the debt: 61 Ga. 147.
Deed, when both parties claimed negroes under: 13 Ga. 515.
Detinue, trover a substitute for action of, and trover will lie for stolen property 13 Ga. 315.
Estate, trover will lie for property of, wrongfully taken from holder even
without administration 62 Ga. 394.
Evidence, where will not competent, to show property in testator 6 Ga. 443
26/447. When defendant relies on paramount outstanding title in another,
the acts and admissions of such party disclaiming title, admissible 19 Ga. 286.
What necessary when defendant holds property by judgment of court on a possessory warrant
38 Ga. 250. Error to grant nonsuit when there was some
evidence of possession in defendant: 43 Ga. 323. Assignee of cotton receipts
suing warehousemen must produce receipt or account for its loss, and prove
execution of assignment 43 Ga. 167. Witness may be interrogated as to state
of his feelings towards one of the parties, but it is not competent to inquire
into the cause thereof: 61 Ga. 258.
Exemption, trover for property set apart as: 57 Ga. 218.
Fi. fa., trover for, when deposited as collateral security 60 Ga. 599.
Fraud, when there is actual, etc., in exchange of personal property, the party
defrauded may bring trover for property sold 65 Ga. 698.
Justice of the peace has jurisdiction in trover when damage is less than
$100: 62 Ga. 345.
Landlord cannot maintain trover for crop raised on rented land 57 Ga. 404.
trol, is: 11

from route,

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:::
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Loan, trover lies against a stranger who has obtained wrongful possession
made wrongful conversion of a thing loaned 16 Ga. 20.
Mortgaged property, when trover not maintainable for: 43 Ga. 263.
Overseer, trover against, for slaves in his possession 23 Ga. 467.
Pleadings, when one is chai'ged as trustee in declaration, the words "as trusCount in trover cannot be joined with count
tee" may be stricken: 8 Ga. 61.
Trover, proper action for goods taken without consent
in trespass 10 Ga. 384.
When trover and not assumpsit, the proper remedy: 27
of owner: 20 Ga. 426.
Ga. 517-519. Nonsuit when administrator as plaintiff did not show title, etc.
When conver41 Ga. 607. Counts in trover in action on the case 48 Ga. 85.
sion is alleged on day subsequent to commencement of suit, amended: 54 Ga.
Nonsuit should not be ordered as to action in statutory form where proof
497.
shows conversion before commencement of action 56 Ga. 45.
Possession cannot be secured in trover through a fraudulent title 28 Ga.
or

:

:

:

:

:

:

507.

Possessory warrant, constable holding property lawfully under, not liable in
trover 63 Ga. 220.
Promissory note past due, trover will lie for: 46 Ga. 227.
Sheriff when liable in trover: 28 Ga. 482.
Slaves, trover for recovery of: 24 Ga. 518. Trover by trustee for: 16 Ga.
:

,

487.

Stock, railroad,

when

trover lies for, loaned to be used as collateral security

48 Ga. 562.

Suit does not abate on death of defendant 17 Ga. 495.
Tenants in common, as to suit by 2 Ga. 330. As a general rule, trover will
not lie in favor of one against cotenant 4 Ga. 428. When one may sue another, and effects of suit: 29 Ga. 298. Suit by one against a stranger: 6 Ga.
84; 28/469. Where one is barred and the other not, the one not barred may
:

:

:

recover: 7 Ga. 517.

new

One may sue:

28 Ga. 469.

granted for failure by plaintiff to prove 23 Ga. 63. PossesDeed to plaintiff from one who has no
sion prima facie evidence of: 25 Ga. 28.
29 Ga. 529. As to assertion and distitle gives plaintiff no right to recover
claimer of title 32 Ga. 665. To property claimed from Q. M. C. S. A. not good
Title,

trial

:

:

:

,

44 Ga. 302.

Tort

may be waived and

suit

brought for money had and received

:

62 Ga.

345.

Verdict, where conversion was proved against one of two, and not against
the other, verdict found in accordance with the testimony 28 Ga. 469. Where
plaintiff elects to take alternative verdict, error for court to limit the finding
to the value of the property 59 Ga. 395.
:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882

:

Administrator, where a temporary administrator obtained the property of a
decedent and was afterwards wrongfully deprived thereof, he had an interest
in it that he could bring trover for 73 Ga. 110.
Father was right in holding
possession of son's property after his death until some one could give legal
quittance: 78 Ga. 782.
:

Bailment, trover

recover bailed property, against one claiming under
Unless actual conversion by bailee shown, trover will not
without demand and failure to redeliver 79 Ga. 134.
lies to

bailee: 71 Ga. 380.
lie

:

Carrier, refusing to deliver goods,

and having no lien, liable to this action
goods by carrier to enforce payment of correct

72 Ga. 655.
Detention of
charges, is no conversion 94 Ga, 775.
:

57

::
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Conditional sale, where plaintiff in trover, holding title under conditional
bound to return purchase-money received, less reasonable rent: 85 Ga. 741.
Conversion, sufficiently proven where defendant holds goods in depot of carrier and refuses delivery 65 Ga. 348. Sale by defendant in possession, though
in good faith, is conversion not necessary here to show demand and refusal 75
Ga 342. Where defendant has sold property, bought at judicial sale subject
to pending application for exemption, no demand necessary: 75 Ga. 697.
When property sold reserving title in vendor, sale by vendee to third party is
conversion in latter: 76 Ga. 512. Depositing trust funds as "agent" is not
conversion bank knowing of trust not necessarily liable as for conversion
88 Ga. 333. Conversion not established by demand and refusal under agreement here 77 Ga. 281. Credit sale by agent in possession of goods who is authorized to sell for cash only, is not conversion especially if purchaser had no
notice of limitation of agent's authority; breach of contract, not trover, the
remedy 79 Ga. 134. Generally where money is paid by mutual mistake, until
demand by suit or otherwise, recipient is in no default, and therefore not
chargeable with interest: 83 Ga. 627; distinguishing 12 Ga. 271. Owner of
note, which another fraudulently obtained possession of, and converts by
suing and collecting with owner's knowledge, may thereafter bring trover for
exercising any dominion inconsistent with owner's title, is converits value
sion 88 Ga. 779.
Damages, personalty sold, title reserved until paid for, amount of purchasemoney due, with interest, is measure of damages recoverable in trover 74 Ga.
791 citing 61 Ga. 147. Measure of money recovery in trover, suit for property sold conditionally and partly paid for, is unpaid balance and interest in
lump 91 Ga. 121 see also 82 Ga. 255. Where one rescinded horse-swap for
fraud, tendered back horse received, and brought trover measure of damages,
tender being refused and horse retained by plaintiff 93 Ga. 762.
Demand, where exempted corn, seized under attachment without any oath
to subject it as for purchase-money, was held by plaintiffs in attachment until
judgment obtained and then sold thereunder and bought in by plaintiffs, demand and refusal unnecessary: 74 Ga. 320. See catchword "Conversion," ante.
Check signed by trustee as agent and presented at bank by payee, is demand
88 Ga. 333.
Evidence of possession in defendant when action brought may be inferential, and need not be strong, to prevent nonsuit: 79 Ga. 354.
Trover brought
for property sold conditionally, evidence that plaintiff had no title at time of
sale, inadmissible here: 91 Ga. 121.
Exemption, property when exempted recovered in trover from one who
bought at judicial sale with knowledge of pending application 75 Ga. 697.
Fraud, trover allowed for recovery of mare traded under false representations: 77 Ga. 581.
Where one rescinded horse-swap for fraud, tendered back
horse received, and brought trover measure of damages, tender being refused
and horse retained by plaintiff: 93 Ga. 762.
Half-interest, where trover for one-half interest in bales of cotton, proof
of proper sale, etc., of part, not prevent verdict for balance: 68 Ga. 23.
Hire, value of hire of mill may be illustrated by proof of amount earned by
same while leased to another: 86 Ga. 475.
•Landlord, retaining title to crop, not entitled to trover against tenant,
sale, elects property,

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

.

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

when

84 Ga. 508.
Mistake, defendant's agent, by mistake, having marked plaintiff's calves
with defendant's mark, but defendant never being in possession, no recovery:
95 Ga. 552.
:
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Money, action

of trover

and doctrine considered, and definiteness

money

tion required in suit for specific

Mortgage, mortgagee, with power of
gagor's assignee: 85 Ga. 664.
Possession, where property

was

:

of descrip-

95 Ga. 670.

sale,

can maintain trover against mortfew years before action
had possession 83 Ga. 165

in defendant's, a

brought, some degree of presumption that he

still

:

;

distinguishing 79 Ga. 354 43/323 aliter, length of interval not affirmatively
appearing: 83 Ga. 165.
Eealty, lies where chattel attached to realty is carried away and attached to
;

;

other realty 67 Ga. 506.
Tender, since effect of suit in trover by vendor of mule, who took note, retaining title, would be rescission, tender of note essential 81 Ga. 84.
Title, incompleteness of plaintiff's title to personalty caused by defendant's
wrongful conversion thereof, no defense to action therefor 90 Ga. 299.
Usury, trover lies in favor of transferee of cotton receipt, against giver
thereof, though transferred to secure usurious debt 84 Ga. 746.
Value of the property sued for need not be proved, though alleged: 71
:

:

:

:

Ga. 670.
Verdict, after plaintiff elects to take verdict in alternative, verdict simply
for property, illegal: 82 Ga. 255.

Any abuse

Trespass.

§3888. (3029.)

of,

personal property of another unlawfully,

or

damage done

is

a trespass for which

to,

the ^f'JJf'
2872,3807.

damages may be recovered.

When

need not prove possession, cannot join count in trover with
Ga. 384. Costs in action for: 11 Ga. 137. Abatement of
action by death of defendant: 11 Ga. 151. Removing cotton placed by one on
the land of another without consent, so as not to injure it: 23 Ga. 145. Responsibility of one who himself or by his servant destroys stock of another on
uninclosed land: 28 Ga. 239. Evidence in mitigation of damages for trespass:
30 Ga. 864. Does not lie except against person participating personally in inciting or rendering aid to those engaged in the dispossession 36 Ga. 48.
A.ct
of war, sale of goods by clerk of warehouseman without owner's consent: 42
Ga. 556. When receiver not a trespasser for selling property exempted by ordinary 43 Ga. 589. Against a carrier for negligence 48 Ga. 85.
Damages
for illegal levy of distress warrant 54 Ga. 224. Trespass for damages in drivone

plaintiff

in trespass: 10

:

:

:

:

ing off tenants, etc.

One

61 Ga. 297.

:

removing furniture,

liable for injuries thereto, whether he
exercised care or not: 75 Ga. 871.
Levy on horse in hands of third person was trespass per se, where property
found not subject on trial of claim 80 Ga. 508.
Suit being only for actual damage, malice and want of probable cause not
officiously

:

essential to recovery

80 Ga. 508.
Action for unintentional, though negligent, destruction of dog, not maintainable aliter, where killing wanton and malicious 75 Ga. 444.
:

:

;

In cases of bailments, where M* **** 8
§3889. (3030.) In cases of bailments.
2959, 2895,
the possession is in the bailee, a trespass committed during the ex- 2918
-.

.

.

.

.

-

istence of the bailment will give a right of action to the bailee for

the interference with his special property, and a concurrent right of
action to the bailor for the interference with his general property.
In favor of lender: 16 Ga.

20.

See section 2895 and notes,

.

::
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an actionable interference as well with bailee's special as with
But borrower had no right of action for destruction
by carrier of borrowed picture 73 Ga. 472.
Trespass

is

bailor's general property.

:

§§3098,3096.

A remainder-man or rever§3890. (3031.) Remainder interest.
sioner of personalty may maintain an action against a wrong-doer
for any injury going to destroy the existence or ultimate value of
the property. In such cases the tenant in possession, and remainder-man or reversioner, may sue jointly for the injury to the entire
estate, the recovery being held under like limitations.
Owner out of possession recovering for injury to reversion 31 Ga. 187.
Equity will not interfere for judgment creditor who has only a lien on rever:

sion

:

63 Ga. 633, 634.

CHAPTER

4.

OF DEFENSES.

ARTICLE

1.

OF JUSTIFICATION.
Actsi888,

§3891. (3051.) Justification in torts. In every case of tort, if the
defendant
was authorized by law to do the act complained of, he may
mfwlT'
2897,3802. pi eac the
same as a justification; by such plea he admits the act to
be done, and shall be entitled to all the privileges of one holding the
affirmative of the issue; but such plea shall not give to the defeodant the right to open and conclude the argument before the jury uni

less it is filed before the plaintiff

submits any evidence to the jury

trying the case.
Section referred to and construed 49 Ga. 491 56/354.
Admits what, does not admit imprisonment was wrongful and unlawful, but
what: 69 Ga. 251. Defendant admits act to be done by plea of justification,
and cannot then require proof of it 89 Ga. 522.
Damages, jury may give additional damages, if plea of justification filed
and not sustained: 69 Ga. 252. Justification pleaded, plaintiff need not prove
damages, except, if he can and will, special damages: 81 Ga. 668. In slander
case for unprivileged words imputing crime, truth of plea of justification
defeats, falsity aggravates damages. Evidence may simply mitigate damages
;

:

:

83 Ga. 233.

Failure to justify, where plea
carry all costs 93 Ga. 824.

filed, entitles plaintiff to

verdict which would

:

General issue, plea of justification waived by plea of general issue, which
goes to whole case 83 Ga. 233 citing 81 Ga. 668 82/216.
Order of argument, in railroad damage case, plea admitting injury but denying negligence and imputing negligence to plaintiff, was not plea of justification entitling defendant to conclusion 74 Ga. 723. Right to open and conclude formerly not lost because this plea not filed until plaintiff closed
69 Ga. 251.
Good plea of justification in action for false imprisonment,
:

;

;

:

:
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In action for
giving defendant right to open and conclude: 69 Ga. 251.
malicious prosecution, plea of justification here gives defendant right to open
and conclude: 75 Ga. 178. Where plea of justification in action of trespass
for assault and battery not sufficient to give defendant opening and conclusion 76 Ga. 338. Defendant in libel case pleading justification has conclusion
:

though he also pleaded general issue 81 Ga. 425. Plea here not one of
cation entitling defendant to open and conclude: 92 Ga. 421.
:

justifi-

Pleading, plea here was one of general issue, not of justification: 74 Ga.
To constitute plea of justification, facts alleged must be such as are not
admissible under plea of general issue 74 Ga. 547. The test of plea of justification is whether facts alleged could have gone in evidence under general
issue 72 Ga. 217. Plea setting up negligence of plaintiff and denying negligence of defendant is not one of justification: 72 Ga. 217. Where, to action
837.

:

:

for assault

and battery, only plea

filed

was general

issue, jury could not con-

79 Ga. 574; see also 44 Ga. 197. While justification of tort and general issue may be pleaded at same time, filing former is
sider question of justification

:

abandonment of latter: 81 Ga. 668; and see 82 Ga. 216. In suit against railroad for negligent homicide, plea merely admitting killing was not plea of
justification 74 Ga. 738. Criterion by which to determine what is plea of
justification: 74 Ga. 738. Good plea of justification to action for malicious
prosecution: 81 Ga. 668. Plea that words were privileged and also true, is
plea of justification in libel case: 88 Ga. 620. Plea here justification, suit for
damages for wrongful and malicious suing out and executing warrant to dispossess 92 Ga. 629.
:

:

Privilege, plea of justification, in libel case, does not waive claim of privi81 Ga. 238. See notes to sections 3840, 3841 and 3842.
Proof, plea alleging probable cause for criminal prosecution and denying

lege

:

malice did not require defendant to prove truth of charge set out in declaration 73 Ga. 535. Plea must be sustained by preponderance of evidence: 94
Ga. 611. In slander case, imputing crime, evidence supporting plea of justification should be strong enough to convict plaintiff, if prosecuted criminally
66 Ga. 521. Nothing but truth of plea of justification defeats suit for unprivileged words which are actionable per se: 83 Ga. 234.
:

§3892. (3052.) Extenuation.
What does not amount to justifica-^g802.j83o,
tion may be pleaded in extenuation and mitigation of damages.

Eule stated
Jury

may

:

93 Ga. 824.

consider, in mitigation of damages, evidence tending to sustain

plea of justification

:

80 Ga. 480.

To make advice of counsel admissible in mitigation, must appear that it
was given after full and fair statement of material facts: 81 Ga. 469.
Admissible here to show that counsel and the solicitor-general advised
prosecution

:

73 Ga. 535.

Advice of justice of the peace not admissible
cious prosecution

:

in mitigation of alleged mali-

81 Ga. 669.

Inquiries by defendant in suit for malicious prosecution as to probable guilt
of other party,

competent as probable cause: 81 Ga. 669.
That conductor spit in passenger's face on first meeting after latter had
been slandering his sister-in-law, no defense for company, or mitigation 90
:

Ga.

23.

Publisher's offer, pending libel suit, to open columns to
ment, not mitigating circumstance 94 Ga. 121.
:

plaintiff for state-

§§ 3893-3896
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S

5

Hot'
3648

6,

2322
3904'

-

§8893. (3053.) Consent. As a general rule there can be no tort
committed to a person consenting thereto, if that consent be free
and not obtained by a fraud, and be the action of a sound mind. The
consent of a person incapable to consent, as a minor, and in some
cases a married woman, cannot affect the rights of the husband,

parent or guardian.
See notes to sections 3830 and 2322, and general note thereafter.
Fault of father not attributed to infant, in action of tort by latter: 77
Ga. 102.
General Note. As to justification of unauthorized arrest: 13 Ga. 98.
Matters in justification of removal of city marshal: 25 Ga. 590. As to plea
of justification in slander: 23 Ga. 215; 34/376; 27/378. Plea of justification
in action of trespass: 9 Ga. 297
18/542. Matters of justification should be
specially pleaded 44 Ga. 199.

—

;

:

ARTICLE

2.

OF SATISFACTION, AND HEREIN OF TENDER.
§8902.

If the tort complained of
§3894. (3054.) Satisfaction of torts.
amount to a crime, the person injured may consent to a

does not

and if it does amount to a crime,
the person injured may agree upon and receive compensation for the
satisfaction

and settlement

thereof;

Any

attempt, however, to satisfy the public offense, or to suppress a prosecution therefor, is illegal, and vitiates
the entire agreement, except in those cases where the law expressly
personal injury.

allows of such a settlement.
Vitiates the agreement, although the note be for less than the actual dam39 Ga. 85. Section referred to and construed 48 Ga. 361 50/155 56/567,

age

:

:

;

;

568; 62/134.

Note taken in satisfaction of a fine is not illegal 70 Ga. 275.
Note and mortgage given to settle or suppress criminal prosecution cannot
:

be collected

:

71 Ga. 37.

If the offense sought to be
§3895. (3055.) Compounding a felony.
satisfied, or the prosecution sought to be suppressed, amounts to a

an offense under the Penal Code, and
though executed, is no defense to an action for the tort. But if the
offense is not a felony, and the agreement is fully executed, it shall
felony, the agreement itself

is

be a satisfaction for the private tort.
Note to compound is void if the act done is prima facie felony an offense
discretionary with court to punish with penitentiary: 39 Ga. 85. Where indicted for compounding a felony 50 Ga. 152. Section referred to and construed with regard to a note given by insurance agent 56 Ga. 567, 568.
Note taken in satisfaction of a fine is not illegal 70 Ga. 275.
;

:

:

:

A
Cobb
$3728.

6

562
to-

A person committing a tort
§3896. (3056.) Tender of damages.
the person or property may, before or after suit brought, tender

to the person injured such

an amount of damages as

in his

judgment
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Limitation of actions.

and

covers the injury,

amount

the same be rejected, he

if

may

deposit the

in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the

and

of his residence, as a continued tender;

county

the jury trying the
no
more
damages
than the amount tendered, the
cause shall give
plaintiff shall recover

if

no costs accruing subsequent to the time of

the tender.

Where jury

defendant in trespass, plaintiff entitled to nominal
tender of one dollar and costs 18 Ga. 539. Section referred
to in reference to tender of damages 49 Ga. 374.
Money paid to attorney for purpose, not proof of tender: 77 Ga. 282.
Statutory privilege of tender not granted as resource to stop interest, but
to avoid cost: 81 Ga. 413.
Tender of damages by railroad for lost goods, received from connecting
steamboat-line, should have been accepted here: 76 Ga. 532.

damages

;

finds for

effect of

:

:

§3897.

Tender in

(3057.)

personal property,

In actions for the recovery of§39rr.
the defendant at the first term will tender the

if

trover.

property to the plaintiff, together with reasonable hire for the same
since the conversion, disclaiming all claim of title, the costs of the
action shall be paid by the plaintiff, unless he can prove a previous

demand

of the defendant,

See 67 Ga.

and a refusal

to deliver

it

up.

507.

Defendant who

is in possession when action brought, unless he disclaim at
term, liable for costs suit may proceed for costs and hire though plaintiff has replevied
88 Ga. 524.
General Note. Since effect of suit in trover by vendor of mule, who took
note retaining title, would be rescission, tender of note essential: 81 Ga. 84.

first

;

:

—

ARTICLE

3.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
§3898. (3058.)

For damages

to

^^
within four years after A^ti805^

All

realty.

upon, or damages to realty, shall be brought

Acts

the right of action accrues.

Only the count for mesne
120-125.

1^55-6,
p. 233.

profits within the limitation

But the statute should be pleaded, to

67
g62

actions for trespass

Act of 1869: 46 Ga.

avail as to mesne profits: 57 Ga.

Where the statute of limitations should have been pleaded against
an action of trespass 48 Ga. 424, 425.
City liable for maintenance of continuing nuisance, though suit for original
act barred by limitation 75 Ga. 110.
Suit for other than continuing nuisance, barred after four years: 81 Ga. 625.
Although act causing injury done twenty years before, where injury accrues
within preceding four years, action will lie: 80 Ga. 291.
Where defendant had connected his creek with plaintiff's in 1878, causing
overflow, suit begun in 1884 for damage to crops, of 1882, not barred. Whenever fertility of land totally and permanently destroyed, right to maintain
successive actions relatively to each year ceases 94 Ga. 264.

541, 558.

:

:

:

§§3899-3903
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A

67
562

8na H

Cobb°564
Acts 1855-6

of trover and trespass vi et armis added by amendment to case
ne g]jg ence against carrier, where more than four years had elapsed from the
conversion 48 Ga. 85 52/240. Action for seizing property under execution
barred after four years from seizure, and claim will not prevent it: 58 Ga. 195.
Where barred at law, also barred in equity: 63 Ga. 323-325.

Where counts

p. 233.

§^3760-3

(

Actions for injuries to personalty
be brought within four years after the right of action accrues.
To personalty.

§3899. (3059.)

Cobb
A

18.

f Qr

:

A
67
cibb 562

A
Cobb
p

Actions for injuries done to the
§3900. (3060.) To the person.
erson
shall
brought
within
be
two
years after the right of action
P

U

A Ct

564

8556

;

'

234

accrues exce pt for injuries to the reputation, which shall be brought
>

8 26
*f76o-377 8

'

within one year.
But passenger may sue railroad

on breach of contract of
action for tort under Alabama statute was not limited otherwise than by general State statute of limitations, Georgia limitation law governed 83 Ga. 621 distinguishing 49 Ga. 107.
Railroad company settling personal injury claim by agreeing to employ party
carriage, any time in four years

:

for personal injury,

94 Ga. 140.

Where

:

for life, but discharging

S

9 8787,
'

him after eight years,

;

original claim barred

:

92 Ga. 782.

The disabilities and
§3901. (3061.) Disabilities and exceptions.
exceptions prescribed in limiting actions on contracts shall be allowed and held applicable to actions for

No subsequent promise

torts.

terms of the statute of limitationsin case of tort: 16 Ga. 114. Evidence sufficient to support plea of statute
of limitations in action for deceit: 26 Ga. 443.
Seven years from the discovery
of the fraud 35 Ga. 282.
Suspension of the seven years limitation as to judgments upon which no execution has issued, by acts between 1861 and 1865 suspending statute of limitations: 47 Ga. 362.
will take it out of the

:

ARTICLE

4.

OF OTHER DEFENSES.
§3902. (3062.) Arbitrament and aivard.

$$4474,3736.

is

a good defense to an action for a tort,

Arbitrament and award

and the

rules prescribed in

reference to this defense to a contract apply equally to a tort.
^m/soim
3741

-

7'

Former recovery, and the
§^903. (3063.) Former recovery, etc.
pendency of another suit, are also good defenses, and subject to the
same rules as when applied to contracts. Sometimes a party may
sue either for the tort or upon the contract; in such cases he must
elect on which he will proceed.
Former recovery must be specially pleaded, and record not admitted under
plea of "not guilty" 55 Ga. 228, 229. Former recovery must be set up by plea
and not by motion 57 Ga. 63. Where a cross-bill showed on its face that the
matters therein stated had been adjudicated in a claim case 60 Ga. 159. Dismissed on demurrer: See notes to section 3741.
See notes to section 3811.
:

:

:

Scire facias

ment: 70 Ga.

is

not a

633.

suit,

and a former scire facias cannot be pleaded

in abate-

:
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Of damages.

Person put off a street-car wrongfully may sue in tort 70 Ga. 368.
May waive contract and sue for breach of duty 68 Ga. 839.
Owner of cotton sold and proceeds converted may waive tort and sue for
money had and received 92 Ga. 686.
Where life-tenant under will exchanged property, executor could waive tort
and administer property taken in exchange 93 Ga. 678.
Party undertaking contract at his own expense, cannot recover both expenses and damages for breach must elect 90 Ga. 417.
Election required, between action for fraud and deceit as to quantity of land
sold and breach of warranty 94 Ga. 183.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Infancy is no defense to an action for a Sgjjjs, 3893,
tort, provided the defendant has arrived at those years of discretion
and accountability prescribed by this Code for criminal offenses.
§3904. (3064.) Infancy.

Cited in reference to contributory negligence by minor plaintiff: 70 Ga.

CHAPTER

237.

5.

OF DAMAGES.
§3905. (3065.)

General rule.

is

are given as compensation

and generally

this is the measure where the
If
of a character capable of being estimated in money.

for the injury done,

injury

Damages

the injury be small, or the mitigating circumstances be strong,

nom-

damages only are given.

inal

Where one

voluntarily throws himself in front of a dray, nominal
Measure of damage discussed: 30 Ga. 241.

for injury: 27 Ga. 358.

damages
Meaning

When nominal damages recovergiven for nominal damages 60 Ga. 496. Jury
may consider the pain and bodily suffering, in making their estimate of
damages 51 Ga. 646. In absence of aggravation, the actual damages the measure of recovery: 47 Ga. 260; 59/289. As to evidence in the matter of driving
off tenants: 61 Ga. 297.
Damages are given as a compensation for the injury:
63 Ga. 241.
See notes to sections 3793 et seq., 3807 et seq., and 3826 et seq.
Alabama decision, under Alabama decision recovery by personal representative against railroad, compensatory, not punitive: 84 Ga. 519.
Attorney at law, client entitled at once to nominal damages, at least from
attorney giving bad advice as to title 72 Ga. 83 see also 33 Ga. 174.
Carriers, only actual or nominal damages recovered for breach of contract
by common carrier to transport passenger 59 Ga. 426 61/131 68/190. Measure of damages where carrier fails to deliver goods within reasonable time
75 Ga. 745.
Charge of court correctly stating measure of damages for personal injury by carrier: 76 Ga. 311.
Measure of damages for unreasonable
delay in delivering goods, defined 85 Ga. 497. Rule of damages in suit against
railroad company for injury to personal property in charge of plaintiff's agent:
65 Ga. 120,121. Cost of peaches and expense of shipment, etc., not measure
of damages for loss, but market price at destination 86 Ga. 686.
See notes to
of

nominal damages: 63 Ga. 302; 56/351.

able

:

44 Ga. 386.

When new

trial

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

section 2263

et seq.

Charge, where girl employee of factory fell into elevator-hole at night,
charge on damages sustained 69 Ga. 137. Charge that if plaintiff suffered no
:

$

|^

4 ' 3801

'

:
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etc., from illegal seizure of property, he cannot recover, properly refused: 78 Ga. 320.
Verdict set aside where charge on measure of damages for physical injury

damages,

not clear 90 Ga. 266 citing 90 Ga. 258.
Contract of sale, measure of damages for breach of contract to purchase
interest in electric-light patents, etc. 93 Ga. 526.
"De minimis," Supreme Court will not examine closely as to small damages
found by jury and approved by judge: 75 Ga. 810.
Dispossessory warrant, loss of boarders, and counsel fees incurred in resisting malicious dispossessory warrant, elements of special damage 91 Ga. 217.
Eminent domain, measure of damages against county for damaging property in constructing approaches to bridge is depreciation in market value of
property 85 Ga. 420. See notes to section 3055.
Evidence, suit for malicious arrest, where evidence competent in mitigation
was erroneously excluded 78 Ga. 733. Evidence of previous difficulty with
plaintiff in libel suit, not competent in mitigation of damages: 78 Ga. 753. To
estimate damages for injuries received, evidence of probable promotion to
higher public office, inadmissible: 86 Ga. 145.
Excessive, verdict not excessive 84 Ga. 37. Damages for stopping drainage
not excessive 84 Ga. 61. Law trusts implicitly conscience of juror as to
damages for loss of member, agony, etc., but if verdict excessive reversal follows 83 Ga. 515. $13,750 for injuries to nine-year-old child excessive here
83 Ga. 515. Verdict of $750 for broken arm, not excessive here: 85 Ga. 869.
Verdict for broken leg held excessive: 66 Ga. 253. $2,666.66 held not excessive damages for grave and permanent injuries 86 Ga. 22. Verdict for $16,044
damages,, sustained by evidence in this case: 86 Ga. 294. $1,000 not excessive
recovery for permanent and disabling injury to man of twenty-four years: 86
Ga. 418. Tort traceable to negligent mistake and not intentional violation of
:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

would appear to be excessive in this case 86 Ga. 641. Verdict for
$1,000 not excessive in this case: 86 Ga. 744. See notes to section 3803.

rights, $750

:

Expense of feeding and doctoring injured mule while unable to work, inin measure of damages: 84 Ga. 329.
Failure to deliver, measure of damages for refusal to deliver wood bought
lying on ground 93 Ga. 700. Measure of damages for breach of contract to

cluded

:

deliver potatoes 95Ga.429.
False imprisonment no case for nominal
:

damages 77 Ga. 419.
damages when growing timber, leaves and fencing destroyed
by fire through negligence, the market value of land not affected 93 Ga. 256.
Homicide, measure of damages and rules for computing, in homicide case:
Fire,

measure

:

of

:

95 Ga. 585, 586.

See notes to section 3828.
Horse, where horse dies from effect of injuries, measure of damages is value
at time of injury, and value of hire cannot be recovered in addition 80 Ga. 146.
Infant, measure of recovery by widow for injury to minor daughter: 92 Ga.
:

388.

Loss of time, nominal damages allowed for loss of time from business,
although no definite evidence of value of time: 93 Ga. 672.
Malice, where one contracted not to enforce mortgage within stated time,
and violated agreement, actual damages recoverable without alleging malice:
67 Ga. 534, 535.
Married woman, measure of individual damages to married woman is enlightened conscience of jury, earnings belonging to husband 91 Ga. 813.
Mortuary tables See end of these notes.
Nominal, where nominal damages not recoverable: 80 Ga. 643.
:

:
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Of damages.
in proper case, jury may allow for future pain and sufFuture pain and suffering from permanent injury, considdamage 66 Ga. 259. Measure of damages for permanent
injuries and pain and suffering 92 Ga. 425. No absolute measure for loss of
member, agony, etc. left to conscience of juror: 83 Ga. 515. Mental suffering not alleged, charge thereon not required, but not error here since it
necessarily followed from the injury 83 Ga. 588.

Pain and suffering,

fering: 91 Ga. 782.
ered as elements of

:

:

;

:

Personal injuries, no fixed rule for estimating damages for injuries to the
person 86 Ga. 145 83/583. Elements of damage in personal-injury case considered in detail 66 Ga. 259, 268, 269. No absolute measure for loss of member, agony, etc. law trusts implicitly conscience of juror, but where verdict
excessive, set aside: 83 Ga. 515. See notes to section 2320 et seq., and catchwords "Mortuary Tables," post.
:

;

:

;

Private way, measure of damages for unauthorized use of private way: 91
Ga. 659.
Railroad employee, injured by company's negligence, may recover for pain,
injuries and depreciation of power to labor, although no proof of earning
capacity 68 Ga. 609.
Realty, in action by abutting landowner against railroad for damage to
freehold and for injury to rental value, no recovery as to former if market
value increased aliter, as to latter 87 Ga. 605.
Rent contract, measure of damages for breach by landlord of contract of
rental is excess in value of term over amount agreed on as rent: 79 Ga. 743.
Streets, measure of damages to property from change in grade, benefit from
improvement considered 67 Ga. 386. Municipality having right to tax for
its support, liable for injury occasioned by defective structure in highway,
although not expressly made so by charter 93 Ga. 672.
Telegram, measure of damages against telegraph company for mistake in
telegram in price closing contract of sale 71 Ga. 760. Measure of damages
against telegraph company where one shipped watermelons for sale on erroneously transmitted message quoting market: 91 Ga. 801. No injury resulted
to plaintiff here by telegraph company's failure to deliver message offering
employment 93 Ga. 230. Telegraph company liable for special damages for
failure to transmit and deliver message accepting offer of employment measure of damages 93 Ga. 692. Measure of damages where plaintiff made journey
sooner than he would have done, had telegraph company delivered message in
time 93 Ga. 353. See general note hereafter, and general note on Telegraph
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

Companies.

makes out case for recovery for trespass, without showdamages awarded 67 Ga. 319.
Verdict, in suit against railroad for killing mules, whole verdict is damages
though it may include interest recovery exceeding amount claimed in pleadings illegal, in absence of proper amendment: 87 Ga. 191.
Wife, measure of damages in suit for tortious injury to wife by railroad
company: 91 Ga. 466-471.
Trespass,

if

plaintiff

ing actual damages, nominal

:

;

Mortuary tables as a basis for estimating damages.
Life-expectancy tables admissible in estimating damages from permanent
injuries 66 Ga. 259.
Admissible where evidence tends to show permanent injury 77 Ga. 193.
Carlisle tables admissible in suit for negligent homicide 74 Ga. 788.
Function of expectancy-tables discussed 71 Ga. 427.
Erroneous charge as to manner of using, in estimating present value of life,
may be ground for new trial 90 Ga. 124.
:

:

:

:

:

:
;

§
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Carlisle tables in evidence, verdict for $12,000 for homicide, plaintiff could
off part so as to come within measure of damages proved
74 Ga. 747

write

:

distinguishing 70 Ga. 119.

Jury have right to avail themselves, in suit for homicide, of facts in evidence irrespective of mortality-tables 92 Ga. 148.
Charge here, relative to mortality and annuity tables, and rules for estimating damages, not error: 91 Ga. 208.
Law merely permits, does not require, use of annuity-tables: 94 Ga. 530.
Cannot be rightly used on basis of earnings and age without deducting due
proportion for continuing capacity to labor, for probable diminution of ability
by old age, and for contributory negligence: 94 Ga. 530.
Rule for estimating value of deceased's life by the use of mortuary tables
:

85 Ga. 518.

Charge

measure of damages for permanent injury with
was inaccurate and obscure: 90 Ga. 281.
Where court erred in explaining to jury the use of mortality and annuity
tables, but it manifestly appears that jury was not misled, new trial refused:
of court here as to

Carlisle tables as a basis,

91 Ga. 676.

Charge here on measure of damages for permanent injury, erroneous, the
same authorizing jury to consider diminution in plaintiff's capacity to earn
caused by injury, as if such diminution would continue during the life-expectancy, and not taking into consideration diminution from declining years, etc.

:

92 Ga. 425, 426.
Plaintiff's age must be at least inferable from evidence, before mortality
and annuity tables can be properly admitted in evidence 93 Ga. 6.
Mortuary and annuity tables both being in evidence, jury should be
instructed that annuity-table alone may be used in ascertaining present value
:

:

94 Ga. 107.

No

fixed rule exists for estimating

damages

for

permanent

injuries

;

age,

habits, health, occupation, expectation of life, ability to labor, probable in-

crease or diminution of ability, rate of wages, etc., may be considered by
jury 86 Ga. 145, 146 see also 83 Ga. 586 76/772 71/428, 446.
There is no law which requires tables of the probable length of life and its
probable worth to be introduced they may be useful, but are not essential:
71 Ga. 446.
Mortuary tables considered in estimating damages for homicide of father
:

;

;

;

;

41 Ga. 223.

Northampton

tables of mortality put in evidence without proof in homi-

cide case: 52 Ga. 410.

Life-insurance tables admitted upon proof by one who had been in the
business for years 62 Ga. 306.
Rules as to expectancy, etc., laid down in books, may be used by the jury
or they may apply their own knowledge of arithmetic 73 Ga. 325.
Life-tables published: 70 Ga. 843-848.
:

:

$8803.

In every tort there may be aggrathe act or the intention, and in
vating circumstances, either
that event the jury may give additional damages, either to deter the
§3906. (3066.) Aggravation.

in

wrong-doer from repeating the trespass, or as compensation for the

wounded

feelings of the plaintiff.

Section cited and construed: 64 Ga. 77, 78; 58/220; 51/646. Jury to decide
what damages to be given for pain and wounded feelings: 58 Ga. 111. Where
damages held to be too large 59 Ga. 426.
:
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See notes on Slander, Seduction, Injuries by Kailroads, section 2321 et seq.
Charge, this section should not be charged unless aggravating circumstances shown 72 Ga. 292. Error to give this section in charge, in absence
of any evidence of violence: 74 Ga. 713. Where charge on punitive damages
was properly refused: 79 Ga. 305. It was error to charge that if the jury
believe that the "public good" requires it, etc., they might, to "deter others,"
It was error to charge that interest
etc., award extra damages: 79 Ga. 574.
might be computed on the sum awarded 79 Ga. 574.
:

:

Circumstances, punitive damages should be graduated, with reference to
the special circumstances of the case: 86 Ga. 641.
Ejecting passenger, this section applies in suit for wrongful ejection from
Good faith of conductor in ejecting passenger could
not defeat, but might mitigate damages 73 Ga. 252. Wrongful ejection from
train certainly "aggravating;" whether actual force used or not, exemplary
damages proper: 73 Ga. 257. Exemplary damages for wrongful expulsion of
passenger, under aggravating circumstances: 77 Ga. 674. Law of this section
properly charged, where old, infirm person, without money to pay additional
fare, wrongly ejected from train: 86 Ga. 744. Applied to action by married
woman against common carrier for wrongful expulsion from car: 93 Ga. 458.
Action on case for expulsion from train, though contract for carriage alleged,
is for breach, not of the contract, but of public duty, and punitive as well as
actual damages are recoverable: 79 Ga. 358.
street-car: 70 Ga. 368.

:

Enticing servant, circumstances attending act of enticing away another's
servant make proper case for vindictive damages here 75 Ga. 198.
:

Harsh treatment, exemplary damages for oppression or harsh treatment
not recoverable here: 72 Ga. 281.
exemplary damages not allowed in action by father for
from injury to his minor child 72 Ga. 217.

Infant,
ice

loss of serv-

:

Intention, punitive

damages being

act should be admitted

:

in question,

evidence as to intention of

86 Ga. 641.

Jury, question of damages peculiarly for jury: 68 Ga. 368.
Justification, on facts in plea of, as admissions, jury may award punitive
damages 82 Ga. 216.
Malicious abuse of legal process, punitive damages in case of, or without
probable cause, applied to foreclosure and levy of mortgage before contract
time 67 Ga. 534.
Master and servant, prompt discharge of servant doing the wrong relieves
master of punitive damages, but not from compensating wounded feelings 72
Ga. 292.
:

:

:

Measure of damages, where $50.00 damages not too large: 70 Ga. 368.
damages for libel, not excessive 78 Ga. 753.
Pleadings, not necessary to allowance of punitive damages that they be

$1,000

:

claimed, eo nomine, in declaration 82 Ga. 258.
Railroad, though railroad grossly negligent, punitive damages not recoverable, and charge thereon erroneous 85 Ga. 482.
:

:

is

§3907. (3067.) Vindictive damages.
In some torts the entire injury $3803.
to the peace, happiness, or feelings of the plaintiff; in such cases

no measure of damages can be prescribed, except the enlightened
conscience of impartial jurors. The worldly circumstances of the
parties, the amount of bad faith in the transaction, and all the attendant facts should be weighed. The verdict of a jury in such a

:
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case should not be disturbed, unless the court should suspect bias
or prejudice from its excess or its inadequacy.
Jury to decide whether punitive damages in cases of aggravation 58 Ga.
Section cited and construed: 58 Ga. 111. Excessive damages 59 Ga. 426. As to vindictive feelings of agent 60 Ga. 495. Only allowed
for aggravated torts: 45 Ga. 288; 51/644; 54/224; 58/216. When not allowed
for false imprisonment 41 Ga. 515.
:

135; 49/491,502.
:

:

:

See note on Slander and Seduction, and note to sections 2321

damages set aside
Bias or mistake inferred from excess

Bias, verdict for vindictive

et seq.,

and

3803.

court suspects bias, etc.
68 Ga. 229.
70 Ga. 248. Damages high,
but not so excessive as to warrant the inference of partiality, prejudice or
corruption 70 Ga. 465. Verdict not so excessive as to show bias or prejudice
injury: 91 Ga. 99. Question of damages for jury and verdict not disturbed
as excessive, unless gross mistake or bias suspected: 68 Ga. 609, 610. Second
verdict not disturbed, unless so excessive as to plainly show bias or prejudice
75 Ga. 332.
Where verdict so excessive as to show prejudice, and new trial
granted: 76 Ga. 209. Verdict not disturbed, unless so excessive as to show
bias 77 Ga. 576.
if

:

:

:

:

Charge, where girl employee of factory fell into elevator-hole at night,
charge on damages sustained 69 Ga. 137. In railroad damage suit for pain
and suffering, and also for loss of business and inability to labor, charge applying principle of this section to whole case, error: 73 Ga. 705. Where only
recovery insisted upon is for injury to person, and pain and suffering, charge
upon this section proper 85 Ga. 297. Proper charge as to measure of damages
vindictive, and to peace, etc. Verdict set aside as excessive: 95 Ga. 237; see
also 86 Ga. 641 89/16.
:

:

;

in

"Discretion" instead of "enlightened conscience" unusual, but not error
court's charge 87 Ga. 69.
:

Ejecting passenger, cited, in holding that $50.00 damages not too large for
being put off street-car: 70 Ga. 368. $1,000 not excessive for wrongful expulsion of passenger here passenger may recover for ejection from train where
wrong ticket sold him by agent 77 Ga. 674. Railroad-passenger ejected for
not paying fare, etc., verdict for $1,750 not set aside as excessive: 68 Ga. 219.
Passenger wrongfully ejected, through conductor's mistake, $750 excessive.
Punitive damages being in question, intention of conductor material; how
shown: 86 Ga. 641. Ejection of passenger from train; verdict for $800 upheld 94 Ga. 639. Law of this section properly charged where old, infirm person, without money to pay additional fare, wrongly ejected from train: 86
Ga. 744. Passenger may recover for wrongful expulsion from train, although
conductor did not put hands on him: 91 Ga. 514. Inconvenience passenger is
put to by being put off train, element of damage fact that train-hand called
to assist was negro instead of white, not increase company's liability: 90
Ga. 562. Applied to action by married woman against common carrier for
wrongful expulsion from car: 93 Ga. 458. See catchword "Passenger," post:
93 Ga. 458.
;

:

:

;

Excessive, judgment granting new trial for excessive verdict, affirmed, with
77 Ga. 193. Law trusts implicitly conscience of juror, as to damages
for loss of member, agony, etc. if verdict excessive, reversal follows. $13,750
for injuries to nine-year-old child held excessive: 83 Ga. 515. Damages not
excessive here: 77 Ga. 412. See catchwords "Ejecting Passenger," ante, and
"Homicide," "Passenger," and "Writing off Excess," post<

direction

:

;

;
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False imprisonment, honest mistake, etc., in unlawful imprisonment, goes
77 Ga. 301. $25.00 not adequate for false imprisonment: 77

in mitigation

:

Ga. 419.

Homicide, verdict for homicide ($5,000) not disturbed: 70 Ga. 442. $5,304
homicide of car-coupler, not excessive: 81 Ga. 581. $2,500 for homicide of
railway-watchman, sixty-three years old, not excessive: 82 Ga. 580. See notes
for

to section 3828.

Infant, for personal injury to child of nine years, including loss of limb,
"enlightened conscience," etc., only measure: 81 Ga. 397.
Interest, not added to discretionary damages 81 Ga. 397.
Jury, question of damages peculiarly for jury: 68 Ga. 368.
Malicious prosecution, in suit for malicious prosecution, it was not error to
charge that "in cases of this character" law of this section applies 79 Ga. 638
distinguishing 49 Ga. 491 but where there was proof also of expenses, loss of
time, etc., entire measure of damages should not have been left to unlimited
discretion pecuniary circumstances of defendant admissible 79 Ga. 638.
:

:

;

:

;

Married woman, physical injury which impairs capacity of married woman
is classified by the law with pain and suffering
88 Ga. 648. Tortious
impairment of God-given power or faculty of married woman, being ipso facto
pain and suffering, requires compensation measurable only by enlightened
conscience of jury: 90 Ga. 500. Principle applicable to action by married
woman for physical injuries, except as to worldly circumstances: 91 Ga. 813.
Wife's earnings belong to husband, hence damages of married woman for personal injuries measured only by enlightened conscience of jury 91 Ga. 813.
to labor,

:

;

:

Pain and suffering, measure of damages for pain and suffering resulting from
personal injury, is enlightened conscience of juror 74 Ga. 851. Sorrow suffered
from miscarriage, not proper element of damage: 85 Ga. 297. What evidence
may be admitted as an index to pain and suffering 85 Ga. 482. See catch:

:

words "Married

Woman"

and "Charge,"

ante,

and "Telegram," post ; see also

general note hereafter.

Passenger, where railroad negligently took passenger beyond destination,
verdict for $100 reasonable 77 Ga. 75. Passenger entitled to vindictive damages-for insults and harsh treatment by brakeman $1,000 not excessive here
:

:

;

and a half beyond destination,
excessive: 89 Ga. 16. $500 for injuries to lady, where train did not stop long
enough for her to descend, upheld: 81 Ga. 620. See catchwords "Ejecting
75 Ga. 51.

$2,000 for carrying passenger mile

Passenger," ante.

Telegram, where delay in delivering telegram prevented sendee from reaching his brother's death-bed in time, damages for mental pain and suffering not
recoverable
88 Ga. 763 distinguishing 30 Ga. 152 citing 79 Ga. 234. This
;

:

section

is

;

merely declaratory of pre-existing law

:

88 Ga. 775

;

citing 58 Ga. 107

;

73/257,712; 79/637; 87/747.

Worldly circumstances of defendant shown only where entire injury is to
peace, happiness, or feelings 73 Ga. 251, 149. In suit against railroad for physical injury, what defendant was worth, irrelevant: 73 Ga. 160.
Pecuniary cir:

cumstances of defendant
638.

in suit for malicious prosecution, admitted: 79 Ga.
Principle of this section applicable to action by married woman for phys-

ical injuries,

Writing

except as to worldly circumstances: 91 Ga.

813.

excess, court suspecting bias or prejudice cannot order damages
written off in suit for personal tort: 70 Ga. 120. Court cannot write off any
part of verdict in tort to person aliter, where tort is to property 70 Ga. 119,
off

;

127; 78/320;

where

Carlisle tables in evidence; 74 Ga. 747.

:

Verdict not set

:
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aside as excessive, upon condition that portion of

damages be written

off: 91

Ga. 813.
$|j*™

6 2140 '
'

§3908. (3068.) Necessary expenses.

In

all cases

necessary expenses

consequent upon the injury done are a legitimate item in the
mate of damages.

esti-

Extraordinary outlay, as for medical attention, an element of damage: 23
Ga. 20. As to when expenses recoverable, and as to the evidence necessary in
such cases: 49 Ga. 324; 41/71. Expenses of the hauling, in action for damages
for sale, of fertilizer: 60 Ga. 148, 149.
See notes to section 3796.
As to counsel fees 67 Ga. 535.
Counsel fees and expenses considered in estimating damages for false imprisonment, although no bad faith, stubborn and litigious conduct shown on part
of defendant: 69 Ga. 251.
Charge on subject of plaintiff's recovery of counsel fees as part of damages,
not warranted by facts. Eule stated 69 Ga. 78.
Attorney's fees not allowed where action brought for specific performance
of contract, and damages for breach thus waived 93 Ga. 747.
What expenses reasonable where railroad failed to carry passenger to the
end of his route 70 Ga. 533.
Necessary expenses incurred in finding lost property, recovered against railroad 77 Ga. 412.
Wife here could not, without joining husband, recover expenses incurred in
consequence of injury: 77 Ga. 756.
Personal injury necessitating use of crutches necessarily implies impairment
of capacity to labor 88 Ga. 647.
Consequences to date declaration filed, including loss of hands for want of
shelter for them, expense of providing other shelters, delay and lost time, competent: 78 Ga. 320.
Suit on breach of contract of employment, expenses in seeking employment
elsewhere recoverable 84 Ga. 638.
Expense of feeding and doctoring injured mule while unable to work, included in measure of damages 84 Ga. 329.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

§3909. (3069.) Kinds of damages.

Damages may be

either gen-

eral or special, direct or consequential.
$$5358,3884.

"General" damages are such as the law presumes to flow from any tortious act, and
may be recovered without proof of any amount. "Special" damages
are such as actually flowed from the act, and must be proved in
§3910. (3070.)

General damages, special damages.

order to be recovered.

To recover for overflowing land by mill-dam, need not prove special damages
59 Ga. 286, 287. In action for homicide of child, special damages must be
shown 53 Ga. 684 54/503. And special damages must be averred and proven
in slander and libel cases 41 Ga. 538 56/351.
:

;

:

;

Cited 70 Ga. 122.
The breach of duty, not the resulting special damages, gives right of action
72 Ga. 82.
Illegal ejection of passenger entitled by contract to transportation, actionable per se; measure for jury 73 Ga. 252.
Breach of contract gives right of action independent of all averments of
special damage 79 Ga. 743.
:

:

:

:

:
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General damages for malicious suit and special damages occasioned thereby,
may be recovered in same action 86 Ga. 463.
If no special damages alleged, intendment is that general damages only
claimed 88 Ga. 43.
:

:

"Direct" dam§3911. (3071.) Direct and consequential damages.
"Conseages are such as follow immediately upon the act done.
quential" damages are such as are the necessary and connected
effect of the tortious act, though to some extent depending upon
other circumstances.
are allowed: 46 Ga. 261. How consequential
for public use: 50 Ga. 612; 53/120.
Where the allegation of general damage for breach of contract could also cover
the expense of hauling: 60 Ga. 148.
See notes to sections 3912 and 3913.
Consequential damages to property from changing grade of street, recover-

When consequential damages

damages are

where land taken

set off

67 Ga. 386. See 23 Ga, 402 28/46 34/326.
Consequential damages recoverable in action trespass quare clausum fregit,
from one having right of entering lands for lawful purpose, and exceeding
authority 67 Ga. 535.
Plaintiff could testify that after the injury she had no means of living, and
had to sell her house and lot: 71 Ga. 506.
Plaintiff cannot testify that he was damaged $3,000; but could swear to his
daily receipts and profits 72 Ga. 281.
For overflow damages to land from damming stream at point below, case,
not ejectment, is remedy 74 Ga. 520.
Actual damages by railroad to abutting property recoverable, but may be
offset by increased value of property
72 Ga. 320.
Railroad purchasing right of way and taking away protecting fence, liable
to tenant of grantor for damage by cattle 84 Ga. 256.
Person wronged is under obligation to lessen consequential damages by ordinary care and diligence: 86 Ga. 641.
Evidence touching consequences upon future health, relates to past injuries
77 Ga. 193.

able since Constitution of 1877

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

:

§3912. (3072.)

Damages

too remote,

when.

If the

damages are only $3798.

the imaginary or possible result of the tortious act, or other and

contingent circumstances preponderate largely in causing the injurious effect, such

damages are too remote

to be the basis of recovery

against the wrong-doer.
For damage to be not too remote, it should be traceable to breach of concomputation: 41 Ga. 71. Section referred to and
construed 46 Ga. 265, 266. Damages by a railroad to the person, traceable to
the act, but not its legal or natural causes, not too remote 51 Ga. 583. Where
damages too remote 54 Ga. 84 53/178 55/75-80. Section cited 48 Ga. 569.
See notes to sections 3913 and 3798.
This section construed, in connection with sections 3911 and 3913 80 Ga. 114.
Use of term "contributed largely" for "preponderate largely," error here,
but verdict demanded by evidence: 66 Ga. 81, 86.
City liable for physical injury only where its negligence is preponderating
tract, or capable of exact
:

:

:

;

;

:

:

cause 73 Ga. 746.
So also as to injury to property from overflow of reservoir: 66 Ga.
:

58

72.

§
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Profits not recoverable as such, may be proved and considered in estimating magnitude of injury 67 Ga. 535.
:

Where purchaser sought damages
mill, loss

against vendor for furnishing inferior sawfor milling, too remote; so, of various

from abandoning farming

elements of damage alleged here

:

74 Ga. 234.

Possibility of profit, loss of, too remote: 81 Ga. 285.

Failure of theatrical troupe to reach place of performance in time, damage
71 Ga. 518.
Plaintiff required to show that injury was the direct and proximate result
of defendant's negligence: 75 Ga. 331.
Consequential damages, if flowing directly from trespass complained of,
recoverable 78 Ga. 320.
Damage not traceable to violation of contract, no recovery: 86 Ga. 800.
Damages not recoverable of barkeeper for homicide in his saloon, though
liquor sold to assailant while drunk: 86 Ga. 177.
Miscarriage or abortion as result of street-railway injury to female, not too
remote 79 Ga. 305.
As to whether damages speculative, where salesman deprived of prospective commissions by employer's breach of contract 91 Ga. 404.
Inconvenience or hardship happening to expelled passenger, after reaching
original destination, too remote to be considered in fixing damages: 86
too remote

:

:

:

:

Ga. 641.
In action for injury by railroad to abutting property, danger of possible
collision or of frightening persons or animals, not

elements of damage: 72

Ga. 320.
of damages here, value of material lost: 77 Ga. 412.
Railroad not liable where pond rendered noxious by filthy streams turned
into railroad-cut by others than railroad company 78 Ga. 641 citing 66 Ga. 72.
Measure of damages for injury to mill-site by diverting water, is difference
in value of land before and after, but anticipated profits of mill which never
existed, too remote. Like measure applies to ochre or manganese mine never
prepared for applying water 94 Ga. 232.
Railroad liable where sparks from engine fired property two miles off,
unless wind, relied on as intervening cause, proven extraordinary: 90 Ga. 12.

Measure

:

;

:

$$8798,3803.

Damages which are the legal
though contingent to some exBut damages traceable to
tent, are not too remote to be recovered.
the act, but not its legal or material consequence, are too remote
and contingent.
§3913. (3073.) Rule

and natural

to

ascertain.

result of the act done,

Applied 75 Ga. 598.
act puts other forces in operation which are natural and
reasonable consequences, party who commits such act is responsible in damages for injury sustained thereby 80 Ga. 115.
Consequential damages, at least to filing of writ, allowed for retention of
property after wrongful breaking and entering one's close: 68 Ga. 830; see
also 67 Ga. 534.
For wrongful deprivation of possession of land, rents and profits, compensation for waste, and reasonable counsel fees, recoverable: 74 Ga. 720.
Failure of theatrical troupe to reach place of performance in time, too
remote 71 Ga. 518
Plaintiff could testify that, after the injury, she had no means of living,
and had to sell her house and lot: 71 Ga. 506.
See 59 Ga. 289.

:

Where wrongful

:

:
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Unnecessary to specify every item of damage failure to comply with lease,
and damage therefrom, are enough. Want of water as an item of damage,
which was agreed to be supplied in lease of wagon and stock yard 72 Ga. 281.
Profits made by subsequent tenants inadmissible in suit for wrongful eviction, except to rebut testimony that the lease had lost its value: 72 Ga. 281.
Evidence concerning natural law, to which system of injured woman may
;

:

be subject, admissible: 77 Ga. 193.
Measure of damages to health already impaired, not confined to further
impairment extends also to delaying recovery from original infirmity 81
Ga. 640.
Damages not recoverable of barkeeper for homicide in his saloon, though
liquor sold to assailant while drunk: 86 Ga. 177.
Inconvenience or hardship happening to expelled passenger, after reaching
original destination, too remote to be considered in fixing damages: 86
Ga. 641.
Should appear that railroad company's negligence the natural and proximate cause of injury 66 Ga. 746.
Injury to conductor being casualty, no recovery, although traceable to
engineer's fault which made it necessary for conductor to go where he was
injured 93 Ga. 570.
:

;

:

:

83914.
Exception
(3074.)
'
8
v
r

to

rule

If however, the tort is commit- $$3798, 3827,
3806,3799.
duty omitted, with a knowledge
,
'

.

ted, or the contract broken, or the

and

'

for the purpose of depriving the party injured of such benefits

as are specified in the last paragraph, then the

made by such knowledge and
tion

by the

remote damages are

intent a proper subject for considera-

jury.

See 71 Ga. 523.

Where

83915.
Aqainst
(3075.)
c
v
v
r
Jjoint trespassers.
'
.

may

several trespassers
r

damages for
But the jury may, in their verdict, specify the particular damages to be recovered of each, and
judgment in such case must be entered severally.

are sued jointly, the plaintiff

recover, against all,

§$3802, 3873,
3991, 3317,
2&41.

the greatest injury done by either.

Verdict against joint trespassers construed 9 Ga. 508. Measure of damages for felling and carrying away trees 22 Ga. 353. Onus on plaintiff to
show damage 23 Ga. 145. Large damages in action of trespass 27 Ga. 91.
What proper evidence to go in mitigation of the damages : 30 Ga. 864. Where
one cut timber thinking it on his own land, any verdict for plaintiff should be
for actual damages: 40 Ga. 479.
Damages for trespass only recoverable to
commencement of action 51 Ga. 379. Recovery for highest amount against
trespassers acting jointly: 59 Ga. 241, 242; 54/224. Where only actual damages where trespass as to mortgagee under mistake 61 Ga. 297.
Cited: 71 Ga. 301.
This refers to trespass on property, not to personal torts: 72 Ga. 458.
:

:

:

:

:

:

Court having directed verdict in favor of one of two sued as joint feasors,
other had no ground for complaint here 92 Ga. 631.
If shown that trespass several, recovery may be had against one: 94
Ga. 416.
:

§3916. (3076.) Contribution. If judgment is entered jointly against
several trespassers, and is paid off by one, the others shall be liable
to him for contribution,

$$3991, 2992,

::
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Section referred to and construed
Cited: 71 Ga. 301.

35 Ga. 74.

:

Adjustment of damages between wrong-doers under this and preceding
no concern to plaintiff: 71 Ga. 61.
Right of contribution between directors of corporation misapplying assets

section, of
71 Ga. 54.

Contribution applicable to joint trespassers since Code, when
7,

^389-

392 °'

:

92 Ga. 633.

§3917. (3077.) Highest amount proved.

In estimating the value of
may recover the highest amount which he can prove between the time of the conversion
personalty unlawfully detained, the plaintiff

and the

trial.

may find highest value proven: 6 Ga. 287. As to
damages by bailee against general owner, and against stranger or
wrong-doer: 6 Ga. 530. Where sale a fair one, the damage is purchase-money
with interest 25 Ga. 537. May find a larger amount of damages than alleged
Where

measure

in trover, jury

of

:

value of property, so not larger than alleged in conclusion of declaration:
26 Ga. 447. Value and hire measure of damages 23 Ga. 395. Suit by one
having partial interest may recover to extent of that interest: 27 Ga. 576, 96.
Recovery limited by extent of interest 30 Ga. 121 31/203. Damages in action of trover against pawnee by a wife for .her watch 44 Ga. 174. Section
cited and construed 37 Ga. 339, 340 50/450.
When party in possession of
personal chattel may recover value of from one wrongfully dispossessing him
57 Ga. 218. Rule of damages as to, when seeks value at time of conversion,
and when shows highest value between conversion and trial in first case may
recover interest, and last no interest: 59 Ga. 395; 61/147. Trover for a piano
sold conditionally 61 Ga. 230. Trover for notes 54 Ga. 593. When not entitled to recover the highest proven value, with interest: 55 Ga. 94.
See notes to section 3887.
Title is the issue, and value the measure of damages 67 Ga. 518.
Verdict for value of property with interest interest allowed from filing of
writ 67 Ga. 672.
Plaintiff, having elected to take damages in place of property, could recover
value with hire 76 Ga. 512.
Measure of money, verdict for defendant is sworn value in affidavit: 77
Ga. 21.
Verdict for $75.00, in trover for cow, was not in excess of highest value
proven ($50.00, with sixty cents a day hire) 79 Ga. 456.
:

:

;

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

Plaintiff not entitled to highest value

elect

:

81 Ga. 82-84

Title retained

with interest,
8i

Ga.

898.

;

see also 67 Ga. 506

;

proven and also hire or interest must
;

76/512.

by creditor as security for debt, recovery cannot exceed debt
payments being deducted 74 Ga. 791 82/255.

all partial

:

;

Where plaintiff recovers
§3918. Measure of damages for timber cut.
and carried away, the measure of damage is:

for timber cut

Where defendant is a willful trespasser, the full value of the
property at the time and place of demand or suit brought, without
1.

deduction for his labor or expense.
2.

Where a defendant

is an unintentional or innocent trespasser,
from such trespasser, the value at the time of
the value he or his vendor added to the property.

or innocent vendee

conversion less

;
:
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Of damages.

Where defendant

3.

a purchaser without notice from a willful

is

trespasser, the value at the time of such purchase.

§3919. (3078.) Death,

of property,

etc.,

how far

The death,

defense.

$ 3892

-

any material injury to the property pending the
no defense to a mere wrong-doer. If the defendclaimant, and the injury arises from the act of God,

or destruction, or

litigation, shall be

ant

a bona fide

is

and

is

in nowise the result of defendant's conduct, the jury

may

take the same into consideration, but in no case shall such an event
cast the costs upon the plaintiff.
Should have been no general verdict for defendant, because costs should be
Section referred to and
paid by defendant under this section: 36 Ga. 575.
construed 37 Ga. 353-358.
:

claimant of mule, who has given forthcoming bond, not relieved
because mule died by falling into post-hole 91 Ga. 765.

Bona

fide

:

Verdict in trover,

§3920. (3079.)

effect

on

An

title.

alternative ver-

an action of trover so far vests the title to the property sued
for in the plaintiff that, until the judgment is paid by the defendant,
such judgment shall have the first lien on the property sued for, to
diet in

the exclusion of all other claims whatsoever.

Where alternative judgment entered up, not error for clerk to issue execution against defendants generally, and property sued for specifically: 80
Ga. 482.
General Note. Exemplary damages in case for seduction, upheld: 11 Ga.
603-606.
As to exemplary damages 23 Ga. 200. Pecuniary injury not the
only basis for damages 30 Ga. 146, 248. But may be damages for pain, mental
and bodily suffering: 48 Ga. 565 51/644 58/107. Subsequent damage for continuance of trespass gives new right of action: 51 Ga. 379, 389. Damages for
overflowing of land by mill-dam 56 Ga. 158 54/84, 459 55/228 54/71 53/245
59/286, 509. Damages for wrongful conversion of cotton 60 Ga. 486. When
damages ex delicto cannot be set off against contract: 59 Ga. 610; 55/356.
When tort against tort 56 Ga. 353. Damages for breach of contract is for the
jury: 41 Ga. 71; 57/128; 44/473. Damages for injury and detention of watercourse 41 Ga. 162 47/260 51/515 55/228 59/286, 509. Telegraph company
liable for damages in not sending a message as directed 58 Ga. 433.
When
action for defective cotton must be brought in four years and when in reasonable time 57 Ga. 362. Question of diligence for jury in action for damages
for explosion of gas 57 Ga. 28. Also question of damages is for the jury
45 Ga. 287, 288.

—

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

For

liability of carriers for loss of goods, etc.

;

see notes to section 2263

et seq.

Landlord liable for damages to tenant below, from negligent use of bathroom by tenant above, when 66 Ga. 505.
Widow's claim for homicide of husband not reduced by his life-insurance:
:

74 Ga. 857.

Mortuary tables admissible, where evidence tends to show permanent
jury

:

in-

77 Ga. 193.

See notes to section 3905 for annotations on mortuary tables.
Jury have right to avail themselves, in suit for homicide, of facts
dence irrespective of mortality-tables 92 Ga. 148.
:

in evi-

^l

7

^

4'
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Of damages.

Damages not given for wrongful proceedings in attachment, unless malice
and want of probable cause shown 75 Ga. 73.
In trover, value of shipment of cotton at place of conversion should appear:
:

81 Ga. 495.

Where trespassers cut cross-ties, owner could recover their market value;
not limited to stumpage value 81 Ga. 388.
Two thousand dollars for carrying passenger mile and one-half beyond destination, excessive: 89 Ga. 16.
See notes to section 3907.
Not error to allow plaintiff to write off part of damages found by jury in
excess of proper recovery 92 Ga. 132-148.
:

:

;:
:
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1.

Of equity; general principles.

TENTH

TITLE.

Of Equity.*

CHAPTER

1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
§3921. (3080.) Equity jurisdiction.

State

is

All equity jurisdiction in this AoJ^9467'

vested in the superior courts of the several couuties.

^3945^5842.

The courts of equity of this State have no extraterritorial jurisdiction: 8
Ga. 83 5/497. As to jurisdiction of courts of equity in ordering new trials 6
Ga. 172. Superior court clothed with chancery powers 8 Ga. 41
10/429
42/238. Courts of equity have jurisdiction to compel trustees to account: 8
Ga. 97. Equity having acquired jurisdiction will retain it: 47 Ga. 400, 511.
Have no jurisdiction to decree injunctions in criminal matters: 61 Ga. 386.
When equity will aid to remove a cloud from the title 47 Ga. 476 41/377.
County court cannot entertain amendment by defendant asking rescission
of contract, etc. nor can superior court entertain such amendment on appeal
92 Ga. 436 nor on appeal from county court could superior court render decree requiring titles to land to be made 69 Ga. 734 91/298.
;

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

§3922. (3081

and allowed

)
.

;

Equity jurisdiction

Grounds of relief.

for the protection

and

is

established

from any

relief of parties where,

peculiar circumstances, the operation of the general rules of law

would be deficient in protecting from anticipated wrong, or relieving
for injuries done.
In cases of account 1 Ga. 376 7/206. In regard to charitable bequests: 4
Ga. 404. To compel trustees to account 50 Ga. 421 8/97. More adequate relief in a court of equity
28 Ga. 165, 305. Section referred to and construed
51 Ga. 89; 56/224; 58/14. Where the remedy in equity more complete than by
attachment: 55 Ga. 546. A good bill in equity under the law of this section
56 Ga. 302. Until amended 58 Ga. 375. What cannot be reached by a strictly
legal process may be brought in by the powers of a court of equity 57 Ga. 346.
Administration, where parties had judgment quando acciderint, and brought
bill against administrator et al. to subject assets never in his hands: 67 Ga. 50.
Ancient lights, one required in equity to remove obstructions to another's
light and air, wrongfully placed on complainant's land
69 Ga. 219 58/268.
See section 3049.
Apprehension of injury merely, not require equitable relief: 68 Ga. 735.
:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

Assignment, bill to set aside, for want of sworn schedule, dismissed because
at law complete 74 Ga. 201.
See 70 Ga. 313, 293.

remedy

:

*Of Trusts and Trustees, see Trusts and Trust Estates.

Remedies.

Of Partition, see Special Rights and

Sjgji. 5842

-
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Of equity; general principles.

Church dispute, equitable relief granted where minority congregation
wrongfully seize church property, etc., and depose officers, etc. 66 Ga. 198.
Contribution, no equity in bill here, by administrator against coadministrator and certain distributees settled with, for contribution to payment of
judgment obtained by distributee: 69 Ga. 768, 769.
:

Deed to secure debt, judgment creditor of grantor, under section 2771, no
equitable relief, unless has tendered secured debt or is unable from poverty:
92 Ga. 796 see also 69 Ga. 614.
;

Fraud, equity is the forum to redress fraud by which one was induced to take
stock in corporation: 71 Ga. 798. Acting as shareholder after notice of fraud,
would prevent avoiding the contract: 71 Ga. 798. Equity not relieve where
party had means to protect himself against imposition, but relied on others'
statements: 79 Ga.

783.

Judgment, will grant relief even after judgment, if full relief could not have
been had by defense to suit at law, new party being necessary 69 Ga. 754, See
:

45 Ga. 17

54/364 55/630 56/222 52/469.
subjected, in equity, to debt, where
;

;

;

;

Land
maker of bond for titles assigned
purchase-money note, but made no proper assignment of security 69 Ga. 793.
Legal remedy, where remedy in equity against fraudulent agent intrusted
with sale of a railroad, was more complete than at law 73 Ga. 362. Will grant
relief even after judgment, if full relief could not have been had by defense at
:

:

law,

new party being necessary

:

69 Ga. 754.

income of life-estate to pay debts, where
Ga.
695.
75
Marriage settlement, equity has jurisdiction to set aside marriage settlement: 77 Ga. 340.
Married woman may, to secure her debt, mortgage her interest in trust
estate and by proper equitable pleadings it may be subjected 91 Ga. 774, 775.
Misappropriation of assets, equity proper forum for suit by stockholders
against directors and others for misappropriation of assets of corporation: 75
Life-estate, equity will appropriate

estate not leviable

:

:

;

Ga.

40.

Mortgage, where mortgage company, victimized by fraudulent sale under
execution and enjoined by Federal -court from foreclosure, had remedy in
equity 79 Ga, 758.
Multiplicity of suits, where number of persons brought suits against railroad
company for damages to property in city, etc., bill by company to prevent
multiplicity of suits, maintained: 67 Ga. 215.
Obstructing private way, no resort to equity for damages from, in absence of
allegation of insolvency 69 Ga. 757.
Penal statutes, equity takes no part in enforcement of: 69 Ga. 472.
Reissue stock, equity in bill setting up that railroad-stock scrip stolen, transfer forged, and seeking to make company issue new stock, etc., or purchaser
:

:

replace stock

:

68 Ga. 56.

Specific performance, bill for specific

want

of equity

performance here not demurrable for

69 Ga. 750, 753.
Tax, will restrain collection of annual tax, violative of legal rights: 68 Ga.
:

Various gi'ounds of relief against enforcement of illegal tax execution
against railroad company, considered: 68 Ga. 311
see also 71 Ga. 310.
Trover, bill maintained to set off storage chai-ges, etc., against trover for
cotton, and enjoin said action, defendant claiming overcharges: 68 Ga. 774.

311.

;

W5998, 3198.

§3923. (3083.) Equity follows the law.

Equity

is

ancillary, not an-

tagonistic to the law; hence equity follows the law where the

rule.

;

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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of law

is

applicable,

;

§3924

1.

general principles.

and the analogy

no rule

of the law where

is

directly applicable.
This maxim applied 15 Ga. 76. In reference to time running against equitable title to an infant: 27 Ga. 133. Equity follows the law, but does not override or control it: 42 Ga. 180. Follows the analogy of the law where no rule
:

directly applicable

:

Section referred to and construed

51 Ga. 89.

:

48 Ga. 29

63/495; 59/358.

Cited, on the view that equity cannot prevent sale of property directed to
be sold: 71 Ga. 572

He who would have

§3924. (3084.) Complainant must do equity.

equity must do equity, and give effect to all equitable rights in the
other party respecting the subject-matter of the suit.

The law

of this section applied

Cited and applied

Equity

:

:

50 Ga. 422; 64/768, 769; 60/222, 231

;

65/271.

72 Ga. 393, 406.

will not decree cancellation of

deed void for usury without payment

or tender of principal and lawful interest

:

62 Ga. 87

88/480.

;

Relief against usurious contract not granted unless principal and lawful
interest tendered

He who

:

9 Ga. 137

;

10/389.

seeks equitable relief

must come with clean hands

:

68 Ga. 482.

Where land

held as security for debt, accepted in payment, debtor becoming insolvent; at instance of creditors, without tender of debt, equity will
sell, pay debt, and apply balance to other debts: 88 Ga. 654.

Complainant must do equity, and must come

with clean hands: 73

in

Ga. 176.

Arrangement by corporation to transfer property to pay debt not enjoined
by stockholder who has not paid subscription 73 Ga. 176.
Cited, that administrator, on bill to marshal assets, cannot waive statute of
limitations as to some claims and plead it as to others 72 Ga. 498.
Where wife, claiming lands rented by her and husband from purchaser
under fi. fa. vs. husband, sought to enjoin dispossession: 66 Ga. 208, 209.
Railroad seeking to enjoin excessive tax should pay proper amount,
though no mode of returning such tax be provided 71 Ga. 25.
Inequitable to keep land and not pay for it 73 Ga. 55.
Beneficiaries of a trust cannot both enjoy proceeds of trust property and
recover property itself from one who paid full value: 68 Ga. 718.
Where defendants pleading infancy could not hold land and refuse to pay
balance of purchase-money 73 Ga. 140.
Deed rescinded for usury, mutual accounting upon equitable principles:
:

:

:

:

:

78 Ga. 597.

Mortgagor cannot enjoin foreclosure on ground of usury, without offering
and lawful interest 79 Ga. 790.
Mother's notes attacked because consideration was partly payment of son's
debt and surrender of other claims against him, and partly compounding of
his felony, tender of such other claims by her prerequisite to relief: 82 Ga. 160.
Auditor, under equitable petition for general accounting, may find balance
for defendant though not prayed for in pleadings: 90 Ga. 591.
to pay principal

:

He who seeks rescission of contract for fraud, must restore or tender consideration received, as condition precedent to bringing action. If inability to
do so from poverty be excuse at all, certainly not where consideration was
used with knowledge of fraud

:

94 Ga. 626.

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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1.

general principles.

to rescind sale for fraud,

no allegation or evidence on

must pay or tender back money

this point, recovery not sustained: 95

Ga. 245.

performance refused, no tender or

Specific

shown

to

offer

perform by

plaintiff

81 Ga. 685.

:

Equity seeks always to do comhaving
the
parties before the court rightplete justice, and hence,
fully, it will proceed to give full relief to all parties in reference to
the subject-matter of the suit, provided the court has jurisdiction
Complete justice.

§3925. (3085.)

for that purpose.

Equity having jurisdiction for one purpose will give relief as to all: 7
Asking for partial, may seek full
14/323.
24/590
36/332
47/511
relief 23 Ga. 139.
Parties not driven to another forum for relief, when in a
court of equity 31 Ga. 382 47/511. Will maintain jurisdiction to mete out
complete justice: 34 Ga. 438.
Cited and applied 72 Ga. 393, 406, 498 75/353.
To this end one having equitable interest made party to claim case: 76
Ga. 238

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

Ga. 246.
Failure to accomplish all purposes of bill, did not deprive equity of jurisdiction for others 65 Ga. 734.
Where defendants in bill to collect debt were removing their property out
of State, equity could, on supplemental bill, grant injunction and receiver, in
nature of equitable attachment 71 Ga. 600.
Plaintiff in ejectment living in another county, court nevertheless has jurisdiction' of equitable defense asking recovery against plaintiff: 75 Ga. 684.
Where equity would not charge non-resident parties defendant on bond to
which resident parties defendant were strangers: 80 Ga. 31.
Equity having jurisdiction for one purpose, will retain it for final settlement of all matters involved in litigation 76 Ga. 675.
In suit for account between partners, will settle all conflicting claims connected with venture or bearing upon just accounting: 71 Ga. 682.
Equity having all the parties before it, will decree full relief: 77 Ga. 455.
Where defendant's cross-bill prayed relief against complainant, latter
could not dismiss so as to defeat former's rights: 78 Ga. 235.
Cited and applied where beneficiaries sued to recover trust property from
purchaser for value, while enjoying proceeds 68 Ga. 724.
Verdict, etc., for balance purchase-money, upheld on bill to recover lands
with rent, and cancel defendant's deed, etc. 69 Ga. 636.
Bill for injunction against suit at law by non-resident plaintiff, retained to
grant relief as to matter involved in litigation at law 39 Ga. 533 68/774.
:

:

:

:

:

:

own

;

and selling to others with notice,' sum of
money decreed to beneficiaries and that lands liable to pay same 69 Ga^372.
Issue being whether property belonged to debtor's wife, verdict subjecting
it to his debts, and that it be sold and proceeds brought into court, upheld

Executor buying at

his

sale

:

:

69 Ga. 558.

Undeniably, equity could fix trust on land for wife into which husband put
her money having taken jurisdiction for this purpose, accounting by husband
to wife, and all else necessary to complete justice, properly required: 73
Ga. 277.
;

Applied where landlord foreclosed mortgage and tenant
up breaches of lease: 72 Ga. 874.

filed bill setting

:
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Creditors' bill under traders' Act used to set aside fraudulent conveyances
88 Ga. 653.

§3926 (3086.) What ought to be done is done. Equity considers $ 3337
that done which ought to be done, and directs its relief accordingly.

-

Section applied: 56 Ga. 339; 57/415. Cited: 72 Ga. 406.
Cited and applied where beneficiaries sued to recover trust property from
purchaser for value, while enjoying proceeds: 68 Ga. 724.
Section applied, after husband's death, where the marriage consummated
on his promise to make wife beneficiary under his life-insurance policy 74
Ga. 670.
Equity will ratify irregular transfer of stock legally sold: 77 Ga. 381.
:

Where

§3927. (3087.)

Where

equities equal.

$ 3998 -

equities are equal, the

If equities are unequal, the superior equity must
Superior diligence as to time will create such inequality.

law will prevail.
prevail.

Stated 67 Ga. 248.
Cited and applied where beneficiaries sued to recover trust property from
purchaser for value, while enjoying proceeds 68 Ga. 724.
Vendor's fi. fa. for purchase-money, superior to younger fi. fa. for money
borrowed to pay part of purchase price 65 Ga. 417.
Vendee's equity, to have older judgment satisfied out of vendor's other
property, superior to junior judgment, to have contribution 85 Ga. 439.
:

:

:

:

§3928. (3088.)

for value is superior to

Stated

7

:

The equity under
that of a mere volunteer.

Volunteers.

The equity

him who

superior to that of

is

§3930.

-

2486

Equality

(3090.)

In

equity.

is

of a party

who has been

willfully misleads him.

many

cases, equality is

^J

9,

3997 '

equity in the distribution of equitable assets.
Cited

:

72 Ga. 498.

§3931.

Possession notice of

title.

Possession of land

is

notice

f

whatever right or title the occupant has. Possession by the husband
with the wife is presumptively his possession, but it may be rebutted.

—

Actual possession of land notice to the world of rights of occupant case
68 Ga. 594; see also 43 Ga. 446;
titles, etc.

where one held under bond for
53/580, 655

;

48/585

;

61/608

;

Where party held under
paid

:

:

67/97 72/127 77/496 19/337.
parol contract of purchase with purchase-money
;

;

;

90 Ga. 210, 215.

Husband and wife
78 Ga. 276

§3932.

;

'

Ga. 534.

§3929. (3089.) Party misled

misled

trust or contract** 3972

jointly in possession, presumptively husband's possession

see also 59 Ga. 69

(3091.) Notice.

;

:

61/346.

He who

takes with notice of an equity,

takes subject to that equity.
See notes to section 3934.
Actual notice is such as is received personally, or presumed from facts
putting on inquiry, and may be inferred from facts of the case: 72 Ga. 297.
Attorney for original plaintiff in fi. fa. was estopped by facts from claiming
lien on proceeds of bona fide transferee's levy 78 Ga. 757.
.

87Ga

-

687

-

:
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general principles.

Cotton-factor, under facts here, had notice that cotton shipped him by
customer belonged (equitably) to another creditor of such customer: 87 Ga. 55.

Corporation, notice to president of company is notice to company: 72 Ga.
Where corporation by its president executed mortgage to secure its
note, president individually indorsing note acquiesced in stipulation in mortgage as to attorney's fees: 87 Ga. 751.
Executor, rule stated in case where one credited another on faith of lands,
knowing that as executor he had bought at his own sale 69 Ga. 373.
Fraudulent conveyance, voluntary conveyance by insolvent to wife and
daughters, void as to purchasers with notice 73 Ga. 716. Creditor of husband
having been paid out of proceeds of fraudulent sale, afterwards giving credit
to wife and taking mortgage, prima facie chargeable with notice that her title
might be fraudulent 80 Ga. 353.
See notes to section 2695.
Fraudulent sale, purchase of tax title with notice that owner permitted sale
to defraud his creditors, void as against prior mortgage: 88 Ga. 33.
Homestead, lender here had notice that portion of money ostensibly borrowed to remove incumbrance on homestead not intended to be so used 68
Ga. 821. Interest of children of head of family in homestead land not affected
by foreclosure of mortgage executed by wife 78 Ga. 12. He who takes mortgage on property previously set apart as exempt is not an innocent purchaser
83 Ga. 712.
Inadequacy of consideration, not put purchaser for value here on notice
that guardian real purchaser at his own sale 93 Ga. 420.
Lien, unless one making advances and giving credit on faith of supposed
lien really has it, notice that he is so acting will not vitiate mortgage taken
by one notified 83 Ga. 137. As to right of purchaser to value of improvements as against lien on the land 79 Ga. 159.
Minor remainder-man conveying interest in land may, at majority, disaffirm
by bill to remove cloud from title 66 Ga. 188.
Mortgagee, charged with notice that mortgagor held land wrongfully under
facts here, sufficient to cause investigation 75 Ga. 285.
Non-negotiable note, subject to equities between parties, in hands of bona
fide purchaser: 65 Ga. 750, 751.
Partnership, surviving partner of guardian, having notice that ward's funds
888.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

went into business, chargeable therewith so is assignee for creditors of surviving partner whether with or without notice 70 Ga, 418.
Purchaser, with notice that absolute deed was given to secure debt, subject
to equities of debtor: 72 Ga. 863. Purchaser with notice from tenant cannot
dispute landlord's title: 72 Ga. 887. Purchaser of junior title with notice of
senior title, latter prevailed: 78 Ga. 245.
Purchaser of renewal note, with
retention of title to personalty, having notice of outstanding similar liens, got
;

:

no

title as

against prior innocent purchaser of original

:

75 Ga. 343.

Suretyship, creditor, knowing of suretyship, charged with obligations arising therefrom; though relation not shown in contract: 75 Ga. 362.

Wife's equity, creditor of husband, with notice of wife's secret equity in
it: 70 Ga. 201.

land, cannot subject

Notice extends
88933.
s

$:j694.

74

70

Ga.
Ga.

120.
823.

to facts

....
discoverable.

attention and put a party on inquiry
it

is

is

Notice sufficient to excite
.

.

notice of everything to which

afterwards found such inquiry might have led. Ignorance of
is equivalent to knowledge in fixing the

a fact, due to negligence,
rights of parties

;
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See also 6 Ga. 103

14/157

;

69/92

;

;

general principles.

;

71/363

from assignee for creditors, seeing deed
chargeable with notice of

under section

invalidity

its

§3934

1.

;

72/297

86/443

;

74 Ga. 332.

:

Purchasers

75/800.

;

of assignment, but not reading

it,

See catchword "Notice,"

3934.

A

bona fide purchaser f or $$ 3538
value, and without notice of an equity, will not be interfered with
§3934.

Bona

(3092.)

by a court

fide purchaser.

of equity.
Notes from Code of 1882

:

As

to notice affecting the question of bona fide purchaser 3 Ga. 446 34/454
25/546 11/277 8/258 7/432, 379 5/275 27/637. When bona fide purchasers may
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

attack judgments fraudulently obtained 6 Ga. 178. A voluntary conveyance
void against subsequent bona fide purchasers for value without notice 6 Ga.
103 10/351 12/125. Only where both parties claim under same grantor, conPurflict arises between bona fide purchaser and volunteer
9 Ga. 23 31/351.
chase by trustee bona fide of trust property 11 Ga. 67. Where judgments not
so amended, or mistake corrected, as to affect bona fide purchaser: 12 Ga. 281,
Purchaser at sheriff's sale as affected by notice of a mortgage 13
282, 292.
Ga. 443. Purchase by executors at their own sale can be set aside, if so done
in reasonable time
12 Ga. 594. A purchaser without actual notice of prior
voluntary conveyance will be protected mere rumor or vague report will not
be such notice 59 Ga. 372 31/641 14/145. Where one buys at sheriff's sale
As to title of purchaser under a
without notice of litigation 14 Ga. 113.
judgment, of property assigned afterwards 15 Ga. 336. Applies when prior
equitable title only, but where prior legal, caveat emptor applies: 16 Ga. 190.
Where holder of equitable mortgage not purchaser for value without notice:
16 Ga. 470. Burden on one asserting it to show purchaser had notice of trust
funds: 65 Ga. 168. Notice to purchaser of trust property before payment of
the purchase-money places him in same attitude as the trustee: 19 Ga. 66;
Where no notice: 60 Ga. 30-39; 62/102. Where burden on those
57/209.
claiming under settlement to show it was bona fide: 22 Ga. 574. No valid title
under void judgment aliter, where judgment voidable: 24 Ga. 445. One buying with notice of outstanding sale, same condition as his vendor: 24 Ga. 478.
What meant by bona fide creditor under Act of 1847, for recording marriage
settlements: 28 Ga. 170. Where gift good against subsequent purchaser without actual notice of it: 28 Ga. 174. Where purchaser under a younger deed
duly recorded, not estopped as against an older one not so recorded: 18 Ga.
A court of equity will not lend its aid against a bona fide purchaser:
350.
21 Ga. 208.
One pleading negotiable note as set-off, presumed to have been
bona fide holder thereof at commencement of the action 23 Ga. 438.
Presumed one bona fide holder of note transferred before due 33 Ga. 41 25/225.
When not: 32 Ga. 105. Subsequent purchaser of land with notice of prior unrecorded deed for it, not protected 25 Ga. 55. Constructive notice of unrecorded marriage settlement, binding bona fide purchaser: 25 Ga. 277. Notice
of title in another, to affect purchaser 25 Ga. 403.
Applies only where legal
title in one and equitable in another
29 Ga. 450. Where bona fide mortgagee
protected as against a prior sale of the property 29 Ga. 743. When a purchaser before grant issued, paying the purchase-money, protected as against
subsequent purchaser: 29 Ga. 17; 25/649. Where purchaser at sale against
owner took property freed from carpenter's and mason's liens 32 Ga. 192. So
purchaser before foreclosure or notice of laborer's lien 54 Ga. 43. So as to
other similar liens: 40 Ga. 156; 46/621 52/658; 51/161. Where innocent purchaser could not be deprived of property by possessory warrant 36 Ga. 446.
:

:

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

-

3976 -

:
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to bona fide mortgagee of trust property 37 Ga. 392.. Where innocent purchaser could recover for insolvent note sold him 35 Ga. 193. Purchaser for
value without notice of fraud in vendor, protected 34 Ga. 443. Where consideration on face of note did not carry notice of failure of consideration to
bona fide holder: 38 Ga. 126. Where rights of, superior to garnishing creditor:
38 Ga. 18. Purchaser of land at time under levy as property of another, not
Where bona fide purchaser with possession for four
protected 30 Ga. 534.
years, protected against a judgment: 39 Ga. 347. When equity will not correct mistakes against, and a judgment creditor is no bona fide purchaser: 40
Ga. 535." As to right of bona fide mortgagee of trust property 41 Ga. 202-207.
How far judgment affects bona fide purchaser holding property four years: 55
Ga. 561 42/250. As to such four years being suspended under the acts between 1860 and 1865 49 Ga. 52. Where bona fide purchaser of railroad-stock protected 46 Ga. 34. Where persons participating in fraud of another, not bona
Where compromise of litigation could not prevail
fide purchasers 47 Ga 25.
Bona fide puragainst purchaser from owner of the property 47 Ga. 651.
chaser not protected where his vendee had no title: 54 Ga. 74. Judgment
creditor's rights, without notice of wife's equity, enforced: 56 Ga. 79-82. Section referred to and construed 62 Ga. 208.

As

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
See notes to section 3932.
Accepted draft, bona fide assignee for value, before due, of accepted draft,
payable to order, takes free from equities between original parties although
;

assignment on separate paper, and assignee sued

in payee's

name

for his use

69 Ga. 627.

Actual notice, as to what is 69 Ga. 92 see also 72 Ga. 297, and section 3933
and notes.
Administrator, fraud between, and his immediate vendee, could not affect
:

;

bona fide purchaser: 81 Ga. 662.
Alimony, judgment for, has only lien of general judgment as to property of
defendant not specifically dealt with in pleadings and as to such property, is
inferior to mortgage taken bona fide to secure pre-existing debt pending suit,
and with notice of it: 94 Ga. 225.
Applied, facts entitled purchaser of land here to protection under this section 81 Ga. 30. Such purchaser of land from persons who had contributed
but not deeded same to corporation as capital, protected against company's
creditors, when 95 Ga. 208.
Assignment for creditors, purchaser from assignee of insolvent, having before purchase been shown deed of assignment, and failing to read it, chargeable with notice that it was void 74 Ga. 332.
;

:

:

:

Bond

for title, holder of, postponed to

subsequent vendee without notice,

in

possession under recorded deed 71 Ga. 374. See section 3931 and notes. Possession under bond for title fully paid, is not mere equity or secret incum:

and subsequent vendee charged with notice though tenant
misinformed him: 72 Ga. 127. As to subsequent bona fide purchaser, contract
for sale of trees, on same footing with vendor's bond for title to vendee where
purchase-money paid 82 Ga. 793. Where bona fide purchaser protected against
previous vendee who took bond for title, and left vendor in possession as his

brance, but title

;

:

tenant: 90 Ga. 334.

Buying at own sale, purchaser of lands here not put on notice that executor
purchased at his own sale 68 Ga. 836. Executor selling estate's lands to himself, persons crediting him on faith thereof, pending bill to sot aside sale,
charged with notice of complainant's rights: 69 Ga. 373. As to admissibility
:

::
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1.
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show that guardian bought at his own sale, although
not shown to have notice 93 Ga. 420.
attacked
whose
title
party
Charge on whether plaintiff was innocent purchaser, proper here 83 Ga. 278.
City's deed, bona fide purchaser from city's grantee protected against restriction on grant created by resolution of council authorizing deed. Whether
copy of resolution attached to city's deed put purchaser on inquiry, for court,
not jury. Bona fide purchaser's vendee receiving actual notice, not protected
of testimony tending to

:

:

90 Ga. 195.
Collaterals, purchaser of note given, not in extinguishment, but as collat-

owner

of debt itself: 86 Ga. 485.
wrongful holder of property, under belief that
he is rightful owner, not render such creditor bona fide holder: 88 Ga. 358.
Fraud of third person in procuring deed cannot affect bona fide grantee 74

eral for debt, is equitably

Extending

credit, merely, to

:

Ga. 153.
Notice, mere statement to one about to purchase land, that his prospective
grantor got no title when he bought, facts vitiating title not stated, is not notice of those facts 74 Ga. 153.
Husband and wife, wife not estopped by mortgage on her separate estate,
given for her husband's debts, mortgagee having notice 67 Ga. 200. That
wife's note and mortgage secured husband's debt will not affect bona fide purchaser: 89 Ga. 181. Husband and wife living together on land, husband presumptively in possession such joint residence not notice of wife's claim 92
Ga. 784. Where written title to land really bought with wife's money is in
husband, one who lends him money bona fide and without notice of wife's equity,
protected: 94 Ga. 573. Wife's vendee who bought in ignorance of any undue
influence by husband, protected: 87 Ga. 635.
Insanity of grantor affecting subsequent purchaser for value without notice
93 Ga. 420.
Irregular sale, equity loth to interfere with innocent purchaser under decree
for sale of land of minors, though irregular 71 Ga. 654. Purchaser, with valuable improvements, at irregular sale, under void letters of administration,
protected here: 75 Ga. 562, 5e3.
Mistake in deed, not provable, in contest with subsequent purchaser, complainant confessing inability to show notice 66 Ga. 638. Mistake in voluntary
deed not corrected to injury of bona fide purchaser: 67 Ga. 248. Mistake in
deed not corrected so as to oust innocent purchaser for value 67 Ga. 744.
Mortgage, one who takes a mortgage to secure a pre-existing debt, not bona
90/103.
fide purchaser without notice: 94 Ga. 683
Notice, must have paid purchase-money and had no notice: 68 Ga. 817.
Circumstances putting on inquiry equal to notice
71 Ga. 363.
Where one
has sufficient information to lead him to a fact, he shall be deemed cognizant
of it 74 Ga. 120 see also 14 Ga. 157 69/92 72/297. Notoriety of proven fact
may be proved, to show that plaintiff knew of it: 74 Ga. 765. Notice as to
claim of title may be constructive when facts sufficient to put on inquiry
86 Ga. 443.
Parol sale, cited, where one traded for land, and took possession without
notice of prior parol sale 70 Ga. 480. Cash parol sale of land yields to subsequent deed to bona fide purchaser: 89 Ga. 181. Performed parol contract for
purchase of land yields to subsequent deed, unless first purchaser had possession when second bought, or latter had notice 90 Ga. 210.
Pleadings, to protect him as to portion of purchase-money paid before
notice, appropriate pleadings necessary 68 Ga. 817.
Power, execution of, bona fide purchaser under voluntary appointee of
power, protected 83 Ga. 704.
:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:
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Receiver, equity will not appoint receiver to hold land pending ejectment
against bona fide purchaser 73 Ga. 259.
:

Recitals in deed, title conveyed, subject to contract unrecorded, taker under
grantee affected by recitals in first deed, but not by contract unless he had

notice

:

68 Ga. 750.

Record

of deed not notice as to land not described in face: 67 Ga. 248.
Third persons bound by judgment, proceedings being of record, but no
indorsement of filing on declaration 68 Ga. 826.
Rent, bona fide purchaser without notice, protected against lien for rent: 80
Ga. 397.
Sheriff's return of service is notice to purchaser, in connection with judgment reciting service 83 Ga. 13 distinguishing 38 Ga. 597.
Sheriffis sale, sheriff's son-in-law purchasing at his sale not bona fide, price
being grossly inadequate and land divided improperly 72 Ga. 638. Purchaser
at constable's sale bona fide, protected, though notice given that sale was
illegal, etc.
72 Ga. 660. Purchaser at sheriff's sale not affected by equities
between original tenants in common 88 Ga. 184.
Sureties, bona fide purchase of cosurety's land at sale under fi. fa. in which
two sureties were defendants, but from which one, without knowledge of purchaser, had been released, valid: 83 Ga. 124.
Trover, in trover suit, error to strike plea that defendant was innocent purchaser through fraud of plaintiff's agent 76 Ga. 512.
Trusts, purchaser not affected by secret trust, when: 65 Ga. 168, 169. As to
how far may act on vendor's assurances that no trust money went into the property: 65 Ga. 168, 169. Purchaser, for value, of lands, without notice of trust,
protected: 68 Ga. 718-723. Purchaser of trust property protected, though sale
and reinvestment were mistakes of judgment: 70 Ga. 64. Purchaser in good
faith from one who bought at private sale from a trustee got title here, such
vendor having exercised control over, though not actually in possession of,
land 73 Ga. 165.
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

78Ga'

i

25o'

§3935.

May

Equity

do what court would compel.

ties to litigate in

will not force par-

order to have done what they ought, and are will-

ing, voluntarily to do.
-

69wa'383
72Ga.849.

Decrees ordinarily bind only parpending
ties and their privies; but a
suit is a general notice of an
equity or claim to all the world from the time the petition is filed
and docketed; and if the same is duly prosecuted and is not collusive, one who purchases pending the suit is affected by the decree
rendered therein.
§3936. Lis pendens, notice by.

Pendency

would not

1

affect title of purchaser

if decree in favor of complainant would not bind the property in third person's
hands: 64 Ga. 521.
Purchaser here affected with notice by pendency of suit: 65 Ga. 461.

of bill to trace trust funds

Recitals of pleadings in pending suit,

Pendency

how

far notice: 62 Ga. 201.

of suit to recover minerals in land,

was not notice

to purchasers of

land here: 71 Ga. 378.
Bill to set aside executor's purchase at his own sale, notice to the world: 69
Ga. 373.
Pendency of bill to enjoin sale of lands held notice to the world of complainant's claim, and injunction refused 77 Ga. 496.
Where lis pendens will protect
:

.
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:

;

§§ 3937, 3938

1

general principles.

;

86 Ga. 359

;

see also 48 Ga. 343

;

49/529

60/356.

Purchaser pending litigation gets no better title than vendor had 54 Ga. 211.
of litigation here did not affect, as privy, one interested in sub:

Pendency

ject-matter: 23 Ga. 310.
Lis pendens is a general notice of an equity to all the world 35 Ga. 213.
Doctrine does not apply to negotiable securities not due: 38 Ga. 18.
:

Purchaser of property from husband, pending divorce suit by wife, took subalimony 44 Ga. 437 and although papers lost 44
Ga. 447.
Pendency of homestead application affects purchaser at sheriff's sale, when
ject to wife's claim for

:

;

:

:

44 Ga. 138

;

40/297.

Purchaser from mortgagor, pending foreclosure suit, bound by judgment:
not so if mortgage unrecorded 52 Ga. 596.
When doctrine is applicable, privies concluded by final judgment in case
pending when they purchased 55 Ga. 401.

59 Ga. 78

:

;

:

Suit for recovery of property, duly prosecuted, etc.,

is

notice to purchaser.

commences from filing in proper office and entry thereon 75 Ga. 867.
Where land seized under attachment against husband, purchaser taking deed

Suit

:

from husband and wife, affected: 87 Ga. 742.
Voluntary grantee, who takes pending suit, bound thereby 90 Ga. 732.
Suit on note against administrator, pending which, one recovered estate's
lands by collusion with administrator, not affect purchaser of said lands with
notice that title might be in controversy 91 Ga. 482.
Bill by assignee of bond for titles against maker and assignor to compel deed
from maker and to set aside deed to assignor, subsequent to assignment, was
Us pendens: 94 Ga. 531 so was levy of attachment against one who afterwards
made deed to land attached 87 Ga. 742.
Lis pendens being notice to world, injunction not lie to prevent transfer by
fraudulent purchaser, because plaintiff's rights not affected by transfer: 94
:

:

;

:

Ga. 496.

Pendency

of suit to

set aside

deed

will affect purchaser

with notice

:

95

Ga. 455.

Purchaser of land after bill filed to enforce lien takes with notice 72 Ga. 848.
Suit brought after purchase of land, not notice to vendor or to his vendee
:

buying with notice: 70 Ga.

302.

When

both parties are at fault, and Sggw. soso,
equally so, equity will not interfere, but leaves them where it finds
them. The rule is otherwise, if the fault of one overbalances, de§3937. (3093.) Both parties.

cidedly, that of the other.

Where one had his property transferred to another to defraud creditors,
equity will not interfere to aid the debtor to recover the property 70 Ga. 328.
:

As

to

maxims "ex

conditio defendentis"

of

both

is

embodied

;

turpi causa actio -non oritur"

one

is

and "in pari

delicto melior est

simply the complement of the other, and principle
74 Ga. 267.

in this section

:

Wife, after divorce, cannot enforce execution against husband fraudulently
transferred to her during coverture to defeat his creditors 74 Ga. 805.
:

§3938. Purchaser without notice from one with notice, and vice versa.

one with notice sell to one without notice, the latter is protected;
pr if one without notice sell to one with notice the latter is proIf

59

UG& -* U

-

;:
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tected, as otherwise a bona fide purchaser

might be deprived of

selling

his property for full value.

See also 3 Ga. 446

;

7/433

8/275

;

27/640, 641

;

;

77/605, 606

;

55/497

;

57/172

58/276.

S

5 ' 3198 '

Equity gives no

§3939. (3094.) Laches.

relief to

one whose long

delay renders the ascertainment of the truth difficult, though no
legal limitation bars the right.

On the maxim "vigilantibus," etc. 12 Ga. 62. One guilty of, can only be excused by actual hindrance or impediment through fraud or concealment of
party in possession 18 Ga. 520. A bill that was barred by the statute of limitation 60 Ga. 362. Laches on the part of legatees, in proceeding against executor 60 Ga. 355, 356. Equity will apply the statute to a tort in extorting a
note, just as at law, and refuse relief: 63 Ga. 323. When will not set aside or
restrain collection of a judgment on account of laches: 63 Ga. 627.
Discretion in refusing injunction not controlled, where long delay in applying: 65 Ga. 614.
:

:

:

:

Equitable relief not granted to one in laches: 68 Ga. 482; 74/390.

One holding spurious stock
laches as to nature of stock,

if

as collateral for
suit

money

loaned, directors not in

brought within limitation: 71 Ga.

Ordinary vigilance would have disclosed status to complainants

:

726.

73 Ga. 9-15.

Defendant could not challenge authority of attorney to confess judgment,
after long tacit acquiescence: 74 Ga. 751.

Where bill for review did not
them" 73 Ga. 25.

has lost

Motion to

lie

;

complainant "having slept over

its rights,

:

judgment delayed

set aside

for six years, equity will not interfere

76 Ga. 734.

After award to one creditor affirmed on certiorari, older judgment cannot
then come in and take fund 78 Ga. 53.
Where gross laches of plaintiffs shown, it would have been a fraud to deprive
defendant of land sued for: 81 Ga. 2.
Repudiation by adult heirs of administrator's purchase at his own sale must
be within reasonable time 88 Ga. 664.
Where minority stockholders in railroad, after long acquiescence, coujd not
be heard to complain of ultra vires acts 81 Ga. 536.
Equity will not interfere to correct mistake, after lapse of eighteen years:
77 Ga. 28.
Deed signed in 1881, mistake discovered in 1884, and suit brought in 1887.
not barred by laches: 85 Ga. 185.
Interlocutory injunction against collection of school tax, properly denied,
where complainants guilty of acquiescence and delay: 86 Ga. 605.
Facts did not authorize rescission of mutual-insurance policy for fraud, after
lapse of fifteen years 82 Ga. 479.
Husband could not, after fifteen years, set aside deed fraudulently made,
with his knowledge, to his divorced wife and her children instead of to him
87 Ga. 155.
:

:

:

:

:

7

a-275,

88h

§3940. Which of two innocent persons to bear loss. When one of two
innocent persons must suffer by the act of a third person, he who put
it in the power of the third person to inflict the injury must bear

the loss,

:
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1.

Of equity; general principles.

See also 72 Ga. 40, 518 77/563 64/571 56/492.
Applied where agent of one injured the other: 42 Ga.
;

;

;

35.

Equity will not take cogni- ^^4887,
§3941. (3095.) Common-law remedy.
3863
zance of a plain legal right, where an adequate and complete remedy
-

provided by law; but a mere privilege to a party to sue at law, or
the existence of a common-law remedy not as complete or effectual
as the equitable relief, shall not deprive equity of jurisdiction.
is

Notes from Code of 1882 :
Equity will not
Stated: 49 Ga. 46; 25/100; 24/608; 1/299; 19/134; 20/345.
act in anticipation of, or from fear expressed that common-law remedy not
Will not generally intervene where a specific lien by
sufficient: 2 Ga. 151.
statute: 3 Ga. 137. Specific performance refused, adequate remedy at law: 5
Ga. 402. Bill for account in equity, no discovery sought, adequate remedy at
law: 7 Ga. 26. Injunction refused, as adequate remedy at law to obtain satisfaction of judgments: 9 Ga. 82. Refused to interfere for intestate's creditors
to collect from administrator, when adequate remedy at law 11 Ga. 33. Where
remedy in equity more effectual 16 Ga. 64 35/255, 261 36/541 27/372 8/457
44/153; 40/188, 189. Remedy on guardian's bond sufficient at law: 17 Ga. 52.
Equity will not drive a party to common law, thereby delaying or jeopardizing
Habeas corpus adequate, equity will not interhis rights: 28 Ga. 305; 31/382.
fere: 29 Ga. 51. Injunction refused, adequate remedy at law to require administrator to give additional bond 36 Ga. 515 40/145. Refusal as against
comptroller-general's execution against defaulting tax-collector and securiDemurrer to bill sustained because adequate remedy at law
ties "40 Ga. 133.
Will not
33 Ga. 116; 61/441, 444; 19/78, 594; 42/189. When not: 33 Ga. 102.
:

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

dormant judgment: 43 Ga. 537. Court of law having jurisdiction and
could afford adequate relief, equity will not interpose 44 Ga. 166, 167. When
equity will not interfere to enforce, by decree, judgment obtained: 44 Ga. 466.
Injunction, where to prevent multiplicity of suits, and quiet title: 46 Ga. 607.
Section referred to and construed 54 Ga. 691-694. Where more ample remedy
by bill than by attachment proceeding: 55 Ga. 546. Will not aid defendants
in action at law as to matters of set-off and recoupment, when legal remedies
complete and adequate 53 Ga. 649. Where complete remedy at law, equity
will not take jurisdiction even where fraud 58 Ga. 11-14 60/107.
In matters
of fraud, equity has concurrent jurisdiction with law: 58 Ga. 402.
By amendment to bill making the remedy at law adequate 58 Ga. 375. Where remedy
in equity concurrent with and more complete than at law 61 Ga. 125.
Adequate remedy -at law, and no insolvency alleged 62 Ga. 546, 550. Where common-law remedy complete 42 Ga. 189 43/537 44/166, 466 47/646 48/474
49/45, 278 53/649 55/588 58/11, 284, 375 60/106, 396, 500, 594.
Where equity
has jurisdiction, the common law not being as complete: 42 Ga. 389; 44/152;
49/81; 47/511; 55/546; 56/191; 61/125.

revive a

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Administration, jurisdiction taken, of bill by widow vs. husband's administrator, to settle questions under homestead, dower and year's support: 66 Ga.
234; "see also 60 Ga. 525.
Assignment, recovery of goods gotten by fraud and included in an assignment for creditors, remedy is more complete in equity: 70 Ga. 313. Bill to
set aside assignment for want of sworn schedule, dismissed because remedy at
law complete 74 Ga. 201 but see 70 Ga. 293.
:

;

Attachment, though attachment lies against defendant removing property
out of State, injunction and receiver may be granted in pending suit in equity
:
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Of equity; general principles.
71 Ga. 600. Complete legal remedy by attachment and garnishment, bill
dismissed on demurrer 75 Ga. 294.
Bond, should be accepted in lieu of injunction or receiver: 88 Ga. 143;
:

42/46.

Breach of contract, solvent landowner failing to furnish plow-stock under
agreement with cropper, cropper's legal remedy complete, and injunction
refused: 76 Ga. 24.
Criminal law, chancery takes no part in administration of criminal law,
either to restrain or obstruct
74 Ga. 365 see also 53 Ga. 675
61/386, 388.
It will interfere where it is evident that private property and civil rights are
invaded by such means 71 Ga. 106.
Demurrer on this ground must be filed at first term 71 Ga. 600. At fourth
term urging completeness of common-law remedy, too late 83 Ga. 37.
Discovery, prayer for, not give equity jurisdiction, where complete remedy
at law 67 Ga. 278.
Following goods, debt not in judgment, no contract lien, no allegation of
fraud in purchase, etc., creditor cannot follow goods, in equity, into hands of
fraudulent transferee; remedy under section 4543 complete 81 Ga. 129.
Fraud, without insolvency, when ground for injunction and receiver: 74
Ga. 435(3); 75/391; 83/362; 53/440; 33/206; 81/64; 74/762; 11/586.
Fraudulent conveyance, no receiver of injunction unless grantees insolvent:
94 Ga. 94(3); 89/734; 92/571; 82/240; 88/144.
;

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

Garnishment not such complete remedy
trace trust funds

:

as to oust equity of jurisdiction to

70 Ga. 418.

Illegality, equity could not oust common-law court; the numerous issues
here could be readily adjusted at law on affidavit of illegality 66 Ga. 682.
Equity not enjoin judgment as void, remedy at law, by illegality, being complete: 68 Ga. 137.
Remedy by affidavit of illegality complete, injunction
refused 73 Ga. 796. Equity will not enjoin execution from court of ordinary
because void for want of jurisdiction, illegality being complete remedy: 76
Ga. 733.
Intervention by lien creditor: 90 Ga. 301 86/81 81/690; Steele vs, Laurens
:

:

;

;

Company, April, 1896.
Judgment creditor, void

transfers of property, void homesteads, etc., do not
constitute circumstances that authorize equity to assist judgment creditor:
65 Ga. 559.
Judgment, where equity would hold off common-law judgments from prop-

erty on which complainant held purchase-money lien 78 Ga. 793.
Laborers' liens, remedy at law not complete where laborers have liens on
:

property claimed by several, and do not know whom to sue: 75 Ga. 83.
Laches, after giving bond to dissolve injunction, and six years elapsed, too
late to object that no equity in bill 71 Ga. 600.
Legal remedy, where common-law remedy complete 65 Ga. 601 67/360.
Existence of legal remedy not deprive equity of jurisdiction, when: 72 Ga.
874.
Court of equity may be resorted to where relief afforded more effectual
than that afforded at common law 69 Ga. 753 75/456. Remedy must be as
complete at law, to deprive equity of jurisdiction 75 Ga. 687. Where remedy
in equity, against fraudulent agent intrusted with sale of railroad, was more
complete than at law 73 Ga. 362. Equity will not entertain suit by representative of estate against distributees to recover overpayment made to distributees: 77 Ga. 330. Remedy by section 4543 et seq. complete, and equity
cannot be invoked by general creditor without judgment: 69 Ga. 492; see also
81 Ga. 129.
Will grant relief even after judgment, if full relief could not have
been had by defense to suit at law, new party being necessary 69 Ga. 754 see
:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

;
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Injunction wrongly refused
on ground of common-law remedy, reversed by Supreme Court: 72 Ga. 30.
Bill making case in equity not sustained by proof, dismissed, though proof
makes case at law 78 Ga. 133.
also 45 Ga. 17; 54/364; 55/630; 56/222; 52/469.

:

or trust must be in plaintiff before extraordinary relief of injunction or receiver 42 Ga, 124 42/134 47/538 50/370 52/232 52/378 52/429
Even with lien, must be some special reason: 69 Ga. 665; 65/559;
69/492.
Same since uniform procedure Act of 1887: 88 Ga, 100;
71/787; 75/296.
Lien,

title,

;

;

:

86/100; 83/229; Steele

vs.

;

Laurens Company, April,

;

;

;

1896.

Misappropriating assets, equity proper forum for suit by stockholders against
directors and others for misappropriation of assets of corporation 75 Ga, 40.
:

Private way, no resort to equity for damages from obstructing, in absence
of allegation of insolvency 69 Ga. 757. Although party has remedy at law
for obstructing private way, as such nuisance is continuing nuisance, equity
will interfere by injunction 80 Ga. 77.
Purchase-money, equity will not relieve against purchaser under bond, for
mere default in payment: 77 Ga. 316. Where equity would hold off commonlaw judgment from property on which complainant held purchase-money lien
78 Ga. 793.
:

:

:

Reformation of contracts, fraud and want of consideration being good
defense at law to notes, equity not interfere to reform them 94 Ga. 480.
Rescission, generally legal remedies must be exhausted first but bill alleging credit fraudulently obtained, offering to rescind and reclaim goods, and
showing that fraudulent mortgage now being foreclosed, good 81 Ga. 64. See
81 Ga. 129 see also 70 Ga. 319 75/456.
Superior court, where old court of equity would not have had jurisdiction,
superior court since Act of 1887 has none 83 Ga. 451.
Tax-collector's sureties having paid execution against tax-collector for uncollected taxes, and tax-collector dying without issuing executions, sureties
may proceed in equity against taxpayers 80 Ga. 175.
Trespass, where injunction sought against municipal /L fa. was properly refused, remedy at common law, by suit for trespass, being ample: 74 Ga, 368.
Trust estate, proper management of trust estate, etc., bill for direction and
to prevent multiplicity of suits, not without equity: 68 Ga. 464.
:

;

:

;

;

:

:

c

Equity not to interfere with creditor.
A diligent creditor 90 Ga.
should not needlessly be interfered with in the prosecution of his
legal remedies.
§3942.

The true law delighteth

in the

payment

of just debts

:

518.

60 Ga. 566.

§3943. (3096.) Concurrent jurisdiction.
Where law and equity ^ 4 299, 4945,
have concurrent jurisdiction, the court first taking will retain it,
unless a good reason can be given for the interference of equity.
In fraud, equity and law have concurrent jurisdiction, and one first having
it
2 Ga. 304. As to respective powers of law and equity 14 Ga. 522.
Court first taking jurisdiction retains it: 30 Ga. 300; 37/365; 53/36; 47/511,
404.
Where State and Federal courts have concurrent jurisdiction, that one
first having retains it
40 Ga. 356. Motion to set aside verdict and bill, equity
will retain jurisdiction when once assumed 65 Ga. 109.
Concurrent jurisdiction of law, not oust equity, here 65 Ga. 746.
Suitor not relegated to law from equity, unless remedy there adequate and
retains

:

:

:

:

:

complete when suit

filed

:

73 Ga. 362.

:

.
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1
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Equity could not oust common-law court the numerous issues here could
be readily adjusted at law on affidavit of illegality 66 Ga. 682.
In cases of fraud, equity and law have concurrent jurisdiction 68 Ga. 60.
Sufficient reasons shown here for equity to withdraw, from court of ordinary, case involving administration of estate 75 Ga. 1.
Equity has concurrent jurisdiction with ordinary for distributing estates
82 Ga. 523 see also 64 Ga. 674.
City court, cannot grant affirmative equitable relief: 96 Ga. 557, 469;
94/563. May determine certain equitable defenses 94 Ga. 563.
;

:

:

:

;

:

S

3

9

4857
2690,3737.

'

§ 39

^.

All orders
Attachment and execution on decrees.
and decrees of the court may be enforced by attachment against
the person; decrees for money may be enforced by execution against
the property.
(3099.)

Chancellor's discretion, in matter of attachment for violation of injunction,

not reversed unless grossly abused 67 Ga. 758.
Discretion in refusing to attach defendant who paid out money subsequently
to restraining order, not interfered with 89 Ga. 29 so, of alleged withholding
of assets from temporary receiver 89 Ga. 130.
Where defendant purged himself by his answer, attachment for contempt
was error irregularities were immaterial 88 Ga. 79.
President of corporation may be attached for contempt, for refusing to surrender assets of company to receiver, though not individually party to suit:
:

:

;

:

:

;

85 Ga. 171.

Order attaching for contempt, failing to show what assets withheld, mere
and not ground for reversal: 85 Ga. 171.
Superior court of county of mortgagor company's residence may decree
foreclosure sale of railroad continuing into another State, directing receiver,
mortgagee, and mortgagor to execute deed to w hole property 94 Ga. 307.
irregularity,

T

:

*&'mo'
4008
!oa"'
ivbi.

'

(3100.) Extent of jurisdiction.

§3945-

Generally, equity jurispru-

dence embraces the same matters of Jjurisdiction and modes of remedy in Georgia as was allowed and practiced in England.
Stated 14 Ga. 323 15/458 37/365. Section referred to and construed 58
Ga, 14; 59/729; 67/631.
Same jurisdiction as English chancery courts 65 Ga. 748.
Geneeal Note. Will not entertain bill to correct alleged mistake of facts
in bill of exceptions certified by the judge
Doctrine of actio per11 Ga. 243.
sonalis moritur cum persona does not apply to actions in equity: 24 Ga. 273. Demand for $28.00 not beneath notice of court of equity 25 Ga. 132. Will not set
aside judgment of Supreme Court for alleged accident or mistake 33 Ga. Sup.
11-20. Judgment of the Supreme Court conclusive the opinion on a different
footing 38 Ga. 195.
Act of 1820 (Code of 1882, section 8082) gave the right to equitable relief
upon common-law side of court. This law was superseded by the uniform procedure Act of 1887, but the following annotations are retained as not without value.
Act of 1820 gave right to equitable relief at law: 6 Ga. 56 13/366; 48/622.
But conferring no power to mould proceedings, was ineffectual: 48 Ga. 622.
Amendment, to issue in claim case, not sustained: 63 Ga. 726 48/619. New
cause of action and new parties cannot be added by: 59 Ga. 355. To short
form, allowed: 53 Ga. 270. To complaint for land, allowed: 53 Ga. 270. Mistake in deed set up by amendment: 53 Ga. 270. Cannot amend by matter not
germane to issue: 48 Ga. 619. In garnishment of partner's interest: 53 Ga. 114.
:

;

:

;

:

—

:

:

:

—

:

;

;

:;;

.
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Bill,

bill

;

1

§

general principles.

questions adjudicated under equitable plea:

52 Ga. 469.

Cancellation of note decreed at law

:

35 Ga. 218.

Claim, amendments not germane to issue not allowed: 63 Ga. 726 48/619.
Accounting not had by amendment 48 Ga. 619. Equities set up in claim cases
58 Ga. 367 57/71 56/22 55/349 54/691, 237. But not without pleadings sufficient to authorize: 54 Ga. 237; 51/421.
;

:

;

;

Deed

;

;

to secure debt, equitable plea to ejectment,

61 Ga. 33

60/562

;

55/650, 383

;

Ejectment,

must tender amount due:

Defendant

54/554, 45.

may

Ga. 562. If partial payment
inequitable to pay balance 65 Ga. 406.

under power of sale:

must show why

;

60*

is

obtain sale of land
tendered, defendant

:

on equitable

plaintiff recovers

title,

when

58 Ga. 510; 57/416

:

55/81; 54/195; 43/445; 39/91; 31/282; 30/536; 29/25; 27/376; 26/136; 24/150
10/190; 3 Kelly, 5. On bond for titles, purchase-money paid: 58 Ga. 510

57/416; 55/81; 54/195; 43/445; 39/91; 31/282; 30/536; 29/25; 27/376; 26/136
24/150; 10/190; 3 Kelly, 5. Even without possession in vendee: 58 Ga. 510
57/416; 55/81; 54/195; 43/445; 39/91; 31/282; 30/536; 29/25; 27/376; 26/136
24/150; 10/190; 3 Kelly, 5. But doctrine will not be extended: 55 Ga. 83. If

cannot recover on equitable: 57 Ga. 416. Nor can
wholly on estoppel upon defendant: 65 Ga.
Defendant can set up equitable defenses: 62 Ga. 404; 61/400; 59/508;

brought on legal
plaintiff
219.

title, plaintiff

when he

recover

relies

57/601; 55/650,383; 54/310,45; 53/209; 48/179; 45/183,17,14; 30/336; 29/490;
26/136; 28/648; 21/438.
Amendment to short form allowed: 53 Ga. 270.

Ejectment not converted into
44/459

;

;

meet equitable plea: 45 Ga.

may go

Election, suitor
45/13, 17

assumjysit to

37/364

;

into law or equity at his
33/Sup. 184 9/65.

own

option

:

17.

61 Ga. 550

;

Equitable cause of action includes those purely, equitable as well as those
recognized as existing at law but not enforced in equity: 48 Ga. 621.
Equitable plea, failure to set up, effect of: 56 Ga. 222; 45/533; 28/252. At-

tachment for purchase-money, plea not sustained, when 63 Ga. 297. Insolvency alleged, plea sustained 64 Ga. 554. Stricken in motion, there being no
evidence to support plea, not error: 56 Ga. 627. In cases of ejectment: 61 Ga.
:

:

400 59/508 57/601 55/650 55/383 54/45 48/179 45/14, 17, 183. On equitable
plea to suit on note, defendant has same rights as to fraud and mistake as in
equity 39 Ga. 380. Mistake in deed 48 Ga. 179. Breach of contract to buy
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

land

:

new

parties

57 Ga. 128.

performance decreed on equitable plea 48 Ga. 442
45/331.
Plaintiff may meet by equitable replication: 59 Ga. 355; 46/316;
45/17 42/323. But cannot add new cause of action 59 Ga. 335 46/316. Nor
Specific

:

;

:

60 Ga. 150

;

57/427 56/222.
Garnishment, proceeding on, moulded under this section: 39 Ga. 82.
ner's interest in debt due firm, reached by 53 Ga. 114.
:

;

;

Part-

:

Illegality, equitable defenses may be set up by 55 Ga. 335.
Injunction, not decreed at law by verdict of jury 56 Ga. 627.
Law and equity, anomaly of partial merger of jurisdiction: 48 Ga. 622.
Where equitable defense is adequate, defendant cannot transfer suit to equity
side of court 37 Ga. 364.
Mistake, how set up at law under this section 66 Ga. 483 48/179 39/380.
:

:

:

:

;

;

Moulding proceedings to give equitable relief 35 Ga. 84, 216. Cancellation
of note decreed at law 35 Ga. 218. Where right exists and there is no specific
legal remedy, court should frame proceedings to secure the right: 35 Ga. 218.
In garnishment cases 39 Ga. 82; 53/114; 56/210. In suits between partners:
35 Ga. 84 44/459. Partition decreed at law 35 Ga. 84. Judgment to levy on
:

:

:

;

:

3945

;:;

.

§
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how framed 57 Ga. 340. On appeal from ordinary, judgment may be
moulded: 52 Ga. 15. Judgment moulded as to interest and costs: 56 Ga. 210.
Mortgage against non-resident foreclosed in county where property is, with-

railroad,

:

out resort to equity 45 Ga. 552.
New cause of action cannot be brought in 59 Ga. 355 46/316.
Parties, new parties cannot be brought in by equitable plea 60 Ga. 150;
57/427 56/222. Relief not decreed on equitable plea where it could not be decreed in equity for want of parties: 46 Ga. 538. Third party whose rights are
involved in equitable plea may be made party 54 Ga. 310. Spirit of this section is to do justice to all parties where all are before the court 51 Ga 117.
Plaintiff can set up equitable replication to equitable plea 59 Ga. 355
46/316 45/17 42/323. But cannot introduce new cause of action 59 Ga. 355
46/318. Must locate venue of suit by rules of law, not equity 54 Ga. 378.
Partition decreed at law on suit between partners: 35 Ga. 84.
Partners, one suing at law must show that debt would be due upon settlement of accounts between 13 Ga. 366. Partner may obtain rights at law or
equity: 33 Ga. Sup. 184; 44/459. Partition allowed without dissolution in
equity 35 Ga. 84. Interest of, in debt due firm, how reached by garnishment
51 Ga. 117.
Pleadings under this section must have all the requisites of equity pleadings: 66 Ga. 483; 60/501, 150; 57/416, 71; 55/12; 54/45; 51/421; 48/623; 44/38;
42/323. Defect cured by verdict 52 Ga. 15.
Res judicata, decree on equitable plea, how far: 59 Ga. 760; 52/469. Judgment at law concludes what equitable defenses: 56 Ga. 222; 55/630; 54/238,
:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

364 52/469 45/533.
Rescission of contract obtained by equitable plea 51 Ga. 398.
Set-off, equitable plea where insolvency alleged, sustained 63 Ga. 686.
Specific performance decreed at law: 48 Ga. 442; 45/331.
;

;

:

:

Trust estate, payment of debts of, compelled by equitable plea where defendant has equity to such payment 53 Ga. 209 43/327. Income of, cannot
be subjected to debts except by bill in equity 63 Ga. 257. May be subjected
at law to debts beneficial to 63 Ga. 750.
Venue, this section does not authorize plaintiff suing for equitable cause of
action to locate suit as in equity cases 54 Ga. 378.
Verdicts, equitable, may be found by jury: 52 Ga. 15; 49/436; 46/461;
44/79 40/193 see also note to section 5333.
:

;

:

:

:

;

;

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
of legal or equitable remedies here against bank

Bank depositors had choice
and stockholders

65 Ga. 734.
Cancellation of deed, prayer for, should contain what: 83 Ga. 301.
Claims, equitable rights may be set up in claim case, but new parties not
allowed and specific performance decreed 67 Ga. 19. Cited in claim case,
where plaintiff sought to enforce judgment against property held by defendant
intrust: 67 Ga. 84.
Deed to secure debt passes title so as to authorize recovery in ejectment
defendant could tender purchase-money and have title decreed to him: 73
:

:

Ga. 389.
Divorce suit, equitable relief in divorce suit: 77 Ga. 601.
Dower, section applied to dowress's suit for income of dower lands from
husband's death to date dower assigned 74 Ga. 289.
Ejectment, cestui que trust, entitled to possession of land, may maintain
ejectment against stranger, or even against the trustee 73 Ga. 210. Rule in
ejectment, that action of tenants in common fails if either has no title, not
apply where equitable defense filed 86 Ga. 540.
:

:

:

:
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§3946

in equitable proceedings.

Equitable relief granted, in common-law proceeding, commenced twenty
days before court: 77 Ga. 227.
Equitable set-off may be allowed in law court 71 Ga. 784.
Illegality, equitable defense to execution, set up by illegality 77 Ga. 127.
Law and equity, distinction between legal and equitable powers very slight
under our Code 73 Ga. 390. Distinction between law and equity nearly abolished in Georgia: 74 Ga. 291. Court of law just as competent as court of
equity to protect valid mortgage against fraudulent liens by injunction and
•

:

:

:

81 Ga. 129.
Mistake, as to payee's name in bond sued on, corrected at law 67 Ga. 627.
Partners, common member of buying and selling firm, selling latter's property as own, former accounts to latter for interest of other partners only:
84 Ga. 125.
Specific judgment against land, where one sought at common law, and took
verdict, although undefended suit on unconditional contract in writing: 69
Verdict here equivalent to decree for specific performance, and
Ga. 792.

receiver

:

:

proper: 72 Ga. 708.
See section 4960 et

seq.,

and notes.

CHAPTER

2.

OF DISCOVERY.

ARTICLE

1.

IN EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS.

83946.

(3101.) Discovery.

.

may compel

ceedings

The superior court
„

.

.

...,

in equitable pro- $$1926,4962,

either party to discover facts within his knowl-

and material to his case; and this
either upon a petition for discovery and relief, or for discovery
alone, ancillary to some other civil proceedings.
But the party
seeking relief may waive discovery, and in such case the defendant's
edge, beneficial to the other party

answer

is

not evidence.

When may

seek aid in equity in account by discovery and other relief:
What averments must make in bill for relief and discovery
so as not to be demurrable 3 Ga. Ill, 112. Bill against administrators and
sureties to discover amount of devastavit: 7 Ga. 549. Sufficient averments in
bill for discovery and relief: 12 Ga. 269.
Several bills for discovery in equity
for suits at law: 17 Ga. 52. Discovery can be compelled where court of equity
could not grant relief: 15 Ga. 76-84. Must go into equity for discovery before
trial at law
No new trial to discover new evidence 33 Ga. Sup.
16 Ga. 399.
28.
Although discovery waived, answer still necessary as pleading 35 Ga. 114.
As to how discovery should be waived: 51 Ga. 347; 38/205, 211. After bill
answered, complainant cannot waive discovery 50 Ga. 53, 70; 58/358. Where
complainant waives discovery and undertakes to prove all material allegations
of the bill 55 Ga. 667 60/355. How answer considered when discovery waived
42 Ga. 124; 45/585. Discovery waived, judge may caution jury to disregard it
17 Ga. 46

1/376.

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

5061,3950,
5156,3959.

:
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Complainant waiving defendant's answer, yet putanswer may go as evidence: 59 Ga. 25, 51
61/680. Affidavit to bill for injunction waiving discovery ought to be positive
and made by one acquainted with facts: 60 Ga. 355. As to waiver by amendment before answer filed 63 Ga. 410. Agent made a party for discovery
55 Ga. 546. It must appear that the discovery is necessary, for equity to take
jurisdiction for: 63 Ga. 312. Judge may instruct what answer responsive:
54 Ga. 231; 48/471. As to waiver in second bill after discovery on first bill
as evidence: 55 Ga. 504.

ting part of

it

in evidence, all

j

:

58 Ga. 355.

Prayer for discovery not give equity jurisdiction, where complete remedy
law 67 Ga. 278.
Discovery waived by amendment before answer filed 65 Ga. 604.
Effect of answer where discovery not waived 68 Ga. 532.
Answer not evidence for defendant, when discovery is waived 70 Ga. 87.
Admissions in answer available to complainant, though discovery waived:
75 Ga. 393.
Waiver of discovery may be stricken, and prayer therefor inserted 90 Ga.
at

:

:

:

:

:

245.

Right of discovery retained though party now competent as a witness

:

72

365.

$1^5199,

JUH

§8947. (3102.) Privilege of party.
No party shall be required to
discover matters tending to criminate himself, or to expose him to

a penalty or forfeiture, nor to make discovery of irrelevant matters,
nor the advice of his professional advisers, nor his consultation with
/

iCCtj*

them, nor matters relating to his own and not the plaintiff's case;
nor can official persons be called on to disclose any* State matters of
which the policy of the State and the interest of the community require concealment.
First clause in this section stated in 14 Ga. 255. But winner at gaming
compelled to discover 25 Ga. 664.
Distinction between discovery by person, and relief against him in favor of
complainant in equity surrender of stolen property compellable by attachment for contempt 83 Ga. 502.
:

:

;

:

S

1,4926,

The discovery must be full
(3103.) Extent of discovery.
§ 8948
and free as to all matters of fact of which it is properly sought, and
must include the respondent's information and belief. If documents
are desired, in defendant's possession or power, he must produce or
-

satisfactorily account for them.

Must be answered fully and not generally 10 Ga. 449 3/302. As to when
should not answer according to remembrance and belief 8 Ga. 516. Defendant bound to avail himself of the means to acquire the information sought: 13
Ga. 141; 12/601. Where plaintiff excepts that documents relied on have not
When only is an answer full enough: 16 Ga. 442-446.
been filed 14 Ga. 168.
Defendant must answer all the material averments in the bill 17 Ga. 92. An
insufficient answer: 22 Ga. 559.
Cited leading questions may be asked 72 Ga. 365.
Charges not answered, or evasively answered, are taken as true: 70 Ga. 57.
:

;

:

:

:

:

;

$$4926,4962.

§3940. (3104.)
affirmation, bul

Under

may

oath.

The discovery must be under oath or

be confined to those points to which special

interrogatories are placed in the petition.

;
:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

939

2,

ARTICLE

§§3950, 3951

1.

Of discovery; inequitable proceedings.

Foundation for interrogatories must be laid
13 Ga. 432-485; 17/93.
Section referred to and construed

13 Ga. 478.

Cited

in the bill,

amendment:

ted as an

As

otherwise not admit-

to cross-bill for discovery:

51 Ga. 347.

:

72 Ga. 365.

:

(3105.) Answer, how far evidence.

§3950.

ant, as to facts within his

sought,

own knowledge

The answer of a defend-^5061
responsive to the discovery

evidence in his favor, and can be rebutted only by two
and corroborating circumstances. The penot bound to read any portion of the answer, except that

is

witnesses, or one witness
titioner

is

responsive to the petition.

The defendant may read

If the petition is for discovery alone,

And

be read together.
the cost.

all as

pleading.

then the whole answer must

in the latter case, the petitioner

must pay

Answer evidence for defendant so far as responsive to case made by the bill
Ga. 157, 170 10/208 ; 12/282 29/758 24/558. Answer and bill alone, and answer denying allegations of bill, no decree rendered 7 Ga. 396. When two
witnesses, or one with probable cause, required to outweigh an answer: 30 Ga.
129 29/166 9/151 58/358 16/416. Does not apply to answer on information
and belief: 19 Ga. 316. When answer not literally and directly responsive to
bill, may go to jury as evidence for what it is worth
14 Ga. 42 13/359. When
answer not responsive to bill so as to be evidence in the case 22 Ga. 331 3/302
46/361.
When it is 63 Ga. 411. Answer to bill for mere discovery should not
be used as evidence for defendant 22 Ga. 345, 346. Verdict for defendant on
answer swearing off equity of a bill, unless overthrown by more than one witness, should stand: 19 Ga. 567. Answer of one not party to issue to be tried,
not evidence 24 Ga. 558. Any amendment to bill allows defendant to answer
again : 24 Ga. 505. Defendant cannot use his answer in another case or anywhere as evidence, unless responsive to the bill: 29 Ga. 207, 758. Equity of a
bill fully denied, injunction refused: 27 Ga. 185.
Failure to answer allegations
of bill does not amount to admission of: 24 Ga. 217. Complainant cannot
waive an answer from defendant 28 Ga. 339. Where answer, if not responsive
to bill, not evidence 45 Ga. 208.
When answer to bill was responsive 24
Ga. 583. Cannot amend bill for discovery after answer, so as to waive discovery 50 Ga. 53, 70 58/357. Cannot by amendment to bill for discovery get rid
of the answer as evidence: 57 Ga. 567. Dismissal of bill not carrying with it
answer filed as a cross-bill 61 Ga. 330 42/391 58/355. Court should instruct
jury as to what is and what is not responsive: 48 Ga. 471 63/411.
Cited 72 Ga. 365.
Effect of answer where discovery not waived 68 Ga. 532.
Answer need not be tendered in evidence, but defendant may rely on it as
evidence 72 Ga. 359.
Where petition and answer, in contempt proceeding, admissible in suit
attacking sale for fraud, between same parties and concerning same property:
80 Ga. 252.
1

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:

Answer studiously avoiding details and dealing in generalities savors of
fraud, and evidence sufficient to overcome same: 75 Ga. 97.
§3951. (3106.) What is responsive.
What is responsive is a question for the court.
Any explanation of an admission made, or fact
necessarily connected with it, is part of the response.
Any matter
in avoidance thereof

is

new matter, and must be proved.

>=>

'

'

5156 -

:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

§§ 3952, 3953

ARTICLE 1

2,

940

Discovery in other cases.

What is responsive 1 Ga. 157 10/208 6/423. When not responsive 22
Ga. 331 46/361. When is 24 Ga. 583 51/346 3/302. Court should instruct
the jury what portions of defendant's answer are responsive to the bill 10 Ga.
342; 48/471; 63/411; 43/361; 40/364; 14/429,216. In motion to dissolve injunction, answer of no avail when not responsive to the bill: 9 Ga. 95, 108.
As to
a responsive answer as evidence 57 Ga. 567, 585. Section referred to responsive answers 51 Ga. 346.
Cited: 72 Ga. 365.
:

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

Answer vague and
Ga.

unsatisfactory, complainant could reply by evidence: 75

98.

Court's duty in determining what portions are responsive discharged by
submitting answer to jury with general instructions 75 Ga. 97.
:

To

down

rule as to what is responsive is sufficient court need not take
bill and answer and designate in detail what is responsive in latter: 79 Ga. 261.
lay

;

The answer of one de(3107.) Answers of codefendants
fendant is evidence for another, whenever it states facts against his
§3952.

own

.

interest,

and in favor

of his codefendants.

Of one partner against the partnership 9 Ga. 449 13/206. Where not of
one partner in favor of plaintiff: 17 Ga. 300. Answer of vendor responsive to
the bill, evidence for vendee as a codefendant 12 Ga. 282. Generally, answer
of one defendant not read against codefendants 13 Ga. 206 26/537 32/418,
219.
The answer of one defendant may contain an admission evidence for
another defendant 20 Ga. 842. Responsive answer of one defendant contradicting materially answer of another, does not necessarily make the case turn
on extrinsic evidence: 61 Ga. 621.
;

:

:

;

:

;

:

Cited

;

generally not evidence against codefendants

Answer

:

72 Ga. 365.

one defendant admitted against codefendant in privity with
former: 75 Ga. 392.
of

General Note.

—

Discovery against administrator and sureties as to devasGa. 549. Same against guardian by ward: 7 Ga. 587. Bill for discovery against assignee of bank 10 Ga. 226. Jurisdiction of person out of the
county, for purpose of discovery: 15 Ga. 76. May seek discovery in equity,
although provisions for obtaining discovery at law: 17 Ga. 111. No bill for
discovery where it would be useless 19 Ga. 22. Where must go into equity
Too uncertain allegations as to
for discovery before trial at law
16 Ga. 399.
necessity for discovery to prove defense at law 22 Ga. 123, 124. When discovery to sureties sued for amount distributees have received from the estate
22 Ga. 559. Discovery from trustee by cestui que trust: 34 Ga. 438.
tavit: 7

:

:

:

:

ARTICLE

2.

DISCOVERY IN OTHER CASES.
Act

1817.

§3953.

(3810.) Discovery at law.

Actisr-o,

opposite party, either nominal or

/)''''''•

court in this State.

may be had from the
any case pending in any

Discovery
real, in

$$•!«»». 8050.

When may
construed

:

proceed

62 Ga. 305.

equity for it: 17 Ga. 111.
Cited 72 Ga. 365.

in

:

Section referred to and

.

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

941

2,

ARTICLE

2.

§§3954-3956

Discovery in other cases.

A
47
§3954. (3811.) Discovery, from persons and corporations.
Cobi> 465
Actei883-4,
The party seeking such discovery may either subpoena the other
1

party as a witness, or else file interrogatories, and sue out a commis- ™$^'^
In the latter event,
sion, as in cases provided for other witnesses.
the right of cross-examination exists as in other cases.
2. And in all cases in any of the courts of this State where
either the plaintiff or defendant is a corporation, either foreign
or domestic, public or private, it shall be the right of the opposite party to file, with the clerk, of the court where such case is
pending, interrogatories directed to the president, secretary, treasurer, or other officer or agent of said corporation, and it shall be the
duty of the officer or agent named in such interrogatories to sue out
a commission directed to himself, and to have said interrogatories
executed and returned to the next term of the court; the opposite
party, or his attorney, shall give twenty days notice before the sitting of said court to the attorney of record, or to any officer or agent
of such corporation in the county where suit is pending, that interrogatories have been so filed.
Said corporation or its agent shall
not be required to advance the costs of executing said interrogatories.
Cited 72 Ga. 365.
Statute on discovery formerly inapplicable to corporation 79 Ga. 541.
Provisions touching discovery at law apply to plaintiffs not residing in
counties where suits are pending 82 Ga. 550.
:

:

:

Who

and return of commission.
When interrogatories are filed in office, and notice given thereof,
it shall be the duty of the party sought to be examined, to see to
the execution and return of the same before the return term thereof.
§3955. (3812.)

shall see to execution

Filing interrogatories for discovery

Cited

:

:

6 Ga. 262

;

55/209, 215.

72 Ga. 365.

Must appear that

interrogatories were filed, and that notice was given.

The

interrogatories should be addressed to plaintiff, not left blank should appear
that there was a commission and that names of witnesses were set out therein
;

:

79 Ga. 538.

A

party Ag* ^474 60
failing to appear, without sufficient excuse, when properly subpoenaed, Acts^i853-4,
or failing or refusing to answer either orally or to the interrogatories 1889 p- 87
filed, or answering evasively, shall be subject to attachment for contempt, and the court may also dismiss his case if he be plaintiff, or
strike his pleas if he be defendant, or give such other direction to
the cause as is consistent with justice and equity; and if either party
be a corporation, the officer called on to give testimony shall be
subject to attachment for contempt upon his failure to answer, and
the court may dismiss the case or strike the plea according as the
party corporation may be plaintiff or defendant, upon the failure of
any of its officers or agents to give testimony or to execute and return interrogatories as provided by law.
§3956.

(3813.)

When

subject to attachment for contempt.

'

>

-

:

§§3957-3959

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER

3,

ARTICLE

942

1.

Of perpetuation of testimony; generally.

14 Ga. 646.
As to continuance where party subAnswering evasively
poenaed, absent: 18 Ga. 407; 32/262. Must be extreme case, to admit of dismissing: 31 Ga. 47; 21/180. Failing to answer, may attach, continue the case
or nonsuit plaintiff, etc. 32 Ga. 262.
:

:

$$3947,5199.

No

§3957. (3814.) Privileged matters.

party shall be required to

any matter which may criminate or tend to criminate
himself, or which shall tend to work a forfeiture of his estate, or
which shall tend to bring infamy or disgrace or public contempt
upon himself or any member of his family.
testify as to

Stated 7 Ga. 367 30/757 14/255 40/688. When party to protect himself
refuse to answer, under law of this section 19- Ga. 464. Section referred
to and construed 62 Ga. 396-399.
"Witness not required to testify as to whether she had been an inmate of
house of prostitution 68 Ga. 360.
Party not compelled to testify concerning pursuit of his ordinax*y avocation
on Sunday 76 Ga. 220.
Distinction between discovery by a person and relief against him in favor
of a complainant in equity 83 Ga. 502.
Surrender of stolen property compellable by attachment for contempt
;

:

;

;

may

:

:

:

:

:

83 Ga. 502.

—

General Note. Answers required should be shown to be material, and
questions pertinent 21 Ga. 180; 15/491. Answers are conclusive unless rebutted as in section 3950 10 Ga. 389. An order was requisite under Act of
1847: 14 Ga. 641. Where order improvidently granted 19 Ga. 464. Answers
must be responsive, to be evidence 30 Ga. 490.
:

:

:

:

CHAPTER

3.

OF PERPETUATION OF TESTIMONY.

ARTICLE

1.

GENERALLY.
§3958. (3108.)

When

it

may

be

done

.

Superior courts

tain proceedings for the perpetuation of testimony, in

may

enter-

all

cases,

where the fact to which the testimony relates cannot be made immediately the subject of investigation at law, and the common-law
proceeding authorized under this Code, for any cause, cannot be
available, or as completely available, as a proceeding in equity.
A petition
§3959. (4182.) Discovery and perpetuating testimony.
for discovery merely, or to perpetuate testimony, shall not be sustained unless some reason is shown why the usual proceeding at law
is

inadequate.
Stated

set forth

:

:

3 Ga. 112 ; 16/440.
20 Ga. 778.

What

the

bill for

perpetuating evidence must

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Method

3,

ARTICLE

2.

§§3960-3967

of perpetuating testimony.

immaterial as to the
possession of the property, nor will the proceeding be denied though
all parties in interest cannot be ascertained or reached.
Testimony thus taken shall be
§3961. (3110.) When evidence.
afterward used only from the necessity of the case, but in such case
may be used against all persons, whether parties to the proceeding
§3960. (3109.) Possession immaterial.

It is

or not.

§3962. (3111.) Costs.

The complainant

shall in all such cases be

taxed with the costs.

—

General Note. Bills under this Chapter are the same as bills to take testimony de bene esse, and evidence thus taken not read if witness can be examined or

is

alive

:

20 Ga. 777.

ARTICLE

2.

METHOD OF PERPETUATING TESTIMONY.
§3963.

(3901.)

Application and order.

If

any person

desires toActi823,

perpetuate the testimony of a witness, in anticipation of litigation
not yet pending, and which it is not in his power to commence, he

may make

1855-6,

Acts

1855-6,

written application to the judge of the superior court of

the county where the witness resides, or,

may

Acts

if

a non-resident, where he

be temporarily, stating the facts, the proof expected, and the

accompanying such
application with the written interrogatories to be propounded to the
witness; whereupon the judge shall pass an order requiring some
disinterested attorney of the court to act as commissioner and take
such testimony, providing in such order for the most effectual notice to the opposite parties, and for any cross-interrogatories which
parties probably interested on the other side,

may

be

filed.

(3902.) Deposition and filing.
Such commissioner, after
executing the commission in the same manner as in ordinary cases,
shall file the package with the clerk of the superior court, with his

§3964.

indorsement of the fact thereon, which package shall be safely kept
by him for publication, under the order of the court.

until produced

The application for the orand the order, shall be entered on the minutes before delivery
to the commissioner for execution.
§3966. (3904.) Effect of testimony.
Testimony thus taken shall be
used de bene esse if, at the time the litigation arises, no more satisfactory examination of the witness may be had.
Where it must appear by the record that the testimony was taken de bene
§3965. (3903.) Application recorded.

der,

esse

:

15 Ga. 424.

§3967. (3905.) Fees.
The court granting the order shall prescribe Acta 1855-e,
i87i-2,p.5i.
the fees to be paid to the commissioner.

:

TENTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

3968-3971
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4.

Of accident and mistake.

CHAPTER

4.

^

OF ACCIDENT AND MISTAKE.
§3968. (3112.)
is

What

An

is accident.

accident relievable in equity

such an occurrence, not the result of negligence or misconduct of

the party seeking relief in relation to a contract, as was not antici-

pated by the parties when the same was entered into, and which
gives an undue advantage to one of them over another in a court of
law.

In cases of lost bonds or negotiable securities, the court will decree payment, upon indemnity
given against liability or loss thereon.
§3969. (3113.) Lost bonds or notes.

What

notice

isfaction
54011

owner should give

and payment

of lost note

:

12 Ga. 507.

§3970. (3114.) Error in form.

-

Bill tendering security for sat-

4 Ga. 288.

:

form

If the

of

conveyance

by

is,

accident or mistake, contrary to the intention of the parties in their
contract, equity will interfere to

make

it

conform thereto.

Ga. 12; 11/160. Equity interferes to correct mistakes in written
13 Ga. 89. By ordering a proper deed to be executed 16 Ga. 49.
Wishing to reform, should state what true agreement was 27 Ga. 275. Where
equity would not decree reformation of deed of gift 31 Ga. 536. That a word
omitted and intention apparent, no reason for equity to reform: 32 Ga. 550.
See notes to section 3973.
Deed reformed to speak truth: 68 Ga. 225.
Instrument not reformed where no allegation of fraud, accident, or mistake
65 Ga. 356.
Bill to reform deed by inserting reservation of timber, omitted by scrivener's mistake, good here 74 Ga. 404.
Written contract of sale not varied by parol, there being no allegation of
fraud or mistake, nor attempt to reform it 75 Ga. 606.
Equity will not insert condition into contract, without proof of intention to
insert it, and omission by fraud, accident, or mistake 76 Ga. 755.
Equity will not reform deed of individual to deed as trustee of cestui que
trust who received no part of purchase-money
71 Ga. 637.
Stated:

instrument

1

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Mortgage describing goods in transit
distribute money: 77 Ga. 621.

as being in store, reformed, on rule to

Husband illiterate and deaf, and wife fraudulently procuring deed from
him, conveying greater estate than agreed upon, equity will afford relief 85
:

Ga. 185.
*$707%i4o
8975.

7'

(3115.) Ride of construction as

§B971.

to conditions.

Equity seeks

always to construe conditions subsequent into covenants, and to rewhere the rules of construction will allow.

lieve against forfeitures,

Stated 15 Ga. 103. Words of covenant and not of condition
See notes to section 3137.
Estate forfeited and sold for rent due, tenant may maintain
the overplus after rent paid 71 Ga. 392.
:

:

»

:

:

46

Ga

bill to

241.

recover

:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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§§3972, 3978

4.

Of accident and mistake.

Equity will not interfere to relieve *ggf» 2486
against accidents or mistakes of mere volunteers, but if the contract
is actually executed, then all the rights growing out of it against or
in favor of anybody will be enforced.
Volunteers.

§3972. (3116.)

Stated: 16 Ga. 49. Not right to have mistake corrected, deed being volun27 Ga. 36. Where this rule does not apply 42 Ga. 506.
Cited 67 Ga. 252.
Mistake in voluntary conveyance, not corrected, against heirs of grantor:
77 Ga. 28.
tary

:

:

:

What

§3973. (3117.)

some unintentional

is

mistake.

Mistake relievable inequity

act, or omission, or error, arising

surprise, imposition, or misplaced confidence.

cised with caution,

and

from ignorance,

This power

to justify it the evidence

is §3262.

must be

exer-

is

clear, un-

equivocal and decisive as to the mistake.
65 Ga. 103

;

67/744

;

76/674.

plaintiff seeks it or defendant sets it up as a defense
Relieves so as to produce conformity of writing to agreement 1 Ga.
238.
Relief to buyer for mistake in boundary 7 Ga. 383. Must be clear proof
that contract unintentionally does* not speak real agreement of parties, for
equity to interfere: 9 Ga. 430-436; 12/281; 11/160; 13/89. Must show diligence, to be relieved from mistake in equity: 8 Ga. 546. As to the testimony
to reform a deed 14 Ga. 207 38/46 29/166.
Correct mistake so as to have
deed made according to intention of parties 16 Ga. 49, 61. "Where equity
would not correct a mistake if made 17 Ga. 82. One asking to rectify a mistake must do his part towards accomplishing it 20 Ga. 517. Money paid by
mistake, recovered back: 23 Ga. 477 28/242. Mistake on one side and fraud
on the other side, correctable as if mistake on both sides 26 Ga. 415. Equity

Equity relieves where

1

Ga.

12.

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

:

reforms instruments with caution 35 Ga. 177. Allegations necessary to reform agreement for mistake 40 Ga. 199, 204. Bill by donor to reform deed to
grantees: 40 Ga. 11. No reformation of a note under the evidence: 42 Ga.
Pleadings where wish to open account for mistake
539, 540.
45 Ga. 144.
Mistake as between partners 46 Ga. 649. Where relief not granted for mistake and ignorance 52 Ga. 484. Section referred to and construed 55 Ga.
:

:

:

:

:

:

149, 150.

See notes

Where

it

to sections 3970, 3975, 3981

and

3984.

was agreed

but by mistake

to settle,/?, fa. by defendant conveying land to plaintiff,
different lot conveyed, equity relieved the mistake 68 Ga.
:

496.

Mistake by one and fraudulent advantage taken by other party authorizes
relief: 70

Ga. 297.

Mistake as to value of stock by agent of buyer will not authorize rescission
unless fraud of seller shown 75 Ga. 277.
Where mortgage might be reformed by adding to signature seal left off by
mistake 76 Ga. 674.
As between original parties, stipulation in purchase-money note which
payee omitted when reading note over to maker before he signed, not binding:
:

:

78 Ga. 739.

Husband illiterate and deaf, and wife fraudulently procuring deed from him,
conveying greater estate than agreed upon, equity will afford relief 85 Ga. 185.
Where ignorant person made mark to paper disclaiming title, same could
not be used against him 94 Ga. 477,
:

:

60

«

:;

THimi TITLE.—CHAPTER
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Of accident and mistake.

Ignorance, to be defense to notes, must be justified by
and misleading device, or the like 94 Ga. 480.

fraudulent

illiteracy,

:

Bill to

reform deed by inserting reservation of timber omitted by scrivegood here: 74 Ga. 404.

ner's mistake,

Deed which contained rather a

latent ambiguity than a mistake

Eule allowing explanation of ambiguity
take

less stringent

78 Ga. 181.

:

than rule as to mis-

78 Ga. 181.

:

Sheriff's

mistake

in

description in deed, after correct levy, corrected here

:

75 Ga. 347.

one buys his own land from another by mutual mistake, though actual

If

possession thus acquired, surrender not necessary to avoid paying purchase-

money

87 Ga. 727.

:

Accounting and settlement not opened here so as to allow plea of payment
against suit on note given in settlement 93 Ga. 515.
No defense to suit on note, that executed with understanding that maker
not to be bound, etc. 91 Ga. 554, 555.
Evidence to correct mistake in voluntary deed must be clear and unequivocal, but need not exclude reasonable doubt: 73 Ga. 647.
:

:

9 4
fift

'

r

The neg§3974. Relief in equity for negligence of complainant, when.
ligence of the complaining party presenting relief in equity, is that

want

of reasonable prudence the absence of which

tion of legal duty.

Relief

gence by the complainant,
been prejudiced thereby.
$$3220,5201,

would be a

viola-

may
if it

be granted even in cases of negliappears that the other party has not

83975. (3118.) Parol evidence.
Parol evidence is admissible to
prove a mistake in a deed, or any other contract required by law to
be in writing.

When

parol evidence admissible and when not, in case of mistake 5 Ga. 373
Parol proof of declarations of vendor subsequent to the sale: 7
:

15/176; 13/88.

Ga. 383

Parol evidence of the intended date of a note should have
Where not sufficient averment of mistake to allow
of parol evidence being admitted 40 Ga. 199. Mistakes in grant by parol evidence 32 Ga. 348. Mistake must be pleaded, to be shown by parol evidence:
62 Ga. 662.
See notes to section 3973.
Section cited and applied 75 Ga. 349.
Parol admissible that payees of bond sued on, Hull & Long, intended for
Hall & Long, and mistake corrected at law 67 Ga. 627.
County map admitted to show mistake in record of deed. Record of same
deed in another county admitted to show mistake in record in county of trial
72 Ga. 63.
Evidence to correct mistake in recital in deed must be clear and satisfactory 73 Ga. 165.
Fraud, accident, or mistake may be pleaded and proved by parol in avoidance of written contract 68 Ga. 830.
See 7 Ga. 383; 52/149; 54/289; 56/31, 32; 59/850.
;

38/46.

been received

:

27 Ga. 54.

:

:

:

:

:

:

Written contract of sale not varied by parol, there being no allegation of
fraud or mistake, nor attempt to reform it: 75 Ga. 606.
Parol evidence not admissible to ingraft in bond conditions intended to be
ingrafted subsequent to execution: 76 Ga. 799.

:
;:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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§§ 8976-3978

4.

Of accident and mistake.

Allowed to show mistake

in location of

goods described

in

mortgage

:

77 Ga.

626.

Equity will grant re- $ 3934
§3976. (3119.) Against whom equity relieves.
lief as between the original parties or their privies in law, in fact,

-

or in estate, except bona fide purchasers for value without notice.
Stated 11 Ga. 160 40/535. Not against bona fide purchaser 13 Ga. 89
Mistakes must be mutual, to be corrected: 53 Ga. 257, 271. Section
12/282.
referred to and construed: 56 Ga. 82 62/208 54/205 60/43. Who not a bona
fide purchaser where buys from one with no title 54 Ga. 74.
:

;

:

;

;

;

:

See note to section 3934.
Cited 70 Ga. 301 76/674.
Mistake in voluntary deed not corrected to injury of bona fide purchaser
67 Ga. 248.
Mistake in deed not corrected so as to oust innocent purchaser for value:
67 Ga. 744.
Deed reformed to speak truth as against judgment creditors 68 Ga. 225
see also 13 Ga. 88 40/535.
Cited, where one traded for land, and took possession without notice of prior
parol sale 70 Ga. 480.
Eecord of deed not notice as to land not described in its face 67 Ga. 248.
Suit brought after purchase of land not notice to vendor or to his vendee
buying with notice: 70 Ga. 302.
Equity loth to interfere with innocent purchaser under decree for sale of
land of minors, though irregular: 71 Ga. 654.
Purchaser for value of lands, without notice of trust, protected 68 Ga.
;

:

:

;

:

:

:

718

et seq.

Bona

fide

purchaser without notice protected against lien for rent:

80

Ga. 397.
in favor of creditors not before

Court of equity cannot decree
Specific

chaser not party thereto, here

To

may

it

:

65 Ga. 735.

performance of parol contract for land, not decreed against pur:

75 Ga. 350.

establish priority of lien, as between himself and another, mortgagee
not reform mortgage, without making mortgagor party: 86 Ga. 457.

§3977.

law or of

(3120.)

Mistakes

Division of mistakes.

may

be either of^g^'3 3 g6

fact.

See 76 Ga.

674.

Mere ignorance of the law on$ 3535
(3121.) Ignorance of law.
the part of the party himself, where the facts are all known, and
§3978.

no misplaced confidence, and no artifice or deception or
fraudulent practice is used by the other party, either to induce the
mistake of law or to prevent its correction, will not authorize the
there

is

intervention of equity.
Section referred to and stated 47 Ga. 500 50/309. Relievable in this case
When not 52 Ga. 484. Ignorance through inactivity does not
relieve from the bar of the statute of limitations: 29 Ga. 651. Ignorance of
law does not excuse a sheriff or any one: 32 Ga. 362; 56/73; 58/126; 7/70;
:

28 Ga. 442.

:

60/380.

Stated

:

76 Ga. 674.

;

-

'
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Ignorance of law and inadvertence do not commend a complainant seeking
70 Ga. 611.
Mere mistake of law, not induced by other party, will not warrant equitable relief: 77 Ga. 47.
Rule stated as to when equity will relieve from consequences of mistake of
fact or law: 92 Ga. 719, 720; see also 29 Ga. 673.
Distinction between mistake and ignorance of law, elaborately considered
injunction

:

:

7

Ga.

64, 70.

Two parties claiming land, with full knowledge of facts, in ignorance of
law, dividing rents, one afterwards bringing ejectment, cannot recover mesne
profits: 67 Ga. 546, 556.

Presumed that one making admissions adverse to his interest knows how
they will legally affect his interest 82 Ga. 118 see also 16 Ga. 375 15/565.
Though paid in ignorance of the law, rents paid to purchaser at tax sale, not
applied as in redemption 84 Ga. 561.
"Where complainant sued after he was barred, mere ignorance of statute
of limitations no ground for relief: 87 Ga. 155.
Ignorance to be defense to notes must be justified by illiteracy, fraudulent
and misleading device, or the like 94 Ga. 480.
;

:

;

:

:

$3535.

An honest mistake of
(3122.) Mistake of law by parties.
the law as to the effect of an instrument on the part of both con§3979.

tracting parties,
one,

when such mistake

operates as a gross injustice to

and gives an unconscientious advantage

to the other,

may

be

relieved in equity.

Mistake as to legal effect, chancery will reform: 11 Ga. 160; 30/191; 16/49.
Relief from an indorsement when intent only to convey the title 30 Ga. 946.
:

Relief against an agreement of compromise under mistake of law: 32 Ga. 181.
Where mistake of law good defense against action to recover back money 31
Ga. 117. An honest mistake of law that would operate as a gross injustice 46
Ga. 451 60/380. Jury cannot consider mistake unless proper allegations of it
in bill 50 Ga. 474.
As to mistake of law 60 Ga. 395 29/673.
:

:

;

:

:

;

Where mortgage might be reformed by adding to

off by
mistake 76 Ga. 674.
Rights acquired bona fide, under mutual mistake of law, protected 81 Ga. 1.
Rule stated as to when equity will relieve from consequences of mistake of
fact or law 92 Ga. 719, 720 see also 29 Ga. 673.
Distinction between mistake and ignorance of law elaborately considered
7 Ga. 64, 70.

signature seal left

:

:

:

;

:

draftsman or agent. A mistake of law in the
draftsman, or other agent, by which the contract, as executed, does
not fulfill or violates the manifest intention of the parties to the
agreement, is relievable in equity.
§3980.

(3123.)

By

the

Stated: 1 Ga. 12, 238; 11/160; 28/74; 16/49. Section referred to and construed 42 Ga. 506.
Deed reformed to speak truth 68 Ga. 225.
Bill to reform deed by inserting reservation of timber omitted by scrivener's
mistake, good here: 74 Ga. 404.
:

:

§3981. (3124.) Reforming a contract,

etc.

A

distinction exists be-

tween reforming a contract and executing a contract in case of mis-

;
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To authorize the former, the court must be satisfied, by the
evidence that the mistake was mutual; but the court may refuse to
take.

act in the latter case,

the mistake

if

is

confined to the party refusing

to execute.

Mistake should be a mutual one 21 Ga. 118. When chancery will reform a
contract: 38 Ga. 49; 9/430; 12/288. When it will not: 12 Ga. 281. As to rectifying a marriage contract, proof necessary for jury to decide 29 Ga. 166
45/301. Equity reforms with caution, and does not make contracts for parties
:

:

:

35 Ga. 177.

Where evidence not

Donee

of a contract: 40 Ga. 205.

who

are volunteers: 40 Ga.

make out a

case for reformation
asking for reformation as against grantees

sufficient to

Mistake must be mutual: 53 Ga. 257,271;

11.

61/100.

See notes to sections ante.
section 2771 not reformed into mortgage to protect wife's homestead, under allegations here: 65 Ga. 51.
As to reforming contract of life-insurance, and admitting parol to show negotiations prior to writing 65 Ga. 223. See notes to section 3984.
There must be pleading on both sides, to make issue of reformation of contract 69 Ga. 689.
Grantee in deed a volunteer, donor may correct mistake in deed unknown
to grantee at time of conveyance 73 Ga. 648.
See 40 Ga. 11.
Equity cannot make contracts, nor materially alter those deliberately
made 77 Ga. 315.
Mutual mistake pleaded, as to quantity of land bargained, difference of
value may be shown 86 Ga. 1.
Where quantity of land misrepresented 79 Ga. 410.
Contract reformed only where mistake mutual canceled for mistake of
one party 89 Ga. 619.
To establish pinority of lien, as between himself and another, mortgagee
may not reform mortgage without making mortgagor party 86 Ga. 457.
Bill to recover land, decree of recovery construed reformed original deed,
making mother and children tenants in common instead of life-tenants and
remainder-men 95 Ga. 267, 270.

Deed under

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

reform a 89 Ga
shown to be the mistake of
both parties; but it may rescind and cancel upon the ground of mistake of fact material to the contract of one party only.
In all cases of a mistake of fact
§3983. (3125.) Mistake of fact.
material to the contract, or other matter affected by it, if the party
complaining applies within a reasonable time, equity will relieve.
§3982. Cancel for mistake of one, when.
written contract, unless the mistake is

Equity

will not

Must be applied for in reasonable time 11 Ga. 160; 69/97. What bill for
should aver: 13 Ga. 89. Equity will relieve where both parties honestly
labor under mistake of facts: 30 Ga. 731.
As to legal effect of an instrument: 30 Ga. 191. Ignorance of fact no cause for rescinding a contract: 34
Ga. 227. What must allege and prove, to recover back money paid under
mistake of facts 49 Ga. 455. Section referred to and construed 52 Ga. 484.
When bill filed eight years afterward, no ground for relief for mistake of
fact: 60 Ga. 391.
See notes to sections ante.
Settlement of suit made under mistake, not made judgment of court here:
66 Ga. 403.
:

:

:

'

-

6 26

-
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Railroad company having agreed to issue stock upon completion of work,
and by mistake in issuing, having paid dividends, could require accounting in equity 67 Ga. 676.

etc.,

:

Where partner bought out copartner on erroneous estimate
and share

of each,

which both believed at time to be correct,

If too late for rescission, just part of

purchase price refunded

:

of firm assets
relief granted.

82 Ga. 512.

Equity will not interfere to correct mistake, after lapse of eighteen years:
77 Ga. 28.

"Reasonable time"

H°2976
3977

-

4

'

P 98 ^-

jury judge: 89 Ga. 620.

;

(3126.) Negligence and concealment.

If the party,

by

rea-

sonable diligence, could have had knowledge of the truth, equity will
not relieve; nor will the ignorance of a fact, known to the opposite
party, justify an interference, if there has been no misplaced confidence, nor misrepresentation, nor other fraudulent act.
Innocent, mistaken misrepresentation of material fact confided in, cause
14 Ga. 384.
Equity will not intervene to set up a defense where defendant has been negligent in reference to 23 Ga. 366. Equity
Injunction
will not relieve a negligent person from a judgment 22 Ga. 60.
refused to one who has been negligent: 28 Ga. 117.
Section cited: 60 Ga.
for rescinding contract

:

:

:

395, 396.

Cited

69 Ga. 518 70/301.
Mistake as to value of stock by agent of buyer, will not authorize rescission
;

:

unless fraud of seller shown 75 Ga. 277.
Holder of ordinary policy of life-insurance plainly printed, not entitled to
set up his belief, induced by agent, that it Was ten-year paid-up policy 70
Ga. 794.
Where for four months insured kept new policy, wherein ten-day vacancy
clause was substituted for thirty-day clause of old policy, without reading it,
he cannot complain 90 Ga. 78.
Demurrer, upon ground of gross carelessness in not knowing terms of deed
signed, not sustained under allegations here 85 Ga. 185.
Ignorance that papers signed were notes, to be good in defense, must be
justified by illiteracy, fraudulent device, or the like: 94 Ga. 480.
Rule that equity will not relieve against mistake wholly due to complainant's want of ordinary care 89 Ga. 629.
Plea of misrepresentation as to external qualities of land, demurrable: 75
Ga. 565.
:

:

:

:

:

Price of land not reduced because of location of boundary, in absence of
fraud or mutual mistake: 86 Ga. 1.

Gross errors in settlement not intended by debtor to be final but consummated by note and mortgage, not mistake, but gross negligence 79 Ga. 466.
Equity will not rescind contract where no fraud or artifice resorted to by
:

which party deceived

Where

:

80 Ga. 395.

over fourteen years of age signs deed in ignorance, and
disaffirm within reasonable time after majority, etc. 66 Ga. 179.
girl

fails to

:

Mistake

in

deed not relieved against, twenty years after complaining party

discovered same

Equity

will

:

76 Ga. 706.

not relieve against insured's gross neglect in ascertaining terms
when policy issued:

of policy, because of representations of insurer's agents

70 Ga. 794.
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partners gave individual note for $2,500, indorsing it with firm name,
paid $1,500, and twice renewed for $1,000 in his own name,
thereafter
and
equity will not relieve from laches 78 Ga. 89.

Where

:

Illiteracy

no excuse for failing to appear and defend

at right time: 86

Ga. 652.

§3985. (3127.) Mutual ignorance,

Ignorance by both parties of
etc.
justify
the
not
interference
of the court; nor will a misa fact does
take in judgment or opinion merely, as to the value of property,
authorize such interference.

No ground for relief that vendee was worsted in the contract: 26 Ga. 362.
Erroneous opinion by both parties as to value of partnership interest 55 Ga.
:

Deficiency or excess of land sold

485, 495.

:

See section 3542.

Accident or mistake $4018
§3986. (3128.) Execution of power, remedied.
in the execution of a power, or causing the defective execution of

-

the power, will be remedied in equity.

The judgment of ^977,^032,
§3987. (3595.) Equity may set aside judgments.
a court of competent jurisdiction may be set aside by a decree, for
fraud, accident, or mistake, or the acts of the adverse party unmixed
with the negligence or fault of the petitioner.
Equity will not give relief unless defendant in judgment ignorant of deand without fault or neglect: 2 Ga. 275; 4/519; 9/247; 23/366; 54/361.
Generally, jurisdiction of law not interfered with unless special circumstances
call for it
16 Ga. 399.
Equity will relieve against fraud in a judgment 33 Ga.
300.
Where equity would not interfere, no fraud being shown: 50 Ga. 97-103.
Where equity interfered in a matter of a judgment against an executor: 55 Ga.
129.
But will not assist an administrator against a judgment at law where
without proper excuse 55 Ga. 263. Section cited 62 Ga. 351, 352.
fense,

:

:

:

:

See notes to section 3988.
Cited 68 Ga. 66 70/57 71/523 75/358.
Decree not set aside for insolvency of defendant not alleged to have occurred since decree 68 Ga. 105, 112.
Attorneys disagreeing with clients about fees and striking names from
docket, judgment not set aside for failure to appear: 65 Ga. 466.
:

;

;

;

:

Equity $$5370,4032,
judgment of a court having jurisdiction
only where the party had a good defense of which he was entirely
ignorant, or where he was prevented from making it by fraud or accident, or the act of the adverse party, unmixed with fraud or negligence on his part.
Setting aside judgments for good defense.

§3988. (3129.)

will interfere to set aside a

See 65 Ga. 103.
Stated: 16 Ga. 398 54/361.
Where equity will not relieve against judgments at law 1 Ga. 136 2/275, 325 4/175 3/74, 226. As to new trials in
equity after judgment: 6 Ga. 172; 43/564; 40/284.
Attacking order of discharge by ordinary 9 Ga. 547. Equity does not relieve from a judgment that
could have been prevented but for negligence: 22 Ga. 60; 23/366. Equity will
relieve -'gainst a judgment obtained by fraud: 30 Ga. 300.
Section referred to
and construed C7 Ga. 585; 52/349; 62/251, 85 \ Due diligence must be shown
where injunction sought as against common-law judgment 53 Ga. 620. When
;

:

;

;

;

:

:

:
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equity will relieve executor from a judgment de bonis testatoris: 55 Ga. 129.
When an administrator will not be relieved against a judgment at law: 56
Ga. 263. When equity will not interfere to relieve a feme covert from a judgment: 60 Ga. 189-191. Laches of complainant without fraud of judgment
Negligence of a party
creditor, equity will not interfere 63 Ga. 627, 491, 494.
precludes the interference of equity against the judgment: 32 Ga. 362; 42/412.
For equity to interfere with a judgment, must have been ignorant of defense
without negligence and without adequate remedy at law: 15 Ga. 103.
Injunction of judgment in attachment 27 Ga. 391 50/544.
Where no relief
against writ of possession in ejectment, after judgment affirmed in Supreme
Court: 38 Ga. 195. Where surety could have relief against judgment against
administrator 41 Ga. 314.
Equity will relieve against judgment obtained by inducing withdrawal of
equitable plea by promise never performed 57 Ga. 43.
See notes to section 3987.
Cited and applied 71 Ga. 523.
Quoted, if such causes be shown, equity will relieve 70 Ga. 57.
Where defense is equitable and requires new parties, may be asserted in
equity after judgment: 65 Ga. 32.
Judgment here not set aside because of laches of party seeking to set it
aside 68 Ga. 832.
Equity loath to open judgment for defense which could have been made at
law, and will not when defendant has been negligent. Accommodation indorsers negligent here, and no relief: 71 Ga. 641.
Bill showing judgment rendered by complainant's negligence, no relief 72
Ga. 209.
No ground to set aside judgment, that defendant failed to discover or avail
himself of all testimony which might have been produced, etc. 69 Ga. 744.
Court of equity will not grant relief from judgment that could have been
prevented by diligence 70 Ga. 552.
One through whose consent and instance decree rendered, cannot attack it
for clerical error by bill of review, unless such error vital 73 Ga. 263.
Rule as to setting aside for new matter 73 Ga. 263.
Judgment voluntarily submitted to, not set aside, except for grave cause
77 Ga. 22.
Will set aside judgment granting letters of administration obtained by
fraud 37 Ga. 265 67/135.
Declaration on notes amended, setting up collusive decree against defendant administrator, pending suit, by which certain claimants recorded estate's
assets 91 Ga. 482.
Judgment not set aside because counsel, though present, failed to hear
case called, no plea having been filed 85 Ga. 614.
Absence of counsel in legislature, and failure of clerk to mark his name
for defense, upon request, not ground to set aside judgment: 86 Ga. 809.
Injunction against judgment sustained here 70 Ga. 542.
Judgment against non-resident brought into this State by requisition and
served, not set aside, custody by an officer of this State not being shown 70
Ga. 409.
Judgment on demurrer is conclusive, though facts set up in a second suit
were defectively stated in first 70 Ga. 552.
:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

judicata, dismissed on demurrer, no fraud,
accident or mistake being alleged: 74 Ga. 379.
Bill raising question

which

is res

For equity to sot aside judgment, fraud must be shown
ney or agents 76 Ga. 733.
:

in plaintiff, his attor-
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—

General Note. What a bill to correct mistake and reform contract should
aver 13 Ga. 89 27/275. Persons who are not parties to marriage settlement
Resale decreed on
cannot have it reformed in equity: 21 Ga. 370; 45/301.
sale:
25 Ga. 89. Where
announcement
the
sheriff's
at
account of mistake in
mistake: 41 Ga.
for
granted
relief
should
have
been
bill,
of
allegations
under
As to power of court of equity to relieve against mistake, and the evi478.
dence to support it 65 Ga. 103.
Omission by fraud, accident or mistake must be alleged, where one seeks
:

;

:

to recover for

breach of agreement not in written contract

CHAPTER

:

65 Ga.

1.

5.

OF ACCOUNT AND SET-OFF.

Equity jurisdiction over matters of ac- $||^5,g3i98,
count extends to mutual accounts growing out of privity of contract, 4144
or where accounts are complicated and intricate, or where a discovery or writ of ne exeat is prayed and granted, or where the account
is of a trust fund, or accounts between partners and tenants in common, or where a multiplicity of suits would render a trial difficult,
expensive, and unsatisfactory at law.
(3130.) Account.

-

When

the jurisdiction of equity attaches in matters of account 1 Ga. 376.
6 Ga. 404; 14/342; 13/165; 11/63; 8/97; 30/777; 34/438;
32/681 37/205 33/520 39/533. Bill for account and settlement of copartnerBill for dissoluship 5 Ga. 22 15/213 40/276 9/449 55/329 33/Sup. 184.
tion, injunction and receiver of a partnership: 21 Ga. 74.
Bill by assignee of
bank against a number of stockholders for ratable contribution 8 Ga. 527. As
:

As to trust funds:
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

to accounts

between tenants

will consolidate a

number

in

common:

of suits

12 Ga. 431; 22/131.

and dispose

of litigation

Section referred to and construed 54 Ga. 488.
Equity can compel executor to account to legatee for trust

Ga. 609.

Where equity

by one decree

:

48

:

65 Ga. 746, 747.
Accounting, etc., between tenants in common, on bill for partition and account: 71 Ga. 15.
Cotenants disagreeing as to rents, etc., error to appoint receiver under
facts here, defendant being solvent: 75 Ga. 202.
Bill for accounting between partners sustained under this section
71 Ga. 682.
Over matters of account growing out of privity, or between partners, equity
has jurisdiction 73 Ga. 406.
Equitable petition by vendee of land not in possession, against his divorced
wife, and the minor children, and plaintiff in purchase-money suit, to prevent
multiplicity of suits, was not demurrable 94 Ga. 628.
Creditors with distinct claims, properly joined in equitable suit, against
debtor corporation, and corporators, to recover assets misappropriated by latter 95 Ga. 445 see also 83 Ga. 471.
Suit by creditors, with distinct claims, against stockholders of insolvent
bank, upheld 95 Ga. 505.
:

:

:

:

:

;

:

If a party, having charge of^o2o,3058.
§3990. (3131.) Mingling of goods.
the property of others, so confound it with his own that the line

of

distinction cannot be drawn, all the

inconvenience

is

thrown

:
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upon him who causes the confusion, and he must distinguish

own property

or lose

his

it.

See notes to section 3020.
Trust not set up against purchaser, without notice that trust funds went into
property, although he had some knowledge that trustee mingled the funds
with his own 65 Ga. 168.
:

Creditor of trustee who mingled his own goods with that of estate,
equity to subject trustee's individual interest: 71 Ga. 815.

may have

bill in

Where some of guardian's vouchers were for goods furnished ward's mother,
and some for ward, guardian's failure to distinguish between them authorized
jury to disregard whole account: 79 Ga. 274.
Trustee mingling trust funds with his own, and using whole, not relieved,
though at outcome Confederate money on hand equal in amount to trust fund
:

81 Ga. 229.
$
2992?2989?'
3916
-

§3991. (3132.) Contribution.

In cases of joint, or joint and sev-

two or more persons, where all are
equally bound to bear the common burden, and one has paid more
than his share, he is entitled to contribution from the others; and
whenever the circumstances are such that an action at law will not
give a complete remedy, equity may entertain jurisdiction.
eral, or of several liabilities of

When

the doctrine of contribution applies: 1 Ga. 200. Where no contribubetween purchasers with warranty 3 Ga. 460. As among partners 55
Ga. 329. Record of proceedings must be introduced in suit for contribution
4 Ga. 543.
When one legatee cannot be called on to contribute to colegatee
Where one joint obligor should contribute to the other: 38
8 Ga. 43; 49/618.
Ga. 512; 55/577. As to contributions among purchasers 52 Ga. 60. When one
surety aiding principal in breach of bond has no right to contribution from
tion

:

:

:

cosurety

60 Ga. 277.

:

Jurisdiction of equity as to contribution

73 Ga. 406.

:

One cannot sue co-obligor for contribution, where he has paid nothing,
and payments made after suit will not sustain suit: 69 Ga. 769.
Fraud

beyond reach of one who
operates as discharge 76 Ga. 246.
one could not recover from cosurety on debt barred by limitation

of creditor, in placing property of codebtor

has paid his

Where

full share,

:

76 Ga. 291.

Verdict against some of sureties on note for whole amount, and against one
for half, unjust to former: 87 Ga. 446.

One

of

two

joint wrong-doers cannot have contribution

from other: 74 Ga.

775.

Contribution applicable to joint trespassers, since Code, when
3090,

^tiii'

:

92 Ga. 633.

Where several persons
§3992. (3133.) Discharge of incumbrances.
are interested in an estate as tenants for years, or for life, or in remainder or reversion, and incumbrances are to be discharged, the
equitable division of the burden, according to the several interests,
is

a question for equitable interference.

Apportionment of a contract, or
may, from peculiar circumstances rendering the com-

§3993. (3134.) Apportionment.
of rent or hire,
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mon-law remedy incomplete, become the subject

of equitable juris-

diction.

When

principles of equitable apportionment apply: 28 Ga. 316.

§3994. (3135.) Party must surcharge and falsify

must surcharge and

to a stated account

allege omission; the latter

One palpably fraudulent item

the items rendered.

party objecting

The former

to

is

deny the correctness of certain of

to

is

A

.

falsify.

casts suspicion

upon the entire account.
Burden of proof on party objecting: 11 Ga. 658. When defendant in his
answer cannot charge and discharge himself: 9 Ga. 459; 48/471.
No plea of usury made, court could not direct reduction in stated account
for excessive interest therein contained 76 Ga. 200.
Where charge of court too narrow when applied to this section 76 Ga. 421.
:

:

§3995. (3136.)

pay balance. A bill for an account need
if found against complainant.

Offer to

not offer to pay a balance
Stated

:

5 Ga. 22

77/334

;

if

As to set-off, equity generally $3745.
an intervening equity not reached by
be of an equitable nature, the courts of

Equitable

§3996. (3141.)

follows the law; but

the law, or

90/590, 600.

j

if

set-off.

there

the set-off

is

equity take jurisdiction to enforce the set-off.
Stated: 1 Ga. 511 12/77. Mere existence of cross-demands will not be sufotherwise if agreement to set-off 12 Ga. 77 7/396. Equity will take
cognizance of a small amount for which remedy at law, to prevent multiplicity
of suits 19 Ga. 22. Improvements as a set-off in equity 14 Ga. 131. Unliquidated demands not set off in equity unless connected with plaintiff's demand
by some intervening equity 12 Ga. 78,89. Where equity will take jurisdiction where peculiar equities in the transaction, as insolvency: 31 Ga. 26, 33;
41/260-262; 42/161. Indebtedness of one, foundation for credit given to the
other, will sustain a set-off in equity 36 Ga. 666. Equitable set-off against a
non-resident that could not be pleaded at law, equity takes jurisdiction 37
Ga. 365.
Wife suing for her money received by defendant in payment of husband's
debt, and seeking to subject land in which money invested that husband holds
bond for titles to the land, and wife subsisted on rents and profits, set off in
equity: 70 Ga. 179.
;

ficient,

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

Equitable set-off may be set up in law court 71 Ga. 784.
Debt of deceased husband may be equitably set off against claim of wife who
took all the estate de son tort, and is insolvent 71 Ga. 784.
Can individual member of firm have equitable set-off against another partner suing firm? 71 Ga. 682.
Plaintiff, in judgment against principal and surety, residing out of State and
no property here, debt due to principal set off by bill in superior court of
county where judgment rendered 82 Ga. 281.
General Note. Compelled to account for money overpaid on usurious contract: 1 Ga. 376. Bill for account against an administrator: 6 Ga. 299; 7/573;
33/525 25/537 14/167 21/245 11/658. Bill against assignee of a bank for an
account: 10 Ga. 226. Bill by legatees against executor for usurious interest
made out of an estate 10 Ga. 449 37/353 16/151. Account by one partner
:

:

:

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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against another: 15 Ga. 213 40/276. If contract could not be specifically performed because of statute of frauds, neither could an account be decreed: 15
Ga. 445. Bill against guardian for account where had not made regular re;

turns 6 Ga. 419. Bill by security for defendant in trover, for account from
persons to whom property delivered 28 Ga. 159. Bill by one child and her
husband against the others, for hire of slaves: 33 Ga. 167. When a foreign administrator could not be called to account here: 34 Ga. 511. Bill by foreign
administrator against securities on indemnifying bond here
37 Ga. 256.
Where no account would be decreed where there had been accord and satisfaction 44 Ga. 259. Bill for account for rents, profits, and taxes paid 49 Ga. 93.
Bona fides of executor in lending funds, pending caveat of will, and failure
to collect on account of war, shown in suit for accounting 66 Ga. 253.
:

:

:

:

:

:

CHAPTER

6.

OF ADMINISTRATION OF A88ET8.
9
'

^4845°27io
2688.

and equitable assets. Assets are either legal
or equitable; the former are such as may be reached by the ordinary
process of law; the latter are such as can be reached only through
the intervention of a court of equity. The former, when properly
before a court of equity, are distributed according to legal liens and
priorities; the latter, according to justice and right in the particular
§3997.

(3142.) Legal

case, the general rule being that equality is equity.
Distinction between 18 Ga. 66, 67. How equitable assets reached in equity
by judgment creditor: 4 Ga. 319; 35/170. Where the choses in action in the
hands of a receiver were legal assets, and the common law judgment entitled
to the fund 55 Ga. 177. Creditor generally exhausts his legal remedies before
he can get aid from court of equity to reach assets 59 Ga. 706. Bill by credi:

:

:

59 Ga. 823. More effective remedy in
equity than at law to reach assets: 55 Ga. 546, 556. Before judgment creditor
can obtain equitable assets in stranger's hands, must appear that estate othertors against devisees to reach assets

:

wise insufficient: 61 Ga. 602.

Judgment at law against wife, on note of herself and husband, collectible in
equity, out of income of her life-interest in trust estate, in which children
are remainder-men: 73 Ga. 477.
Bill showing that rank of all claims on fund fixed, all of higher dignity than
complainants paid, and praying payment, erroneously dismissed on demurrer:

81 Ga. 688.

Generally, property conveyed to one for life with power of appointment by
and that power exercised, is equitable assets to pay appointor's creditors
aliter, where appointee a bona fide purchaser: 83 Ga. 703.
will,

3927

3
^393<j

'

'

;

Sometimes assets
§3998. (3143.) Partly legal and partly equitable.
are partly legal and partly equitable; in such cases, while the above
rule is adhered to as to the legal assets, equity will so administer
the equitable as to produce general equality.
See 61 Ga. 606

;

72/498.

;
:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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Of administration of assets.

(3144.)

§3999.

Equity

Interfering with administration.

interfere with the regular administration of estates, except

will

not^^J1 ^^5

upon the
and

application of the representative, either, first for construction
direction, second for

any person interested

marshaling the assets; or upon application of
in the estate, where there is danger of loss or

other injury to his interests.
Such person must at least state a clear prima facie case 1 Ga. 511 10/121
As to jurisdiction of equity over administration of assets: 14 Ga. 323.
A temporary administrator should ask for injunction where there is complication: 24 Ga. 131. So may any administrator: 21 Ga. 442. Where there are no
debts unpaid, and administrator illegally disposes of property of an estate and
:

;

36/666.

40 Ga. 408. When a proper case made for equity to interfere 48
is insolvent
Ga. 527. Courts of equity reluctant to appoint receiver to take assets out of
administrator's hands 49 Ga. 523. Creditor no necessity to resort to equity
unless administrator insolvent, or effects beyond jurisdiction of the State 60
Ga. 500. Section referred to and construed 64 Ga. 674.
Cited in dissenting opinion, where equity was asked to prevent sale by ex:

:

:

:

:

ecutor directed by will: 71 Ga. 574.
Administrator's sale not enjoined at instance of heirs under facts here 68
Ga. 81, 735 71/771 but see 72 Ga. 150.
Only where necessary to preserve estate or protect rights of parties 68
Ga. 81.
Nor will such sale be enjoined at instance of creditors because the administrator is insolvent and they fear he will waste the money 72 Ga. 162.
Will directing land sold in one-acre lots, offering as whole, enjoined: 89
Ga. 48.
Court of equity taking hold may finally administer, or remand certain details to administrator and court of ordinary as to attorney's fees: 66 Ga. 621.
Equity has concurrent jurisdiction with ordinary for distributing estates
82 Ga. 523 see also 64 Ga. 674.
Will not interfere to await decision of branch of case in United States Court,
when 67 Ga. 484.
Equity will not entertain suit by representative of estate against distributees to recover overpayment made to distributees 77 Ga. 330.
Equity slow to interrupt regular administration but if administrator is
seeking to administer property clearly belonging to another, receiver appointed 79 Ga. 367.
Bill alleging that when administratrix took charge estate was worth $100,000,
but now only $24,000 by her tax returns, was meager but not demurrable:
79 Ga. 601.
Petition by administrator to marshal assets, etc., sustained, complication not
having arisen through fault of administrator: 93 Ga. 727.
:

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

In cases of difficulty in con§4000. (3145.) Petitions for direction.
struing wills, or in distributing estates, in ascertaining the persons
entitled, or in

determining under what law property should be dimay ask the direction of the court, but not

vided, the representative

on imaginary

difficulties or

from excessive caution.

Parties to 8 Ga. 302. Where the court should direct by decree on bill by
representative of estate: 17 Ga. 485. Administrator asks of a court of equity
to settle where estate is to be administered: 18 Ga. 554.
Where executor's
:

'

§

TENTH TITLE .—CHAPTER
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Of administration of
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6.

assets.

duty is clear and adequate remedy at law, equity will not interfere 19 Ga. 513.
by executor for direction as to a will 33 Ga. Sup. 74. Same by an administrator: 30 Ga. 291. Section referred to and construed: 64 Ga. 674. On bill
for direction held interference with administrator not encouraged 64 Ga. 729.
Proper management of trust estate, etc., bill for direction and to prevent
multiplicity of suits, not without equity 68 Ga. 464.
:

Bill

:

:

:

When

executor's personal creditors are codefendants with estate creditors,
in his bill for direction, latter not necessary parties to former's bill of exceptions leave to add coplaintiffs in error: 78 Ga. 359 see also 62 Ga. 135.
;

;

One who,

party individually also, if, as individual,
he has manifest interest in subject-matter. He cannot convey such interest,
pending bill, to part of his creditors, especially while others checked by injunction 78 Ga. 360.
as executor, files bill

is

:

To

by executor for direction, etc., in which he is personally interested
and as surety of testator, he is individually a party and bound by

bill

as creditor,

decree

S

8

6'

4oo3

o?2?'oo2i'

ol84, oooo,
2660.

79 Ga. 295.

:

§ 40C>1

-

(3146.) Marshaling assets.

In

all cases

culties arise as to the distribution of assets in

where legal

payment

diffi-

of debts, or

where, from any circumstances, the ordinary process of law would
interfere with the due administration, without fault

the representative of the estate, a petition to marshal
be maintained at his instance.

on the part

of

the assets will

Where children could be brought in and made parties to a bill for marshaling assets: 50 Ga. 147.
Where no lien by parol set up in: 46 Ga. 407. When
cross-bill to creditor's bill not removable from State court: 45 Ga. 104; 43/181.
To marshal
Bill to ascertain order in which debts were to be paid 9 Ga. 377.
:

company: 52 Ga. 248. Bill for marshaling assets
and direction not sustained, where duty clear, at law: 19 Ga. 513. When it
will be: 21 Ga. 442 41/630; 42/43. Bona fides of deed by intestate to infant
son inquired into by bill 26 Ga. 368. When bill not to be sustained to marshal assets where executors at fault 37 Ga. 465. Must be claims of doubtful
assets of insolvent railroad

»

:

:

right to be settled, or danger of serious injustice, or other complication 40
Ga. 405. Bill by administrator, where estate insolvent, to make all creditors
come in and prove debts and not harass administrator: 42 Ga. 43; 41/630;
:

45/205.
Bill here makes proper case, and should not have been dismissed on demurrer: 65 Ga. 691.
Petition by administrator to marshal assets, etc., and consolidate number

of suits against estate, sustained here: 93 Ga. 727.

Court

though in judgment: 68 Ga. 209.
marshal assets was also administrator
both complainant and defendant and decree upheld: 68

will inquire into justice of claims,

Where administrator bringing
of one of

heirs

—

bill to

—

Ga. 598.

Who

must be

parties to bill of exceptions from decisions against certain

creditors in favor of others: 69 Ga. 277.

Such bill could not be tried and determined, without consent, until fund
ascertained: 72 Ga. 495.
On such a bill he cannot waive statute of limitations as to some claims and
plead it as to others 72 Ga. 495.
Conflicting claims arising before and after administration, make proper
case for marshaling assets 77 Ga. 139.
:

:

J

TENTH TITLE.—CHAPTER
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Of administration of assets.
Bill by administratrix against heirs, seeking settlement of claims held by
her individually against estate, maintainable: 85 Ga. 323.

In marshaling the assets, the court will
§4002. (3147.) Election.
look to the equities of creditors, and, where cases arise for election,
will

As

compel the parties to
to injunction

$$269i,40i2.

elect.

where creditor has two

securities

:

54 Ga. 573

;

57/304.

72 Ga. 498.

§4003. (3148.) Creditors' petitions. Creditors' petitions

may be

any creditor, the privilege being extended
become
parties in a reasonable time.
appear and
at the instance of

But does not apply when one has
creditor's bill others not parties

letters before the court

may come

in after

filed SfSP'JJ

to all to

6,

|^oo, 3184,

52 Ga. 249. In a
decree and participate in
:

the fund: 9Ga.'378; 36/332; 16/137; 51/180. But a compromise by parties to
may stop all the proceedings: 11 Ga. 570,588. Creditor's bills can be
entertained in Georgia: 10 Ga. 266, 274. Where equity could better distribute
fund than court of law under garnishment proceedings: 16 Ga. 137. One
creditor may sue in equity in behalf of himself and others standing in the
same relation to the subject of the suit: 24 Ga. 273. One filing this bill cannot be compelled to make other creditors parties: 27 Ga. 193. Creditors of
insolvent corporation to charge stockholders also directors for abstracting capital stock of bank
27 Ga. 92. Money that defendant admits he has in reply
to creditor's bill: 26 Ga. 150. Against a bank which makes an assignment, by
creditor, nearly twelvemonths afterward 38 Ga. 167. Complainant setting up
prior liens in creditor's bill 59 Ga. 129. Where creditor's bill against a railroad company, fixing priority of claims and sales of road is conclusive 50 Ga.
522; 51/131. When State may be dismissed from, at any time: 48 Ga. 415.
Where better remedy than attachment where debtor beyond the State 55 Ga.
As to attorney's fees for filing creditor's bill 50 Ga. 564.
546.
See notes to sections 2716 et seq.
As to allowance of attorney's fees in nature of costs out of fund 95 Ga. 148.
State entitled to priority against other creditors, in distribution of insolvent's assets: 66 Ga. 610.
Creditor of trustee who mingled his own goods with that of estate, may
have bill in equity to subject trustee's individual interest: 71 Ga. 815.
Receiver appointed at instance of laborers having liens, some of which have
been levied 75 Ga. 83.
Though creditor had no lien or judgment, bill would lie under the special
•circumstances of this case: 76 Ga. 135.
Joining with other creditors to have their interest represented in suit, and
petitioning receiver to select experts to examine books, does not alone make
one a party 70 Ga. 411.
Coming in of complainants whose claims were undisputed, not work continuance: 83 Ga. 471.
Land held as security for debt, debtor becoming insolvent, accepted as payment, sold in equity, secured debt paid, and balance applied to other debts;
creditors filing bill need not tender amount of debt secured 88 Ga. 654.
Lien necessary to file creditor's bill. Steele vs. Laurens Company 98 Ga.
bill

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Equitable assets may $$2688, si84,
be reached by a creditor, in every case where he shows that there is
danger of not being satisfied out of legal assets.
§4004. (3153.) Equitable assets for creditor.

:

j§

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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7.

Of charities.

When

can reach equitable assets: 35 Ga. 170; 2/151, 153; 3/449; 55/177.
of nullabona; 4 Ga. 319.
Aid to judgment creditor to reach
distributive share of estate of an insolvent debtor: 3 Ga. 541. No lien by
return of nulla bona, but by suit in equity after such return 5 Ga. 437 59/706.
Specific devisees are liable to creditors 59 Ga. 823.

Without return

:

;

:

§4005. (3154.) Joint and individual
plied to joint debts,

when the

and individual

Joint assets will be ap-

assets.

assets to individual debts; but

may come upon

joint assets are exhausted, the joint debts

individual assets; the individual debts, without regard to relative dig-

nity as compared with the joint debts, being
rata

amount

first

advanced the pro

received on the joint debts from joint assets.

This rule discussed 9 Ga. 319. One who collects funds for himself and
other creditors should, in its distribution, be allowed compensation for himself and attorneys
29 Ga. 142. No secret lien by parol to exclusion of other
creditors 46 Ga. 407.
:

:

:

See notes to section 2660.

Does not limit power

of

Stated

:

68 Ga. 31.

debtor to prefer creditors under section 2697

68 Ga. 96.

Firm may give preference, by mortgage on partnership assets, to individual
its members: 86 Ga. 130.
Firm debts paid out of firm assets before individual debts 88 Ga. 318.

creditor of one of

:

Partnership debts have first right to be paid out of partnership assets
Ga. 150.
And individual debts out of individual property 72 Ga. 658.

:

93

:

CHAPTER

7.

OF CHARITIES.
$

2

67

'

2io- 2362
1853, 3277.

§ 40 °6- (3155.) Charitable bequest. Equity has jurisdiction to carry
n to effect the charitable bequests of a testator, or founder, or donor,
where the same are definite and specific in their objects, and capable of being executed.
i

Stated
$$3838,8277.

:

4 Ga. 404

;

46/88.

§4007. (3156.) Cypres.

Section cited and construed
If the specific

mode

:

64 Ga. 123.

of execution be for

any cause impossible, and the charitable intent be still manifest and
defiuite, the court may, by approximation, give effect in a manner
next most consonant with the specific mode prescribed.
Doctrine of cypres: 25 Ga. 442; 18/129-135.

Section cited and construed:

46 Ga. 92.
$$2372,3377.

§4008.

(3157.)

Subjects of charity

.

The following subjects are

proper matters of charity for the jurisdiction of equity:
1. The relief of aged, impotent, diseased or poor people.
2.

Every educational purpose.

3.

Provisions for religious instruction or worship.

:

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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§§4009-4012

8.

Of election.
4. For the construction or repair of public works, or highways, or
other public conveniences.

any

5.

The promotion

6.

For the redemption or relief of prisoners or captives.
For the improvement or repair of burying-grounds or tomb-

7.

of

craft or persons engaging therein.

stones.

Other similar subjects, having for their object the
promotion of human civilization.

8.

man

relief of

hu-

suffering, or the

64 Ga. 123.
Bishop Elliott for use of

Section referred to

Deeds here,

:

St. Phillip's parish, "charitable
charitable trusts fully treated: 69 Ga. 564.
Courts favor charitable trusts and will sustain them, although beneficiaries
uncertain or incapable of taking, or objects of charity uncertain and indefinite

trusts"

to

;

:

69 Ga. 564.

Charitable trusts not within statute of uses, so as to merge legal and
equitable estates, although beneficiaries become incorporated: 69 Ga. 564.
Alienation of title by trustee of charitable trust, per se breach of trust, etc.
69 Ga. 564.

is

§4009. (3158.) Right of supervision.
always subject to the supervision

equity, to render effectual its purpose

A

charity once inaugurated $$1853,

and direction
and object.

3945.

of a court of

Section referred to: 64 Ga. 123.

§4010. (3159.)

gious in

its

What

Nothing shall be deemed

is irreligious.

reli-

character which affirms doctrines licentious in their ten-

dency, or inconsistent with the peace and safety of the State.
§4011.
Extraneous evidence. If the terms of the bequest
(3160.)
or
v
°
'
^
deed are obscure, doubtful or equivocal, other evidence may be
looked to, to ascertain the sense in which particular expressions are
,

used, but not to

make

definite that

which in

itself is

$$*ou6, 3970,
3602.

too indefinite

for execution.

When

sufficiently definite

:

25 Ga. 431

;

32/640.

General Note. — Where a lawful condition was attached to grant of land to
church 32 Ga. 480. But no public charity can assert an equity against the
plain legal right of an individual 32 Ga. 480. As to the trustees, their rights,
:

:

acts, etc.

:

32 Ga. 640.

See notes to section 3338.

CHAPTER

8.

OF ELECTION.
§4012.

(3161.) Election.

A

case of election arises whenever a per-

$$2691, 3334,

3333

.

two benefits, to each of which he has legal
title, but to enforce both would be unconscientious and inequitable to
others having claims upon the same property or fund.
In such cases
equity has jurisdiction to compel an election.
son

is

entitled to one or

61

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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8.

Of election.

Electing to rescind, sale must pay money with interest: 5 Ga. 274. As to the
doctrine of: 18 Ga. 485; 26/420. When election as to form of suit: 27 Ga. 92.
Not a case for, under a will 31 Ga. 225. Where claim on two funds 49 Ga.
:

:

619; 54/572.

Election to rescind, not waived by improper execution of contract, under
85 Ga. 27.

mistake of law

:

Vendee's equity to have older judgment satisfied out
property, superior to junior judgment to have contribution

of vendor's other

85 Ga. 439.

:

Equity will not compel election by holder of mortgage, purchasing to probought in good faith subject thereto 77 Ga. 547.

tect property

:

One mortgagee cannot charge another with solvent
tually collected

:

collaterals, unless ac-

86 Ga. 457.

Mortgagee not compelled to relinquish lien upon fund in court, because also
held defeasible deed to land of debtor 86 Ga. 457.
:

§4013. (3162.)

$$3138,3334,

By a

legatee.

When

a testator has affected to give

property not his own, and has given a benefit to a person to whom
that property belongs, the devisee or legatee must elect either to
take under or against the instrument. The rule does not apply if
the will itself, from other causes, is not efficient in passing the title
to the property of the devisee or legatee
nor if the testator has an
interest in such property upon which the will may operate; nor if
the bequest shows that the testator mtended to bequeath only in the
event that his own title was good; nor if the benefit given to the
party called upon to elect is not from testator's own property, but
;

by virtue

of a

power of appointment

in

him.

No particular time in which election must be exercised does not apply to
residuary legatee: 1 Ga. 496, 501. Doctrine of election is, whoever receives a
benefit under a deed or will must adopt the whole of it: 5 Ga. 341. Electing
to claim by descent, need not produce the testament 20 Ga. 480.
See notes to section 3334.
Where testator directs sale of property and bequeaths proceeds, legatee
may elect to take property without sale 71 Ga. 566.
;

:

:

$3335.

§4014. (3163.)

competent to
elect for him.

By

the court.

elect, the

If

from any cause the legatee

is in-

court will, after investigation as to values,

Court of equity may elect for infant legatee, between taking proceeds of
property directed to be sold, or property itself: 71 Ga. 567.
$3333.

§4015. (3164.)

n

Compensation

to

defeated legatee.

If

the election be

de against the will, the defeated legatee or devisee

is

entitled to

compensation out of the property bequeathed to the party electing,
to the value of the defeated legacy.

§4016. (3165.) Election under deeds
ply to deeds as well as wills.

.

The foregoing

principles ap-

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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9.

Of execution of powers.

CHAPTER

9.

OF EXECUTION OF POWERS.
Powers, especially of ap§4017. (3166.) Jurisdiction over powers.
pointment, being always founded on trust or confidence, are pecu-

6 ' 2484 '

^fjgo

liarly subjects of equitable supervision.

Where by words used
deed

:

a power of appointment given by will and not by

23 Ga. 467.

Unexecuted power of appointment vests no interest
nexed to particular estate or not 83 Ga. 708.

in

donee, whether an-

:

Equity cannot compel a $ffjfJvjff
§4018. (3167.) Discretionary powers.
party having a discretion, to exercise a power of appointment. But
it

may

relieve against

'

mistaken or defective executions, or collusive

or illusory executions.
Relief against defective execution

26 Ga. 310.

:

Every execution is collusive,^ 2410
whereby the person exercising the power uses it by contrivance for
his own benefit, he not being legitimately an intended beneficiary.
§4019.

(3168.)

Collusive execution.

§4020. (3169.) Illusory appointment.

one where a nominal benefit only

whom

is

An

illusory

appointment

-

is

given to one of a class to all of

a substantial benefit was intended.

Consent of trustees to marriage.
required to be by consent of trustees, and from
§4021. (3170.)

sufficient

motive such consent

is

Where marriage

is^

2410,

any corrupt or inwithheld, equity will compel a con-

sent, or give relief as if such consent

was had.

In all$3588
§4022. (3171.) In cases of no discretion, or discretion abused.
cases where no discretion is allowed, or the discretion allowed is

-

abused, equity has jurisdiction to compel a faithful execution of the
power.

On

When a court of equity will not interfere,
or convey the fruits of the power 55 Ga. 420.

this doctrine: 26 Ga. 310.

where the beneficiaries

sell

:

§4023. Power of sale in deeds of trust, etc.
Power of sale in deeds
of trust, mortgages and other instruments is to be strictly construed

and must be

fairly exercised.
In the absence of stipulations to the
contrary in the instrument, the time, place, and manner of the sale
should be that pointed out for public sales.

Where power to trustee to sell and reinvest with consent of usees, and he
sold with consent of life-tenant only, nothing but life-estate conveyed 66 Ga.
469 see also 70 Ga. 64.
:

;

Individual deed by executor who had no individual interest executed genpower of private sale conferred by will, though deed made no reference
to power 79 Ga. 278.
eral

:

^g^f^
4384-

TENTH TITLE.— CHAPTER
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10.

Of fraud.

Charge on

effect of parol sale,

deed having been

was inappropriate:

lost,

79 Ga. 278.

Power of sale in trust deed here did not involve personal trust, but pertained to trustee office and was coupled with an interest, to wit the legal fee.
:

The power

of sale

was broad enough

as for paying debts

:

to

embrace

sale for

reinvestment as well

94 Ga. 370.

General Note. — No reference

to power, conveyance referred to the power
unless donee also had an interest on which power could operate 79 Ga. 284.
:

Revoked by death
deed

:

of mortgagor,

but not by death of grantor of security-

86 Ga. 768.

CHAPTER

10.

OF FRAUD.
^tH?'

3943 '

In

fraud (except fraud in the execution of a will) equity has concurrent jurisdiction with the courts of law.
§4024. (3172.) Jurisdiction over fraud.

Stated

all cases of

court of equity obtains jurisdiction of fraud, it
Courts of equity more readily act on presumption of fraud from facts proven at law: 31 Ga. 150. Section cited and
construed 58 Ga. 14, 402.
Information against a corporation for fraud 54
Ga. 637.
Cited, on the view that equity cannot interfere with probate or execution of
will 71 Ga. 572.
Equity is forum to redress fraud by which one was induced to take stock in
corporation 71 Ga. 798.
Acting as shareholder after notice of fraud, would prevent avoiding contract 71 Ga. 798.
Presumption of fraud from facts proven, more readily acted upon in equity
than at law 75 Ga. 83.
Equity has jurisdiction of all trusts, and fraudulent combinations also to
have wrongfully obtained papers (the titles to property) delivered up, etc. 73
Ga. 141.
Bill characterizing defendant's conduct as fraudulent, but not stating in
what his fraud consisted, properly dismissed on demurrer: 79 Ga. 391.
Mere making and violating contemporaneous parol agreement inconsistent
with writings, not fraud relievable in equity 79 Ga. 466.
2 Ga. 304; 9/532.

:

If

will retain it: 30 Ga. 300; 43/583.

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

$$3533,3669.

Fraud may be actual
or constructive.
Actual fraud consists in any kind of artifice by
which another is deceived. Constructive fraud consists in any act
of omission or commission contrary to legal or equitable duty, trust
or confidence justly reposed, which is contrary to good conscience
and operates to the injury of another. The former implies moral
§4025.

(3173.) Actual and constructive fraud.

guilt; the latter

may

be consistent with innocence.

Referring to and construing this section 52 Ga. 200.
Constructive and
actual fraud 52 Ga. 451 53/272 55/147, 150, 485.
Cited 75 Ga. 279.
Constructive fraud in gift from wife to husband renders it voidable: 71
Ga. 692.
:

;'

:

:

;

: ::

TENTH TITLE .—CHAPTER

965

10.

§

4026

Of fraud.

Gift by wife to husband closely scrutinized, where she attacks it 73 Ga. 275
see also 87 Ga. 640.
Contract to divert partnership assets from proper administration is con:

structive fraud at least 72 Ga. 92.
Warranting land free from incumbrances

;

:

when not

actual fraud

so, is

72 Ga. 331.

Debt which
72 Ga.

not discharged in bankruptcy

is

one arising by actual fraud

:

Misrepresentation of a material ^
willfully to deceive, or recklessly without knowledge, and

(3174.) Misrepresentation.

§4026.
fact,

is

331.

made

acted on by the opposite party, or if made by mistake and innocently, and acted on by the opposite party, constitutes legal fraud.
Stated 6 Ga. 458 59/113. May be by acts as well as words, whether knowledge or not of the falsity of the misrepresentation: 9 Ga. 430. Section cioed
and construed: 45 Ga. 100-104. Where made innocently by mistake of maBut does not affect if representations
terial fact: 45 Ga. 13; 36/648; 14/384.
not heard or acted on, and where it relieves donor: 17 Ga. 515. No rescission
:

;

of contract of sale for misrepresentation, unless applied for in reasonable time,

and no opportunity to discover it: 19 Ga. 448; 34/339-341. Courts of equity
will not relieve where parties have been incautious 20 Ga. 242. Fraud is a
question for the jury 38 Ga. 216. Misrepresentation of law by brother-in-law
45 Ga. 586. Section referred to and construed 64 Ga. 574. Where no defense,
party having an opportunity to examine for himself: 53 Ga. 601; 42/499, 500.
Where opportunity to agent to examine, and no fraudulent representations
False representations used in the sale of a mule: 47
really: 47 Ga. 101.
Ga. 273. Not such a misrepresentation of a material fact as to avail 45 Ga. 141.
As to showing knowledge of the fraud to fix time from which statute of limitations would run 45 Ga. 456. Fraudulent representations as to boundary of
land pleaded against suit for the purchase-money 44 Ga. 237. False representations to obtain credit: 45 Ga. 214. Fraudulent representation as to spoons
being silver, may tender them back and sue for their price 45 Ga. 222. As to
what necessary to a waiver of fraudulent representation 47 Ga. 26. Where
led by the other party not to investigate as to fraudulent representations
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

57 Ga. 129.

Where

partner sold to copartner, making false representations on informa-

from firm clerk, purchaser knowing this, sale not voidable 68 Ga. 100.
Fraudulent misrepresentations which will avoid sale at instance of vendor
must have induced him to make the sale 70 Ga. 501.
Cited, where directors of corporation issued spurious stock and borrowed
on it as genuine 71 Ga. 726.
Goods sold to one who conceals his insolvency and intention not to pay,
tion

:

:

:

recovered

in

equity: 75 Ga. 453.

Creditor deceived as to capital of bank, may recover against parties to
fraud non sequitur, that creditors can all recover against bank's stockholders:
74 Ga. 251.
;

Sale of railroad-stock avoided by purchasers, on ground that it was bought
under misrepresentations that railroad free from incumbrances, etc. 67 Ga.
:

676, 692, 693.

Person duped into becoming stockholder
74 Ga. 435.

in,

Legal fraud as here defined will set aside

sheriff's sale

relieved in equity

and president

of a corporation,

:

:

72 Ga. 297.

3533 8814
'

-
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Causing one to deed land sold on credit, by representing that it would still
be subject to purchase-money, is legal fraud 71 Ga. 675.
Fraudulent representations here as to quantity of land and condition of
property, authorized rescission of sale and recovery of money paid 75 Ga. 684.
Artifice and fraud practiced, no examination of land, and reliance on representation, rescission proper: 84 Ga. 497.
Price of land not reduced because of location of boundary, in absence of
fraud or mutual mistake: 86 Ga. 1.
Previous knowledge of boundaries of lands bought, not debar recovery for
fraudulent misrepresentations as to quantity, when 91 Ga. 601.
Measure of damages, where one sells lands fraudulently misrepresenting
quantity 91 Ga. 601 see also 79 Ga. 410.
Surety induced to sign by false representations, makes case of fraud, with
damages 77 Ga. 159.
Railroad authorities inducing employee injured in accident to enter into
accord and satisfaction by false representation that injury not permanent, not
render the agreement void, when 89 Ga. 264.
Defense that plaintiff, by fraudulent acts and representations, induced defendant to sign note for $90.20, when he owed only $53.10, good 91 Ga. 821.
Facts in plea, if true, making case of fraud, error to strike on demurrer:
84 Ga. 356.
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

4

4
'

*fiii 4oio

§^027. (3175.) Suppression of the truth.
material to be known, and which the party

Suppression of a fact
is

under an obligation to

communicate, constitutes fraud. The obligation to communicate
may arise from the confidential relations of the parties, or from the
particular circumstances of the case.
Section referred to and construed 55 Ga. 147-150 see also 52 Ga. 451.
Cited 75 Ga. 279. Quoted and applied 70 Ga. 57.
Knowingly allowing widow to sacrifice dower, under misconception of facts,
fraud 65 Ga. 680.
Institution of inquiry, by one claiming to have been defrauded in buying
railroad, to learn its status, admissible: 74 Ga. 296; if agent to inquire deceived his principal, seller conniving, cannot enforce bargain 74 Ga. 296.
:

;

:

:

:

:

Person duped into becoming stockholder
relieved in equity 74 Ga. 435.

and president of a corporation,

in,

:

Goods sold
covered

in

to one

equity

:

who

conceals his insolvency and intention not to pay, re-

75 Ga. 453.

Fraud arising from concealment, vitiates mortgage, as to creditors here,
though recorded 75 Ga. 533.
:

Concealment

of fact by party interrogated, suggests fraud

:

77 Ga. 781.

True owner of land here not bound to disclose ownership to one who built
house on land under employment of contractor: 91 Ga. 759.

No damages where one defendant

sold land mortgaged,

and other was secre-

tary of mortgagee, and neither disclosed existence of mortgage

Not fraud that

who loaned money to husband for use
those crediting him, when 93 Ga. 535.

wife,

not disclose facts to

said

95 Ga. 743.

did

:

Fraud not presumed as to wife's deed

Where nothing

:

in business,

of gift to

husband

when machinery bought, about kind

:

87 Ga. 640.

of horses necessary

to operate it. charge on fraudulent concealment not justified by
too heavy for ordinary farm-horses: 94 Ga. 482.

its

proving

;;
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Fraud may be consum§4028. (3176.) Fraud, how consummated.
mated by signs, or tricks, or through agents employed to deceive, or
any other unfair way used
Stated

;

6 Ga. 458

-

to cheat another.

9/430.

;

§4029. (2751.) Slight evidence sometimes

Fraud may not ^g^^5

sufficient.

be presumed, but being in itself subtle, slight circumstances
sufficient to carry conviction of its existence.

may

be

See notes to section 3669.

Where gross inadequacy of price, with other ingredients, presumptive of
Presumptions as to fraud: 31 Ga. 161;
fraud: 6 Ga. 516; 31/512; 38/553.
14
41/314. Where no such fraud as will prevent recovery of amount loaned
Ga. 649. Where the remedy, if any, was to charge upon the fraud and not on
the contract of sale: 30 Ga. 748. Section cited, and as to waiver of fraud: 47
Ga. 26, 52. Jury should determine the question of fraud: 59 Ga. 711, 718.
Fraud pleaded to a contract, the facts to make it out should be plainly and distinctly set forth 63 Ga. 532 55/412.
Charge that "fraud is not to be presumed, but must be proved," held error
where there were circumstances tending to show fraud 27 Ga. 444.
Cited 67 Ga. 500 69 Ga. 757. Peculiarly a question for the jury 65 Ga. 82
:

:

;

:

:

S3823

;

:

67/430.

Fraud and corruption of executor in investing funds, question for jury: 66
Ga. 253.
In action on agent's deceitful representation to induce purchase of mules,
under sections 3814 and 3026, question of fraud as described in this section,
peculiarly for jury 73 Ga. 138.
Transactions between kinsfolk not presumed fraudulent: 89 Ga. 311.
Slight circumstances sufficient to show fraud in family transactions horse
levied on as son's, claimed by mother as gift from father father's previous
advice to son's wife to claim same horse against same execution, competent:
73 Ga. 115.
Voluntary conveyance by insolvent to wife and children scanned closely
claimant under purchaser from them must show bona fides of transaction: 73
:

;

;

716.

Conjugal transactions prejudicial to creditors, scanned closely bona fides
clearly appear. "Should, perhaps, be looked into a little more closely"
than usual, error as charge 81 Ga. 419 see also 57 Ga. 235 72/40.
Transaction between husband and wife attacked by creditors for fraud, onus
on wife, claiming property gotten from husband, to make fair showing; aliter,
;

must

:

;

;

where she has separate estate 82 Ga. 430.
Voluntary deed to son-in-law, pending suit, scanned closely: 88 Ga. 172.
Conveyance by one of weakened will, to another having influence over her,
:

set aside on slight evidence

77 Ga. 724.
Strong indicia of fraud unexplained, demanded verdict for plaintiff; verdict
for claimant reversed 78 Ga. 478.
That claimant of land purchased all insolvent defendant's property for half
its value, badge of fraud which, along with other badges, made explanation by
defendant necessary 79 Ga. 76.
Generally it is rightful for mortgagor of stock of goods, being merchant in
business, to retain possession 88 Ga. 654.
Charge that slight circumstances will be (instead of may be) sufficient to show
fraud, inaccurate: 85 Ga. 638.
:

:

:

:

'
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fifty cents on the dollar, and secretly
and settlement void 72 Ga. 254.

Professing to settle with creditors at
settling with others for more, a fraud,
2,
$
4384 3572

4'

:

Any relations shall be deemed
from nature or created by law, or resulting from

§4030. (3177.) Confidential relations.
confidential, arising

contracts, where one party

so situated as to exercise a controlling

is

influence over the will, conduct and interest of another; or where,

from similar relation of mutual confidence, the law requires the
utmost good faith, such a3 partners, principal and agent, etc.
Confidential relation as of guardian to ward

6 Ga. 419. Executors purchasAdministrators purchasing at their
own sales: 22 Ga. 637. Trustee purchasing estate of as cestui que trust, voidable 30 Ga. 780. Guardian 34 Ga. 552. Where persons standing in confidential relations could not be purchasers: 31 Ga. 556.
Section referred to: 63
Ga. 588 see section 4384, and note. Misstatement of point of law by brotherin-law 45 Ga. 585.
See section 3572. Quoted and applied 70 Ga. 57-63.
Old woman relying for advice on male friend, is confidential relation. Having advised her to deed land to third person from whom he afterwards acquired it, he could not hold free from purchase-money: 71 Ga. 675.

ing at their

own

sales: 12 Ga. 594

:

:

8/237.

;

:

;

:

:

Husband and wife

is

also 73 Ga. 275.

gift from her to him will be
improperly induced: 71 Ga. 692; see

confidential relation

jealously scrutinized, and set aside

if

;

See notes to section 2490.

Minor cannot make legal sale to guardian 65 Ga. 323.
Dealings between husband and wife 'should be closely scanned: 72 Ga. 40;
see also 73 Ga. 716 57/235 81/419 82/430.
:

;

;

Conveyance by one
set aside

of

;

weakened

on slight evidence

:

another having influence over her,

will to

77 Ga. 724.

Circumstances show administrator here purchaser at his own
as cloud on title 84 Ga. 25.

made should be canceled

sale,

and deeds

:

§4031. Confidential relations preventing acquisition of adverse rights.
act or consent of parties, or the act of a third person,

^4384* 4023

Where by the

3446,3572.

or of the law, one person is placed in such relation to another that
he becomes interested for him or with him in any subject or property, he is prohibited from acquiring rights in that subject or property antagonistic to the person with whose interest he has become
associated.
$

7,

4
'

3988 4504
3669,3533.

§4032.

(3178.)

Fraud annuls

deeds, judgments, etc.

Fraud

will au-

thorize a court of equity to annul conveyances, however solemnly

executed,

and to

relieve against awards,

judgments and decrees

obtained by imposition.
Section referred to and construed 45 Ga. 103, 104. A deed set aside in
hands of third person cognizant of the original fraud: 54 Ga. 206. Enjoined
41 Ga. 617. Same in regard to judgment: 45 Ga. 141; 57/44; 7/404; 3/435;
48/648; 52/248. Section cited in reference to fraudulent deed 61 Ga. 631.
:

:

:

Stated: 76 Ga. 447.
Quoted, and injunction sustained

:

70 Ga. 57-62.
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§§ 4033, 4034

Of fraud.

Attorneys disagreeing with clients as to fees and striking names from
docket, judgment not set aside for failure to appear: 65 Ga. 466.
Will set aside judgment granting letters of administration obtained by
fraud

:

37 Ga. 265

;

67/135.

review maintainable on account of imposition, when 73 Ga. 267.
For equity to set aside judgment, fraud must be shown in plaintiff, his attorney or agents 76 Ga. 733.
Judgment, voluntarily submitted to, not set aside, except for grave cause:
77 Ga. 22.
Conveyance by one of weakened will to another having influence over her,
set aside on slight evidence 77 Ga. 724.
Husband illiterate and deaf, and wife fraudulently procuring deed from
him, conveying greater estate than agreed upon, equity will afford relief: 85
Ga. 185.
Deed obtained by fraud, etc., conveys no valid title; one holding' under
grantee, with notice, cannot recover from original grantor: 68 Ga. 817.
Deed procured by fraud, no title: 72 Ga. 20.
Title to land acquired under unnecessary administration taken out only to
defraud heirs, declared void in equity 74 Ga. 695.
Artifice and fraud practiced, no examination of land, and reliance on representation, rescission proper: 84 Ga. 497.
Deed to land procured by fraud, equity fixes constructive trust in favor of
vendor: 86 Ga. 32.
One seeking to rescind sale for fraud, must pay or tender back money paid,
and no allegation or evidence on this point, recovery not sustained: 95 Ga.
245 see also 94 Ga. 626.
Where, at administrator's sale, purchaser had fraudulently announced that
he would bid for widow, and other bidders were deterred 95 Ga. 655.
Bill of

:

:

:

:

;

:

Great inadequacy of $||49, 4040,
§4033. (3179.) Inadequacy of consideration.
consideration, joined with great disparity of mental ability in con-

may

tracting a bargain,

justify a court of equity in setting aside a

sale or other contract.

Mere inadequacy of consideration 6 Ga. 524. Where imbecility of mind and
inadequacy of consideration 31 Ga. 512. Setting aside a settlement where inequality from old age, undue influence, etc. 41 Ga. 271-273. Delay in assert:

:

:

ing rights

:

55 Ga. 485.

Gross inadequacy
Ga. 637.

a strong circumstance, but not per

is

se

sufficient

:

72

Applied to judicial sale where sheriff aided in discouraging bidders: 72
Ga. 637.
Consideration claimed to be grossly inadequate, evidence of value of land
at trial irrelevant here 95 Ga. 243.
:

Anything which happens without the$ 3979
agency or fault of the party affected by it, tending to disturb and
confuse the judgment, or to mislead him, and of which the opposite
party takes an undue advantage, is in equity a surprise, and one
species of fraud for which relief is granted.
Where defendant entrapped by plaintiff's counsel without his fault: 6 Ga.
§4034.

177.

(3180.)

Surprise

:

Surprise.

14 Ga. 384

;

41/478, 482.

Mistake by one and fraudulent advantage taken by other party, authorizes
relief: 70 Ga. 297.

-

:

:
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$$3669,1736.

§4035. (3181.) Fraudulent trade-marks, etc.
Any attempt to encroach upon the business of a trader, or other person, by the use of
similar trade-marks, names, or devices, with the intention of deceiving and misleading the public, is a fraud for which equity grants
relief.

In case of patent medicine

As

to

:

42 Ga.

what constitutes trade-mark:

91.

67 Ga. 561.

Should appear that party intended to deceive or mislead public
Distinctive label protected against deceptive imitation

:

:

67 Ga. 561.

77 Ga. 216.

General Note.
Notes from Code of 1882
False representation of title by vendor to vendee 2 Ga. 442. As to quantity and value of lands, where opportunity to look into, and delay before
rescission: 19 Ga. 448. Misrepresentation where mere matter of opinion,
and open to inquiry: 20 Ga. 654. Opportunity to investigate, and yet relying on statements only: 20 Ga. 242.
Not avoided for false assertion of
productiveness must have been precaution and application for rescission 26
Ga. 362. Parol evidence of fraud: 25 Ga. 537; 5/341-373. How must be
alleged: 5 Ga. 400; 6/590. Only where fraud: 15 Ga. 176. No fraud if done
:

:

;

pursuance of an agreement: 9 Ga. 137; 29/40; 44/259. Agent's fraud ad26 Ga. 537. Parol evidence admitted under allegations of fraud in the bill: 39 Ga. 479. Sufficient charges of fraud in a bill: 14
Ga. 715. To obtain injunction for fraud, must be specific acts of fraud charged
38 Ga. 644. So in bill to set aside sheriff's sale: 38 Ga. 512. So as to interfering with a corporation by appointment of a receiver: 41 Ga. 454. Fraud not
presumed at law, but may be proved from circumstances 8 Ga. 258. Fraud
and damage must concur, to require relief from 11 Ga. 402 14/316 32/173
44/237; 25/244; 23/354. Capacity of surety considered in regard to fraud in
procuring suretyship 27 Ga. 444. Injunction should be sustained for fraud of
an administrator: 41 Ga. 314. Statute does not run against fraud inequity
until its discovery 8 Ga. 511 41/171. There must be no negligence, for equity
to interfere for fraud 43 Ga. 278. Where remedy at law not adequate, and
injunction necessary against alleged fraud 44 Ga. 152. But no injunction for
untruth or breach of warranty: 44 Ga. 166, 167. Participants in fraud, and as
to waiver of 47 Ga. 24. Where it would be fraud to enforce mortgage 52 Ga.
183.
Where could not open account for fraud 63 Ga. 373. Injunction properly refused, where no insolvency, and fraud denied 48 Ga. 346. Award under
Act of 1856 only impeached for fraud in arbitrators: 61 Ga. 163; 29/362. Law
and equity concurrent jurisdiction of fraud, and one first taking cognizance
retains it: 30 Ga. 305; 2/304. Judgment in attachment set aside on issue suggesting fraud 3 Ga. 140. When purchase from debtor by creditor not fraudulent: 50 Ga. 213. Rumors not evidence of fraud as to secrecy: 52 Ga. 633.
Where there should have been a finding on the charge of fraud, to make a legal
decree: 55 Ga. 667. Ignorance where enough to prompt inquiry of fraud, will
not prevent statute of limitations running: 56 Ga. 161; 60/449. Where A.
sells goods to B., to defraud A.'s creditors, law will not aid him to collect: 55
Ga. 262. Continuous possession by debtor as a badge of fraud 57 Ga. 355.
Fraudulent title in vendee protected in bona fide purchaser without notice
from him 57 Ga. 172.
in

missible against principal

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

—

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882
Badges of fraud, mortgage of entire property, by insolvent debtor, in unusual manner, pending suit. Failure to produce material testimony in reach
of party: 75 Ga. 533.

:
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11.

Of specific performance.

Jury, fraud question for: 65 Ga. 698; 67/430. Fraud peculiarly a question
65 Ga. 82. Question of fraud in re-execution of mortgage properly submitted to jury here: 75 Ga. 533.
for the jury

:

Pleadings, plaintiff infi. fa., having purchased lands under fi. fa. and been
vs. holder of fi. fa. which took
the money, etc. 66 Ga. 11.

ejected, did not sufficiently allege fraud in bill
:

CHAPTER

11.

OF SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.
§4036. (3186.) Specific 'performance, when decreed.

formance of a contract

(if

Specific

per-^ 93

within the power of the party) will be
damages recoverable at law would

decreed, generally, whenever the

not be an adequate compensation for the non-performance.

Where such

a part performance that it would be a fraud to refuse it 30 Ga.
Adequate remedy at law 32 Ga. 550. Generally, in the discretion
of the court, but here the power is in the jury, under evidence and charge of
the court 17 Ga. 15 53/580. When it would be as much obligatory for equity
to decree specific performance as to give damages at law 48 Ga. 404 55/438
51/47. Court of equity here cannot compel a corporation to go into a foreign
State and specifically execute a contract 58 Ga. 523. Equity decreeing specific performance on payment of principal and legal interest
59 Ga. 546.
Specific performance decreed of parol promise to accept a draft 60 Ga. 646.
Chancellor cannot in vacation decree specific performance 60 Ga. 233.
Bill for specific performance here, not demurrable for want of equity: 69
96

;

:

14/241.

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

Ga. 750, 753.

Not decreed where complainant had not performed

his part of the contract

77 Ga. 29.
Specific

performance properly decreed here

Where one had

:

77 Ga. 340.

his property transferred to another to defraud creditors,

equity will not compel latter to reconvey 70 Ga. 328.
Contract to divert assets from proper course of administration, will not be
specifically enforced 72 Ga. 92.
Where court refused to decree specific performance of fraudulent and unconscionable bargain 76 Ga. 322.
Decree for performance of original contract proper, subsequent compromise
contract being illegal 76 Ga. 322.
Cannot recover at law where specific performance proper 72 Ga. 178.
Specific performance not matter of right in either party, but of sound discretion in court. When it will be refused 72 Ga. 92.
If specific performance would be decreed for one party, it will be decreed
for other: 70 Ga. 198.
Right to specific performance, mutual: 82 Ga. 128.
Contract of sale by testator of plaintiff in ejectment, purchase-money being
paid, specific performance decreed on equitable plea: 75 Ga. 606.
Must make out clear case, and contract must be specific 77 Ga. 29.
Contract must be certain, definite, and clear, etc. Case where one voluntarily
promised to will estate to another for nursing him through sickness 69 Ga. 126.
Where written contract for land is certain, fair, and capable of being performed, specific performance decreed 70 Ga. 198.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

-

:
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Equitable rights may be set up in claim case new parties not allowed, and
performance decreed 67 Ga. 19.
Contract merged into decree, and decree not set aside at instance of party
who took it, when 68 Ga. 105.
Where firm executed bond for titles and one partner afterwards sold his interest to the other, equity decreed specific performance of contract to convey
80 Ga. 74.
Where one agreed to donate land if factory built thereon 93 Ga. 587.
;

specific

:

:

:

The

§4037. (3187.) Parol contract for land.

S

S?4852.

of a parol contract as to land will be decreed,

if

specific

performance

the defendant admits

the contract, or if it be so far executed by the party seeking relief,
and at the instance or by the inducements of the other party, that
if

the contract be abandoned, he cannot be restored to his former

Full payment alone, accepted by the vendor, or partial
payment accompanied with possession, or possession alone with
position.

if clearly proved in each case to be done
with reference to the parol contract, will be sufficient part performance to justify a decree.

valuable improvements,

Terms

17/559 63/723.
the land, court
;

Notes from Code of 1882 :
be precisely stated and

made out: 5 Ga. 341;
Where bill for specific performance, and defendant has sold
may decree damages 6 Ga. 589 9/77. Where statute of frauds

of contract should

:

;

should be set up by defendant, in answer admitting contract: 8 Ga. 457.
Where -same rule as to refusal to decree an account on, because of statute of
frauds, would apply to specific performance: 15 Ga. 445. Specific performance
of parol contract as to second bridge when first bridge swept away: 14 Ga. 1.
When agreement denied by answer may be set up by aliunde proof: 17 Ga. 558.
Purchase, payment of consideration, taking possession and improvements relieve parol agreement from statute of frauds 33 Ga. 9 27/125, 126. Specific
performance of agreement between father and son as to land to be willed son
28 Ga. 63; 23/431. The contract and consideration must be established with
certainty, and that it was paid in pursuance of contract: 45 Ga. 175. A bill
with equity in it by married woman against her brother, for specific performance of agreement: 29 Ga. 67. Such part performance as would be a fraud
not to have entire performance: 30 Ga. 96. Full payment alone, or part payment with possession, or possession alone with valuable improvements: 51
Ga. 202.
Part payment with possession, sufficient for specific performance:
55 Ga. 198. Where the act is in pursuance of the contract, on the faith of it
and induced by it: 51 Ga. 77. Marriage not such part performance as required
under this section 54 Ga. 681. Gift of land, if not in writing, there must be
substantial improvements of land by donee, or continuous seven years possession, in case of father and child: 59 Ga. 137; 54/624.
AVhere on payment of
principal and legal interest, entitled to specific performance: 59 Ga. 547.
:

;

:

:

Notes from decisions since Code of 1882 :
4039. Applied 74 Ga. 675.
Auctioneer's memorandum makes written contract: 70 Ga. 198.
Charge, error to qualify request to charge here, by adding, "that

See notes to section

both parties admit contract," etc.

:

:

is,

when

77 Ga. 786.

Claim, where plaintiff had no title which she could assert in claim case by
reason merely of parol gift of land and valuable improvements: 94 Ga. 493;
see also 67 Ga. 19; nor could one recover in ejectment on such title 79 Ga. 475.
:

:
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Contract should be made out clearly 71 Ga. 818. Not decreed, of vague
and uncertain contract 75 Ga. 350.
Dismissing suit, plaintiff who dismissed bill to set aside deed, on promise of
defendant to make him title, might have specific performance: 72 Ga. 178.
Father and son, refused, where father agreed to convey to son, payment to
come out of profits of land 71 Ga. 818.
Gift, must be decreed on parol gift with valuable improvements, in order to
pass legal title so that donee's heir at law may recover in ejectment against
donor's subsequent vendee 79 Ga. 475. Possession under gift on meritorious
consideration and valuable improvements made, authorize specific perform:

:

:

:

ance: 72 Ga. 173.
Limitation, right of specific performance of parol contract for lands, barred
after seven years adverse possession by person who bargained the lands
91 Ga. 376.

Other

wherever equity would enforce specific performance, it will
enjoyment to purchaser who is not in default as to his payments

relief,

also secure

94 Ga. 525.
Parties, not decreed against purchaser not party to contract; feoffor not
being party to proceedings: 75 Ga. 350.
Part performance, vendor carrying out agreement with vendee to deed
specific part of land to subpurchaser, subpurchaser's entering into possession
thereof was part performance as to original vendee: 82 Ga. 123. Allegations
here sufficient to take case out of statute of frauds, part performance set out:
93 Ga. 29.
Possession, where possession of land under parol contract of purchase, and
valuable improvements made, specific performance decreed 69 Ga. 759. Possession, under gift on meritorious consideration, and valuable improvements
made, authorize specific performance: 72 Ga. 173. Possession, and valuable
improvements induced by defendant, under parol contract, authorize specific
performance: 72 Ga. 214. Exchange of lands consummated by possession
makes perfect equity in vendee without notice of prior parol sale, though he
receives notice before getting deed 70 Ga. 480.
Purchase price paid, decree against corporation, where agent bargained lot
to one who paid purchase price to corporation and made valuable improvements: 93 Ga. 747.
Requisites for obtaining specific performance discussed 71 Ga. 818.
Right of way, specific performance of verbal promise to convey, decreed
here 80 Ga. 77.
Security- deed, agreement to lend money, borrower to execute security
deed, etc., executed except debtor did not sign deed, specific performance decreed 66 Ga. 296.
Tender, petition for specific performance dismissed because no tender of
money 93 Ga. 29.
Trustee, specific performance of parol agreement by trustee to convey land,
not decreed here, although partly performed, trustee not having authority to
convey 65 Ga. 61.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Valuable improvements, where meritorious consideration and valuable improvements: 67 Ga. 248 (29/758). Must be decreed, on parol gift with valuable improvements, in order to pass title so that donee's heir at law may recover in ejectment against donee's subsequent vendee: 79 Ga. 475. Where
possession of land under parol contract of purchase, and valuable improvements made, specific performance decreed: 69 Ga. 759; 72/214. Possession
under gift on meritorious consideration, and valuable improvements made,

§4037
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authorize specific performance: 72 Ga. 173. Decreed, against corporation,
where agent bargained, lot to one who paid purchase price to corporation and
made valuable improvements 93 Ga. 747.
:

#3887,4852.

§4038. (3188.) Of personalty. Any good reason, in equity and
good conscience, why the complainant should have the possession of
specific personalty to which he has title, will sustain a bill for specific performance or delivery, and, unless rebutted by other equitable
reasons, will justify a decree.
The jury in such cases may decree
either damages or specific delivery.
Section referred to and construed 48 Ga. 404, 405. When not decreed as to
breach of personal contract not irreparable in damages 18 Ga. 473. Where it
will be decreed as to personalty, being no remedy by damages 41 Ga. 326.
Specific performance not decreed of agreement to apply personal skill and
labor to personal property 74 Ga. 233.
:

:

:

:

2

$

7,

39^8 2486
3656.

not be decreed of a
voluntary agreement, or merely gratuitous promise. If, however,
possession of lands has been given under such agreement, upon a
meritorious consideration, and valuable improvements made upon
the faith thereof, equity will decree the performance of the agreement.
§4039.

(3189.)

Voluntary promises.

It will

Stated in 33 Ga. 9. Section referred to and construed with reference to
character of improvements: 54 Ga. 624.
See "notes to -section 4037.
Stated 67 Ga. 248.
Refused, where father agreed to convey to son, payment to come out of the
profits of the land 71 Ga. 818.
Cited and discussed 71 Ga. 818-852.
Declaratory of the common law 71 Ga. 854.
Part performance not made out here 71 Ga. 818.
Decree where agreement on meritorious consideration, and valuable improvements on faith thereof, but not when 69 Ga. 125.
Possession under a gift on meritorious consideration, and valuable improvements made, authorize specific performance: 72 Ga. 173.
Parol gift of land, with possession of mei'itorious consideration, improvements after donor's death, materials ordered before with his consent, not
complete: 92 Ga. 285.
Contract must be certain, definite, and clear, etc. Case where one voluntarily promised to will estate to another for nursing him through sickness: 69
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Ga. 126.
Equity never decrees

specific

performance of voluntary or gratuitous con-

tract: 73 Ga. 571.
Specific performance not decreed of gratuitous promise to give life-insurance to insured's sister: 74 Ga. 670.
Specific performance of voluntary conveyance, not decreed against heirs of
grantor: 77 Ga. 28.
$

'

8549

4033,

Mere inadequacy of price,
§4040. (3190.) Inadequacy of price.
sufficient to rescind a contract, may justify a court in

though not

refusing to decree a specific performance;

so also

any other fact

;;:
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showing the contract to be unfair or unjust, or against good conscience.
Stated

19 Ga. 565

:

ground for

;

39/511

relief: 6 Ga. 516

;

;

Mere inadequacy of price alone no
But with other suspicious circumstances

43/83.

19/471.

indicate fraud 9 Ga. 60. And with other circumstances indicating the
contract was unfair, prevent decreeing specific performance 46 Ga. 139 60/241

may

:

:

;

51/63.

Cited and applied, where contract would divest partnership assets:
Ga. 92.

72

Gross inadequacy a strong circumstance to show fraud, but not per se suffi72 Ga. 644.
Specific performance refused, if contrary to good conscience: 73 Ga. 571.

cient

:

The vendor-seek§4041. (3191.) Ability of complainant to comply.
ing specific performance must show an ability to comply substan-

§$3542, 8556,

tially with his contract in every part, and as to all the property;
but a want of title, or other inability as to part, will not be a good
answer to the vendee seeking performance, who is willing to accept
title to the part, receiving compensation for the other. If the defects
in the vendor's title be trifling, or comparatively small, equity will
decree at his instance granting compensation for such defects.

Purchaser not obliged to rescind, but could claim compensation for
78 Ga. 616.

ciency

defi-

:

If, for any cause, the specific $$3556,4852.
§4042. (3192.) Damages for breach.
performance is impossible, or the vendee declines to accept a performance in part, the court may proceed to assess damages for the
breach of the contract.

Where party has

sold the property so as to prevent specific performance,

damages may be recovered
Case for
ble

:

specific

:

6 Ga. 591.

performance must be made out before damages recovera-

77 Ga. 28.

General Note. — Where no bill could be sustained against
by his son: 12 Ga.

father's represent-

Enforced because of part performance: 14
Ga. 238. To turn over choses in action for indemnity 17 Ga. 177. Where necessarily equity will decree performance in regard to sale of lands 20 Ga. 142
48/402. Where assignees of contract might have specific peformance 21 Ga. 183.
Where decreed as to land held under title bond 21 Ga. 403. Decreed as to
ative,

202.

:

:

:

:

father's representative, to his son

:

23 Ga. 431.

As

to parties to bill for specific

performance 29 Ga. 628. Possession of land under contract for rent not part
performance of purchase: 33 Ga. Sup. 136. As between son-in-law and fatherin-law 31 Ga. 295. Specific performance of an assignment to pay debts 32
Ga. 257. Where adequate remedy at law, equity will not decree specific performance 32 Ga. 550. Assignee of bond for title may be compelled in equity
to perform his contract: 35 Ga. 258.
Where assignee could not claim specific
performance 40 Ga. 457. Parol contract to land should be clearly made out
17 Ga. 15, 559. Defense to incapacity of party to contract, settled by verdict
of jury: 43 Ga. 79; 43/365.
Where jurisdiction for specific performance, also
of all correlative matters besides 43 Ga. 356.
Gross inadequacy of consideration, a reason why equity will notdecree specific performance of parol contract
:

:

:

:

:

:
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for land

:

39 Ga. 511.

of right of

fendant

:

No

bill to

way having no such

61 Ga. 626.

compel erection

provisions

:

of stock-gaps or bridges,

As

50 Ga. 211.

That vendor remaining

in

possession did not prevent his

calling on defendant for specific performance: 65 Ga. 652, 653.

formance of signature

deed

to costs against deSpecific per-

of a deed: 66 Ga. 296.

Must make out clear case, and contract must be specific 77 Ga. 29.
Decreed here, against purchaser, using portion of land, failing to perform
contract as to all right not lost by vendor remaining in possession after such
:

;

failure

:

65 Ga. 652, 653.

Specific performance of bond for titles not decreed against transferee of purchase-money note 75 Ga. 840.
Where bond for titles and defaults in notes and vendor retakes land, vendee
cannot tender money and require specific performance 91 Ga. 33.
:

:

